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NRC NEWS: 2002 requiring the plant to get a 'certificate of public good'
from the state if the plant was going to operate beyond its
initial 40-year license."

NRC Approves Vermont Yankee License The AP (3/11, Gram) notes the plant "cleared a key
Renewal. The NRC Commissioners voted 4-0, with one hurdle" as the NRC "dismissed the last objections raised by
recusal to allow the staff to issue Vermont Yankee's license an anti-nuclear group." Chairman Jaczko "said the plant had
renewal. Regional coverage of the news was significant, with satisfied his agency that it is fit to continue. 'We believe that
most outlets noting that the approval is one step in the Entergy, through the exhaustive review that we've done
troubled plant's efforts to win permission to continue through the license renewal process, meets all the
operating. requirements and standards to operate for another 20 years,'

The New York Times (3/11, A19, Wald, 1.01M) reports Jaczko told reporters in a conference call." Last year, "the
that in issuing the approval for relicensing, the NRC "rejected state Senate voted 26-4 against granting the state Public
all challenges" to extending Yankee's operating license and Service Board the go-ahead" to approve license renewal.
set "up a confrontation between the reactors owner and the The AP (3/11) also ran an abbreviated version of the
Vermont Legislature, which has blocked a state certificate coverage.
needed to keep the plant running." In a "conference call with Reuters (3/11, DiSavino) says that energy experts
reporters, the commission's chairman, Gregory B. Jaczko, noted how unusual it was for the NRC Chairman to be on a
said that the plant's owner, Entergy, had met 'all of our call about a license renewal. Those are usually routine
requirements and standards to be able to operate for another announcements that Reuters says are not very newsworthy.
20 years."' Though he noted that continued operation will Dow Jones Newswires (3/11, Malik) notes that Entergy
require a number of permits and other clearances and the has come under criticism for the tritiated water leak last year
NRC license was just one among them. The Times adds, and has been accused of misleading the public when it stated
"Safety regulation rests with the Nuclear Regulatory there were no underground pipes, when the leak was
Commission, but Entergy had signed a deal with Vermont in eventually found in an underground pipe.



The Rutland (VT) Herald (3/11, Smallheer) notes that
the NRC chairman "also said the NRC had no intention of
getting involved in the power struggle between Vermont and
Entergy Nuclear, owner of Vermont Yankee." Jaczko said "it
was up to Entergy to get all the permits it needed to continue
operating, including the state's certificate of public good. He
said the company had met the NRC's standards."

WPTZ-TV Burlington, Vermont (3/11, Ledbetter) adds
that Chairman Jaczko, acknowledged "that state officials want
the plant closed on schedule in 2012. Gov. Peter Shumlin
has repeatedly cited ongoing concerns about plant reliability
and [environmental] pollution. The NRC, Jaczko said, sees
no reason to intervene in the dispute -- and potential court
battle - between Vermont officials and Entergy. 'We won't
speculate what will happen in the courts,' Jaczko said."

The Brattleboro (VT) Reformer (3/11) says the "five-
member commission, with one member recused, voted today
on whether to accept a last-minute contention from the New
England Coalition on the status of electrical cables
susceptible to wetting or submersion." Commissioners "voted
against accepting the contention" and refused to "accept a
motion to stay the license renewal proceeding that was
submitted by NEC Thursday morning." Power-Gen
Worldwide (3/11), the AP (3/11) also covered the issue.

Local TV Coverage. WPTZ-TV Burlington, VT (3/11,
6:02am EST, 24,994) reports that "Federal regulators say
they'll grant the" Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Plant "a 20-
year license extension" The chairman of the NRC said that
"the unanimous vote follows a five year study that the NRC
took 'very seriously' and they're confident Vermont Yankee is
good to go." However, the state sill must "sign-off" on the
extension. Vermont Yankee's current license expires one
year from now.

WCAX-TV Burlington, VT (3/10, 11:02pm EST, 17, 531)
adds, "Some Yankee supporters say the Federal versus State
license approval issue could wind up in court. But Governor
Peter Shumlin - who believes Yankee should close -does not
expect that." Gov. Shumlin said that "Entergy agreed publicly
with that bill and Governor Douglas signed it into law. So for
Entergy to go out now and say hey we're not going to keep
our word again and go to court and say we want to undo the
legal document we signed and the public support we gave to
the process, seems like a tough argument to make in court."
WCVB-TV Boston, MA (3/11, 5:37am EST, 64,817) and
WFFF-TV Burlington, VT (3/10, 10:34pm EST, 8,254)
provides similar coverage.

State Leaders Comment. On its website, WCAX-TV
Burlington, Vermont (3/11, Bullard) reported, "Late Thursday,
Vermont's congressional delegation released a statement
that said, 'We believe that Entergy should respect and abide
by Vermont's laws, which require approval from the Vermont
Legislature, and then the Vermont Public Service Board, for

the plant to continue to operate beyond 2012."' Gov. Peter
Shumlin said he was "pleased that the NRC is reaffirming
Vermont's authority to determine the plant's future." He
added that he remains "convinced that it is not in the public
good for the plant to remain open beyond its scheduled
closing in 2012."

Vermont Public Radio (3/11) reported, "Shumlin says
the state has no intention of backing down, even if Entergy
sues. 'As Vermonters, we've got to stand up and implement
our legal authority to determine our own futures. And if
Entergy's going to break their word and go to the judge and
say, 'Hey, we didn't really mean it when we signed the
document saying we'd abide by Vermont laws,' good luck to
them."'

Entergy Would Finish Clean Up Before Transferring
Ownership. BloomberQ News (3/11, Chediak) reports that
Entergy "said in November it may sell the plant after Vermont
voters elected a governor who has opposed extending the
plant's life beyond 2012. ... Governor Peter Shumlin, a
Democrat, has called for the state to reject a 20-year
extension of the plant's operating license." Entergy is in the
process of cleaning up "areas affected by the tritium leak and
would 'substantially complete' the effort before any sale" of
the plant, said company spokesman Michael Bums, last
November.

Anti-Yankee Activist Says Plant's Closing Will
Benefit Vermont. In a commentary for the Rutland (VT)
Herald (3/11), Sandra Levine, of the Conservation Law
Foundation writes, "A cleaner, more prosperous energy future
is available without Vermont Yankee. Let's set aside the
bogey men and scare tactics and look at the facts." Levine
says there is an "excess supply" of power, which all but
"guarantee that the retirement of Vermont Yankee will have at
most a small impact on Vermont's electricity supply." She
adds that claims "that power prices will increase without
Vermont Yankee are specious" and suggests it is
"disingenuous to call Vermont Yankee low-cost when it would
simply sell power to Vermont at the going market price."

NRC Approves Final Design For GE Hitachi's
Reactor. ClimateWire (3/11, Behr) reports that the NRC
gave "final design approval to the GE Hitachi Economic
Simplified Boiling Water Reactor," which will open
"possibilities for overseas sales of the 1,500-megawatt
generator and advancing the design toward a final approval
by the NRC, expected before the end of this year." GE
Hitachi President and CEO Caroline Reda said the ESBWR
"is one final step from becoming a reality," and noted that
while DTE Energy has selected the design for its new reactor
project at its existing Fermi plant site Detroit, "the first ESBWR
is likely to be built in India, with a completion in 2019, if
reactor liability issues in that country can be overcome."
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On its website, eMoneyDaily (3/11, Marshall) notes the
approval and adds the 'World market-for new nuclear power
plant orders will recover in three to five years and 'come back
strong' after that, a senior executive of General Electric
Hitachi Nuclear Energy said in an interview."

Markey Urges NRC Against Approval Of
Westinghouse AP1000 Design. E&ENews PM
(3/11, Northey) reports, Rep. Ed Markey (D-MA), ranking
Democrat on the House Natural Resources Committee
warned NRC "regulators against approving a nuclear plant
design that he said could shatter during an earthquake or if
struck by an airplane or missile." In a letter to the NRC,
March 7, Markey urged the NRC to not approve
Westinghouse's "amended AP1 000 reactor design application
until major safety issues are addressed," including those
raised "by one of the commission's long-serving staff that
there is a risk that an earthquake at, or aircraft impact on, the
AP1000 could result in a catastrophic core meltdown,' Markey
wrote, adding that the threat of terrorist attacks should also be
addressed in reviewing the design." Westinghouse's revised
application includes changes "to show the model could
withstand 'the effects of an aircraft impact."'

Energy Northwest Joins NEI Lawsuit To
Suspend Nuclear Waste Fee. Drawing coverage
from the Tri-City (WA) Herald, the AP (3/11) reports that the
Energy Northwest "consortium that runs the nuclear power
plant on the Hanford nuclear reservation has joined a lawsuit
asking the Energy Department to suspend the fee it charges
consumers to manage nuclear fuel." According to Energy
Northwest spokeswoman Rochelle Olson, "the fee is not
necessary because the federal government has decided not
to use the disposal site at Yucca Mountain, Nev." For its part,
DOE contends it is still "committed to disposing of spent
nuclear fuel." The AP notes the consortium joined the
Nuclear Energy Institute's lawsuit against the DOE.

The Tri-City (WA) Herald (3/10, Cary) reports that
Energy Northwest spokeswoman, Rochelle Olson, said the
company is "concerned about the continued collection and
use of consumer dollars to fund the Nuclear Waste Fund,
particularly since the federal government has announced it is
terminating the Yucca Mountain project and another solution
has not been identified." The Herald noted that in addition to
the NEI suit, the "National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners filed a similar lawsuit Monday."

Reuters (3/11, Doggett) notes that the NEI lawsuit is
aimed at suspending collection of the Nuclear Waste Fee,
which consumers pay through their electric bills at a rate of
0.1 penny for every kilowatt-hour.

In its coverage, World Nuclear News (3/10) noted that
the DOE fee is coming under attack on two fronts, in lawsuits

from the NEI and the NARUC. The government was
supposed to use the 31 billion paid into the Nuclear Waste
Fund "to create a permanent nuclear waste disposal site by
1998. Around $7 billion was spent and much progress made,
but Yucca was cut off from funding in May 2009 by President
Barack Obama and energy secretary Stephen Chu."
Commenting on the legal action, NARUC president Tony
Clark said it was "past time for the DoE to suspend consumer
payments in the Nuclear Waste Fund," adding, "consumers
should be given a break until.. .a solution is found."

On its website, Environment News Service (3/11.) says
that according to the NEI, "a review of the need to continue
the fee performed by the Energy Department is inadequate
and that the fee for the used fuel management program
should be suspended." NEI and the plaintiff companies also
"argue that collection of the fee is not necessary given that
the Obama administration's budget request for fiscal 2012
does not include any funding for the used nuclear fuel
management program." ENS noted that NRC Chairman
Gregory Jaczko "has said plans call for the Yucca Mountain
licensing board to go out of business sometime this year."

Markey Criticizes NRC's Handling Of Pilgrim
Station Security Deficiency. In a letter to NRC
Chairman Jaczko, Rep. Edward Markey (D-MA) criticized the
Commission "for failing to disclose details about a security
issue" discovered at Pilgrim plant last fall, reports the Quincv
(MA) Patriot Ledger (3/10, Chesto, 43K). Markey's letter
'asked a series of questions about the unspecified security
'deficiency."' most notably, why the NRC "hasn't released
details regarding the incident to the public." The NRC
disclosed last week that an inspection late last year had
discovered a "security issue of 'low to moderate significance'
at Pilgrim station, though the "agency declined to specify what
was found." NRC spokesman Neil Sheehan said it was
decided "several years ago that the appropriate response to
such issues was to let the public know a security violation
occurred without disclosing the details."

NRC Employee Joseph Himes, Dies At 76. A
notice on the Washinqton Post (3/11, Brown, 605K) website
marks the passing of "Joseph Himes, who helped develop
emergency response plans during his three-decade career at
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission," and who "died Feb. 10
at his home in Rockville of complications from heart disease.
He was 76. Mr. Himes began working on developing the
NRC's incident response program in the mid-1970s as a
contractor working for the Mitre Corp." He joined "NRC staff
in 1980, shortly after the 1979 accident at the Three Mile
Island nuclear power plant in Pennsylvania."
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Lawmakers Consider Competing CWIP Bills In
Missouri. The St. Louis Beacon (3/10, Rosenbaum)
reported on the hearing Wednesday, in which an "overflow
crowd packed two Missouri Capitol committee rooms" to hear
testimony on the bills that could "pave the way for a new
nuclear reactor in Callaway County." Action is needed
because of the "construction work in progress (CWIP) law
approved by voters in 1976." Two measures before the
"Senate Committee on Veterans' Affairs, Emerging Issues,
Pensions and Urban Affairs would allow Ameren and a
consortium of energy companies to make ratepayers pay for
a site permit for a potential nuclear reactor." One measure is
sponsored by Sen. Jason Crowell, while another is sponsored
by Sen. Mike Kehoe. Consumer groups and major
companies generally supported Crowell's bill, while utility
companies support Kehoe's legislation.

The Fulton (MO) Sun (3/10, Watson, 4K) reported that
state Sen. Mike Kehoe told a Senate committee late
Wednesday that "Missouri needs to build another nuclear
power plant to secure a low-cost power source for years to
come," though a "spokesman for the Missouri Coalition for the
Environment told the same panel that nuclear power is the
most expensive option around. 'The free market gave up on
the nuclear market years ago,' testified Ed Smith, the group's
'No CWIP Coordinator."' The Sun noted that Kehoe said that
because 80 percent of the state's electricity comes from coal,
'Which 'continues to be under attack' for political and
environmental reasons," nuclear provides the "best option for
future energy production, he said."

Law Firms Meet To Discuss Action Against
Possible Nuclear Contamination. The Johnson
City (TN) Press (3/11, Hicks, 29K) reports, "Representatives
from three law firms will host a pair of meetings Wednesday
in Unicoi County to address questions and concerns area
citizens may have regarding possible nuclear contamination
lawsuits." John T. Milburn Rogers with Rogers, Laughlin,
Hood & Crum said, "It will be an educational meeting to
discuss what relationship, if any, there is between certain
illnesses and the providers of nuclear contaminants in the
Erwin area." According to Rogers, the meetings were spurred
by "requests from residents in the region and are intended to
provide people who feel they may be victims of nuclear
contamination information and legal options."

Payette County Commissioners Reject AEHI
Challenge. The Ontario (OR) Argus Observer (3/11,
Stromberg, 7K) reports, "Payette County Commissioners
voted to deny an appeal that was submitted in February from
numerous Payette County residents regarding a company
proposing to build a nuclear power plant in Payette County."
More than 50 Payette County residents and landowners filed

the appeal against a decision by the Payette County Planning
and Zoning Commission, which recommended approval of
the proposed rezoning of "the land on which AEHI wants to
build." The "commissioners unanimously agreed Monday that
previous decisions from the Payette County Planning and
Zoning commission were made correctly and therefore
denied the appeal."

Spent Fuel Seen As Untapped Resource. In a
piece for the Minneapolis Star Tribune (3/11, 319K) Rolf
Westgard, of the American Nuclear Society, writes that the
wide margins of Minnesota House and Senate lawmakers
who approved "bills that remove the state's ban on issuing
certificates of need for new nuclear power plants" have been
reconciled and sent to Gov. Mark Dayton, who, along with
many others is "concerned about the long-term storage of
radioactive spent fuel pellets." In France, nuclear operators
"deal with this issue for their 58 nuclear plants by
reprocessing the spent fuel. Ninety-five percent of the
material, including some fissionable plutonium, is recycled
into new fuel, and the dangerous 5 percent is vitrified into
glass cylinders for storage." Westgard says reprocessing
recovers "significant energy value" from spent nuclear fuel,
even as it "substantially reduces the volume and radiotoxicity"
of high-level nuclear waste.

Chamber Study Says Comanche Peak
Expansion Among Stalled Texas Energy
Projects. On its "Barnett Shale" blog, the Fort Worth Star
Telegram (3/10) Jack Z. Smith also notes the US Chamber of
Commerce study "identifying 23 stalled energy projects in
Texas that it says are costing the state' $191.7 billion in
annual economic output and 311,100 jobs a year that could
be created during the construction phase of these projects."
Among those projects "is the proposed two-unit expansion of
the Comanche Peak nuclear power plant," for which plant
operator Luminant, "is proceeding with its application to win a
construction and operating license" from the NRC, "but the
company has said it needs federal loan guarantees for the
undertaking."

Study: Stalled Energy Projects Could Boost US
GDP, Create Jobs. Reuters (3/11, Groom) reports a study
says that if more than 350 US energy projects currently in
limbo were cleared, it would boost the country's GDP by $1.1
trillion and help create up to 1.9 million jobs. The US
Chamber of Commerce requested the study, which analyzed
projects in the gas, nuclear, transmission, coal as well as
renewable energy industries that have been stalled because
of several reasons, including permit issues.

Meanwhile, Bloomberg News (3/11, Klimasinska)
reports, "Renewable-energy projects such as wind farms and
solar fields are just as hard to build in the US as coal-fired
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power plants because of regulatory obstacles and activists'
protests, the US Chamber of Commerce said." The article
says "energy projects valued at $576.6 billion were
abandoned, delayed or challenged by the state governments
or environmentalists, according to a Chamber report released
today." Notably, "the Chamber, the nation's biggest business
lobbying group, is urging lawmakers to rein in 'excessive
regulation' and President Thomas Donohue has led criticism
of regulations enacted during the Obama administration,"
Bloomberg adds.

Stalled Five Energy Projects Costing Maryland
Money, Jobs. The Gaithersburg Gazette (3/11, Hyslop)
reports that a study released yesterday by the US Chamber
of Commerce says "a slow permitting process, 'limitless
lawsuits' and disgruntled neighbors could cost Maryland's
economy at least five energy projects, more than $19 billion
and 20,000 jobs." The Gazette adds, "Maryland projects in
the analysis included construction of a third nuclear reactor at
Calvert Cliffs in Lusby and a liquefied natural gas storage
facility at Sparrows Point near Dundalk. Also included were
two high-voltage interstate transmission lines - PATH
through Western Maryland and MAPP from Delaware across
the Eastern Shore, Chesapeake Bay, Southern Maryland and
Potomac River to Possum Point in Virginia." The study also
looked at "two wind energy projects", Criterion Wind Park and
Dan's Mountain Wind Force.

The Maryland Daily Record (3/11, Mook, 15K) reports,
"Maryland Sens. Ben Cardin and Barbara Mikulski were cited
in the report for their opposition to the LNG project. Cardin
said in an e-mail response that the projects that were stalled
were ones with legitimate issues, and, as an example pointed
to the states moving ahead with a planned offshore wind
project that has generated strong support." Cardin said,
"Marylanders have welcomed nuclear power plants, the Cove
Point LNG facility and other energy projects with open arms"
and that "several of the Maryland projects described in this
report are not being delayed for any reason except
economics." Bloomberq News (3/11, Klimasinska) also
reports on the US Chamber of Commerce report.

Projects Could Give Multibillion Dollar Boost To
California. The Los Angeles Times (3/11, Hsu, 681K)
reports, "At least two dozen solar, wind and other energy
projects currently tangled in bureaucratic and environmental
red tape could give California a multibillion dollar boost if they
were to move forward, a new report says." The study,
requested by the US Chamber of Commerce, "estimates that
building and operating 31 stalled energy projects in the state
would create 142,100 jobs annually and pump nearly $60
billion into the economy." The Times says the study was
released at a time when "gas prices continued to climb and
calls for cleaner sources of energy have been rising."

The study also looked at several projects in California,
including "seven natural gas terminals, seven wind farms, six
solar farms and five transmission projects, including Sunrise
Powerlink - which broke ground in December - and Green
Path North, an 80-mile power line through San Bernardino
County which has been halted over environmental concerns,"
reports the San Diego Union-Tribune (3/10, Calbreath, 264K).
Notably, "the critics say there are legitimate reasons for taking
time during the approval process, to ensure that
environmental concerns are met." Also, most of the projects
have been stalled because of financing difficulties "rather than
bureaucratic red tape," the critics add, according the paper.

H-Canyon Concerns Remain. In continuing
coverage from Thursday's briefing, the Augusta (GA)
Chronicle (3/11, Chourey) reports that "the prospect of
phasing out a unique facility at the US Department of
Energy's Savannah River Site not only puts hundreds of jobs
at risk but also might stick South Carolina with storing more
spent nuclear fuel, a concern that site officials tried to address
Thursday." The nine members of the Aiken County legislative
delegation said in a letter sent Tuesday to Secretary Chu
"that defunding the H Canyon facility at the site will leave the
15,000 used fuel rods stored at the site's L Area with no
means of disposition." SRS deputy manager Zack Smith told
the Governors Nuclear Advisory Council Thursday "that
efforts are being made to reduce risk and surveillance costs
at the facility, but also offered a measure of assurance." Said
Smith, 'We are looking to position the canyon so it is available
for future missions for R&D efforts associated with processing
used nuclear fuel."

INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR NEWS:

Rolls-Royce, Areva To Sign Nuclear Reactor
Pact. The Financial Times (3/11, Pfeifer, Hollinger, 448K)
reports that Rolls-Royce and French nuclear group Areva are
set to sign an agreement Friday that will open up
opportunities for the engine-making firm in the global nuclear
market. The strategic partnership agreement will allow Rolls-
Royce to expand its worldwide presence as France seeks to
dominate the market with its third generation nuclear reactors,
the Times adds. Reuters (3/11, Tagaris) also covers the
story, citing the Financial Times report.

Nuclear Seen As Right Choice For Manitoba. In
an opinion piece for Manitoba's Lac du Bonnet Leader (3/11),
Marc Zienkiewicz, wrote that the Mayor of Pinawa "appeared
at a public hearing this week to advocate for a nuclear power
plant in Manitoba. Let's hope the province gives some
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serious consideration to what he had to say." Zienkiewicz
says "The fact is, nuclear power is a safe and cleaner
alternative to hydroelectricity, and it's something that would
bring enormous benefits to Manitoba."

No Damage Reported At Japan Nuclear Plants
Following Quake. Kyodo News (3/11) reports, "Nuclear
plants on the Pacific coast in Miyagi and Fukushima
prefectures have been automatically shut down Friday
following a powerful earthquake that hit a wide area in
northeastern Japan, the operators said." The "suspended
power plants were the Onagawa plant in Miyagi Prefecture,
operated by Tohoku Electric Power Co., and the Fukushima
No. 1 and No. 2 plants in the adjacent Fukushima Prefecture,
run by Tokyo Electric Power Co., according to the
companies." TEPCO "said it kept operating the Kashiwazaki-
Kariwa nuclear plant on the Sea of Japan coast in Niigata
Prefecture, while Hokkaido Electric Power Co. reported no
problems at its Tomari No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 plants in the
northernmost main island."

Reuters (3/11, Maeda, Tsukimori) notes that Hokuriku
Electric's Higashidori plant north of Onagawa plant was not
affected by the temblor, according to a company spokesman,
who added that the company was surveying facilities for
information about fires or other problems.

Tsunami Alert Issued After "Massive" 8.9
Magnitude Temblor. AFP (3/11) reports, "A massive 8.8-
magnitude earthquake shook Japan on Friday unleashing a
powerful tsunami that sent ships crashing into the shore.. .of
coastal towns." Thus far, there are no reports of "immediate
deaths," but the early afternoon quake did shake "buildings in
greater Tokyo" where "at least six fires were reported."

Initially, the quake registered at a 7.9 magnitude, but it
has since been upgraded, making it the fifth largest
earthquake to rock the world since 1900, the Wall Street
Journal (3/11, Mochizuki, Fujikawa, 2.09M) reports.
Japanese Prime Minister Naoto Kan called an emergency
meeting, during which he and his cabinet aimed to reassure
the shaken nation.

Kan said the "government will do 'everything possible to
minimize the damage,"' the Washington Post (3/11, Harlan,
605K) reported. "'We ask the people of Japan to exercise the
spirit of fraternity and ask fast, and to assist one's family and
neighbors,' Kan said." He also "urged people to watch
television reports and stay calm, evacuating areas if
necessary."

While much of Tokyo remained trapped underground
after subway trains were halted and airports were shuttered,
those at the epicenter of the quake were facing "an ominous
13-foot muddy wave," which began "washing across" the
land, the Los Angeles Times (3/11, Demick, Pierson, Hall,
681K) reported. The "epicenter of the quake was 81 miles off

the coast of Sendai, and it struck at a depth of 15 miles,
which may have decreased the potential damage." The New
York Times (3/11, Fackler, Drew, 1.01M) noted Kan said
"nuclear power plants in the stricken area had not been
affected."

Hawaii Civil Defense Urges Coastal Evacuation.
The Honolulu Star-Advertiser (3/11) reports, "Hawaii Civil
Defense is advising all residents in tsunami inundation zones
to evacuate immediately. The alert, issued at 10:38, reads
'Leave all coastal evacuation zones immediately. Refer to
Hawaiian Telcom or Paradise Pages for evacuation maps.'
The earliest that hazardous waves could hit Hawaii is 2:59
a.m. [7:59 a.m. EST]."

The AP (3/11) reports, "Tsunami sirens were sounded
and coastal areas were being evacuated in Hawaii" where the
Pacific Tsunami Warning Center "widened its tsunami
warning beyond East Asia... to include Hawaii, Australia,
New Zealand, Mexico and Central and South America and
the rest of the Pacific Ocean."

Clapper's Comments On Russia, China Draw
Criticism. In addition to his comments on Libya, Director
of National Intelligence James Clapper's remarks on the
threats posed by China and Russia are receiving intense
media coverage. The Los Angeles Times (3/11, Dilanian,
681K) reports the White House yesterday "cleaned up any
impressions Clapper may have left about Russia and China."
Clapper, ABC World News (3/10, story 5, 1:50,
Stephanopoulos, 8.2M) reported, "dug himself in deeper"
when "he was asked which countries pose a 'mortal threat' to
the United States." The "first ones he mentioned were Russia
and China, but the President has been trying to build
alliances with these countries."

The Washington Times (3/11, Lake, 77K) reports
Clapper "said he considered China the most significant threat
among nation states, with Russia posing the second-greatest
threat," but "later clarified" that "he did not assess that China
or Russia had the intention to launch an attack on the United
States." His testimony, it says, "contrasts with statements by
Obama administration officials who have sought to highlight
the dangers of Iran and North Korea while paying less
attention to China and Russia." But Clapper "said he does
not assess that North Korea and Iran pose greater strategic
threats because they lack the forces that Russia and China
have that could deliver a nuclear attack on the United States."

The Hill (3/11, Felsenthal, 21K), meanwhile, notes that
Vice President Joe Biden is in Russia "emphasizing.. .that it is
time for the US to 'push the reset button' in its relationship
with Russia." But while he is there, DNI Clapper was
testifying before "visibly stunned senators that the biggest
threats to our nation are Russian and China." Reuters (3/11,
Eckert) reports Clapper warned that China's growing
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intelligence and cyberwarfare capabilities are a "formidable
concern" to the US.

Lawmakers Urge Administration Not To
Resume Food Aid To North Korea. AFP (3/11,
Tandon) reports "several US Republican lawmakers on
Thursday urged" the Obama Administration "not to provide
food aid sought by North Korea, fearing it would bolster Kim
Jong Il's regime." Expressing "grave concerns" during a
congressional hearing, Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen said, "Fast
approaching is the 100th anniversary next year of the birth of
Kim Jong-lI's father and there is the danger that aid provided
would be diverted for this spectacle." The chairwoman of.the
House Foreign Affairs Committee also "called for an
accounting of how North Korea distributed previous US food
aid left over when the regime booted out non-governmental
organizations in 2009."

Meanwhile, in a separate article, AFP (3/11) reports that
a "South Korean expert" has said that "North Korea's food
shortage will worsen this year due to higher international
prices, an abnormally cold winter and other factors," including
"shrinking international aid," China's "tighter restrictions on
fertilizer exports... and the spread of foot-and-mouth disease."
According to Kwon Tae-Jin of the Korea Rural Economic
Institute, the North "needs 5.5 million tons of grain a year to
feed its 24 million people," but he "expects this year's grain
harvest to be about four million tons, 100,000 tons less than
last year."

Copyright 2011 by Bulletin News, LLC. Reproduction
without permission prohibited. Editorial content is drawn from
thousands of newspapers, national magazines, national and
local television programs, and radio broadcasts.
BulletinNews creates custom news briefings for government
and corporate leaders and also publishes the White House
Bulletin, Frontrunner and Washington Morning Update. We
can be found on the Web at BulletinNews.com, or called at
(703) 483-6100.
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NRC NEWS: 2002 requiring the plant to get a 'certificate of public good'
from the state if the plant was going to operate beyond its
initial 40-year license."

NRC Approves Vermont Yankee License The AP (3/11, Gram) notes the plant "cleared a key
Renewal. The NRC Commissioners voted 4-0, with one hurdle" as the NRC "dismissed the last objections raised by
recusal to allow the staff to issue Vermont Yankee's license an anti-nuclear group." Chairman Jaczko "said the plant had
renewal. Regional coverage of the news was significant, with satisfied his agency that it is fit to continue. 'We believe that
most outlets noting that the approval is one step in the Entergy, through the exhaustive review that we've done
troubled plant's efforts to win permission to continue through the license renewal process, meets all the
operating. requirements and standards to operate for another 20 years,'

The New York Times (3/11, A19, Wald, 1.01M) reports Jaczko told reporters in a conference call." Last year, "the
that in issuing the approval for relicensing, the NRC "rejected state Senate voted 26-4 against granting the state Public
all challenges" to extending Yankee's operating license and Service Board the go-ahead" to approve license renewal.
set "up a confrontation between the reactors owner and the The AP (3/11) also ran an abbreviated version of the
Vermont Legislature, which has blocked a state certificate coverage.
needed to keep the plant running." In a "conference call with Reuters (3/11, DiSavino) says that energy experts
reporters, the commission's chairman, Gregory B. Jaczko, noted how unusual it was for the NRC Chairman to be on a
said that the plant's owner, Entergy, had met 'all of our call about a license renewal. Those are usually routine
requirements and standards to be able to operate for another announcements that Reuters says are not very newsworthy.
20 years."' Though he noted that continued operation will Dow Jones Newswires (3/11, Malik) notes that Entergy
require a number of permits and other clearances and the has come under criticism for the tritiated water leak last year
NRC license was just one among them. The Times adds, and has been accused of misleading the public when it stated
"Safety regulation rests with the Nuclear Regulatory there were no underground pipes, when the leak was
Commission, but Entergy had signed a deal with Vermont in eventually found in an underground pipe.



The Rutland (VT) Herald (3/11, Smallheer) notes that
the NRC chairman "also said the NRC had no intention of
getting involved in the power struggle between Vermont and
Entergy Nuclear, owner of Vermont Yankee." Jaczko said "it
was up to Entergy to get all the permits it needed to continue
operating, including the state's certificate of public good. He
said the company had met the NRC's standards."

WPTZ-TV Burlington, Vermont (3/11, Ledbetter) adds
that Chairman Jaczko, acknowledged "that state officials want
the plant closed on schedule in 2012. Gov. Peter Shumlin
has repeatedly cited ongoing concerns about plant reliability
and [environmental] pollution. The NRC, Jaczko said, sees
no reason to intervene in the dispute - and potential court
battle - between Vermont officials and Entergy. 'We won't
speculate what will happen in the courts,' Jaczko said."

The Brattleboro (VT) Reformer (3/11) says the 'five-
member commission, with one member recused, voted today
on whether to accept a last-minute contention from the New
England Coalition on the status of electrical cables
susceptible to wetting or submersion." Commissioners "voted
against accepting the contention" and refused to "accept a
motion to stay the license renewal proceeding that was
submitted by NEC Thursday morning." Power-Gen
Worldwide (3/11), the AP (3/11) also covered the issue.

Local TV Coverage. WPTZ-TV Burlington, VT (3/11,
6:02am EST, 24,994) reports that "Federal regulators say
they'll grant the" Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Plant "a 20-
year license extension" The chairman of the NRC said that
"the unanimous vote follows a five year study that the NRC
took 'very seriously' and they're confident Vermont Yankee is
good to go." However, the state sill must "sign-off" on the
extension. Vermont Yankee's current license expires one
year from now.

WCAX-TV Burlington, VT (3/10, 11:02pm EST, 17, 531)
adds, "Some Yankee supporters say the Federal versus State
license approval issue could wind up in court. But Governor
Peter Shumlin - who believes Yankee should close - does not
expect that." Gov. Shumlin said that "Entergy agreed publicly
with that bill and Governor Douglas signed it into law. So for
Entergy to go out now and say hey we're not going to keep
our word again and go to court and say we want to undo the
legal document we signed and the public support we gave to
the process, seems like a tough argument to make in court."
WCVB-TV Boston, MA (3/11, 5:37am EST, 64,817) and
WFFF-TV Burlington, VT (3/10, 10:34pm EST, 8,254)
provides similar coverage.

State Leaders Comment. On its website, WCAX-TV
Burlington, Vermont (3/11, Bullard) reported, "Late Thursday,
Vermont's congressional delegation released a statement
that said, 'We believe that Entergy should respect and abide
by Vermont's laws, which require approval from the Vermont
Legislature, and then the Vermont Public Service Board, for

the plant to continue to operate beyond 2012."' Gov. Peter
Shumlin said he was "pleased that the NRC is reaffirming
Vermont's authority to determine the plant's future." He
added that he remains "convinced that it is not in the public
good for the plant to remain open beyond its scheduled
closing in 2012."

Vermont Public Radio (3/11) reported, "Shumlin says
the state has no intention of backing down, even if Entergy
sues. 'As Vermonters, we've got to stand up and implement
our legal authority to determine our own futures. And if
Entergy's going to break their word and go to the judge and
say, 'Hey, we didn't really mean it when we signed the
document saying we'd abide by Vermont laws,' good luck to
them."'

Entergy Would Finish Clean Up Before Transferring
Ownership. Bloomberq News (3/11, Chediak) reports that
Entergy "said in November it may sell the plant after Vermont
voters elected a governor who has opposed extending the
plant's life beyond 2012. ... Governor Peter Shumlin, a
Democrat, has called for the state to reject a 20-year
extension of the plant's operating license." Entergy is in the
process of cleaning up "areas affected by the tritium leak and
would 'substantially complete' the effort before any sale" of
the plant, said company spokesman Michael Burns, last
November.

Anti-Yankee Activist Says Plant's Closing Will
Benefit Vermont. In a commentary for the Rutland (VT)
Herald (3/11), Sandra Levine, of the Conservation Law
Foundation writes, "A cleaner, more prosperous energy future
is available without Vermont Yankee. Let's set aside the
bogey men and scare tactics and look at the facts." Levine
says there is an "excess supply" of power, which all but
"guarantee that the retirement of Vermont Yankee will have at
most a small impact on Vermont's electricity supply." She
adds that claims "that power prices will increase without
Vermont Yankee are specious" and suggests it is
"disingenuous to call Vermont Yankee low-cost when it would
simply sell power to Vermont at the going market price."

NRC Approves Final Design For GE Hitachi's
Reactor. ClimateWire (3/11, Behr) reports that the NRC
gave "final design approval to the GE Hitachi Economic
Simplified Boiling Water Reactor," which will open
"possibilities for overseas sales of the 1,500-megawatt
generator and advancing the design toward a final approval
by the NRC, expected before the end of this year." GE
Hitachi President and CEO Caroline Reda said the ESBWR
"is one final step from becoming a reality," and noted that
while DTE Energy has selected the design for its new reactor
project at its existing Fermi plant site Detroit, "the first ESBWR
is likely to be built in India, with a completion in 2019, if
reactor liability issues in that country can be overcome."
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On its website, eMoneyDaily (3/11, Marshall) notes the
approval and adds the "world market for new nuclear power
plant orders will recover in three to five years and 'come back
strong' after that, a senior executive of General Electric
Hitachi Nuclear Energy said in an interview."

Markey Urges NRC Against Approval Of
Westinghouse AP1000 Design. E&ENews PM
(3/11, Northey) reports, Rep. Ed Markey (D-MA), ranking
Democrat on the House Natural Resources Committee
warned NRC "regulators against approving a nuclear plant
design that he said could shatter during an earthquake or if
struck by an airplane or missile." In a letter to the NRC,
March 7, Markey urged the NRC to not approve
Westinghouse's "amended AP1000 reactor design application
until major safety issues are addressed," including those
raised "by one of the commission's long-serving staff that
there is a risk that an earthquake at, or aircraft impact on, the
AP1000 could result in a catastrophic core meltdown,' Markey
wrote, adding that the threat of terrorist attacks should also be
addressed in reviewing the design." Westinghouse's revised
application includes changes "to show the model could
withstand 'the effects of an aircraft impact."'

Energy Northwest Joins NEI Lawsuit To
Suspend Nuclear Waste Fee. Drawing coverage
from the Th-City (WA) Herald, the AP (3/11) reports that the
Energy Northwest "consortium that runs the nuclear power
plant on the Hanford nuclear reservation has joined a lawsuit
asking the Energy Department to suspend the fee it charges
consumers to manage nuclear fuel." According to Energy
Northwest spokeswoman Rochelle Olson, "the fee is not
necessary because the federal government has decided not
to use the disposal site at Yucca Mountain, Nev." For its part,
DOE contends it is still "committed to disposing of spent
nuclear fuel." The AP notes the consortium joined the
Nuclear Energy Institute's lawsuit against the DOE.

The Tri-City (WA) Herald (3/10, Cary) reports that
Energy Northwest spokeswoman, Rochelle Olson, said the
company is "concerned about the continued collection and
use of consumer dollars to fund the Nuclear Waste Fund,
particularly since the federal government has announced it is
terminating the Yucca Mountain project and another solution
has not been identified." The Herald noted that in addition to
the NEI suit, the "National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners filed a similar lawsuit Monday."

Reuters (3/11, Doggett) notes that the NEI lawsuit is
aimed at suspending collection of the Nuclear Waste Fee,
which consumers pay through their electric bills at a rate of
0.1 penny for every kilowatt-hour.

In its coverage, World Nuclear News (3/10) noted that
the DOE fee is coming under attack on two fronts, in lawsuits

from the NEI and the NARUC. The government was
supposed to use the 31 billion paid into the Nuclear Waste
Fund "to create a permanent nuclear waste disposal site by
1998. Around $7 billion was spent and much progress made,
but Yucca was cut off from funding in May 2009 by President
Barack Obama and energy secretary Stephen Chu."
Commenting on the legal action, NARUC president Tony
Clark said it was "past time for the DoE to suspend consumer
payments in the Nuclear Waste Fund," adding, "consumers
should be given a break until.. .a solution is found."

On its website, Environment News Service (3/11) says,
that according to the NEI, "a review of the need to continue
the fee performed by the Energy Department is inadequate
and that the fee for the used fuel management program
should be suspended." NEI and the plaintiff companies also
"argue that collection of the fee is not necessary given that
the Obama administration's budget request for fiscal 2012
does not include any funding for the used nuclear fuel
management program." ENS noted that NRC Chairman
Gregory Jaczko "has said plans call for the Yucca Mountain
licensing board to go out of business sometime this year."

Markey Criticizes NRC's Handling Of Pilgrim
Station Security Deficiency. In a letter to NRC
Chairman Jaczko, Rep. Edward Markey (D-MA) criticized the
Commission "for failing to disclose details about a security
issue" discovered at Pilgrim plant last fall, reports the Quincy
(MA) Patriot Ledger (3/10, Chesto, 43K). Markey's letter
"asked a series of questions about the unspecified security
'deficiency."' most notably, why the NRC "hasn't released
details regarding the incident to the public." The NRC
disclosed last week that an inspection late last year had
discovered a "security issue of 'low to moderate significance'
at Pilgrim station, though the "agency declined to specify what
was found." NRC spokesman Neil Sheehan said it was
decided "several years ago that the appropriate response to
such issues was to let the public know a security violation
occurred without disclosing the details."

NRC Employee Joseph Himes, Dies At 76. A
notice on the Washington Post (3/11, Brown, 605K) website
marks the passing of "Joseph Himes, who helped develop
emergency response plans during his three-decade career at
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission," and who "died Feb. 10
at his home in Rockville of complications from heart disease.
He was 76. Mr. Himes began working on developing the
NRC's incident response program in the mid-1970s as a
contractor working for the Mitre Corp." He joined "NRC staff
in 1980, shortly after the 1979 accident at the Three Mile
Island nuclear power plant in Pennsylvania."
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Lawmakers Consider Competing CWIP Bills In
Missouri. The St. Louis Beacon (3/10, Rosenbaum)
reported on the hearing Wednesday, in which an "overflow
crowd packed two Missouri Capitol committee rooms" to hear
testimony on the bills that could "pave the way for a new
nuclear reactor in Callaway County." Action is needed
because of the "construction work in progress (CWIP) law
approved by voters in 1976." Two measures before the
"Senate Committee on Veterans' Affairs, Emerging Issues,
Pensions and Urban Affairs would allow Ameren and a
consortium of energy companies to make ratepayers pay for
a site permit for a potential nuclear reactor." One measure is
sponsored by Sen. Jason Crowell, while another is sponsored
by Sen. Mike Kehoe. Consumer groups and major
companies generally supported Crowell's bill, while utility
companies support Kehoe's legislation.

The Fulton (MO) Sun (3/10, Watson, 4K) reported that
state Sen. Mike Kehoe told a Senate committee late
Wednesday that "Missouri needs to build another nuclear
power plant to secure a low-cost power source for years to
come," though a "spokesman for the Missouri Coalition for the
Environment told the same panel that nuclear power is the
most expensive option around. 'The free market gave up on
the nuclear market years ago,' testified Ed Smith, the group's
'No CWIP Coordinator."' The Sun noted that Kehoe said that
because 80 percent of the state's electricity comes from coal,
"which 'continues to be under attack' for political and
environmental reasons," nuclear provides the "best option for
future energy production, he said."

Law Firms Meet To Discuss Action Against
Possible Nuclear Contamination. The Johnson
City (TN) Press (3/11, Hicks, 29K) reports, "Representatives
from three law firms will host a pair of meetings Wednesday
in Unicoi County to address questions and concerns area
citizens may have regarding possible nuclear contamination
lawsuits." John T. Milburn Rogers with Rogers, Laughlin,
Hood & Crum said, "It will be an educational meeting to
discuss what relationship, if any, there is between certain
illnesses and the providers of nuclear contaminants in the
Erwin area." According to Rogers, the meetings were spurred
by "requests from residents in the region and are intended to
provide people who feel they may be victims of nuclear
contamination information and legal options."

Payette County Commissioners Reject AEHI
Challenge. The Ontario (OR) Argus Observer (3/11,
Stromberg, 7K) reports, "Payette County Commissioners
voted to deny an appeal that was submitted in February from
numerous Payette County residents regarding a company
proposing to build a nuclear power plant in Payette County."
More than 50 Payette County residents and landowners filed

the appeal against a decision by the Payette County Planning
and Zoning Commission, which recommended approval of
the proposed rezoning of "the land on which AEHI wants to
build." The "commissioners unanimously agreed Monday that
previous decisions from the Payette County Planning and
Zoning commission were made correctly and therefore
denied the appeal."

Spent Fuel Seen As Untapped Resource. In a
piece for the Minneapolis Star Tribune (3/11, 319K) Rolf
Westgard, of the American Nuclear Society, writes that the
wide margins of Minnesota House and Senate lawmakers
who approved, "bills that remove the state's ban on issuing
certificates of need for new nuclear power plants" have been
reconciled and sent to Gov. Mark Dayton, who, along with
many others is "concerned about the long-term storage of
radioactive spent fuel pellets." In France, nuclear operators
"deal with this issue for their 58 nuclear plants by
reprocessing the spent fuel. Ninety-five percent of the
material, including some fissionable plutonium, is recycled
into new fuel, and the dangerous 5 percent is vitrified into
glass cylinders for storage." Westgard says reprocessing
recovers "significant energy value" from spent nuclear fuel,
even as it "substantially reduces the volume and radiotoxicity"
of high-level nuclear waste.

Chamber Study Says Comanche Peak
Expansion Among Stalled Texas Energy
Projects. On its "Barnett Shale" blog, the Fort Worth Star
Telegram (3/10) Jack Z. Smith also notes the US Chamber of
Commerce study "identifying 23 stalled energy projects in
Texas that it says are costing the state' $191.7 billion in
annual economic output and 311,100 jobs a year that could
be created during the construction phase of these projects."
Among those projects "is the proposed two-unit expansion of
the Comanche Peak nuclear power plant," for which plant
operator Luminant, "is proceeding with its application to win a
construction and operating license" from the NRC, "but the
company has said it needs federal loan guarantees for the
undertaking."

Study: Stalled Energy Projects Could Boost US
GDP, Create Jobs. Reuters (3/11, Groom) reports a study
says that if more than 350 US energy projects currently in
limbo were cleared, it would boost the country's GDP by $1.1
trillion and help create up to 1.9 million jobs. The US
Chamber of Commerce requested the study, which analyzed
projects in the gas, nuclear, transmission, coal as well as
renewable energy industries that. have been stalled because
of several reasons, including permit issues.

Meanwhile, Bloomberg News (3/11, Klimasinska)
reports, "Renewable-energy projects such as wind farms and
solar fields are just as hard to build in the US as coal-fired
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power plants because of regulatory obstacles and activists'
protests, the US Chamber of Commerce said." The article
says "energy projects valued at $576.6 billion were
abandoned, delayed or challenged by the state governments
or environmentalists, according to a Chamber report released
today." Notably, "the Chamber, the nation's biggest business
lobbying group, is urging lawmakers to rein in 'excessive
regulation' and President Thomas Donohue has led criticism
of regulations enacted during the Obama administration,"
Bloomberg adds.

Stalled Five Energy Projects Costing Maryland
Money, Jobs. The Gaithersburg Gazette (3/11, Hyslop)
reports that a study released yesterday by the US Chamber
of Commerce says "a slow permitting process, 'limitless
lawsuits' and disgruntled neighbors could cost Maryland's
economy at least five energy projects, more than $19 billion
and 20,000 jobs." The Gazette adds, "Maryland projects in
the analysis included construction of a third nuclear reactor at
Calvert Cliffs in Lusby and a liquefied natural gas storage
facility at Sparrows Point near Dundalk. Also included were
two high-voltage interstate transmission lines - PATH
through Western Maryland and MAPP from Delaware across
the Eastern Shore, Chesapeake Bay, Southern Maryland and
Potomac River to Possum Point in Virginia." The study also
looked at "two wind energy projects", Criterion Wind Park and
Dan's Mountain Wind Force.

The Maryland Daily Record (3/11, Mook, 15K) reports,
"Maryland Sens. Ben Cardin and Barbara Mikulski were cited
in the report for their opposition to the LNG project. Cardin
said in an e-mail response that the projects that were stalled
were ones with legitimate issues, and, as an example pointed
to the states moving ahead with a planned offshore wind
project that has generated strong support." Cardin said,
"Marylanders have welcomed nuclear power plants, the Cove
Point LNG facility and other energy projects with open arms"
and that "several of the Maryland projects described in this
report are not being delayed for any reason except
economics." Bloomberg News (3/11, Klimasinska) also
reports on the US Chamber of Commerce report.

Projects Could Give Multibillion Dollar Boost To
California. The Los Angeles Times (3/11, Hsu, 681K)
reports, "At least two dozen solar, wind and other energy
projects currently tangled in bureaucratic and environmental
red tape could give California a multibillion dollar boost if they
were to move forward, .a new report says." The study,
requested by the US Chamber of Commerce, "estimates that
building and operating 31 stalled energy projects in the state
would create 142,100 jobs annually and pump nearly $60
billion into the economy." The Times says the study was
released at a time when "gas prices continued to climb and
calls for cleaner sources of energy have been rising."

The study also looked at several projects in California,
including "seven natural gas terminals, seven wind farms, six
solar farms and five transmission projects, including Sunrise
Powerlink - which broke ground in December - and Green
Path North, an 80-mile power line through San Bernardino
County which has been halted over environmental concerns,"
reports the San Diego Union-Tribune (3/10, Calbreath, 264K).
Notably, "the critics say there are legitimate reasons for taking
time during the approval process, to ensure that
environmental concems are met." Also, most of the projects
have been stalled because of financing difficulties "rather than
bureaucratic red tape," the critics add, according the paper.

H-Canyon Concerns Remain. In continuing
coverage from Thursday's briefing, the Augusta (GA)
Chronicle (3/11, Chourey) reports that "the prospect of
phasing out a unique facility at the US Department of
Energy's Savannah River Site not only puts hundreds of jobs
at risk but also might stick South Carolina with storing more
spent nuclear fuel, a concern that site officials tried to address
Thursday." The nine members of the Aiken County legislative
delegation said in a letter sent Tuesday to Secretary Chu
"that defunding the H Canyon facility at the site will leave the
15,000 used fuel rods stored at the site's L Area with no
means of disposition." SRS deputy manager Zack Smith told
the Governor's Nuclear Advisory Council Thursday "that
efforts are being made to reduce risk and surveillance costs
at the facility, but also offered a measure of assurance." Said
Smith, "We are looking to position the canyon so it is available
for future missions for R&D efforts associated with processing
used nuclear fuel."

INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR NEWS:

Rolls-Royce, Areva To Sign Nuclear Reactor
Pact. The Financial Times (3/11, Pfeifer, Hollinger, 448K)
reports that Rolls-Royce and French nuclear group Areva are
set to sign an agreement Friday that will open up
opportunities for the engine-making firm in the global nuclear
market. The strategic partnership agreement will allow Rolls-
Royce to expand its worldwide presence as France seeks to
dominate the market with its third generation nuclear reactors,
the Times adds. Reuters (3/11, Tagaris) also covers the
story, citing the Financial Times report.

Nuclear Seen As Right Choice For Manitoba. In
an opinion piece for Manitoba's Lac du Bonnet Leader (3/11),
Marc Zienkiewicz, wrote that the Mayor of Pinawa "appeared
at a public hearing this week to advocate for a nuclear power
plant in Manitoba. Let's hope the province gives some
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serious consideration to what he had to say." Zienkiewicz
says "The fact is, nuclear power is a safe and cleaner
alternative to hydroelectricity, and it's something that would
bring enormous benefits to Manitoba."

No Damage Reported At Japan Nuclear Plants
Following Quake. Kyodo News (3/11) reports, "Nuclear
plants on the Pacific coast in Miyagi and Fukushima
prefectures have been automatically shut down Friday
following a powerful earthquake that hit a wide area in
northeastern Japan, the operators said." The "suspended
power plants were the Onagawa plant in Miyagi Prefecture,
operated by Tohoku Electric Power Co., and the Fukushima
No. 1 and No. 2 plants in the adjacent Fukushima Prefecture,
run by Tokyo Electric Power Co., according to the
companies." TEPCO "said it kept operating the Kashiwazaki-
Kariwa nuclear plant on the Sea of Japan coast in Niigata
Prefecture, while Hokkaido Electric Power Co. reported no
problems at its Tomari No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 plants in the
northernmost main island."

Reuters (3/11, Maeda, Tsukimori) notes that Hokuriku
Electric's Higashidori plant north of Onagawa plant was not
affected by the temblor, according to a company spokesman,
who added that the company was surveying facilities for
information about fires or other problems.

Tsunami Alert Issued After "Massive" 8.9
Magnitude Temblor. AFP (3/11) reports, "A massive 8.8-
magnitude earthquake shook Japan on Friday unleashing a
powerful tsunami that sent ships crashing into the shore.. .of
coastal towns." Thus far, there are no reports of "immediate
deaths," but the early afternoon quake did shake "buildings in
greater Tokyo" where "at least six fires were reported."

Initially, the quake registered at a 7.9 magnitude, but it
has since been upgraded, making it the fifth largest
earthquake to rock the world since 1900, the Wall Street
Journal (3/11, Mochizuki, Fujikawa, 2.09M) reports.
Japanese Prime Minister Naoto Kan called an emergency
meeting, during which he and his cabinet aimed to reassure
the shaken nation.

Kan said the "government will do 'everything possible to
minimize the damage,"' the Washington Post (3/11, Harlan,
605K) reported. "'We ask the people of Japan to exercise the
spirit of fraternity and ask fast, and to assist one's family and
neighbors,' Kan said." He also "urged people to watch
television reports and stay calm, evacuating areas if
necessary."

While much of Tokyo remained trapped underground
after subway trains were halted and airports were shuttered,
those at the epicenter of the quake were facing "an ominous
13-foot muddy wave," which began 'Washing across" the
land, the Los Angeles Times (3/11, Demick, Pierson, Hall,
681K) reported. The "epicenter of the quake was 81 miles off

the coast of Sendai, and it struck at a depth of 15 miles,
which may have decreased the potential damage." The New
York Times (3/11, Fackler, Drew, 1.01M) noted Kan said
"nuclear power plants in the stricken area had not been
affected."

Hawaii Civil Defense Urges Coastal Evacuation.
The Honolulu Star-Advertiser (3/11) reports, "Hawaii Civil
Defense is advising all residents in tsunami inundation zones
to evacuate immediately. The alert, issued at 10:38, reads
'Leave all coastal evacuation zones immediately. Refer to
Hawaiian Telcom or Paradise Pages for evacuation maps.'
The earliest that hazardous waves could hit Hawaii is 2:59
a.m. [7:59 a.m. EST]."

The AP (3/11) reports, "Tsunami sirens were sounded
and coastal areas were being evacuated in Hawaii" where the
Pacific Tsunami Warning Center 'Widened its tsunami
warning beyond East Asia... to include Hawaii, Australia,
New Zealand, Mexico and Central and South America and
the rest of the Pacific Ocean."

Clapper's Comments On Russia, China Draw
Criticism. In addition to his comments on Libya, Director
of National Intelligence James Clapper's remarks on the
threats posed by China and Russia are receiving intense
media coverage. The Los Angeles Times (3/11, Dilanian,
681 K) reports the White House yesterday "cleaned up any
impressions Clapper may have left about Russia and China."
Clapper, ABC World News (3/10, story 5, 1:50,
Stephanopoulos, 8.2M) reported, "dug himself in deeper"
when "he was asked which countries pose a 'mortal threat' to
the United States." The "first ones he mentioned were Russia
and China, but the President has been trying to build
alliances with these countries."

The Washington Times (3/11, Lake, 77K) reports
Clapper "said he considered China the most significant threat
among nation states, with Russia posing the second-greatest
threat," but "later clarified" that "he did not assess that China
or Russia had the intention to launch an attack on the United
States." His testimony, it says, "contrasts with statements by
Obama administration officials who have sought to highlight
the dangers of Iran and North Korea while paying less
attention to China and Russia." But Clapper "said he does
not assess that North Korea and Iran pose greater strategic
threats because they lack the forces that Russia and China
have that could deliver a nuclear attack on the United States."

The Hill (3/11, Felsenthal, 21K), meanwhile, notes that
Vice President Joe Biden is in Russia "emphasizing.. .that it is
time for the US to 'push the reset button' in its relationship
with Russia." But while he is there, DNI Clapper was
testifying before "visibly stunned senators that the biggest
threats to our nation are Russian and China." Reuters (3/11,
Eckert) reports Clapper warned that China's growing
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intelligence and cyberwarfare capabilities are a "formidable
concern" to the US.

Lawmakers Urge Administration Not To
Resume Food Aid To North Korea. AFP (3/11,
Tandon) reports "several US Republican lawmakers on
Thursday urged" the Obama Administration "not to provide
food aid sought by North Korea, fearing it would bolster Kim
Jong Il's regime." Expressing "grave concerns" during a
congressional hearing, Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen said, "Fast
approaching is the 100th anniversary next year of the birth of
Kim Jong-1l's father and there is the danger that aid provided
would be diverted for this spectacle." The chairwoman of the
House Foreign Affairs Committee also "called for an
accounting of how North Korea distributed previous US food
aid left over when the regime booted out non-governmental
organizations in 2009."

Meanwhile, in a separate article, AFP (3/11) reports that
a "South Korean expert" has said that "North Korea's food
shortage will worsen this year due to higher international
prices, an abnormally cold winter and other factors," including
''shrinking international aid," China's "tighter restrictions on
fertilizer exports... and the spread of foot-and-mouth disease."
According to Kwon Tae-Jin of the Korea Rural Economic
Institute, the North "needs 5.5 million tons of grain a year to
feed its 24 million people," but he "expects this years grain
harvest to be about four million tons, 100,000 tons less than
last year."

Copyright 2011 by Bulletin News, LLC. Reproduction
without permission prohibited. Editorial content is drawn from
thousands of newspapers, national magazines, national and
local television programs, and radio broadcasts.
BulletinNews creates custom news briefings for government
and corporate leaders and also publishes the White House
Bulletin, Frontrunner and Washington Morning Update. We
can be found on the Web at BulletinNews.com, or called at
(703) 483-6100.
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NRC NEWS:

Showdown On Vermont Nuclear Plant's Fate (NYT)
By Matthew L. Wald
New York Times, March 11, 2011
WASHINGTON - The Nuclear Regulatory Commission on Thursday rejected all challenges to extending the operating

license of the Vermont Yankee nuclear plant, setting up a confrontation between the reactor's owner and the Vermont
Legislature, which has blocked a state certificate needed to keep the plant running.

The commission voted 4 to 0, with one recusal, to allow its staff to issue the renewal. In a conference call with reporters, the
commission's chairman, Gregory B. Jaczko, said that the plant's owner, Entergy, had met "all of our requirements and standards
to be able to operate for another 20 years." Still, operating the plant, in Vernon, Vt., on the Connecticut River near the
Massachusetts line, requires "a variety of permits and other actions," of which an N.R.C. license was just one, he said.

The state argues that the plant is too old to be reliable, an area over which it has jurisdiction.
In Vermont, environmentalism runs strong, and the plant has long been viewed with suspicion. A series of problems,

including the collapse of a wooden cooling tower in 2007, leaks of tritium from underground pipes and denials by utility executives
that there were such pipes, made the plant widely unpopular outside its immediate neighborhood.

Safety regulation rests with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, but Entergy had signed a deal with Vermont in 2002
requiring the plant to get a "certificate of public good" from the state if the plant was going to operate beyond its initial 40-year
license. All power plants in Vermont must have such a certificate.

State lawmakers then passed a measure forbidding the state's Public Service Board from issuing such a certificate without
the approval of the House and Senate. Last year, the Senate voted 26 to 4 against issuing such a certificate. The House did not
vote.

The governor who took office in January, Peter Shumlin, has said repeatedly that the plant was designed to close at the
end of 40 years and that it should be closed then. In January, the company put the reactor up for sale, thinking that a new owner
might win the state's trust and the needed certificate. It has made no public comment about progress in finding a buyer.

Entergy's chief executive, J. Wayne Leonard, said that his company's challenge was "gaining public support in disproving a
negative put in the public's mind, that the age of the plant is determinant of its condition."

In fact, signs of the reactor's condition have been contradictory. In the 30 years that the plant was owned by a group of
local utilities, on average it produced only 78 percent as much electricity as would have resulted from round-the-clock operation.
But in the last five years, it has produced more than 94 percent, and twice it ran continuously between refuelings without no
shutdowns.

The Energy Department, which by charter is supposed to promote nuclear power, has thus far been silent on the Vermont
Yankee plant.

Vermont Yankee Gets Federal License Renewal (AP)
By Dave Gram
Associated Press, March 11, 2011
MONTPELIER, Vt.-The Vermont Yankee nuclear plant cleared a key hurdle Thursday to adding 20 years to its operating

lifespan as the federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission dismissed the last objections raised by an anti-nuclear group and said it
would renew the plant's license.

Vermont Yankee and its owner, Entergy Corp., still need to get state approval to operate past March 2012, and that could
be much more difficult. But on Thursday, NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko said the plant had satisfied his agency that it is fit to
continue.

"We believe that Entergy, through the exhaustive review that we've done through the license renewal process, meets all the
requirements and standards to operate for another 20 years," Jaczko told reporters in a conference call.

Jaczko -- pronounced "YAZ'-ko" -- said the agency's concerns are with the safety and security of nuclear plants. Under
federal law, reviews of nuclear plants' economic impacts and reliability are left to the states.
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Vermont has taken an unusually prominent role there. It is the only state in the country with a law calling on its Legislature
to give approval before state regulators issue a new state license, or "certificate of public good," to a nuclear plant.

Last year, the state Senate voted 26-4 against granting the state Public Service Board the go-ahead to do that; because
the measure died in the Senate, it never went to the House.

Speculation has grown recently that the question of Vermont Yankee's future may end up in federal court, possibly with
Entergy filing suit to claim that federal law trumps state law on regulating nuclear plants

The NRC's approval was expected. The agency now has approved license extensions for 62 of the nation's 104 nuclear
reactors and has rejected none.

That was noted Thursday both by members of the Vermont Legislature and by its congressional delegation, Sens. Patrick
Leahy and Bernie Sanders and Rep. Peter Welch.

The three issued a joint statement saying they "believe that Entergy should respect and abide by Vermont's laws, which
require approval from the Vermont Legislature, and then the Vermont Public Service Board, for the plant to continue to operate
beyond 2012."

Vermont Yankee issued a statement saying plant officials were "pleased with the NRC's action today. It confirms that
Vermont Yankee is a safe and reliable nuclear plant and that the plant meets all the requirements to operate safely for another 20
years"

The Senate vote to block the board from issuing a decision on Vermont Yankee came just weeks after it was revealed that
radioactive tritium had been leaking from the plant into surrounding soil and groundwater, and after it was revealed that senior
Vermont Yankee employees had made false statements to state regulators and lawmakers about the existence of underground
pipes that carried tritium.

Business and some labor groups have urged the Legislature to reverse itself and let the state regulatory process go ahead,
arguing that Vermont needs the power and the more than 600 jobs provided by its lone nuclear plant.

But Gov. Peter Shumlin, who led the effort to order the plant's closure as the Senate's leader last year, said Thursday he
remained opposed to its continued operation.

In his remarks to reporters, Jaczko repeatedly acknowledged the state had a role to play in determining Vermont Yankee's
future and said he doubted the NRC would do anything to interfere with the state's process.

Shumlin said he was happy to hear that.
"I am pleased that the NRC is reaffirming Vermont's authority to determine the plant's future," the governor said in a

statement. "Given the serious radioactive tritium leaks and the recent tritium test results, the source of which has yet to be
determined, and other almost weekly problems occurring at this facility, I remain convinced that it is not in the public good for the
plant to remain open beyond its scheduled closing in 2012."

Vermont Yankee opened in 1972 on the banks of the Connecticut River in Vernon in Vermont's southeast corner. New
Orleans-based Entergy bought it from a group of New England utilities in 2002 and boosted its maximum output from 540 to 650
megawatts in 2005.

Feds Clear Vt. Nuke Plant For License Extension (AP)
Associated Press, March 11, 2011
MONTPELIER, Vt. - The federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission has decided to grant Vermont's only nuclear plant a

license to run for 20 years beyond its originally scheduled shutdown date in 2012, but state opposition continues to make its
future uncertain.

The NRC made the announcement following a brief commission meeting about the 39-year-old Vermont Yankee plant. It
rejected an 11th-hour appeal by an anti-nuclear group that wanted the commission extend its review of filings made by plant
owner Entergy Corp.

The NRC says its review of the plant's license application has been completed.
The plant also needs a state certificate to keep operating, and last year, the state Senate voted to block state utility

regulators from issuing one.
Vermont is the only state with a law authorizing the Legislature to vote on renewing a nuclear plant's license.

NRC To Decide On Entergy Vermont Yankee Renewal (REU)
By Scott DiSavino
Reuters, March 11, 2011
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Full-text stories from Reuters currently cannot be included in this document. You may, however, click the link above to
access the story.

Entergy Vermont License Will Be Issued Within Days (DJNews)
By Naureen S. Malik
Dow Jones Newswires, March 11, 2011
NEW YORK -(Dow Jones)- The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will issue a license within days to extend operations at

Entergy Corp.'s (ETR) Vermont nuclear plant even as the company battles state officials to keep them from shutting it down.
The federal license clears one major hurdle to keep the 650-megwatt Vermont Yankee nuclear reactor running, and for

Entergy to sell the plant. The 39-year old plant's license was set to expire next March, but it should now be able to operate for
another 20 years if the company can convince state regulators that it can do so safely.

The NRC undertook an exhaustive review of Vermont Yankee's operations, and the plant "meets all of its requirements and
standards to be able to operate for another 20 years," Gregory B. Jaczko, chairman of the federal agency, said during a
conference call with reporters Thursday. The "timing on the license will be in a few days."

State authorities still need to issue water permits and other approvals for the plant to continue its operations. This license
renewal process typically takes several years, but it has taken Entergy longer than usual because of public opposition over safety
concerns.

Entergy has come under fire after a number of groundwater tests showed increased levels of tritium, a radioactive material
regulators say can increase the risk of cancer. The company has also been accused of misleading the public by stating in prior
years that no radioactive material was transported through underground pipes, where leaks were eventually found.

Entergy spokesman Larry Smith said the company is pleased with the NRC's action, which "confirms that Vermont Yankee
is a safe and reliable nuclear plant."

The company has repaired pipes and installed 32 monitoring wells over the past year. Federal inspectors have said the
groundwater contamination wasn't harmful. However, Gov. Peter Shumlin is adamant that the aging plant should be shut down
for safety reasons.

Last November, Entergy said it is considering selling the plant if the operating license can be renewed and because of
ongoing weakness in the power markets.

Vermont Yankee, which sells power at market prices rather than regulated rates, and prices remain under pressure on the
wholesale market amid tough economic conditions and weak natural gas prices. Natural gas, a low-cost fuel used to generate
electricity, tends to drive the market prices for power.

Entergy purchased the nuclear plant in July 2002 from Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. for $180 million and last year
estimated the book value of the plant at $333 million.

Entergy shares closed down 0.7% Thursday at $73.63.

NRC Says Yes To Another 20 Years (RH)
By Susan Smallheer
Rutland Herald, March 11, 2011
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission said Thursday that Vermont Yankee nuclear plant was a safe reactor and deserved

-another 20 years of operation.
"We believe that Entergy, through an exhaustive review, meets all of our requirements and standards," said NRC Chairman

Gregory Jaczko.
Jaczko told reporters the full commission rejected a last minute bid by the New England Coalition, a Brattleboro anti-nuclear

group, to stop the commission's final decision. That decision cleared the path for NRC staff to issue the final permit in a couple of
days.

Jaczko also said the NRC had no intention of getting involved in the power struggle between Vermont and Entergy Nuclear,
owner of Vermont Yankee.

The Vermont Legislature has blocked the Vermont Public Service Board from acting on any permit.
Jaczko said it was up to Entergy to get all the permits it needed to continue operating, including the state's certificate of

public good. He said the company had met the NRC's standards.
He told reporters he had seen no action by the state that would trigger the need for the NRC to intervene in the state's

review process.
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Federal regulators are solely responsible for nuclear safety issues, the so-called federal pre-emption. Vermont state
regulators have to limit their concerns to economic, environmental or reliability issues.

Opponents point to a long series of problems and radioactive leaks at the Vernon reactor as proof it has outlived its
usefulness.

The long-awaited 4-0 decision from the NRC headquarters in Rockville, Md., brought immediate responses from Gov. Peter
Shumlin and the state's congressional delegation, which urged the NRC to follow the state's lead.

Shumlin said the NRC decision was not unexpected, but he pointed to the recent problems at Vermont Yankee as proof
Vermont knows best about the future of the Vernon reactor.

"I am pleased that the NRC is reaffirming Vermont's authority to determine the plant's future," Shumlin said in a statement
after the NRC vote. "I remain convinced that it is not in the public good for the plant to remain open beyond its scheduled closing
in 2012."

He said if Entergy changes its mind and sues the state in federal court over the issue of federal pre-emption, it would be
another example that Entergy's word could not be trusted.

Shumlin noted that Entergy had agreed to state oversight of its future operation not once but twice, first with an agreement
in 2002 over its purchase of Vermont Yankee and several years later in a companion bill to the law giving the company
permission to store high-level radioactive waste in Vernon in concrete casks, which gave the Legislature a strong say in deciding
the plant's future.

He also said both former Gov. James Douglas and Entergy itself supported the bill.
"If Entergy breaks their word, good luck to them," he said.
Shumlin, who was in Saxtons River earlier in the day before the NRC decision, said the state was prepared to defend the

Legislature's decision against re-licensing, if Entergy chooses to challenge it.
The state's congressional delegation noted that the NRC had never said no to a nuclear reactor.
"The NRC has never denied a nuclear plant an extension and in fact has granted 62 straight license extensions," the

delegation said in a joint statement.
The news brought a proverbial smile to the face of Entergy Nuclear spokesman Laurence Smith.
'We are pleased with the NRC's action today. It confirms that Vermont Yankee is a safe and reliable nuclear plant and that

the plant meets all the requirements to operate safely for another 20 years," he said, reading from a prepared statement. Smith
declined to answer questions.

Echoing Entergy's response was the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 300, which represents about
160 workers at the plant.

"The IBEW hopes that today's announcement will prompt Vermont utilities and Vermont Yankee plant owner Entergy to
finalize a power contract for the duration of the 20-year license. We also urged state officials to support the plant's continued
operation," the union said in a prepared statement.

Raymond Shadis, senior technical advisor for the New England Coalition, the anti-nuclear group that had challenged
Entergy's relicensing bid for the past five years, said they had successfully brought many issues to the state and public's
attention.

Without the New England Coalition, many safety issues such as submerged electrical cables and metal fatigue, would not
have been addressed, Shadis said.

"I think our intervention made the plant that much less dangerous," he said, and compared the legal right to a "300 pound
gorilla (Entergy) against a 97-pound weakling."

"The NRC's pronouncements do not make Vermont Yankee a safe plant," said Shadis, who has fought nuclear reactors all
over New England, including in his home state of Maine. "Calling it safe does not make it safe."

Leslie Staudinger of Brattleboro, a trustee of the coalition, said the coalition had fought the fight for 60 months.
"I'm relieved that this process is over. We have a lot of good work that we need to do," she said.

Entergy Wins 20-Year NRC Relicensing Of Vt. Yankee Nuke Plant (WPTZ)
NRC Says It Won't Intervene In State Fight To Close Reactor
By Stewart Ledbetter, Reporter
WPTZ-TV Burlinqton, VT, March 11, 2011
The chairman of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission announced Thursday the panel has concluded its review of

continued operation of the Vermont Yankee nuclear power station in Vernon, and will issue plant owners a 20-year license
extension "in a matter of days."
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NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko briefed reporters via conference call Thursday afternoon, minutes after the Commission
voted 4-0 to finalize the relicensing application first filed in 2006 by VY owners Entergy Nuclear Louisiana.

The NRC vote effectively dismissed the last remaining objection raised by the New England Coalition, an anti-nuclear
group which has long tried to close the plant.

Vermont Yankee started operation in 1972. It's current 40-year license expires in March of next year.
"We believe that Entergy, through an exhaustive review, meets all of our requirements and standards to be able to operate

for another 20 years," Jaczko said.
The chairman acknowledged,, however, that state officials want the plant closed on schedule in 2012. Gov. Peter Shumlin

has repeatedly cited ongoing concerns about plant reliability and environnmental pollution.
The NRC, Jaczko said, sees no reason to intervene in the dispute -- and potential court battle -- between Vermont officials

and Entergy.
"We won't speculate what will happen in the courts," Jaczko said..
State law requires both chambers of the Legislature to approve continued operation of the reactor beyond 2012, and such

approval is highly unlikely.
The state Senate last year voted 26-4 against any extension, following ongoing missteps from Entergy which included

misstatements by company officials under oath, and radioactive leaks into groundwater surrounding the Vernon site.
Nuclear watchdog Arnie Gundersen said the NRC's decision to grant a 20-year license extension for Vermont Yankee was

no surprise.
"It was inevitable. The NRC always approves license extensions," Gundersen said. "But more importantly, Jaczko is

basically saying the state has a separate case against VY."
Entergy CEO Wayne Leonard said recently he believes federal authority determines the Vt. Yankee relicensing question.
Vermont's three-member Congressional delegation issued the following statement following the NRC announcement:
"It should surprise no one that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has voted to extend Vermont Yankee's license for

another 20 years. The NRC has never denied a nuclear plant an extension, and in fact has granted 62 straight license
extensions. We believe that Entergy should respect and abide by Vermont's laws, which require approval from the Vermont
Legislature, and then the Vermont Public Service Board, for the plant to continue to operate beyond 2012."

VY To Get License Renewal Next Week (BR)
Brattleboro Reformer, March 11, 2011
BRATTLEBORO - The commissioner of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission announced today during a teleconference

with the media that Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant will receive some time next week a permit that would allow it to operate
for another 20 years past its original license expiration date of 2012.

The five-member commission, with one member recused, voted today on whether to accept a last-minute contention from
the New England Coalition on the status of electrical cables susceptible to wetting or submersion..

The commission voted against accepting the contention.
The commission also refused to accept a motion to stay the license renewal proceeding that was submitted by NEC

Thursday morning.
The motion to stay was also related to the issue of cables susceptible to wetting or submersion.

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Plant's License Extended 20 Years (POWGENWLD)
Power-Gen Worldwide, March 11, 2011
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will renew the operating license for the Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant for an

additional 20 years despite the Vermont state Senate blocking the license extension and a legal proceeding. The renewed
license is now set to expire in March 2032.

Entergy Nuclear submitted safety and environmental reviews of the application to the staff of the NRC in January 2006. In
September of that year, the state of Vermont and the New England Coalition (NEC) challenged the license renewal application.
In November 2008, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) required Entergy to revise its metal fatigue analysis for two
important nozzles. Entergy submitted the revised analysis in March 2009 and the NEC challenged the adequacy of the new
analysis. The board denied the new challenge in July 2009.

In February 2010, the Vermont state Senate blocked the license extension for the plant, essentially closing it when it was
set to expire in 2012. The plant also had several tritium leaks that were found and repaired which added to the Senate's decision.
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Then in July 2010, the NRC staff and NEC appealed various aspects of the ASLB's decisions. The NRC rejected all of the
appeals except one, which was returned to the ASLB.. During consideration of that remaining issue, NEC requested that a new
and different contention be admitted. In October 2010, the ASLB ruled on the remaining issue and rejected NEC's new
contention. NEC appealed that ruling and the NRC voted March 10 to affirm the ASLB's denial of the new contention and
conclude the hearing.

NRC Clears Vermont Yankee For License Extension (AP)
Associated Press, March 11, 2011
The federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission has decided to grant the Vermont Yankee nuclear plant a license to run for 20

years beyond its originally scheduled shutdown date in 2012, but state opposition continues to make its future uncertain.
The NRC made the announcement following a brief meeting of the commission at which it rejected an 1 1th-hour appeal by

an anti-nuclear group, which asked the commission for more review of filings made by plant owner Entergy Corp. after the NRC
had closed the record on its review of the plant's license application.

The plant also needs a state certificate for public good, and last year, the state Senate voted to block the Vermont Public
Service Board from issuing one.

NRC Clears Vt. Yankee For License Extension (WCAXTV)
By Gina Bullard
WCAX-TV Burlinqton, VT, March 11, 2011
Federal regulators say the Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant in Vernon is fit to be open for another 20 years. The

Nuclear Regulatory Commission has voted to extend the license after rejecting an objection filed by an anti-nuclear group.
The New England Coalition hoped the NRC would take more time before issuing the 20-year license renewal.
But the NRC said Yankee passed an extensive safety and technical review which federal inspectors started back in 2006.
This comes despite a series of problems at the plant recently, from a collapsed water cooling tower to ongoing issues with

radioactive tritium leaks.
"As with any facility we regulate, we monitor on a daily basis the performance of these facilities. Whether it's in one year or

41 years if there's an issue that causes concerns for a plant to operate safely we would take appropriate action to shut down that
plant," said Gregory Jaczko, the chairman of the NRC.

The NRC has never denied a nuclear plant a license extension.
The NRC says it will formally issue Vermont Yankee's new license in a matter of days. But under Vermont law, the state

Public Service Board and the Vt. Legislature must also approve the license extension. The Vt. Senate has already voted against
Yankee and legislative leaders say they have no intention of reconsidering the issue this year.

Late Thursday, Vermont's congressional delegation released a statement that said, "We believe that Entergy should
respect and abide by Vermont's laws, which require approval from the Vermont Legislature, and then the Vermont Public Service
Board, for the plant to continue to operate beyond 2012."

Gov. Peter Shumlin said in a statement, "Today's vote from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is not unexpected, and
does not change the fact that Vermont Yankee still needs approval from the state to continue operating beyond its 2012 license
expiration. I am pleased that the NRC is reaffirming Vermont's authority to determine the plant's future. Given the serious
radioactive tritium leaks and the recent tritium test results, the source of which has yet to be determined, and other almost weekly
problems occurring at this facility, I remain convinced that it is not in the public good for the plant to remain open beyond its
scheduled closing in 2012."

NRC Clears Vermont Yankee For License Extension (VTPR)
By Ross Sneyd
Vermont Public Radio, March 10, 2011
(Host) The Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant has won federal permission to renew its operating license, which was

scheduled to expire a year from now.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission rejected one last challenge to Yankee's license extension request and voted

unanimously to issue a new one.
NRC-Chairman Gregory Jaczko says the vote authorizes Yankee to operate through March of 2032.
(Jaczko) "We believe that Entergy through the exhaustive review that we've done for license renewal, meets all of our

requirements and standards to be able to operate for another 20 years."
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(Host) But the decision doesn't automatically mean Yankee can continue operating. Yankee owner Entergy still hasn't won
state permission.

And Jaczko says Entergy needs to win all regulatory approvals.
(Jaczko) "There are a variety of permits and actions that are required for this facility to operate. The NRC's action today is

just one piece of that."
(Host) Vermont's top elected officials oppose Yankee's continued operation.
Governor Peter Shumlin says he's pleased that the NRC recognizes the state's authority over the Vernon plant.
(Shumlin) "They feel very strongly that Vermont has the right to make determinations about reliability, about the future of

the plant and the NRC has no intention of standing in our way."
(Host) Entergy executives have suggested that they may challenge Vermont's authority over Yankee. Vermont is the only

state whose legislature has power over re-licensing a nuclear plant.
Shumlin says the state has no intention of backing down, even if Entergy sues.
(Shumlin) "As Vermonters, we've got to stand up and implement our legal authority to determine our own futures. And if

Entergy's going to break their word and go to the judge and say, 'Hey, we didn't really mean it when we signed the document
saying we'd abide by Vermont laws,' good luck to them."

(Host) Vermont's congressional delegation also issued a statement calling on Entergy to respect the state's authority over
the plant.

This is the online edition of VPR News. Text versions of VPR news stories may be updated and they may vary slightly from
the broadcast version.

Entergy's Vermont Nuclear Unit Cleared For License Renewal (BLOOM)
By Mark Chediak
Bloomberg News, March 11, 2011
The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission said it will extend the operating license for Entergy Corp. (ETR)'s Vermont

Yankee nuclear reactor.
The federal nuclear agency will issue a 20-year license extension after upholding an agency board ruling that rejected a

challenge to the renewal, Gregory Jaczko, chairman of the commission, said today during a conference call with reporters. The
license will be issued in a "matter of days," Jaczko said.

The commission voted 4-0 to support a decision by its Atomic Safety Licensing Board that denied an objection to the
license by New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution, Eliot Brenner, a commission spokesman, said during the call. The
coalition had raised concerns about Entergy's oversight of underground pipes that had leaked at the plant, according to a
statement posted on the Brattleboro, Vermont-based group's website.

"We believe Entergy, through the exhaustive review that we've done for license renewal, meets all of our requirements and
standards needed to be able to operate for another 20 years," Jaczko said.

The commission's approval is just "one piece" of a variety of permits and actions that are needed for plant to continue to
operate, Jaczko said. The actions that the state of Vermont is taking "don't involve any of our authorities or responsibilities," he
said.

Governor's Opposition
Entergy, based in New Orleans, said in November it may sell the plant after Vermont voters elected a governor who has

opposed extending the plant's life beyond 2012. The Vermont Senate voted in February 2010 against allowing state regulators to
extend the plant's license after it expires on March 2012 because of leaks of tritium-laced water at the site.

Governor Peter Shumlin, a Democrat, has called for the state to reject a 20-year extension of the plant's operating license.
The 620-megawatt reactor is located in Vernon, Vermont, about 140 miles (225 kilometers) northwest of Boston, and

provides a third of the electricity consumed in the state, according to Entergy.
The reactor came under scrutiny after leaks of water laced with tritium were identified in January 2010. Tritium is a

radioactive form of hydrogen and a byproduct of nuclear power generation that in large doses can increase the risk of cancer.
Entergy is in the process of cleaning the areas affected by the tritium leak and would "substantially complete" the effort

before any sale, Michael Burns, a company spokesman, said in November.

Bright future without Yankee (RUTHER)
By Sandra Levine
Rutland Herald, March 11, 2011
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A cleaner, more prosperous energy future is available without Vermont Yankee. Let's set aside the bogey men and scare
tactics and look at the facts.

- Power supply: The excess supply, regional grid, and development of newer, cleaner resources for meeting our electricity
needs guarantee that the retirement of Vermont Yankee will have at most a small impact on Vermont's electricity supply. Five
thousand megawatts of extra power capacity was recently offered at auction for delivery in 2013. This is four times Vermont's
needed supply and one-fifth of the overall regional needs in the region. One thousand five hundred megawatts of new supply
was offered. This includes new generation (144 megawatts), imports (830 megawatts) and demand resources (515 megawatts).
There is enough energy available to replace Vermont Yankee.

- Grid function and reliability: Studies are ongoing, but preliminary results suggest some limited transmission grid
improvements will be needed by 2020 with or without Vermont Yankee. The effect of Vermont Yankee's retirement or continued
operation has little impact on the overall reliability of the electrical grid. Problems will arise even with Vermont Yankee in
operation. The effect of Vermont Yankee retirement is like a school moving across town and a new travel lane and traffic light
being added to accommodate the change in traffic.

- Cost: Claims that power prices will increase without Vermont Yankee are specious. Without a favorable power contract,
Vermont would simply pay market prices for any power from Vermont Yankee. It is disingenuous to call Vermont Yankee low-
cost when it would simply sell power to Vermont at the going market price. It is no cheaper for Vermonters than other available
resources

- Legal validity: The legal validity of closing Vermont Yankee when its current license expires in 2012 is supported by
contract obligations, constitutional principles, Public Service Board orders and US Supreme Court precedent, as well as simple
fairness. Vermont Yankee's owners signed a contract that precludes them from operating the plant past March 2012 without
approval from the Vermont Public Service Board. Vermont law requires legislative approval for a state license. Federal law
governing nuclear power facilities covers matters of radiological health and safety. States maintain their traditional authority to
oversee the need for and type of facility to be licensed, as well as authority over land use, rate-making and environmental
impacts.

The previous sale of Vermont Yankee and the storage of waste at the site were allowed based on Vermont's continued
oversight and authority. Vermonters and courts don't tolerate corporate double-dealing. A late, legal challenge at the end of
Vermont Yankee's current license would be stopped.

Sandra Levine is senior attorney with the Conservation Law Foundation in Montpelier

NRC Approves GE Hitachi Reactor, Sees Increasing Interest In A Smaller One (CWIRE)
By Peter Behr
ClimateWire, March 11, 2011
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission yesterday gave final design approval to the GE Hitachi Economic Simplified Boiling

Water Reactor, or ESBWR, advanced nuclear reactor model, opening possibilities for overseas sales of the 1,500-megawatt
generator and advancing the design toward a final approval by the NRC, expected before the end of this year.

The ESBWR "is one final step from becoming a reality," said Caroline Reda, president and CEO of GE Hitachi.
Although DTE Energy has chosen the GE Hitachi unit for a potential reactor project alongside its existing Fermi nuclear

power plant near Detroit, Reda said the first ESBWR is likely to be built in India, with a completion in 2019, if reactor liability
issues in that country can be overcome. GE is also pursuing sales of the unit in Europe. "We've got significant customers we're
talking to around the world," she told reporters yesterday.

Reda declined to estimate what the units will cost to build, but GE says the unit's simpler design, with a "passive" reactor
emergency cooling system rather than a pumped water supply, will make it more than competitive with other new, advanced
reactors.

The award of a positive "final safety evaluation report" for the GE reactor by the commission yesterday marks a turnaround
for a project that was stuck for years after the application was made in 2005. "We experienced a reversal of fortune," said David
Matthews, director of the NRC's Division of New Reactor Licensing.

"I would just say we were very bogged down," said Daniel Roderick, GE senior vice president for nuclear plant projects. "A
lot of it is self-inflicted. A lot of it was just misunderstandings of the regulator," he added.

Beginning two years ago, after he joined the effort, GE "had a very heart-to-heart discussion with the NRC to talk about
what were the obstacles," Roderick said. The big change was that "we listened to the regulator and then we learned about how
to answer their questions, instead of just causing more questions."

"They started to focus on areas of concern to the NRC," Matthews agreed.
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"When you work on the problem instead of being argumentative about the problem, sometimes the problem gets solved
faster. I would just say that was probably a big turning point," Roderick said.

Senators give bipartisan push to small, modular reactor
The NRC's announcement came on the second day of its annual Regulatory Information Conference with the industry,

which has attracted a record 3,400 participants.
The conference has featured increasing interest in proposals for small modular nuclear reactor (SMR) projects one-tenth

the size of the 1,500-megawatt GE Hitachi ESBWR.
Industry officials said it would take the same cooperation between reactor developers and the NRC to overcome potential

regulatory issues that could block SMRs.
Reflecting the growing interest in SMR development, a bipartisan group of senators has sponsored legislation directing the

Energy secretary to carry out demonstration programs for two SMR designs, one less than 50 megawatts and the other less than
300 megawatts. The programs, funded by the government and industry, would be aimed at achieving NRC license approvals for
the reactor designs by the end of 2017, and the licensing of the reactors by the end of 2020.

The "Nuclear Power 2021 Act" is backed by Sen. Jeff Bingaman (D-N.M.), chairman of the Senate Energy and Natural
Resources Committee; the committee's ranking Republican, Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska); and Sens. Mark Udall (D-Colo.),
Mike Crapo (R-Idaho), Mary Landrieu (D-La.) and Mark Pryor (D-Ark.).

The Tennessee Valley Authority plans to submit an application to the NRC by the third quarter of 2012 for construction of
up to six modular reactors built by Babcock & Wilcox.

But yesterday, Charles "Chip" Pardee, chief operating officer of Exelon Generation - the nation's largest nuclear plant
operator - said that merchant energy companies like his would not be first in line for SMRs. They must sell power competitively,
and new reactors aren't seen as commercially viable against gas-fired generation.

"I don't anticipate the domestic merchant marketplace being the first applicants. There are too many lessons learned that
we haven't gleaned yet to make the kinds of decisions to invest a billion-plus dollars without having a proven product and a clear
licensing path. I think the viability of the small modular reactors will be set by the licensing and regulatory framework.

"I am a big proponent of small modular reactors. But the economics haven't panned out yet, and we won't see that until it's
clear to us what is required" by the NRC, he said. Industry concerns include whether regulations governing security systems,
control room staffing and emergency planning will be changed to reflect the modular reactors' smaller size.

First sales may be overseas
"We have a lot of work to do, but I am very optimistic that this can be a viable technology. And it has the potential to be

economic," Pardee said.
General Electric Co., whose CEO, Jeff Immelt, has been named chairman of President Obama's new Council on Jobs and

Competitiveness, has linked arms with the Obama administration in seeking to export its ESBWR power plants.
Reda noted that she had recently been in India, pressing the company's nuclear business there, accompanying Commerce

Secretary Gary Locke. Roderick mentioned his recent visits with US ambassadors in Poland, Finland and Switzerland, on the
same mission.

"We went a lot of years when the US [nuclear] industry never needed the government to help keep the level playing field in
the market. That's a different day," he said.

"Our plant designs are built around safety. People who are just interested in price are just interested in price. The bigger
concerns are how many closed markets there are. We allow Korea to go places, where nobody can go into Korea. We allow the
French to go places, including the US, where none of us can go into France." The same is true in Russia, he said. You can bid
for reactor contracts in these places, he said. "You just can't win.

"We're developing some bigger relationships with the Commerce Department, with the Department of Energy, with the
NRC, to use what I call Team USA, to go attack Team Korea, Team France, Team Russia, because it's going to take a team."

General Electric (NYSE:GE) Nuclear Reactor Approved (EMONEY)
By Spike Marshall
eMonevDailv, March 11, 2011
A General Electric (NYSE:GE) Hitachi Nuclear reactor has been approved by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

General Electric (NYSE:GE) Nuclear Reactor Approved
General Electric (NYSE:GE) Hitachi Nuclear Energy, an alliance of General Electric (NYSE:GE) and Japan's Hitachi Ltd.

has received final US design approval for its next-generation nuclear reactor, for which certification will be cleared later in the
year.
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Resolving all technical issues over the economic simplified boiling water reactor, it has been set to be built in countries that
recognize US Standards.

The world market for new nuclear power plant orders will recover in three to five years and "come back strong" after that, a
senior executive of General Electric (NYSE:GE) Hitachi Nuclear Energy said in an interview.

General Electric Co. (NYSE:GE) company shares are currently standing at 20.63.
Price History
Last Price: 20.63
52 Week Low / High: 13.75 / 21.65
50 Day Moving Average: 19.9
6 Month Price Change %: 33.6%
12 Month Price Change %: 26.8%

Markey Warns NRC Against Approval Of Westinghouse Reactor Design (EEPM)
By Hannah Northey
E&ENews PM, March 11, 2011
The ranking Democrat on the House Natural Resources Committee is warning federal regulators against approving a

nuclear plant design that he said could shatter during an earthquake or if struck by an airplane or missile.
Rep. Ed Markey of Massachusetts urged the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in a March 7 letter not to approve

Westinghouse Electric Co.'s amended AP1 000 reactor design application until major safety issues are addressed.
"These concerns include those raised by one of the commission's long-serving staff that there is a risk that an earthquake

at, or aircraft impact on, the AP1000 could result in a catastrophic core meltdown," Markey wrote, adding that the threat of
terrorist attacks should also be addressed in reviewing the design.

NRC published a proposed rule in the Federal Register on Feb. 24, seeking comment on the reactor's design control
document and environmental assessment through early May. NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko has said the license decision could
come as early as this summer or fall, assuming no major new issues arise (Greenwire, Feb. 11).

The AP1000 includes passive safety features and would be applicable for a 1,100-megawatt pressurized-water reactor.
Pre-certification of Westinghouse's design could allow the nuclear industry to move forward more quickly with licensing and
construction and potentially reduce costs for developers.

The revised application includes changes made by Westinghouse to show the model could withstand "the effects of an
aircraft impact," according to the Federal Register notice. Westinghouse said it has thoroughly reviewed the-design and expects
to receive final approval this fall.

But the public has continuously raised concerns about potential flaws with the design, including a "chimney effect" that
could trgger the release of reactive materials (Climatewire, Jan. 11).

Markey said NRC is ignoring serious safety concerns about the reactor's design that were raised by John Ma, a senior
structural engineer at the agency, over whether a shield building in the AP1000 design could withstand the forces of an
earthquake or the impact of an airplane crash. Ma has said in the past that the AP1 000 shield would shatter "like a glass cup" if
the shield were struck and could fail completely.

Markey also said Westinghouse based its assertion that the "brittle" module is "strong enough" based on computer
simulations that are questionable and potentially flawed.

Westinghouse also underestimated the damage a strong earthquake could do to the nuclear plant because the company
based its assumptions on "reduced earthquake forces," Markey said.

The unresolved issues surrounding the AP1000 design may require NRC to revise its previous approval of the project,
Markey said. He also asked the commission why it had not required more stringent testing of the model and asked about
applications for 14 new reactors using the AP1000 design in Alabama, Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia.

"If the NRC approves the AP1000, then it may have widespread use throughout the United States, making questions about
its safety of crucial national importance," Markey said.

Westinghouse forged an agreement this week with Spanish utility Endesa to provide information on the AP1000
technology, which the company said could lead to the design being used for future nuclear projects in Spain and South America.

Energy Northwest Sues To Suspend Nuke Fuel Fee (AP)
Associated Press, March 11, 2011
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RICHLAND, Wash. The consortium that runs the nuclear power plant on the Hanford nuclear reservation has joined a
lawsuit asking the Energy Department to suspend the fee it charges consumers to manage nuclear fuel.

Energy Northwest spokeswoman Rochelle Olson told the Tri-City Herald the fee is not necessary because the federal
government has decided not to use the disposal site at Yucca Mountain, Nev.

The Energy Department says it's still committed to disposing of spent nuclear fuel. The fee is applied to consumers'
electricity bills and amounts to $750 million a year nationally.

The lawsuit was filed in the federal Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia by the Nuclear Energy Institute and 16 of
its member companies, including Energy Northwest.

Energy NW Joins Lawsuit Vs. Nuclear Fuel Fee (TRICITYH)
By Annette Cary
Tri-City Herald (WA), March 11, 2011
RICHLAND - Energy Northwest has joined a federal lawsuit filed this week asking for a suspension of the fee collected

from consumers to pay for nuclear fuel management.
Ratepayers receiving nuclear energy must pay a per kilowatt-hour fee to the Department of Energy for it to manage used

nuclear fuel. For Northwest ratepayers who depend on power from the Columbia Generating Station near Richland, the amount
paid into the Nuclear Waste Fund since the power plant began operating in 1984 has totaled almost $300 million.

"Energy Northwest is concerned about the continued collection and use of consumer dollars to fund the Nuclear Waste
Fund, particularly since the federal government has announced it is terminating the Yucca Mountain project and another solution
has not been identified," said Rochelle Olson, spokeswoman for Energy Northwest.

Used nuclear fuel at the power plant near Richland had been expected to be disposed of at Yucca Mountain, Nev., but the
Obama administration has decided that Yucca Mountain is not a workable option and has moved to withdraw the repository's
licensing application with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

The lawsuit was filed in the US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit by the Nuclear Energy Institute and 16
of its member companies, including Energy Northwest. In addition, the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
filed a similar lawsuit Monday.

The fee, which annually collects $750 million nationwide, is not necessary, given that the Obama administration's budget
request for fiscal 2012 does not include any money for the used nuclear fuel management program, according to the Nuclear
Energy Institute.

DOE annually considers the adequacy of the fee and in October determined that no change in the fee is necessary. It is set
at one-tenth of a cent per kilowatt-hour used.

Although Yucca Mountain is off the table, DOE remains committed to meet its obligation to manage and dispose of the
nation's spent nuclear fuel, said DOE in its 2010 memo on the annual determination of the adequacy of the fee.

The assessment completed a year earlier said the fee was adequate based on the most recent life cycle cost estimate for
Yucca Mountain of $97 billion.

"One cannot determine with any confidence at this time precisely how much the yet-to-be-selected disposal alternative will
cost, but the closest proxy - albeit an imperfect one - is the costs of the proposed Yucca facility," the memo said.

The Nuclear Energy Institute said it considered the DOE review inadequate.
"Consumers need a nuclear waste fund fee remedy now," Olson said. "It's past time to relieve nationwide consumers of

more than $750 million in annual payments, especially during these difficult economic times."
Energy Northwest now is storing used nuclear fuel in heavy steel and concrete casks on outdoor concrete pads at its

nuclear power plant.
A year ago, the US Court of federal Claims ordered DOE to award Energy Northwest $57 million for costs to that time

associated with storing the fuel after Yucca Mountain did not open as planned in 1998.

Nuclear Power Industry Sues US Over Fee For Waste (REU)
By Tom Doggett
Reuters, March 11, 2011
Full-text stories from Reuters currently cannot be included in this document. You may, however, click the link above to

access the story.

Double Attack On US Nuclear Waste Fees (WNN)
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World Nuclear News, March 11, 2011
American utilities and regulators have both filed lawsuits against the Department of Energy (DoE) for continuing to charge

for the halted Yucca Mountain project.
Funding for Yucca Mountain has come from a levy of 0.1 cents per kWh of nuclear power, which currently adds up to about

$770 million per year. Nuclear utilities - and therefore their customers - have now paid a total of over $31 billion into the Nuclear
Waste Fund.

The government was supposed to use this money to create a permanent nuclear waste disposal site by 1998. Around $7
billion was spent and much progress made, but Yucca was cut off from funding in May 2009 by President Barack Obama and
energy secretary Stephen Chu. Spending on Yucca is now set at the absolute minimum level, while the $24 billion balance of the
fund remains with the US Treasury earning substantial compound interest of over $1 billion per year.

This week, the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) and the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC)
acted on behalf of their respective members with a lawsuit each to end the collection of fees, at least until the DoE has an
alternative plan. The NEI is the trade association for the nuclear power industry in America and joined in the lawsuit by 16
members companies, while NARUC represents the public service commission of every US state.

"It is past time for the DoE to suspend consumer payments in the Nuclear Waste Fund," said NARUC president Tony Clark.
"We want to work with the DoE to find a solution to the nation's nuclear waste problem, but consumers should be given a break
until such a solution is found."

An earlier lawsuit from NARUC was based on the DoE's failure to produce an annual assessment of the adequacy of waste
fees for the needs of the program. This was rejected by the court after the DoE submitted a late justification for the continued
collection of fees. NARUC is now challenging the veracity of that, as it was given the right to do by the court.

"The agency has supplied no proof in its adequacy assessment that charging the fee is necessary, given all the steps the
government has taken to essentially cancel the Yucca Mountain project without coming up with an alternative;" said NARUC.

Current, future policy unknown
Having submitted an 8600-page application to build Yucca Mountain under President George Bush and his energy

secretary Sam Bodman, the DoE under direction from Chu and Obama moved to withdraw it in May.
This, however, was rejected by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's independent Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

(ASLB). The DoE had no right to substitute its own ideas in place of those legislated by Congress, said the ASLB, and is bound
by law to complete its work at Yucca Mountain unless Congress acts to supercede the previous legislation.

Nevertheless, the politically appointed NRC Commissioners that control the body have not reached a concensus on what to
do. The options of turning attention back to the application or granting the withdrawal request both remain before them.

In the meantime, Obama has created a 'Blue Ribbon' commission on radioactive waste management. It is hearing
evidence from a range of stakeholders on waste management methods including reprocessing, recycling and the use of burner
reactors as well as the widely accepted geologic disposal method as proposed for Yucca Mountain.

Nuclear Industry Sues To Lift Reactor Fuel Management Fee (ENVNEWSR)
Environment News Service, March 11, 2011
Nuclear Industry Sues to Lift Reactor Fuel Management Fee WASHINGTON, DC, March 10, 2011 (ENS) - The nuclear

industry association and 16 of its member companies have filed suit in federal court seeking suspension of the fee that
consumers of electricity produced at nuclear energy facilities pay for the federal government's spent nuclear fuel management
activities.

The Nuclear Energy Institute filed the lawsuit Tuesday in the US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.
The National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners also filed suit against the US Department of Energy on

Monday, seeking similar relief.
Nuclear Energy Institute is joined in the litigation by Florida Power & Light Co.; NextEra Energy Seabrook, LLC; NextEra

Energy Duane Arnold, LLC; NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC; Omaha Public Power District; PSEG Nuclear, LLC; Indiana
Michigan Power Co.; Energy Northwest; PPL Susquehanna, LLC; Detroit Edison Co.; Nebraska Public Power District; Northern
States Power Co.; Kansas City Power & Light Co.; Kansas Electric Power Cooperative, Inc.; Kansas Gas & Electric Co.; and
Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corp.

The lawsuit asks the court to direct the US Department of Energy to suspend collection of the one-tenth of a cent per
kilowatt-hour surcharge that consumers pay on their electric bills pending DOE's compliance with provisions of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982.
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Congress created the fee in 1982 to help pay for a permanent geologic nuclear waste repository beneath Yucca Mountain
100 miles northwest of Las Vegas. The US Department of Energy had planned to use the mountain to bury 77,000 tons of highly
radioactive waste.

The Yucca Mountain site was approved by Congress and President George W. Bush in 2002.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission began licensing hearings for Yucca Mountain in 2009 but they were put on hold when

the Obama administration said it would terminate the program.
The fee is paid to the Nuclear Waste Fund, held in the US Treasury.
The industry contends that a review of the need to continue the fee performed by the Energy Department is inadequate

and that the fee for the used fuel management program should be suspended.
The fee amounts to approximately $750 million in annual revenues for the Nuclear Waste Fund, which has a balance of

more than $24 billion.
NEI and the plaintiff companies argue that collection of the fee is not necessary given that the Obama administration's

budget request for fiscal 2012 does not include any funding for the used nuclear fuel management program.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Gregory Jaczko has said plans call for the Yucca Mountain licensing board to

go out of business sometime this year. The agency has requested no funding for the Yucca issue beyond September 30 in
keeping with Obama administration policy.

But on February 26 a panel of judges with the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, a part of the NRC, issued two orders
that keep active the licensing case for the Yucca Mountain nuclear waste plan.

"It certainly appears to us the [board] wants to move the proceedings forward," Joseph Strolin, acting director of the
Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects told the "Las Vegas Review Journal."

"There appears to be a disconnect between the licensing board and the administration."
Nuclear power in the United States is provided by 104 commercial nuclear power plants, providing approximately 20

percent of the nation's electricity. In the absence of a permanent geologic repository for spent nuclear fuel, it is being stored at the
power plants where it was used, either in pools of water or in dry casks.

Markey Slams Nuclear Agency Over Its Handling Of Pilgrim Security Breach (QPL)
By Jon Chesto
Quincy (MA) Patriot Ledger, March 11, 2011
US Rep. Edward Markey is criticizing the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for failing to disclose details about a security

issue that was discovered at the Pilgrim nuclear power plant last fall.
Markey sent a letter to NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko last week that asked a series of questions about the unspecified

security "deficiency." Most notably, Markey asked why the federal agency hasn't released details regarding the incident to the
public.

The agency disclosed last week that an inspection in October and November discovered a security issue of "low to
moderate significance" at the Plymouth plant, but the agency declined to specify what was found. An NRC spokesman said plant
owner Entergy Corp. took immediate corrective actions to address the issue.

But Markey, in his letter, asked what kind of consequences Entergy will face for this most recent violation, and whether the
NRC will impose higher penalties considering there have been 11 other security-related violations at Pilgrim since 2006. Markey
also wants to know whether the agency has identified similar violations at other nuclear power plants.

Markey's congressional district north and west of Boston isn't near Plymouth. But Markey is one of the leaders on energy
issues in Congress and has taken a keen interest in what happens at Pilgrim.

Neil Sheehan, a spokesman for the federal agency, said the agency decided several years ago that the appropriate
response to such issues was to let the public know a security violation occurred without disclosing the details. This approach,
Sheehan said, was based on balancing transparency with a desire not to indicate the nature of any security vulnerabilities to
potential terrorists.

Markey's questioning comes as Entergy's request to renew its license for the Pilgrim plant is still pending before the NRC.
A three-judge panel has been weighing the request to extend Entergy's license for another 20 years after it expires in 2012. The
process has gone on for more than five years, setting a record with a sister plant in Vermont for the longest pending relicensing
request for a nuclear plant.

The panel met in Plymouth on Wednesday to hold hearings on concerns raised by the Pilgrim Watch community group.
Mary Lampert, the group's founder, testified on behalf of her organization. The concerns that Lampert says still need to be
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addressed by Entergy's license application include the potential aftereffects of a severe accident at Pilgrim and the safety of
submerged electric cables at the plant's waterfront site.

Lampert said she welcomed Markey's scrutiny on the lapse in security at Pilgrim. Without more details, she said, the public
has no way of knowing whether the security breach was a major issue or a minor one.

"If, in fact, whatever the security issue was has been fixed, then why can't we hear it?" she said. "If the public is never
allowed to know what the problem was after it has been fixed, what assurance do we have that it's actually been fixed?"

Joseph Himes, NRC Employee (WP)
By Emma Brown
WashinQton Post, March 11, 2011
Joseph Himes, who helped develop emergency response plans during his three-decade career at the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, died Feb. 10 at his home in Rockville of complications from heart disease. He was 76.
Mr. Himes began working on developing the NRC's incident response program in the mid-1970s as a contractor working for

the Mitre Corp. He joined the NRC staff in 1980, shortly after the 1979 accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant in
Pennsylvania.

After the 1986 accident at the Chemobyl nuclear power facility in Ukraine, Mr. Himes played a key role in helping Ukrainian
officials create an emergency response program. He also participated in the NRC's response to the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist
attacks.

Joseph Ellsworth Himes was born in Brookville, Pa. He served in the Army National Guard of New York and, during the
Korean War, in the US Army.

He received an associate's degree, a bachelor's degree and a masters degree in physics, all from George Washington
University.

Before joining Mitre, he worked at the National Bureau of Standards and the defense contractor Analytic Services.
His marriage to T. Evelyn McElroy Himes ended in divorce. Survivors include a son, Daniel E. Himes of Marblehead,

Mass.; a sister; and three grandsons.

Environmentalists Reject Both Competing CWIP Bills In Hearings (SLBEAC)
By Jason Rosenbaum
St. Louis Beacon, March 11, 2011
An overflow crowd packed two Missouri Capitol committee rooms Wednesday to hear testimony on bills that could pave the

way for a new nuclear reactor in Callaway County.
Legislative action is needed because of a construction work in progress (CWIP) law approved by voters in 1976: It restricts

utility companies from passing on plant construction costs to consumers. The two pieces of legislation before the Senate
Committee on Veterans' Affairs, Emerging Issues, Pensions and Urban Affairs would allow Ameren and a consortium of energy
companies to make ratepayers pay for a site permit for a potential nuclear reactor.

One bill sponsored by Sen. Jason Crowell, R-Cape Girardeau, would, among other things, authorize a ratepayer-funded
stream of roughly $3 million to the Office of Public Counsel. That entity represents utility customers and the public during rate
cases before the Public Service Commission.

Consumer groups, big corporations and Senate President Pro Tem Rob Mayer, R-Dexter, endorsed Crowell's bill. But that
measure received a chilly reception from utility company representatives; they support legislation by Sen. Mike Kehoe (right), R-
Jefferson City, which does not include a funding for the public counsel.

Crowell said earlier this month that keeping that agency well-funded could be beneficial for consumers. He repeated that
message after presiding over a six-and-half hour hearing over the issue.

"Most of the people who were for [Kehoe's bill] don't pay Ameren rates," Crowell said. "Most of the people with concerns
over the bill pay Ameren rates. That's what it boils down to."

Representatives from environmental groups rejected both bills, saying that it would give Ameren a "foot in the door" to
come back and have ratepayers fund the cost of a nuclear plant.

CLASH OVER COUNSEL FUNDING
After the effort to repeal CWIP faltered in 2009, Gov. Jay Nixon announced support for Ameren and the consortium to

recover costs related to a site permit. While Ameren says it has no plans to construct a plant, the company is behind Kehoe's bill
because it preserves the option to build in the future.
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Boosters of Kehoe's bill - including utility companies, labor unions, Chambers of Commerce and a bevy of legislators on
both sides of the political aisle - argue that constructing another reactor in Callaway County would create thousands of jobs as
well as provide abundant energy. Obtaining a site permit, they said, could start the process toward that goal.

"Importantly, [a site permit] gives us the opportunity to have access to federal incentives, which could save our customer
and our state millions of dollars, should we have the ability to have that," said Ameren CEO Warner Baxter.

Kehoe's legislation would cap the permit recovery costs at $45 million and mandate that if the plant is not built or if the
permit is sold to another company, then all the money collected must be refunded. The Public Service Commission would have to
deem the expenditures "prudent" to be collected:

But Kehoe's bill does not include funding for the public counsel. Crowell's bill does, and it subsequently received support
from groups such as the Consumers Council of Missouri, and big ratepayers such as Noranda Aluminum, Anheuser-Busch and
Monsanto.

"If Ameren is going to get what it wants, then we need to make sure the ratepayers get what we want and we need," said
Joan Bray, a former state senator who chairs the Consumers Council of Missouri.

Lewis Mills, the state's public counsel, said the office's current budget, which is $700,000 means that it-is typically
"outgunned" by utility companies seeking rate increases.

"Every year hundreds of millions of dollars are at stake in utility cases at the PSC," Mills said. "Utility companies always
have more lawyers and experts than the public counsel at the PSC."

Supporters of Kehoe's legislation described Crowell's funding proposal for the public counsel as a "tax increase." Kehoe
said the governor had provided a general revenue increase for the public counsel, which Mills later told the committee was
"adequate" for his office.

"There's still seems to be some concerns that that may or may not be the right amount," Kehoe said. "And I've told both
sides of this thing that I would continue to have conversations to find out where we can [provide] that funding mechanism that's
not just automatically passed on to the ratepayers. Because I think everybody in here doesn't want to see a tax increase passed
on to the ratepayers as an itemized piece on their bill."

'POISON PILL'
Baxter said one reason he opposed Crowell's funding mechanism was that it could sink the bill when it gets to the Senate

floor. Sen. Kevin Engler, R-Farmington, for instance, said the funding stream was a "poison pill." And state Rep. Jeanie Riddle, a
Republican from Callaway County who is sponsoring site permit legislation in the Missouri House, said she did not want to "blow
the bill out of the water" because of funding for the public counsel.

"I think everybody here is onboard with making sure we have consumers protected," Riddle said. "But to put a piece in
there that has a large price tag is a killer for the bill because people are not going to vote for it in this economy."

Crowell said during the committee hearing that utility companies have no limit on the money they can spend to propose a
rate increase.

Sen. John Lamping, whose St. Louis County district includes Monsanto, suggested capping the public counsel's funding
stream at around $1.4 million. That could increase, he said, once construction begins on the plant.

"Why don't we do an assessment to $1.4 million until they start digging a hole?" said Lamping, R-Ladue. "And then when
they start digging a hole, then go to the $3.2 million assessment. That's when we'll really need OPC (Office of Public Counsel) to
do a heck of a lot more."

Lamping also said if the OPC budget goes from $700,000 to $3 million, it's only "logical" that utilities would feel the money
would go to "fight other fights."

"You're assuming that fighting all those other fights is a bad thing," Crowell said.
"No, I'm just understanding their perspective," Lamping said.
Crowell said after the hearing he'll talk to individual committee members to figure out the best way to proceed. He said he

hasn't "thought that far ahead" about whether to go with his legislation or Kehoe's bill.
KEEPING CWIP - AND KICKING THE CAN
While consumer groups and corporations were willing to tie an exception to the CWIP law to OPC funding, other witnesses

weren't willing to accept such a deal.
Testimony on bills that could pave the way for a new nuclear reactor in Callaway County earned an overflow crowd in the

Missouri Capitol,
Ed Smith, who testified for the Missouri Coalition for the Environment, said the 1976 initiative was one reason Missouri's

utility rates are lower than other states. He also said nuclear power had a problematic history, including cost overruns for
construction.
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"Around the United States, where energy markets are competitive, new nuclear construction has failed as an energy option
due to the billions of dollars in construction costs and the incredible high risk of cost overruns," Smith said. "While construction of
a nuclear reactor is sure to create jobs in Missouri, no state has improved its economic well-being by building an electric system
that chooses the highest cost option."

Jean Blackwood, who spoke for the Sierra Club, said "energy efficiency" and "renewable energy" could create more jobs
than a nuclear plant. She said such a boom could be done immediately and could have an impact on all corners of the state.

"CWIP is wrong in principle," Blackwood said. "It transfers risk from investors to customers in violation of market principle.
Do not allow this. We have better, cleaner, cheaper, more job-creating ways to meet our energy needs."

Mark Haim, chairman of the group Missourians for Safe Energy, said the site permit effort amounted to a "foot in the door"
for coming back and asking ratepayers to fund a reactor's construction.

"What they want is a seal of approval from you all," he said. "And I urge you not to give them that. I urge you not to give
them a seal of approval that would essentially [provide] the political capital behind a subsidized form of energy."

But Kehoe said the fact that Ameren is teaming up with other energy companies provides plenty of financing opportunities.
"Now, you're right, CWIP could be one of the things they look at," Kehoe said. "But there are also other opportunities they

can take to the market. Some of these members have different resources and different abilities to produce funding and funding
mechanisms."

Still, Crowell maintained that Kehoe's legislation is a "step to repeal CWIP."
"I think everyone agrees that the additional $15 million Ameren could do all by itself," Crowell said, adding his bill was

aimed at fulfilling Ameren's goals and providing consumer protections. "That's a drop in the bucket for Ameren. In fact, Ameren's
already spent $25 million already in that direction. So maybe the broader debate we need to have after having this hearing is do
we want to repeal CWIP outright?"

Jason Rosenbaum, a freelance writer in St. Louis, covers state government and politics. To reach him, contact Beacon
issues and politics editor Susan Hegger.

Senate Panel Considers Nuclear Plant-Measure (FULTON)
By Bob Watson
Fulton Sun, March 11, 2011
Missouri needs to build another nuclear power plant to secure a low-cost power source for years to come, freshman state

Sen. Mike Kehoe told a Senate committee late Wednesday afternoon, at the start of a more than five-hour hearing.
During the public testimoney near the end of the hearing, Phillip Todd, Holts Summit, told the committee: "We've got to do

something, because the longer we sit, we're just going to fall behind and fall behind."
But a spokesman for the Missouri Coalition for the Environment told the same panel that nuclear power is the most

expensive option around.
"The free market gave up on the nuclear market years ago," testified Ed Smith, the group's "No CWIP Coordinator."
Dick Bosch, a retiree, said: "1 just ask that you keep in mind that any rate increases that you have really affect senior

citizens - even small ones."
At issue is whether lawmakers should approve a plan to allow Ameren Missouri or another electric utility to charge

ratepayers for the costs of successfully winning a US Nuclear Regulatory Commission early site permit for a possible future
nuclear plant.

.Missouri's current "Construction Work In Progress" law, that voters approved in 1976, prohibits utilities from passing those
costs on to consumers until after a power plant is operating.

Former state Sen. Joan Bray, D-University City, is now chairwoman of the Consumers Council of Missouri.
"We don't like the idea of repealing a law passed by the voters in 1976," she said. "But we live in political reality - we

understand that Ameren is powerful and can get things done in the Capitol.
"if Ameren is going to get what it wants - we need to get what we want."
Over the years, Kehoe said, "Our need for energy has only grown more."
Warner Baxter, Ameren Missouri's president and CEO, told the Senate's Veterans' Affairs, Emerging Issues, Pensions and

Urban Affairs Committee: "Over the last 20 years, our energy demand went up 50 percent, (and) we expect another 20 percent
increase in the next 20 years."

But 80 percent of Missouri's electricity comes from coal, which "continues to be under attack" for political and environmental
reasons, said Kehoe, R-Jefferson City. "And most of our coal-fired plants are near to Social Security ... most are about 40 years
old."
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Nuclear energy provides the best option for future energy production, he said.
Baxter said: "Not having this option will expose our customers to higher rates."
But Mark Haim, of the group Missourians for Safe Energy, noted no new nuclear power plants are being built in the United

States.
"It's a lemon technology," Haim said.
Kehoe has introduced two bills to help Ameren Missouri or another utility provider to seek the early site permit.
The committee heard testimony on both Kehoe's bill and a separate plan sponsored by Chairman Jason Crowell, R-Cape

Girardeau.
Kehoe's bill would allow an investor-owned utility to charge ratepayers for the costs of winning that permit.
"There is no cost recovery until a permit is gained," Kehoe explained. "And there are two clawback features" requiring

refunds to the ratepayers if a site permit is sold or if the utility doesn't build a plant after winning a permit.
Kehoe noted the proposal is supported by all of the state's investor-owned utilities and 39 electric co-operatives.
"There are hundreds of businesses who are behind it," he said, who have "invested in Missouri and they're staying in

Missouri."
Crowell said his bill covers most of the same issues as Kehoe's plan.
"1 think the biggest difference between my bill and Sen. Kehoe's is the Office of Public Counsel funding," Crowell said.
His bill would fund the OPC - created in 1974 to represent consumers in Public Service Commission rate cases - with an

assessment against the utilities which they pass along to their customers.
During public testimony, Linda Covelli, St. Charles, a disabled senior, opposed Crowell's bill because it raises costs for

seniors on fixed incomes, who already face rising health care costs.
Kehoe's bill doesn't cover public counsel funding, but he told the committee he's willing to discuss options to make sure

there is better funding for that office - although he's against "an additional tax on customers' bills."
With Gov. Jay Nixon's support, the utilities and co-ops last year formed a coalition to support the early site permit approach.
None of them endorsed Crowell's idea of paying for the public counsel through assessments on utility bills, although they

didn't reject it outright.
"I think (Kehoe's bill) provides a more positive environment for investors than your bill," William Downey, president of

Kansas City Power and Light Co., told Crowell.
Baxter said he's not sure the OPC should be part of the early site permit bill.
"It really is not tied to this bill," Baxter testified. "It is a broader policy issue. ... My concern is more that a bill with a 500

percent increase (for the Office of Public Counsel) will pass the Senate."
However, Bray told Crowell his bill is "a true compromise."
Bray's group is part of FERAF, the Fair Electric Rates Action Fund.
Steve Spinner, energy procurement director for St. Louis-based Anheuser-Busch Breweries, told the committee: "Every

one of the industrial and retail businesses here faces competition. ... Unfortunately, monopolies don't face the same kinds of
pressure."

Spinner and others from FERAF noted Ameren Missouri has sought more than $1 billion in rate increases, but received
only about 25 percent of that.

Baxter and several others testified that Missouri has the seventh-lowest electric rates in the nation.
Jefferson City businessman Mike Farmer, whose company includes a new Portland Cement-making plant in Hannibal,

agreed: "We do get data from the Portland Cement Association.
"On benchmarking the costs ... we are way below the national average."
Anytime his kiln is shut down, Farmer said, it costs several hundred-thousand dollars "to get it back up and running."
A future nuclear power plant would help create a more reliable electric supply, he said.

Three Law Firms To Hold Meetings Over Possible Nuclear Contamination Lawsuits In Erwin
(JOHNSCP)

By Brad Hicks
Johnson City (TN) Press, March 11, 2011
ERWIN - Representatives from three law firms will host a pair of meetings Wednesday in Unicoi County to address

questions and concerns area citizens may have regarding possible nuclear contamination lawsuits.
Greeneville-based firm Rogers, Laughlin, Nunnally, Hood & Crum, P.C. will be joined by Motley Rice LLC, based in South

Carolina, and New York-based Napoli Bern Ripka & Associates LLP at the meetings.
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"It will be an educational meeting to discuss what relationship, if any, there is between certain illnesses and the providers of
nuclear contaminants in the Erwin area," said John T. Milburn Rogers with Rogers, Laughlin, Hood & Crum.

Rogers said the meetings are result of requests from residents in the region and are intended to provide people who feel
they may be victims of nuclear contamination information and legal options.

An advertisement for the meeting states Rogers, Laughlin, Nunnally, Hood & Crum are working with the other firms to
represent individuals in the Erwin area who may have suffered damages due to the operations of Babcock & Wilcox Power
Generation Group, including chemical exposure, personal injury, property damage, radiation contamination and wrongful death.
Nuclear Fuel Services is a subsidiary of the Babcock & Wilcox Co.

Rogers said there is at least one lawsuit pending against B&W in Pennsylvania, but there are no pending suits in
Tennessee.

The meetings are scheduled to be held at the Masonic Lodge in the town of Unicoi, which is located on Unicoi Drive. The
meetings will take place at 1 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. Rogers said the meetings are no different, but two were scheduled to allow
those wishing to attend more options and all area residents are invited to attend.

"We were just trying to be sensitive to those people who wanted the information but didn't want to miss church," he said.

The Argus Observer I Online - News (OAO)
By Commissioners Deny Appeal From Nuclear Plant Foes
Ontario (OR) Argus Observer, March 11, 2011
PAYETTE - Payette County Commissioners voted to deny an appeal that was submitted in February from numerous

Payette County residents regarding a company proposing to build a nuclear power plant in Payette County.
The appeal, which was filed Jan. 27, is against any decisions that have been made now, or will be made in the future,

concerning Alternate Energy Holdings Inc.
The appeal came from more than 50 Payette County residents and landowners, "Neighbors for the Preservation of the Big

and Little Willow Community," an unincorporated association of affected landowners, residents and others and the group "People
for Payette's Future," an Idaho nonprofit corporation with some members who live outside the immediately affected area but who
joined the appeal for the protection of those affected people living within the area of the proposed plant.

The Payette County Planning and Zoning Commission, in December, voted to send a favorable recommendation to the
Payette County Commissioners to rezone the land on which AEHI wants to build. The residents and groups opposed to the plan
came to the meetings and declared their lack of support during the meeting in December.

The commissioners unanimously agreed Monday that previous decisions from the Payette County Planning and Zoning
commission were made correctly and therefore denied the appeal.

"I consider the decision a big win for AEHI as it confirms the company's ability to move forward with the zoning approval
process needed to build a nuclear power plant in Payette County, Idaho. We are absolutely committed to this project, and I think
we have proven that point repeatedly despite our opponents' best efforts to stop us," Don Gillispie, AEHI chief executive officer,
said. 'We now eagerly look forward to a hearing before County Commissioners, which is needed to receive final local approval."

Rolf Westgard: Spent Nuclear Fuel: More Opportunity Than Threat (MINNST)
By Rolf E. Westgard
Minneapolis Star Tribune, March 11, 2011
Commentary
By wide margins, the Minnesota House and Senate each have passed bills that remove the state's ban on issuing

certificates of need for new nuclear power plants.
These bills now have to be reconciled into one, approved and sent to Gov. Mark Dayton for veto or signature.
The House bill contains an amendment from Rep. Phyllis Kahn, DFL-Minneapolis, that bars any new nuclear plant program

that would produce "weapons grade" plutonium during reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel pellets (nuclear waste).
Dayton and many others are concerned about the long-term storage of radioactive spent fuel pellets.
The French deal with this issue for their 58 nuclear plants by reprocessing the spent fuel. Ninety-five percent of the

material, including some fissionable plutonium, is recycled into new fuel, and the dangerous 5 percent is vitrified into glass
cylinders for storage.

All of those cylinders from 58 reactors are stored in the floor of one large room at La Hague, France. They will eventually go
to permanent geologic storage.
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During their five years as fuel in commercial power reactors, the pellets produce some plutonium, which joins uranium 235
(U235) as additional fuel, extending fuel life.

After five years, the pellet's percent of U235 and plutonium declines from about 5 percent to 2 percent, and no longer
sustains the chain reaction, but the 2 percent is very valuable reactor fuel when recycled.

The plutonium that remains in the spent pellets is a mix of several plutonium isotopes, still useful as reactor fuel but not
useful in a nuclear weapon.

A little more than half of the plutonium is Pu239, which needs to be at 93 percent for the plutonium to be weapons-grade. If
there is more than 20 percent Pu240, which tends to fission spontaneously, all the plutonium is reactor grade and "entirely
unsuitable for use in a bomb," per the World Nuclear Association.

The plutonium in spent fuel pellets from commercial reactors contains 24 percent Pu240, as well as other plutonium
isotopes that inhibit bombmaking. That plutonium is reactor-grade, not weapons-grade.

Kahn's carefully drawn amendment (she is a physics graduate) will not limit new commercial reactors, since they don't
produce weapons-grade plutonium.

The legislative change of heart about nuclear energy may reflect an understanding of what Xcel Energy pointed out in a
recent insert to its customer bills. The brochure, titled "Your Electricity," listed nuclear energy as its most reliable and one of its
cheapest fuel sources.

Even the expensive new nuclear plants are competitive when we consider their productivity. The $5 billion, 1,200-megawatt
nuclear plants being sold and installed by China and South Korea will produce 600 billion kilowatt hours over their 60-year
specification lives.

That's less than a penny per kilowatt hour of capital cost, excluding interest. Fuel cost is less than a penny per kilowatt
hour.

As Dale Klein, associate director of the University of Texas Energy Institute, recently told the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, "Spent fuel is not waste.

The waste is our failure to tap into this valuable and abundant domestic source of clean energy in a systematic way." Klein
went on to point out that "failure to reprocess spent fuel is an enormous waste of potential energy."

Reprocessing not only recovers significant energy value from spent fuel, it substantially reduces the volume and
radiotoxicity of high-level nuclear waste. The French have demonstrated that it works. It is time we got on with it.

Rolf Westgard, St. Paul, is a professional member of the Geological Society of America and a member of the American
Nuclear Society. He teaches classes on energy subjects for the Lifelong Learning program at the University of Minnesota.

Blog: Barnett Shale: Chamber Bemoans Stalled Texas Energy Projects (FWST)
By Jack Z. Smith
Fort Worth Star Telegram, March 11, 2011
Chamber bemoans stalled Texas energy projects The US Chamber of Commerce released a report today identifying 23

stalled energy projects in Texas that it says are costing the state' $191.7 billion in annual economic output and 311,100 jobs a
year that could be created during the construction phase of these projects. One project the chamber cites is the proposed two

The US Chamber of Commerce released a report today identifying 23 stalled energy projects in Texas that it says are
costing the state' $191.7 billion in annual economic output and 311,100 jobs a year that could be created during the construction
phase of these projects.

One project the chamber cites is the proposed two-unit expansion of the Comanche Peak nuclear power plant 45 miles
southwest of Fort Worth and four miles north of Glen Rose in Somervell County. Luminant, the plant operator, is proceeding with
its application to win a construction and operating license fom the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission for the expansion, but the
company has said it needs federal loan guarantees for the undertaking.

All the Texas projects that the chamber lists as imperiled are outside the immediate Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan area,
including new coal-fired power generation units, nuclear reactors, wind farms, a solar facility and liquefied natural gas (LNG)
operations. But a number of the projects could supply power that would be consumed by Metroplex residents.

The chamber study "should serve as a wake-up call for legislative action to improve the permitting process," said William
Kovacs, the chamber's senior vice president of environment and regulatory affairs, in a statement.

"These are projects that would create jobs in Texas and give a much-needed boost to the state's economy, but with every
day that passes, the more expensive the projects become," he said. "In most cases, if the projects are substantially delayed they
won't be built."
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Clean Energy Thwarted As Much As Coal By Rules, Group Says (BLOOM)
By Katarzyna Klimasinska
Bloomberg News, March 11, 2011
Renewable-energy projects such as wind farms and solar fields are just as hard to build in the US as coal-fired power

plants because of regulatory obstacles and activists' protests, the US Chamber of Commerce said.
Energy projects valued at $576.6 billion were abandoned, delayed or challenged by the state governments or

environmentalists, according to a Chamber report released today. Wind, solar, hydropower, ethanol, biomass and geothermal
projects accounted for about 45 percent of the challenged investments, according to the Washington-based trade group.

"If our great nation is going to begin creating jobs at a faster rate, we must get back in the business of building things," Bill
Kovacs, senior vice president for environment, technology and regulatory affairs, said in the report. "We also need to figure out
how to do it without years and years of permit delays related to our complex regulatory process that allows almost anyone to
impede or stop any energy project."

The Chamber, the nation's biggest business lobbying group, is urging lawmakers to rein in "excessive regulation" and
President Thomas Donohue has led criticism of regulations enacted during the Obama administration.

The report listed 351 projects delayed by state and federal action or by local protests. Save Jones Beach, a Wantagh, New
York-based citizens' group, opposed a 940-megawatt wind farm off the coast of New York's Long Island proposed in 2008. The
state of New Mexico denied a permit for a 35-megawatt biomass project in Torrance County, because a local community
complained about the expected emissions, the report said.

Electricite de France SA lost a partner for planned construction of a nuclear reactor in Maryland after Baltimore- based
Constellation Energy Group Inc. (CEG) withdrew from the investment amid "burdensome" federal-loan guarantee conditions,
according to the Chamber of Commerce.

EDF will seek a US partner to add a third reactor at the Calvert Cliffs plant in Lusby, the Paris-based company said in Dec.
Under US law, the NRC can't grant a license to a company "owned, controlled or dominated" by a foreign entity.

Environmental groups such as the Sierra Club opposed Green Path North Transmission Line in California, abandoned in
March 2010, and a 600-megawatt coal-fired power plant proposed by Southwestern Electric Power Co. in Arkansas.

The San Francisco-based Sierra Club in 2010 obtained a temporary restraining order to halt the construction of the
Arkansas plant, according to the Chambers report.

To contact the reporter on this story: Katarzyna Klimasinska in Washington at kklimasinska@bloomberg.net
To contact the editor responsible for this story: Larry Liebert at lliebert@bloomberg.net

Red Tape Tying Up Energy Projects, US Chamber Says (GAITHG)
By Margie Hyslop
Gaithersburgi (MD) Gazette, March 11, 2011
A slow permitting process, "limitless lawsuits" and disgruntled neighbors could cost Maryland's economy at least five energy

projects, more than $19 billion and 20,000 jobs, according to a study released Thursday by the US Chamber of Commerce.
University of Maryland professor and economist Peter Morici, who reviewed the study, said a coordinated effort is needed

to move along projects in a reasonable time.
"We are shooting ourselves in the foot," Morici said.
The business advocacy group commissioned the study, which looks at potential losses from 351 delayed or stalled

generation and transmission projects in 49 states, after it found few "shovel-ready" projects were in a position to apply for federal
stimulus money in 2009.

Maryland projects in the analysis included construction of a third nuclear reactor at Calvert Cliffs in Lusby and a liquefied
natural gas storage facility at Sparrows Point near Dundalk. Also included were two high-voltage interstate transmission lines -

PATH through Western Maryland and MAPP from Delaware across the Eastern Shore, Chesapeake Bay, Southern Maryland
and Potomac River to Possum Point in Virginia.

The analysis, which looks at where projects stood in March 2010, also examines two wind energy projects: Dan's Mountain
Wind Force, a plan to erect 25 turbines near Frostburg, and Criterion Wind Park near Oakland, where 28 turbines owned, by
Constellation Energy began generating power Dec. 27.

Unlike Criterion, Dan's Mountain is yet to overcome local opposition. The Maryland Public Service Commission has certified
the project, but Allegany County commissioners stalled it with a zoning change.
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Although the PSC blocked PATH in 2009 because the applicant is not an "electric company," as required by Maryland law,
PSC staff last month called for expediting the process for reviewing MAPP, the transmission project that Pepco Holdings wants to
build.

After the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission approved the Sparrow's Point LNG facility, the Maryland Department of
the Environment rejected plans to dredge for ship access to the site because of the environmental damage the agency said it
could cause the Chesapeake Bay.

Environmental groups continue to oppose building a third reactor at Calvert Cliffs at an estimated cost of $10 billion.
Constellation Energy pulled out of the project in October and sold its interest to its partner in the project, EDF, which is mostly
owned by the government of France.

Constellation said it withdrew because terms that federal officials placed on loans to finance the project were too
burdensome and risky. Because foreign entities are prohibited from fully owning or controlling nuclear plants in the US, EDF will
need an American partner to build the reactor.

Gov. Martin O'Malley (D) wants new jobs and projects to secure "our energy future," said his spokesman, Shaun Adamec,
"but important public interests [are] at play with many of these projects."

Red Tape Cost Maryland $19.5 Billion (MDR)
By Ben Mook
Maryland Daily Record, March 11, 2011
Red tape and not-in-my-backyard activism were called out Thursday as major impediments to six stalled and troubled

energy projects in Maryland that could have had a $19.5 billion economic impact on the state if they had moved forward.
The findings were part of a report released by the US Chamber of Commerce called "Project Denied" that looked at the

economic impact of stalled energy projects nationwide.
"This study should serve as a wake-up call for legislative action to improve the permitting process," said William Kovacs, the

group's senior vice president of environment, technology and regulatory affairs.
The study was conducted by TeleNomic Research and was authored by Steve Pociask, president of the American

Consumer Institute, and Joseph Fuhr, professor of economics at Widener University and senior fellow at the American Consumer
Institute. The study looked at stalled or dropped power projects across the country that have been affected by problems ranging
from financing and permitting hold-ups to citizen activism.

Peter Morici, a professor at the Smith School of Business at the University of Maryland, College Park and former chief
economist at the US International Trade Commission who peer-reviewed the study, said the results were "startling." He agreed
that the permitting process needed to be streamlined so these projects could get off the ground and start generating jobs and
pumping money into local economies.

"We're shooting ourselves in the foot," he said.
In Maryland, the economic impact amounts to a loss to the state's economy of $19.5 billion in gross domestic product and

21,700 jobs a year, the report said. The study, a "snapshot in time," looked at six projects in Maryland as they were in March
2010.

Among the six projects looked at were Pepco's Mid-Atlantic Power Pathway and the Potomac-Appalachian Transmission
Highline (PATH) line. The effort to build PATH, a $2.1 billion project that would run a high-voltage line from West Virginia to
Maryland, went dormant at the end of February at the behest of PJM Interconnection, which regulates the power supply in
Maryland and 12 other states and the District of Columbia.

The controversial 275-mile long line was to have connected the Amos Substation in West Virginia to a proposed Kemptown
substation near Frederick. The board of directors of PJM said the outlook for a slower economic recovery led it to the decision to
suspend efforts to build PATH.

The embattled Sparrows Point LNG project was also highlighted. Started in 2006, the AES Corp. project needs close to
100 permits at all levels of government.

The stalled effort to build a new nuclear reactor at the Calvert Cliffs facility in Lusby was singled out as well. The project,
which could take at least 10 years to complete, would cost nearly $10 billion through the addition of a 1,600-megawatt reactor to
the site. The project was opposed by anti-nuclear power activists as well as local and environmental activists.

The project was also dealt a major blow when Constellation Energy Group Inc. pulled out of the project, leaving its partner
French power company Electricite de France to go it alone. EDF must find a new US-based partner for the project due to federal
regulations regarding foreign corporate ownership of nuclear facilities.
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Maryland Sens. Ben Cardin and Barbara Mikulski were cited in the report for their opposition to the LNG project. Cardin
said in an e-mail response that the projects that were stalled were ones with legitimate issues, and, as an example pointed to the
states moving ahead with a planned offshore wind project that has generated strong support.

"Marylanders have welcomed nuclear power plants, the Cove Point LNG facility and other energy projects with open arms,"
he said. "Several of the Maryland projects described in this report are not being delayed for any reason except economics. Each
of these projects needs to be evaluated on their own merits. They shouldn't all be viewed as the same, because they are not."

The study looked at two inland wind power facilities proposed for Garrett County - the Criterion and Dans Mountain
projects. Criterion, a $160 million project that will produce 70 megawatts of energy from 28 wind turbines, is now owned by
Constellation and has been completed since the study was done. The project was proposed in 2002 and faced "significant delays
due to local opposition by area residents," according to the study.

Dans Mountain, being developed by US Windforce, is a $142 million project that would supply 70 megawatts through 25
wind turbines. According to the study, the project received approval from the Maryland Public Service Commission in 2009, but is
now on hold and unlikely to happen after running into zoning ordinance changes made by the Board of Garrett County
Commissioners.

The county is trying to get a bill passed by the General Assembly that would give it the power to draft ordinances
determining setbacks for commercial wind turbines and establishing a fee for decommissioning them later.

"You are our last recourse," Gregan T. Crawford, chairman of the board of commissioners, told members of the House
Economic Matters Committee at a hearing on the bill on Wednesday. "We need your help."

Stalled Energy Projects Could Bring California Billions Of Dollars (LAT)
Study commissioned by the US Chamber of Commerce estimates that building and .operating 31 wind, solar and

other efforts in California snagged in red tape would create 142,100 jobs annually.
By Tiffany Hsu, Los Angeles Times
Los Angeles Times, March 11, 2011
At least two dozen solar, wind and other energy projects currently tangled in bureaucratic and environmental red tape could

give California a multibillion dollar boost if they were to move forward, a new report says.
The study, commissioned by the US Chamber of Commerce, estimates that building and operating 31 stalled energy

projects in the state would create 142,100 jobs annually and pump nearly $60 billion into the economy.
The report was unveiled as gas prices continued to climb and calls for cleaner sources of energy have been rising.
"We have hundreds of laws with thousands of provisions, all of which can stop a project," said William Kovacs, the US

chamber's senior vice president of environment, technology and regulatory affairs. "As you delay these projects, you put them at
economic risk."

Few analysts disagreed with the potential economic effect but some cautioned that regulations are needed to guide and
protect against inexperienced developers and potentially risky projects, both common in the rapidly changing alternative energy
industry.

"You have to be careful to not cast aside 40 years of environmental law in the name of short-term economic gain," said
Christine Hersey, a solar analyst at Wedbush Securities.

Nationwide, the study looked at 351 projects that have been held up. They included solar, wind, wave, biofuel, coal, gas
and nuclear energy production facilities, as well as planned energy transmission lines needed to link far-flung projects to urban
centers. Nearly half are considered renewable energy.

If constructed, the report said the projects could give the US economy a $1.1-trillion short-term boost and create 1.9 million
jobs a year.

With many projects planning to operate for at least 20 years, the study estimated that the full potential economic effect
could be more than $3.4 trillion. The nation's gross domestic product, or the value goods and services, was $14.3 trillion in 2009.

Those figures don't include what the effect would have been if projects scaled back to meet regulatory requirements
remained at their original, proposed size.

The study found that complex regulatory processes, tortured permitting requirements and not- in-my-backyard-style
activism caused many of the delays. Lawsuits have been filed and protests staged against solar and wind projects, accusing
them of endangering birds, blocking radar and trampling on native species and Indian burial grounds.

At the same time, many local government agencies have had to deal with major budget cuts that have slowed the
permitting process, Hersey said.
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"The scale and scope of some of these projects - you're talking thousands of acres - is unprecedented," she said. "Their
workload has quadrupled during this renewable energy gold rush."

Some proposals had powerful backers with pockets deep enough to endure the delays. But typically, many of the projects
have seen their funds run dry and their investors flee because of the holdup, researchers said.

In March, citing escalating costs after a string of revisions and persistent environmentalist backlash, the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power abandoned its plans for the Green Path North transmission line that would have run through
San Bernardino County to funnel renewable power to the city.

Sheila Bowers, an environmental activist, argued that growth and construction in any industry, not just energy, would lead
to jobs and economic gain. But that's not always a viable, long-term option, she added.

"If the entire desert was built up like Las Vegas, that would be an economic boom too," she said. "But we can't work that
way for a thousand reasons."

Bowers, who supports local small-scale renewable power, said that building the rooftop and community solar installations
known as distributed generation is much more efficient and creates more stable jobs than massive, utility-size facilities.

"We should move more toward an energy model that's like the Internet - dynamic, fast, democratic and decentralized,"
she said.

Since the study data were collected in March, some projects have moved forward such as the Sunrise Powerlink, a San
Diego Gas & Electric transmission line that spent years wallowing in permitting and litigation - some of which are still ongoing.

Even if the regulatory process is untangled, not all projects are worth completing, researchers said.
"I'm sure there are some real stinkers in here," said Steve Pociask, president of TeleNomic Research, an economic

research firm that produced the study with Widener University economics professor Joseph Fuhr Jr.
Still, many worthwhile projects are lagging, said Peter Morici, former chief economist of the US International Trade

Commission, who helped the chamber review the report.
"We have to get on with these kinds of things," he said. "We're shooting ourselves in the foot."
tiffany.hsu@latimes.com

State Losing Jobs By Delaying Energy Projects (SDUT)
Chamber of Commerce says California's slow approval of energy projects has high costs
By Dean Calbreath
San Diego Union-Tribune, March 11, 2011
California could be losing billions of dollars and thousands of jobs by dragging its heels on energy projects, according to a

report released today by the US Chamber of Commerce.
The report accuses the state of acting too slowly on the approval of 31 energy projects - including Sunrise Powerlink in San

Diego County -which could generate an estimated total of up to $6.5 billion in economic output in their first year of operation, the
study calculates.

Further down the line, as businesses link up with the energy supply, the economic impact could total as much as $59
billion, supporting 141,000 jobs, the study estimates. The chamber said that nationwide, delays in approving energy projects
have up to a $560 billion direct and indirect impact, costing 250,000 jobs.

"These are projects that would create jobs in California and give a much-needed boost to the state's economy," said Bill
Kovacs, senior vice president of environment, technology and regulatory affairs at the chamber. "But with every day that passes,
the more expensive the express doubt about the economic impact figures cited by the chamber, which are based on the rippling
effect of how power generation could spur growth in the economy. And they say that for most of the projects, the primary hurdle
is finding financing rather than dealing with projects become. In most cases, if the projects are substantially delayed they won't be
built."

The projects cited by the chamber included seven natural gas terminals, seven wind farms, six solar farms and five
transmission projects, including Sunrise Powerlink -which broke ground in December - and Green Path North, an 80-mile power
line through San Bernardino County which has been halted over environmental concerns. Other projects ranged from an ethanol
plant in Kern County to a biomass project in Roseburg.

But critics say there are legitimate reasons for taking time during the approval process, to ensure that environmental
concerns are met. But they added that for most of the projects on the list, the chief obstacle has been financing rather than
bureaucratic red tape.

"The criticism of California is particularly galling, falling into the category of no good deed going unpunished," said Michael
Shames, who heads San Diego's Utility Consumers' Action Network. "California has been pushing the envelope on promoting
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energy technologies and building new power plants. Since the 2000 energy crisis, the state has led the way in promoting diverse
and reliable energy sources. So it is a remarkable feat of gall that they'd cite California as a foot-dragging bureaucracy interfering
with energy development."

In fact, when announcing Sempra Energy's annual earnings last month, Chief Executive Officer Don Felsinger cited
financing as the chief impediment to getting wind and solar farms built. "We're still struggling to get developers to build," he told
analysts. "We've been good at signing contracts, but developers haven't been good at getting financing."

There is some irony in the chamber's report. Although the chamber has been supporting the development of alternate
energy over the past few years, it has also denied that global climate change is caused by human activity and stressed that coal
and petroleum need to continue to be developed. It criticized some of President Obama's plans to fund green energy projects
through the 2009 stimulus plan. And even today's report stressed that "harnessing natural gas for more uses and drilling for more
oil domestically are the only way... to (avoid) high gasoline prices, big import bills or slow growth" - although most economists say
that drilling for more oil would only have a minimal impact on prices.

The chamber's stance on climate change cost it the support of such companies as Nike, Johnson & Johnson and Pacific
Gas & Electric, which accused it of "extreme rhetoric and obstructionist tactics" against environmental laws.

But recently, the chamber has been putting more emphasis on green energy. Last month, for instance, Kovacs issued a
statement stressing that "economic growth and environmental progress go hand in hand, and that responsible business and
environmental leaders can work together to grow our economy and preserve the planet."

South Carolina Lawmakers Oppose H Canyon Cuts (AUGC)
Augqusta Chronicle, March 11, 2011
COLUMBIA --- The prospect of phasing out a unique facility at the US Department of Energy's Savannah River Site not

only puts hundreds of jobs at risk but also might stick South Carolina with storing more spent nuclear fuel, a concern that site
officials tried to address Thursday.

In a letter mailed Tuesday to US Energy Secretary Steven Chu, the nine members of the Aiken County legislative
delegation said that defunding the H Canyon facility at the site will leave the 15,000 used fuel rods stored at the site's L Area with
no means of disposition. An additional 4,500 rods are expected to come through 2019.

"We are concerned that the state of South Carolina will become a permanent dumping ground for this used fuel," the state
lawmakers wrote.

The 403,000-square-foot H Canyon facility is the only one in the nation to process certain types of plutonium, highly
enriched uranium and aluminum-clad spent nuclear fuels.

The president's 2012 budget takes about $100 million from H Canyon operations and moves it to liquid radioactive waste
disposition activities.

Legislators have estimated job losses from the changes will be between 700 and 1,000. But a determination is not
expected until the end of March.

On Thursday, Zack Smith, a deputy manager at SRS, told the Govemor's Nuclear Advisory Council that efforts are being
made to reduce risk and surveillance costs at the facility, but also offered a measure of assurance."We are looking to position the canyon so it is available for future missions for R&D efforts associated with processing used
nuclear fuel," he said. "The department recognizes H Canyon as a key asset that will help address energy needs in the nation
through research and development projects."

A final report on long-term waste disposal from the Obarma administration's Blue Ribbon Commission is due next spring.
Officials at all levels of government in the state have protested the administration's decision to halt the decadelong effort to
establish the Yucca Mountain permanent nuclear waste repository in Nevada.

On Thursday, Rep. Tom Young, R-Aiken, questioned the looming changes for H Canyon.
"Why put it in standby mode now?" Young said. "It looks like it's just going to make it easier for the (Blue Ribbon

Commission) to come in and say, 'This is what we need to do,' if we're already doing it."

INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR NEWS:

Rolls-Royce Teams Up With Areva (FT)
By Sylvia Pfeifer And Peggy Hollinger In Paris
Financial Times, March 11, 2011
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Full-text stories from the Financial Times are available to FT subscribers by clicking the link.

Areva And Rolls-Royce To Team Up On EPR Reactor-FT (REU)
Reuters, March 11, 2011
Full-text stories from Reuters currently cannot be included in this document. You may, however, click the link above to

access the story.

Nuclear The Right Choice - Lac Du Bonnet Leader - Manitoba, CA (LACDUBON)
By Marc Zienkiewicz
Lac du Bonnet Leader, March 11, 2011
The mayor of Pinawa appeared at a public hearing this week to advocate for a nuclear power plant in Manitoba.
Let's hope the province gives some serious consideration to what he had to say.
I know, I know. The very idea of a nuclear power plant in Manitoba is enough to make many shake in their boots and foam

at the mouth with anger.
The fact is, nuclear power is a safe and cleaner alternative to hydroelectricity, and it's something that would bring enormous

benefits to Manitoba.
This week's public hearing concerned Manitoba Hydro's future spending plans. What a place to advocate for, ahem, less

hydro and more nuclear.
The very concept is enough to make some people laugh, but it's their loss. Because nuclear power should be the future of

power generation in this province and, ultimately, all of Canada.
I don't have to remind anyone about Manitoba's Hydro's financial difficulties. The Crown corporation is billions of dollars in

debt. They have plans to spend billions more building dams and transmission lines.
A document leaked to a taxpayers watchdog group suggests the cost of building Manitoba Hydro's Bipole 3 transmission

line and its two accompanying A/C converter stations has nearly doubled, the Winnipeg Sun revealed in January.
But this is nothing new. Hydroelectricity is an expensive product to produce, and as long as Manitoba Hydro remains a

public-owned company, it'll never pay off its debts. That's why the Crown corporation is billions in the red, with no end in sight.
Nuclear power is not only safe to produce, it's affordable, and Manitoba is the perfect spot to start doing it.
Imagine it. No more carving up our landscape to make way for ugly hydro plants. We have enough of those.
Oh, but we can't have nuclear power, the environmental alarmists will say. The risks are too great. Never mind the fact that

there are already 17 nuclear power reactors operating in Canada. Many are unaware of this.
These 17 reactors supply around 15 per cent of Canada's electricity needs.
Our nuclear safety record is impeccable. The Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission oversees any safety issue arising from

Canada's nuclear power plants. In fact, the nuclear industry abides by some of the most stringent safety protocols in the world.
It's time to give more thought to more nuclear in Manitoba.
Sadly, under the current political and social climate, it's going to be an uphill battle. The public is not likely to embrace

nuclear unless someone can separate the truth from the nonsense and present it to them the right way.
That's why Manitoba is known as a have-not province. We're notorious for letting good opportunities pass by. We do it for

various reasons. Often it's because it's not politically safe, especially when special interest groups start scaring the public and
hammering government.

It's time to end that cycle, and look seriously at promoting the province as the ideal place for ushering in an era of nuclear
power generation in Manitoba.

Nuclear Plants Shut Down In Miyagi, Fukushima (KYODON)
Kyodo News, March 11, 2011
TOKYO (Kyodo) -- Nuclear plants on the Pacific coast in Miyagi and Fukushima prefectures have been automatically shut

down Friday following a powerful earthquake that hit a wide area in northeastern Japan, the operators said.
There were no immediate reports from monitoring posts of fires or other abnormalities near the nuclear plants after the 2:46

p.m. quake, the industry ministry said.
The suspended power plants were the Onagawa plant in Miyagi Prefecture, operated by Tohoku Electric Power Co., and

the Fukushima No. 1 and No. 2 plants in the adjacent Fukushima Prefecture, run by Tokyo Electric Power Co., according to the
companies.
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Tokyo Electric also said it kept operating the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa nuclear plant on the Sea of Japan coast in Niigata
Prefecture, while Hokkaido Electric Power Co. reported no problems at its Tomari No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 plants in the
northernmost main island.

There were no immediate signs of any problems at the Hamaoka nuclear plant on the Pacific coast in Shizuoka Prefecture,
southwest of Tokyo, the prefectural government said.

UPDATE 1-Tohoku Elec's Onagawa Nuclear Plant Halted After Quake (REU)
By Risa Maeda And Osamu Tsukimori
Reuters, March 11, 2011
Full-text stories from Reuters currently cannot be included in this document. You may, however, click the link above to

access the story.

Major Tsunami Hits Japan After Massive Quake (AFP)
AFP, March 11,2011
TOKYO - A massive 8.8-magnitude earthquake shook Japan on Friday, unleashing a powerful tsunami that sent ships

crashing into the shore and carried cars through the streets of coastal towns.
Multiple injuries, but no immediate deaths, were reported from the Pacific coastal area of Miyagi on the main Honshu

island, police said according to media, and TV footage showed widespread flooding in the area.
The quake hit in the early afternoon, also strongly shaking buildings in greater Tokyo, the world's largest urban area with 30

million people.
At least six fires were reported in Tokyo, where the subway system stopped, sirens wailed and people streamed out of

buildings.
The first quake struck about 382 kilometres (237 miles) northeast of Tokyo, the US Geological Survey said, revising the

magnitude from an earlier 7.9.
Japan, is located on the "Pacific Ring of Fire" and dotted with volcanoes, and Tokyo is situated in one of its most dangerous

areas.
A tsunami warning was issued for Japan, Taiwan, Russia and the Mariana Islands, the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center

said.
"An earthquake of this size has the potential to generate a destructive tsunami that can strike coastlines near the epicentre

within minutes and more distant coastlines within hours," the centre said in a statement.
It also put the territories of Guam, the Philippines, the Marshall Islands, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Nauru, Micronesia

and Hawaii under a lower tsunami watch.
The yen fell to 83.30 against the dollar from 82.81 before the quake struck.
The mega-city of Tokyo sits on the intersection of three continental plates - the Eurasian, Pacific and Philippine Sea plates

- which are slowly grinding against each other, building up enormous seismic pressure.
The government's Earthquake Research Committee warns of a 70 percent chance that a great, magnitude-eight quake will

strike within the next 30 years in the Kanto plains, home to Tokyo's vast urban sprawl.
The last time a "Big One" hit Tokyo was in 1923, when the Great Kanto Earthquake claimed more than 140,000 lives, many

of them in fires. In 1855, the Ansei Edo quake also devastated the city.
More recently, the 1995 Kobe earthquake killed more then 6,400 people.
More than 220,000 people were killed when a 9.1-magnitude quake hit off Indonesia in 2004, unleashing a massive

tsunami that devastated coastlines in countries around the Indian Ocean as far away as Africa.
Small quakes are felt every day somewhere in Japan and people take part in regular drills at schools and workplaces to

prepare for a calamity.
Nuclear power plants and bullet trains are designed to automatically shut down when the earth rumbles and many buildings

have been quake-proofed with steel and ferro-concrete at great cost in recent decades.

2nd UPDATE: Magnitude 8.9 Quake Shakes Japan, Tsunami Hits Northeast Coast (WSJ)
Wall Street Journal, March 11, 2011
Full-text stories from the Wall Street Journal are available to Journal subscribers by clicking the link.

Powerful Earthquake, Tsunami Strike Japan (WP)
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By Chico Harlan
WashinQton Post, March 11, 2011
HIROSHIMA - A massive earthquake struck the eastern coast of Japan Friday afternoon, triggering powerful tsunamis that

washed away property and cars and will likely cause substantial casualties.
The US Geological Survey said the earthquake measured magnitude 8.9. Aftershocks as strong as 7.1 magnitude

continued for hours after the first quake.
Television stations showed footage of tsunami waves, measuring upwards of 10 feet, pulling cars and cargo tanks into the

water. Waves crushed the mostly rural shoreline near the epicenter, leveling buildings. Even in Tokyo, 235 miles south of the
epicenter, rail lines were halted and business workers headed outdoors, terrified by the aftershocks. Phone lines were down.

The quake, according to initial reports, struck roughly 81 miles off the coast, east of Sendai Prefecture on Japan's largest
island. Tsunami warnings were quickly issued for most countries in the Pacific.

Prime Minister Naoto Kan addressed the nation, saying the government will do "everything possible to minimize the
damage."

"We ask the people of Japan to exercise the spirit of fraternity and ask fast, and to assist one's family and neighbors," Kan
said. He urged people to watch television reports and stay calm, evacuating areas if necessary.

Earthquake-prone Japan has invested millions to fortify its coastal cities against earthquake-triggered tsunamis. Tokyo has
a system of flood gates to divert the walls of water that come in a tsunami.

But public broadcaster NHK showed footage of ruthless tsunamis in the north, as water first receded and then crashed
forward, moving faster than anybody who tried to outrun or outdrive it. In Sendai Prefecture, the airport was under water, and
employees and passengers crowded on the building's roof.

Oil refineries were burning in Chiba Prefecture, one of Japan's major industrial areas.
According to initial reports, this was the seventh-largest earthquake in recorded history. The USGS reported aftershocks as

large as 7.1 magnitude.
In the days before this earthquake, Japan experienced a series of smaller tremors. Japan called for international

assistance, and Kan said that Japan has set up an emergency response headquarters.

Magnitude 8.9 Earthquake Rocks Japan (LAT)
The quake strikes off the northeast coast of Japan, and a tsunami follows, sweeping away cars, boats and even

buildings. People in Tokyo tell of 'shaking and rocking.'
By Barbara Demick, David Pierson And Kenji Hall
Los AnQeles Times, March 11, 2011
An 8.9-magnitude earthquake struck off the northeast coast of Japan on Friday, shaking office buildings in Tokyo and

setting off a devastating tsunami that swept away cars and boats.
The quake - the world's fifth largest since 1900, according to the US Geological Survey - struck at 2.46 p.m. local time.
There were reports of injuries in Tokyo as officials tried to assess damage, injuries and deaths from the quake and tsunami,

but there were no immediate details.
Japanese television showed aerial footage of an ominous 13-foot muddy wave washing across land along the northeastern

coast near the epicenter.
In various locations, live TV coverage showed massive damage from the tsunami, with dozens of cars, boats and even

buildings being carried along by waters. A large ship swept away by the tsunami rammed into a breakwater in Kesennuma city in
Miyagi prefecture. Waves could be seen splashing into city streets and over bridges.

All trains in Tokyo were stopped, and black plumes of smoke rose over the skyline. Office workers rushed out of their
buildings. Subways were halted, trapping commuters underground. In the nation with the world's third-largest economy, all
airports were closed.

"The train was rocking sharply back and forth," said Anthony Weiss, a 29-year-old from Florida studying Japanese in Tokyo
who was on a train when the quake hit. "People covered their heads with their bags as dust and small debris fell. Something
sprung a leak, as there was a lot of water on the platform."

Many riders evacuated the train and headed for the archways, but Weiss stayed on the train. "I stayed on because I was
concerned about the roof and hanging lights and ventilation systems," he said. "Lights went on and off in the train. It felt a lot like
the earthquake attraction at Universal, to be honest, but it wasn't stopping."

PHOTOS: Tsunami strikes Japan
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"It was pretty scary," Weiss said in an e-mail to a friend. "It felt pretty strong. People were scrambling for the doorways. The
aftershocks are continuing even now."

"It felt like a jet had come too close to the window and everything started shaking and rocking, and there was a huge
rumbling noise," said David Pierson, a 32-year-old US Army helicopter pilot who was at Tokyo's Narita International Airport. "All
the signs started swaying and fixtures started popping out. When I saw the panic on people's faces, I made a move for the exit."

The epicenter of the quake was 81 miles off the coast of Sendai, and it struck at a depth of 15 miles, which may have
decreased the potential damage.

The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center in Hawaii said a tsunami warning was in effect for Japan, Russia and the Northern
Marianas. A tsunami watch has been issued for Guam, Taiwan, the Philippines, Indonesia and Hawaii.

Japan has a lengthy history of large earthquakes, and its buildings are well-girded to withstand damage. Observers said
this could help minimize the number of casualties.

Huge Earthquake Triggers Tsunami Off Japan's Coast (NYT)
By Martin Fackler And Kevin Drew
New York Times, March 11, 2011
TOKYO - A devastating tsunami hit the coast of northeast Japan on Friday in the aftermath of an 8.9 magnitude

earthquake about 80 miles offshore. Television images showed waves of more than 12 feet roaring inland. CNN reported that air
and land transportation was severely disrupted.

At least 30 people were injured in the cities of Tokyo and Osaki, the Kyodo news service reported.
The wave drew a lihe of white fury across the ocean, heading toward the shoreline. Cars and trucks were still moving on

highways as the water rushed toward them. The floodwaters, thick with floating debris shoved inland, pushed aside heavy trucks
as if they were children's toys, in some places carrying blazing buildings towards factories, fields, highways, bridges and homes.
The spectacle was all the remarkable for being carried live on television, even as the waves engulfed flat farmland that offered no
resistance.

The force of the waves washed away cars on coastal roads and crashed into buildings along the shore, The Associate
Press reported. Television footage showed a tsunami wave bearing down on the Japanese coastline near the community of
Sendai.

NHK television transmitted aerial images of huge billow of flame rising from an oil refinery and flood waters engulfing
Sendai airport, where survivors clustered on the roof of the airport building. The runway was partially submerged. The refinery fire
sent a plume of thick black smoke from blazing cylindrical storage tanks. A television commentator called the blaze an "inferno."

Oil refineries were also buming in Tokyo, local television broadcasts showed.
The images showed survivors in a home surrounded by water, waving white sheets from the upper floors of buildings.

News reports said the earthquake had forced the Tokyo subways to empty while airports were closed and many residents took to
the streets, desperately trying to leave the city.

A second major earthquake of 7.4 magnitude was reported as aftershocks shook the region. Japanese media reported
mobile phone networks were not working.

Cell phone service was severely affected as residents rushed to call friends and relatives as aftershocks struck.
CNN said the tsunami was set to arrive in coastal areas of Russia, the island of Guam, Taiwan, the Marshall Islands,

Papua New Guinea and Australia later in the day
The US Geological Survey said the earthquake was magnitude 8.9, which the agency labeled a "mega" quake. The tremor

occurred at about 230 miles northeast of Tokyo and at a depth of about 15 miles.
The quake occurred at 2:46 p.m. Tokyo time and its location was off Honshu, Japan's most populous island.
A tsunami warning was in effect for Japan, Russia, Marcus Island and the Northern Marianas, according to the Pacific

Tsunami Warning Center. Japan's meteorological agency warned that a tsunami as high as 20 feet could strike the coast near
Miyagi prefecture, closest to the epicenter.

The Associated Press, citing public broadcaster NHK, reported that a large ship swept away by the tsunami rammed
directly into a breakwater in Kesennuma city in Miyagi prefecture.

Japanese television showed major tsunami damage in northern Japan. Video footage also showed buildings on fire in the
Odaiba district of Tokyo, The Associated Press reported.

"It just seemed to go on and on," Katherine Wallace told the BBC, who was in an office building in Tokyo, said of the quake
tremor.

Several quakes have struck the same region in recent days, including a 7.3 magnitude one on Wednesday.
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The Hang Seng index in Hong Kong and the Straits Times in Singapore slumped after news of the quake. Both were about
1.1 percent lower by mid-afternoon.

Martin Fackler reported from Tokyo, and Kevin Drew from Hong Kong. Bettina Wassener contributed from Hong Kong, and
Alan Cowell and Richard Berry from Paris..

Evacuate All Coastal Areas Immediately, Hawaii Civil Defense Says (HSA)
Honolulu (HI) Star-Advertiser, March 11, 2011
Hawaii Civil Defense is advising all residents in tsunami inundation zones to evacuate immediately.
The alert, issued at 10:38, reads "Leave all coastal evacuation zones immediately. Refer to Hawaiian Telcom or Paradise

Pages for evacuation maps."
The earliest that hazardous waves could hit Hawaii is 2:59 a.m., said the agency, according to Pacific Tsunami Warning

Center, based in Ewa Beach.
A tsunami warning was issued at 9:30 p.m. for Hawaii as a result of a 8.9-magnitude earthquake near the east coast of

Honshu, Japan.
The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center issued a tsunami watch at 7:56 p.m. after the quake struck 231 miles northeast of

Tokyo. The watch was upgraded to a more serious warning about 9:30 p.m.
"A tsunami has been generated that could cause damage along coastlines of all islands in the state of Hawaii," the agency

said. "Urgent action should be taken to protect lives and property."
The warning center said wave heights cannot be predicted, but the first wave may not be the largest.
Chip McCreary, director of the warning center, said the latest forecast models show "wave amplitudes of up to 2 meters (6

feet) beyond normal sea levels in Hawaii.
"What these waves look like is an elevation of sea level, where the sea level will rise above it's normal level and stay high

for 10 or 15 minutes before they recede," McCreary said, explaining the difference between tsunami and regular waves.
Because of the long length of tsunami waves, "they wrap around our islands very efficiently" so there is no point of impact

that may see higher waves than other areas.
"There are some places that will be affected more than other places," McCreary said. "From our history, we've had bigger

impacts in Hilo, kahului ahd Haleiwa and our models bear that out."
Geologists and geophysicists at the center are using observations from coastal gauges in Japan as well as deep ocean

gauges deployed since the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake, he said.
The center may be able to get a better fix on the six and time when the waves hit coastal gauges at Wake Island around

11:30 p.m. and Midway Island about 12:30 a.m., McCreary said.
Civil defense sirens sounded just before 10 p.m.
People were lining up to get gas around Oahu. Police dispatch reported arguing over gas in Ewa Beach and lines to get

gas and pull into the store on Fort Weaver Road.
About an hour after the quake struck, Jake Chang, of Papakolea, was at the Aloha gas station on Vineyard Boulevard filling

up his truck and a plastic gas container to power his generator.
"I was watching TV," he said. "I saw the footage of Japan. It was unreal."
The US Geological Survey has recorded a half-dozen significant aftershocks - measuring between 6.3 and 7.1 in

magnitude - since the initial quake.
The warning center said "all shores are at risk" in Hawaii no matter which direction they face.
"The trough of a tsunami wave may temporarily expose the seafloor, but the area will quickly flood again. Extremely strong

and unusual nearshore currents can accompany a tsunami. Debris picked up and carried by a tsunami amplifies its destructive
powerr. Simultaneous high tides or high surf can significantly increase the tsunami hazard."

In 1854, an earthquake measuring 8.4 on the Richter scale devastated the region from Tokai to Kyushu and killed an
estimated 10,000 people. In 1896, an 8.5-magnitude earthquake hit the Sanriku coast; the earthquake and the resulting tsunami
killing some 27,000 people.

Tsunami waves were reportedly observed in Hawaii and California, but no significant damage was reported.
And in 1946, an 8.1-magnitude quake hit Nankaido, killing 1,362.
Over the last century, tsunami have killed hundreds of people and caused millions of dollars of damage in Hawaii. The

worst took place in 1946 when a 7.1-magnitude earthquake in the Aleutian Islands resulted in a tsunami that flooded downtown
Hilo, killing 159 people. Hilo was hit again in 1960 when an 8.3-magnitude quake in Chile generated waves of up to 35 feet that
destroyed buildings and caused 61 deaths.
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The last significant tsunami in Hawaii occurred. in 1975 when an earthquake off of the Big Island generated a 26-foot wave
that killed two people and injured several others.

Honolulu, Other Parts Of Pacific Brace For Tsunami (NYTIAP)
Associated Press, March 11, 2011
HONOLULU (AP) - Hawaii and other parts of the Pacific including the US western coast braced for a destructive tsunami

early Friday after a massive earthquake struck in Japan.
Tsunami sirens were sounded and coastal areas were being evacuated in Hawaii, where the first waves were expected to

hit about 6 a.m. PST Friday.
Waves about a foot and a half high hit Wake Island in the Northern Pacific, meaning the biggest waves to hit Hawaii could

reach more than 6 feet, said Gerard Fryer, a geophysicist for the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center.
Residents in coastal areas across the Pacific from Hawaii to Guam were ordered to evacuate to shelters and higher

ground. In Hawaii's tourist district of Waikiki, visitors were being moved to higher floors of their hotels. Residents waited in long
lines stocking up on gas, bottled water, canned food and generators.

"We're preparing for the worst and we're praying for the best," said John Cummings III, spokesman for the Honolulu
Department of Emergency Management.

Tsunamis can travel at speeds of 500 mph, as fast as a jetliner. Tsunami warnings are issued due to the imminent threat of
a tsunami. Waves could hit the western coast of the United States between 7 a.m. and 7:30 a.m. PST Friday.

The warnings issued by the Hawaii-based Pacific Tsunami Warning Center cover an area stretching the entire western
coast of the United States and Canada from the Mexican border to Chignik Bay in Alaska.

In Alaska, a dozen small communities along the Aleutian Island chain were on alert.
"Everyone in that area knows, when you feel it, move - don't wait for a siren," said John Madden, director of the Alaska

Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management. The largest affected town is Unalaska, population about 4,000.
The tsunami was expected to hit the Northern Mariana Islands, a US territory at 1 a.m. PST, but no big waves came.

Waves about 2.6 feet high hit the beach in Saipan, and sirens still sounded in the empty streets.
Maria Mettao, who works at the front desk of the Hyatt Regency Saipan in the Northern Marianas, said hotel staff has been

given the all-clear. Mettao said the hotel has allowed guests to leave from the higher floors where they had been evacuated.
In the Philippines, officials ordered an evacuation of coastal communities along the country's eastern seaboard in

expectation of a tsunami following the 8.9-magnitude earthquake in Japan.
Disaster management officials in Albay province southeast of Manila say they ordered residents to move to designated

evacuation sites that are at least 15 feet (5 meters) above sea level.
.In Guam, authorities advised people to evacuate low areas of the US territory and seek ground higher than 50 feet above

sea level and 100 feet inland.
Australia was not in danger because it was protected by island nations to the north, including Papua New Guinea and the

Solomon Islands, that would largely absorb any wave activity, said Chris Ryan, a forecaster at the National Meteorological and
Oceanographic Centre, the Australian government agency that monitors the threat.

The warning was issued Thursday at 9:31 HST p.m. Sirens were sounded about 30 minutes later in Honolulu alerting
people in coastal areas to evacuate. About 70 percent of Hawaii's 1.4 million population resides in Honolulu, and as many as
100,000 tourists are in the city on any given day.

Honolulu's Department of Emergency Management has created refuge areas at community centers and schools, and
authorities on Kauai island have opened 11 schools to serve as shelters for those. who have left tsunami inundation zones.

Gov. Neil Abercrombie told residents to take the warning seriously and head for higher ground. A small 4.5-magnitude
earthquake struck the Big Island just before 2 a.m., but there were no reports of damages and the quakes weren't likely related, a
geophysicist with the United States Geological Survey said.

US Coast Guard rescue crews were making preparations throughout the Hawaiian Islands to provide post-tsunami support,
with cutter and aircraft crews positioning themselves to conduct response and survey missions.

Dennis Fujimoto said the mood is calm but concerned on the island of Kauai while people readying for the tsunami.
There's long lines at gas stations, and at the Wal-Mart, one of the few places that was open to midnight, people were

stocking up on supplies.
"You got people walking out of there with wagonloads of water," he said.
Chip McCreary, the center's director, said tsunami waves have the potential to swamp coastal areas of all Hawaii's islands.
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"What these waves look like is an elevation of sea level, where the sea level will rise above its normal level and stay high
for 10 or 15 minutes before it starts to recede," he said. "As a result of this, in a tsunami wave, that water can flood the coast line
and be a hazard to people and buildings on the coast."

McCreary said the threat will become clearer when the waves hit Wake Island and Midway.
"Tsunami waves, because of their long length, they wrap around our islands very efficiently," he said.
Readings have come in from deep ocean gages deployed since the 2004 tsunami in Banda Acha in Japan and around

Wake Island.

Intelligence Chief James Clapper Causes A Stir With Remarks On Moammar Kadafi And Threats
To US (LAT)

James Clapper draws criticism for telling a Senate panel that Libyan rebels probably can't overthrow Moammar
Kadafi and that Russia and China are the biggest threats to the US The White House quickly offers its own views on
those issues.

By Ken Dilanian, Washington Bureau
Los Angeles Times, March 11, 2011
WASHINGTON - James Clapper, President Obama's director of national intelligence, is developing a habit that can cause

problems in Washington: speaking his mind, unfiltered.
In an appearance before the Senate Armed Services Committee on Thursday, Clapper said two things that drew criticism.

He offered his assessment that Libyan leader Moammar Kadafi was likely to prevail, or at least cling to power, in his struggle with
rebels. And he gave his view that China and Russia were the gravest national security threats facing the United States, as
measured by the capability of their weaponry.

Both conclusions came from a man who is a retired Air Force general with 47 years in the intelligence business, and who
also has access to the best information the $80-billion American spying bureaucracy can offer. Clapper offered the kind of candid
assessment the Obama administration said it wanted from its top officials after intelligence was distorted and cherry-picked in the
buildup to the Iraq War.

But Clapper's first conclusion contradicted the picture the White House is trying to paint of the situation in Libya. And his
second had the potential to offend two powerful nations with which the US has myriad complex dealings.

Plus, this wasn't the first time Clapper's words had gotten him in trouble. He was lampooned after he acknowledged in a
December network television interview that he was unaware of several terrorism arrests that morning in London; and he had to
amend his statement in February after he said that the Muslim Brotherhood is a "secular" organization.

So within hours of his remarks on Thursday, Clapper was pilloried. First Sen. Lindsay Graham, a South Carolina
Republican and Armed Services Committee member, called for his resignation, citing Clapper's previous faux pas.

"Three strikes and you're out," Graham said.
A Democratic member of the House Intelligence Committee, Rep. Adam Schiff of California, said Clapper's remarks "send

a terrible message to those who are doing battle with Kadafi right now. I don't think it makes sense for us to be articulating that
view."

A short time later, White House National Security Advisor Tom Donilon held a conference call with reporters during which
he basically repudiated Clapper's Libya viewpoint, saying they didn't take into account the changing dynamics of the situation.

"I don't think that's the most informative analysis, frankly," Donilon said. "I think the analysis needs to be dynamic and it
needs to be multidimensional."

The White House also cleaned up any impressions Clapper may have left about Russia and China. That was in response
to Clapper's answer to a question from Sen. Joe Manchin (D-W.Va), who asked: "In your estimation, which is the greatest threat
we have in the world against the United States of America, whether it be a buildup of their army or their defenses or their
economies they pose, or a combination of both?"

Russia and China pose the greatest threats "from a capabilities standpoint," Clapper answered, using intelligence lingo.
Later, Clapper stipulated that he was talking about capabilities, not intent, noting that both nations possessed strategic nuclear
arsenals.

Ben Rhodes, deputy national security advisor, later told reporters in the conference call: "Clearly, China and Russia do not
represent our biggest adversares in the world today, or the nations that we perceive to pose the greatest threat in terms of their
intent to harm US interests."

Clapper is lucky, arguably, that he is held in high regard in the military, the intelligence community and on Capitol Hill.
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"I was taken aback by Director Clapper's statement about China and Russia and, frankly, I was surprised by how long it
took him to correct the impression that he created," said Sen. Cad Levin, who made a point of asking Clapper for clarification at
the hearing. "He did finally correct it, however, and I am glad that he did, and I am satisfied with his correction."

ken.dilanian@latimes.com
Staff writer Paul Richter in Washington contributed to this report.

China Deemed Biggest Threat To US (WT)
Russia second, DNI chief says
By Eli Lake, The Washington Times
Washington Times, March 11, 2011
China's nuclear arsenal poses the most serious "mortal threat" to the United States among nation states, Director of

National Intelligence James Clapper told the Senate on Thursday.
In candid testimony before the Senate Armed Services Committee, Mr. Clapper said he considered China the most

significant threat among nation states, with Russia posing the second-greatest threat. He later clarified the comments by saying
he did not assess that China or Russia had the intention to launch an attack on the United States.

The testimony contrasts with statements by Obama administration officials who have sought to highlight the dangers of Iran
and North Korea while paying less attention to China and Russia.

Mr. Clapper said he does not assess that North Korea and Iran pose greater strategic threats because they lack the forces
that Russia and China have that could deliver a nuclear attack on the United States.

North Korea has tested at least twice a multistaged long-range missile capable of hitting the United States. On Tuesday,
Sen. James M. Inhofe, Oklahoma Republican, told a conference in Washington that analysts estimate that Iran would be able to
deliver a payload by missile to the US East Coast by 2015.

Asked by Sen. Joe Manchin III, West Virginia Democrat, what country he viewed as the greatest adversary of the United
States, Mr. Clapper said: "Probably China, if the question is pick one nation state."

He added, "We have a treaty, the New START treaty, with the Russians. I guess I would rank them a little lower because
we don't have such a treaty with the Chinese."

China, according to successive Pentagon reports to Congress, is building up its strategic nuclear forces and has spurned
offers from the administration to begin talks on nuclear arms, missile defenses, space and cyberweapons, as well as an
international agreement to limit the production of fissile material.

On Libya, Mr. Clapper said besieged leader Col. Moammar Gadhafi likely will prevail in his regime's battle against rebel
forces. He also said the North African state may break into three republics or, in a worst-case scenario, descend into a lawless
state like Somalia.

That view appears at odds with the position of the White House. President Obama has said Col. Gadhafi should resign
from power. This week, senior US officials also suggested that a U.N. Security Council resolution on Libya would not prohibit the
transfer of arms to the rebels.

Mr. Clappers Libya remarks along with his assessment of the China threat earned him rebukes from some senators. In an
interview with Fox News, Sen. Lindsey Graham, South Carolina Republican, said Mr. Clapper should step down or be fired for
saying in a public forum that Col. Gadhafi would prevail over the rebels.

During the hearing, Sen. Carl Levin, Michigan Democrat and committee chairman, said he was "surprised" by Mr. Clappers
statement on China.

After Mr. Clapper clarified that he was speaking about capabilities and not intentions, Mr. Levin said, "I was just as
surprised by that answer as your first answer. You're saying that China now has the intent to be a mortal adversary of the United
States?"

Mr. Clapper responded, "Well the question is who, from my vantage, from among the nation states who would pose
potentially the greatest [threat] if I had to pick one country, which I am loathe to do because I am more of the mind to consider
their capabilities, both Russia and China potentially represent a broad threat to the United States. I don't think either country
today has the intent to mortally attack us."

Defense officials have acknowledged that US intelligence agencies have underestimated China's military capabilities. But
the intelligence community is beginning to express more concerns about China's military buildup, which has been carried out
largely in secret.
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Army Lt. Gen. Ronald L. Burgess Jr., the Defense Intelligence Agency director, appeared with Mr. Clapper and agreed that
China's power projection is growing."While remaining focused on Taiwan as a primary mission, China will, by 2020, lay the
foundation for a force able to accomplish broader and regional global objectives," he said.

Gen. Burgess said China's military "continues to face deficiencies in interservice cooperation and actual experience in joint
exercises and combat operations."

"China's leaders continue to stress asymmetric strategies to leverage China's advantage while exploiting potential
opponents' perceived vulnerabilities," the general said.

One asymmetric strategy China is pursuing is the use of computer-based cyberprobes into US classified computer
networks. Mr.. Clapper said the cyber-activity is a "formidable concern."

"The Chinese have made a substantial investment in this area, they have a very large organization devoted to it and they're
pretty aggressive," Mr. Clapper said. "This is just another way in which they glean information about us and collect on us for
technology purposes, so it's a very formidable concern."

In the hearing, Mr. Clapper stressed that Iran's supreme leader had not given the order to produce nuclear weapons in Iran.
The comments on Iran's nuclear program appeared to support a 2007 National Intelligence Estimate that said Iran halted

work on nuclear weapons in 2003.
Last month, a CIA report to Congress dropped language from two previous reports that said Iran was keeping open its

option to build nuclear weapons, as the National Intelligence Council recently notified Congress that it had altered the 2007
estimate. Officials declined to specify what was changed because the revision was classified.

Gen. Burgess said Iran is helping terrorists train and obtain weapons.
"At Iran's behest, Lebanese Hezbollah provides Iraqi insurgents with weapons and training to attack US forces. Iran also

provides weapons, explosives and .munitions to insurgents in Afghanistan."

Clapper Lambastes Russia; Wait, Isn't Joe Biden In Russia? (HILL)
By Carol Felsenthal
The Hill, March 11, 2011
Vice President Joe Biden is in Russia, lecturing officials there on the need for reform but emphasizing his earlier and

friendly metaphor, echoed by his boss Barack Obama, that it is time for the US to "push the reset button" in its relationship with
Russia. While in Moscow, Biden also met with President Dmitry Medvedev and Prime Minister Vladimir Putin.

While Biden is in Moscow, Director of National Intelligence James Clapper is testifying before the Senate Armed Services
Committee. He tells visibly stunned senators that the biggest threats to our nation are Russian and China. Chairman Carl Levin
(D-Mich.) suggests that in his opinion, Iran and North Korea are more menacing to the US

Soon thereafter, Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) goes on Fox News and calls for Clapper's resignation. "Three strikes and
you're out" - the first strike, Graham explained, was seeming not to know, while being interviewed on ABC, that men allegedly
planning a terrorist attack had been arrested in London, and the second was describing Egypt's Muslim Brotherhood as "largely
secular."

About the only worse example of flatfooted timing would have been if Clapper had delivered his remarks last January while
President Obama and first lady Michelle Obama hosted Chinese President Hu Jintao at a White House State Dinner.

China's Cyber Abilities Worry US: Spy Chief (REU)
By Paul Eckert
Reuters, March 11, 2011
Full-text stories from Reuters currently cannot be included in this document. You may, however, click the link above to

access the story.

US Lawmakers Oppose N.Korea Food Aid (AFP)
By Shaun Tandon
AFP, March 11,2011
WASHINGTON - Several US Republican lawmakers on Thursday urged President Barack Obama's administration not to

provide food aid sought by North Korea, fearing it would bolster Kim Jong Il's regime.
Hundreds of thousands of North Koreans died in a famine in the 1990s and US aid groups said last month that the

communist country was again experiencing severe food shortages, in part due to a poor harvest.
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Representative Ileana Ros-Lehtinen of Florida, who heads the House Foreign Affairs Committee after Obama's Democrats
lost elections last year, said she had "grave concerns" about North Korea's intentions in the food request.

"Fast approaching is the 100th anniversary next year of the birth of Kim Jong-Il's father and there is the danger that aid
provided would be diverted for this spectacle," she said at a congressional hearing.

Ros-Lehtinen also called for an accounting of how North Korea distributed previous US food aid left over when the regime
booted out non-governmental organizations in 2009.

Another Republican, Representative Ed Royce of California, quoted defectors and a non-governmental group as saying
that international food assistance went to feed the regime and its military rather than the impoverished populace.

"Believe me, they're not asking for food to help the starving," Royce said. "It's really hard arguing that our aid doesn't
support this brutal regime and, secondly, doesn't support its nuclear weapons drive."

"I think the administration is on the wrong course in this request for food aid to North Korea," he said.
But Representative Chris Smith, a Republican active on human rghts issues, voiced support for food assistance, pointing

to North Korea's alarming levels of stunted growth among children and malnutrition-linked tuberculosis.
"I would hope as long as there's very good monitoring to ensure that those highly at risk get the food, this ought to be done

yesterday," the New Jersey congressman said.
Representative Howard Berman of California, the top Democrat on the Foreign Affairs Committee, also appeared open to

food aid.
"We should make every effort to provide humanitarian assistance and food aid to the North Korean people, but we should

insist on adequate monitoring to ensure that such aid is not diverted or misused," he said.
The Obama administration has said it has made no decision to provide food aid and would want close monitoring of any

assistance.
Stephen Bosworth, the US special envoy on North Korea, testified last week that the United States would not provide aid

"without a thorough assessment of actual needs and adequate program management."
South Korea's JoongAng Ilbo newspaper reported this week that North Korea was so desperate for food that it was even

seeking aid from some of the world's poorest nations such as Zimbabwe.
Testifying at Thursday's hearing, Victor Cha, who was former president George W. Bush's top adviser on North Korea,

defended a 2008 agreement on US food aid as providing access to most parts of the country.
"My own view is that if they are willing to agree to the same terms as they did in 2008, that was a good agreement," said

Cha, now a scholar at Georgetown University and the Center for Strategic and International Studies.
"All these bags go into the country with the American flag on it and in Korean it says, 'Gift from the American people.' So

that is not a bad thing for us in North Korea," he said.

North Korea Faces Worsening Food Shortages: Expert (AFP)
AFP, March 11,2011
SEOUL - North Korea's food shortage will worsen this year due to higher international prices, an abnormally cold winter

and other factors, a South Korean expert has said.
Kwon Tae-Jin of the Korea Rural Economic Institute said he expects this year's grain harvest to be about four million tons,

100,000 tons less than last year.
"A combination of factors will lead to the worsening of the North's food situation," Kwon was quoted as saying by Yonhap

news agency in an interview.
He cited shrinking international aid, higher global prices, China's tighter restrictions on fertiliser exports, the intensely cold

winter and the spread of foot-and-mouth disease.
The cold badly damaged barley and wheat planted last fall for harvesting this summer, the expert said.
Kwon and other experts say the foot-and-mouth outbreak will seriously affect farming in the North, which still relies heavily

on oxen for ploughing and other agricultural work.
The North needs 5.5 million tons of grain a year to feed its 24 million people, Kwon said.
Assuming it can import as much grain and receive as much international food aid as it did last year, the shortfall would be

about 800,000 tons.
Earlier this week, South Korea's Unification Minister Hyun In-Taek also said this year's harvest would amount to "4.1 million

tons, plus or minus".
Officials from the UN's Wodd Food Programme and Food and Agriculture Organisation have been visiting North Korea

since February 10 to assess the food situation after Pyongyang appealed for international aid.
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They were due to brief diplomats and international agencies in Pyongyang on Friday or Saturday, Yonhap reported.
Donations to food aid programmes for North Korea have dwindled due to international irritation at its missile and nuclear

programmes.
The North has appealed to 40 countries for food aid, a Seoul government official told reporters this week on condition of

anonymity.
Some Seoul officials question its motives, saying last year's harvest was relatively good.
They say it may be trying to stockpile food for celebrations next year of the 100th anniversary of the birth of founding

president Kim II-Sung.
In Washington, several US Republican lawmakers at a congressional hearing urged the administration Thursday to deny

the North's request for food aid, fearing it would bolster the regime.
The Obama administration says it has not yet decided whether to provide aid but would want close monitoring of any

assistance.
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NRC NEWS:

Showdown On Vermont Nuclear Plant's Fate (NYT)
By Matthew L. Wald
New York Times, March 11, 2011
WASHINGTON - The Nuclear Regulatory Commission on Thursday rejected all challenges to extending the operating

license of the Vermont Yankee nuclear plant, setting up a confrontation between the reactor's owner and the Vermont
Legislature, which has blocked a state certificate needed to keep the plant running.

The commission voted 4 to 0, with one recusal, to allow its staff to issue the renewal. In a conference call with reporters, the
commission's chairman, Gregory B. Jaczko, said that the plant's owner, Entergy, had met "all of our requirements and standards
to be able to operate for another 20 years." Still, operating the plant, in Vernon, Vt., on the Connecticut River near the
Massachusetts line, requires "a variety of permits and other actions," of which an N.R.C. license was just one, he said.

The state argues that the plant is too old to be reliable, an area over which it has jurisdiction.
In Vermont, environmentalism runs strong, and the plant has long been viewed with suspicion. A series of problems,

including the collapse of a wooden cooling tower in 2007, leaks of tritium from underground pipes and denials by utility executives
that there were such pipes, made the plant widely unpopular outside its immediate neighborhood.

Safety regulation rests with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, but Entergy had signed a deal with Vermont in 2002
requiring the plant to get a "certificate of public good" from the state if the plant was going to operate beyond its initial 40-year
license. All power plants in Vermont must have such a certificate.

State lawmakers then passed a measure forbidding the state's Public Service Board from issuing such a certificate without
the approval of the House and Senate. Last year, the Senate voted 26 to 4 against issuing such a certificate. The House did not
vote.

The governor who took office in January, Peter Shumlin, has said repeatedly that the plant was designed to close at the
end of 40 years and that it should be closed then. In January, the company put the reactor up for sale, thinking that a new owner
might win the state's trust and the needed certificate. It has made no public comment about progress in finding a buyer.

Entergy's chief executive, J. Wayne Leonard, said that his company's challenge was "gaining public support in disproving a
negative put in the public's mind, that the age of the plant is determinant of its condition."

In fact, signs of the reactor's condition have been contradictory. In the 30 years that the plant was owned by a group of
local utilities, on average it produced only 78 percent as much electricity as would have resulted from round-the-clock operation.
But in the last five years, it has produced more than 94 percent, and twice it ran continuously between refuelings without no
shutdowns.

The Energy Department, which by charter is supposed to promote nuclear power, has thus far been silent on the Vermont
Yankee plant.

Vermont Yankee Gets Federal License Renewal (AP)
By Dave Gram
Associated Press, March 11, 2011
MONTPELIER, Vt.-The Vermont Yankee nuclear plant cleared a key hurdle Thursday to adding 20 years to its operating

lifespan as the federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission dismissed the last objections raised by an anti-nuclear group and said it
would renew the plant's license.

Vermont Yankee and its owner, Entergy Corp., still need to get state approval to operate past March 2012, and that could
be much more difficult. But on Thursday, NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko said the plant had satisfied his agency that it is fit to
continue.

"We believe that Entergy, through the exhaustive review that we've done through the license renewal process, meets all the
requirements and standards to operate for another 20 years," Jaczko told reporters in a conference call.

Jaczko -- pronounced "YAZ'-ko" -- said the agency's concerns are with the safety and security of nuclear plants. Under
federal law, reviews of nuclear plants' economic impacts and reliability are left to the states.

Vermont has taken an unusually prominent role there. It is the only state in the country with a law calling on its Legislature
to give approval before state regulators issue a new state license, or "certificate of public good," to a nuclear plant.
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Last year, the state Senate voted 26-4 against granting the state Public Service Board the go-ahead to do that; because
the measure died in the Senate, it never went to the House.

Speculation has grown recently that the question of Vermont Yankee's future may end up in federal court, possibly with
Entergy filing suit to claim that federal law trumps state law on regulating nuclear plants

The NRC's approval was expected. The agency now has approved license extensions for 62 of the nation's 104 nuclear
reactors and has rejected none.

That was noted Thursday both by members of the Vermont Legislature and by its congressional delegation, Sens. Patrick
Leahy and Bernie Sanders and Rep. Peter Welch.

The three issued a joint statement saying they "believe that Entergy should respect and abide by Vermont's laws, which
require approval from the Vermont Legislature, and then the Vermont Public Service Board, for the plant to continue to operate
beyond 2012."

Vermont Yankee issued a statement saying plant officials were "pleased with the NRC's action today. It confirms that
Vermont Yankee is a safe and reliable nuclear plant and that the plant meets all the requirements to operate safely for another 20
years"

The Senate vote to block the board from issuing a decision on Vermont Yankee came just weeks after it was revealed that
radioactive tritium had been leaking from the plant into surrounding soil and groundwater, and after it was revealed that senior
Vermont Yankee employees had made false statements to state regulators and lawmakers about the existence of underground
pipes that carried tritium.

Business and some labor groups have urged the Legislature to reverse itself and let the state regulatory process go ahead,
arguing that Vermont needs the power and the more than 600 jobs provided by its lone nuclear plant.

But Gov. Peter Shumlin, who led the effort to order the plant's closure as the Senate's leader last year, said Thursday he
remained opposed to its continued operation.

In his remarks to reporters, Jaczko repeatedly acknowledged the state had a role to play in determining Vermont Yankee's
future and said he doubted the NRC would do anything to interfere with the state's process.

Shumlin said he was happy to hear that.
"I am pleased that the NRC is reaffirming Vermont's authority to determine the plant's future," the governor said in a

statement. "Given the serious radioactive tritium leaks and the recent tritium test results, the source of which has yet to be
determined, and other almost weekly problems occurring at this facility, I remain convinced that it is not in the public good for the
plant to remain open beyond its scheduled closing in 2012."

Vermont Yankee opened in 1972 on the banks of the Connecticut River in Vernon in Vermont's southeast corner. New
Orleans-based Entergy bought it from a group of New England utilities in 2002 and boosted its maximum output from 540 to 650
megawatts in 2005.

Feds Clear Vt. Nuke Plant For License Extension (AP)
Associated Press, March 11, 2011
MONTPELIER, Vt. - The federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission has decided to grant Vermont's only nuclear plant a

license to run for 20 years beyond its originally scheduled shutdown date in 2012, but state opposition continues to make its
future uncertain.

The NRC made the announcement following a brief commission meeting about the 39-year-old Vermont Yankee plant. It
rejected an 11th-hour appeal by an anti-nuclear group that wanted the commission extend its review of filings made by plant
owner Entergy Corp.

The NRC says its review of the plant's license application has been completed.
The plant also needs a state certificate to keep operating, and last year, the state Senate voted to block state utility

regulators from issuing one.
Vermont is the only state with a law authorizing the Legislature to vote on renewing a nuclear plant's license.

NRC To Decide On Entergy Vermont Yankee Renewal (REU)
By Scott DiSavino
Reuters, March 11, 2011
Full-text stories from Reuters currently cannot be included in this document. You may, however, click the link above to

access the story.

Entergy Vermont License Will Be Issued Within Days (DJNews)
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By Naureen S. Malik
Dow Jones Newswires, March 11, 2011
NEW YORK -(Dow Jones)- The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will issue a license within days to extend operations at

Entergy Corp.'s (ETR) Vermont nuclear plant even as the company battles state officials to keep them from shutting it down.
The federal license clears one major hurdle to keep the 650-megwatt Vermont Yankee nuclear reactor running, and for

Entergy to sell the plant. The 39-year old plant's license was set to expire next March, but it should now be able to operate for
another 20 years if the company can convince state regulators that it can do so safely.

The NRC undertook an exhaustive review of Vermont Yankee's operations, and the plant "meets all of its requirements and
standards to be able to operate for another 20 years," Gregory B. Jaczko, chairman of the federal agency, said during a
conference call with reporters Thursday. The "timing on the license will be in a few days."

State authorities still need to issue water permits and other approvals for the plant to continue its operations. This license
renewal process typically takes several years, but it has taken Entergy longer than usual because of public opposition over safety
concerns.

Entergy has come under fire after a number of groundwater tests showed increased levels of tritium, a radioactive material
regulators say can increase the risk of cancer. The company has also been accused of misleading the public by stating in prior
years that no radioactive material was transported through underground pipes, where leaks were eventually found.

Entergy spokesman Larry Smith said the company is pleased with the NRC's action, which "confirms that Vermont Yankee
is a safe and reliable nuclear plant."

The company has repaired pipes and installed 32 monitoring wells over the past year. Federal inspectors have said the
groundwater contamination wasn't harmful. However, Gov. Peter Shumlin is adamant that the aging plant should be shut down
for safety reasons.

Last November, Entergy said it is considering selling the plant if the operating license can be renewed and because of
ongoing weakness in the power markets.

Vermont Yankee, which sells power at market prices rather than regulated rates, and prices remain under pressure on the
wholesale market amid tough economic conditions and weak natural gas prices. Natural gas, a low-cost fuel used to generate
electricity, tends to drive the market prices for power.

Entergy purchased the nuclear plant in July 2002 from Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. for $180 million and last year
estimated the book value of the plant at $333 million.

Entergy shares closed down 0.7% Thursday at $73.63.

NRC Says Yes To Another 20 Years (RH)
By Susan Smallheer
Rutland Herald, March 11, 2011
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission said Thursday that Vermont Yankee nuclear plant was a safe reactor and deserved

another 20 years of operation.
"We believe that Entergy, through an exhaustive review, meets all of our requirements and standards," said NRC Chairman

Gregory Jaczko.
Jaczko told reporters the full commission rejected a last minute bid by the New England Coalition, a Brattleboro anti-nuclear

group, to stop the commission's final decision. That decision cleared the path for NRC staff to issue the final permit in a couple of
days.

Jaczko also said the NRC had no intention of getting involved in the power struggle between Vermont and Entergy Nuclear,
owner of Vermont Yankee.

The Vermont Legislature has blocked the Vermont Public Service Board from acting on any permit.
Jaczko said it was up to Entergy to get all the permits it needed to continue operating, including the state's certificate of

public good. He said the company had met the NRC's standards.
He told reporters he had seen no action by the state that would trigger the need for the NRC to intervene in the state's

review process.
Federal regulators are solely responsible for nuclear safety issues, the so-called federal pre-emption. Vermont state

regulators have to limit their concerns to economic, environmental or reliability issues.
Opponents point to a long series of problems and radioactive leaks at the Vernon reactor as proof it has outlived its

usefulness.
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The long-awaited 4-0 decision from the NRC headquarters in Rockville, Md., brought immediate responses from Gov. Peter
Shumlin and the state's congressional delegation, which urged the NRC to follow the state's lead.

Shumlin said the NRC decision was not unexpected, but he pointed to the recent problems at Vermont Yankee as proof
Vermont knows best about the future of the Vernon reactor.

"I am pleased that the NRC is reaffirming Vermont's authority to determine the plant's future," Shumlin said in a statement
after the NRC vote. "I remain convinced that it is not in the public good for the plant to remain open beyond its scheduled closing
in 2012."

He said if Entergy changes its mind and sues the state in federal court over the issue of federal pre-emption, it would be
another example that Entergy's word could not be trusted.

Shumlin noted that Entergy had agreed to state oversight of its future operation not once but twice, first with an agreement
in 2002 over its purchase of Vermont Yankee and several years later in a companion bill to the law giving the company
permission to store high-level radioactive waste in Vernon in concrete casks, which gave the Legislature a strong say in deciding
the plant's future.

He also said both former Gov. James Douglas and Entergy itself supported the bill.
"If Entergy breaks their word, good luck to them," he said.
Shumlin, who was in Saxtons River earlier in the day before the NRC decision, said the state was prepared to defend the

Legislature's decision against re-licensing, if Entergy chooses to challenge it.
The state's congressional delegation noted that the NRC had never said no to a nuclear reactor.
"The NRC has never denied a nuclear plant an extension and in fact has granted 62 straight license extensions," the

delegation said in a joint statement.
The news brought a proverbial smile to the face of Entergy Nuclear spokesman Laurence Smith.
"We are pleased with the NRC's action today. It confirms that Vermont Yankee is a safe and reliable nuclear plant and that

the plant meets all the requirements to operate safely for another 20 years," he said, reading from a prepared statement. Smith
declined to answer questions.

Echoing Entergy's response was the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 300, which represents about
.160 workers at the plant.

"The IBEW hopes that today's announcement will prompt Vermont utilities and Vermont Yankee plant owner Entergy to
finalize a power contract for the duration of the 20-year license. We also urged state officials to support the plant's continued
operation," the union said in a prepared statement.

Raymond Shadis, senior technical advisor for the New England Coalition, the anti-nuclear group that had challenged
Entergy's relicensing bid for the past five years, said they had successfully brought many issues to the state and public's
attention.

Without the New England Coalition, many safety issues such as submerged electrical cables and metal fatigue, would not
have been addressed, Shadis said.

"I think our intervention made the plant that much less dangerous," he said, and compared the legal right to a "300 pound
gorilla (Entergy) against a 97-pound weakling."

"The NRC's pronouncements do not make Vermont Yankee a safe plant," said Shadis, who has fought nuclear reactors all
over New England, including in his home state of Maine. "Calling it safe does not make it safe."

Leslie Staudinger of Brattleboro, a trustee of the coalition, said the coalition had fought the fight for 60 months.
"I'm relieved that this process is over. We have a lot of good work that we need to do," she said.

Entergy Wins 20-Year NRC Relicensing Of Vt. Yankee Nuke Plant (WPTZ)
NRC Says It Won't Intervene In State Fight To Close Reactor
By Stewart Ledbetter, Reporter
WPTZ-TV Burlington, VT, March 11, 2011
The chairman of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission announced Thursday the panel has concluded its review of

continued operation of the Vermont Yankee nuclear power station in Vernon, and will issue plant owners a 20-year license
extension "in a matter of days."

NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko briefed reporters via conference call Thursday afternoon, minutes after the Commission
voted 4-0 to finalize the relicensing application first filed in 2006 by VY owners Entergy Nuclear Louisiana.

The NRC vote effectively dismissed the last remaining objection raised by the New England Coalition, an anti-nuclear
group which has long tried to close the plant.
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Vermont Yankee started operation in 1972. It's current 40-year license expires in March of next year.
"We believe that Entergy, through an exhaustive review, meets all of our requirements and standards to be able to operate

for another 20 years," Jaczko said.
The chairman acknowledged, however, that state officials want the plant closed on schedule in 2012. Gov. Peter Shumlin

has repeatedly cited ongoing concerns about plant reliability and environnmental pollution.
The NRC, Jaczko said, sees no reason to intervene in the dispute - and potential court battle -- between Vermont officials

and Entergy.
"We won't speculate what will happen in the courts," Jaczko said.
State law requires both chambers of the Legislature to approve continued operation of the reactor beyond 2012, and such

approval is highly unlikely.
The state Senate last year voted 26-4 against any extension, following ongoing missteps from Entergy which included

misstatements by company officials under oath, and radioactive leaks into groundwater surrounding the Vernon site.
Nuclear watchdog Arnie Gundersen said the NRC's decision to grant a 20-year license extension for Vermont Yankee was

no surprise.
"It was inevitable. The NRC always approves license extensions," Gundersen said. "But more importantly, Jaczko is

basically saying the state has a separate case against VY."
Entergy CEO Wayne Leonard said recently he believes federal authority determines the Vt. Yankee relicensing question.
Vermont's three-member Congressional delegation issued the following statement following the NRC announcement:
"It should surprise no one that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has voted to extend Vermont Yankee's license for

another 20 years. The NRC has never denied a nuclear plant an extension, and in fact has granted 62 straight license
extensions. We believe that Entergy should respect and abide by Vermont's laws, which require approval from the Vermont
Legislature, and then the Vermont Public Service Board, for the plant to continue to operate beyond 2012."

VY To Get License Renewal Next Week (BR)
Brattleboro Reformer, March 11, 2011
BRATTLEBORO - The commissioner of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission announced today during a teleconference

with the media that Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant will receive some time next week a permit that would allow it to operate
for another 20 years past its original license expiration date of 2012.

The five-member commission, with one member recused, voted today on whether to accept a last-minute contention from
the New England Coalition on the status of electrical cables susceptible to wetting or submersion.

The commission voted against accepting the contention.
The commission also refused to accept a motion to stay the license renewal proceeding that was submitted by NEC

Thursday morning.
The motion to stay was also related to the issue of cables susceptible to wetting or submersion.

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Plant's License Extended 20 Years (POWGENWLD)
Power-Gen Worldwide, March 11, 2011
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will renew the operating license for the Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant for an

additional 20 years despite the Vermont state Senate blocking the license extension and a legal proceeding. The renewed
license is now set to expire in March 2032.

Entergy Nuclear submitted safety and environmental reviews of the application to the staff of the NRC in January 2006. In
September of that year, the state of Vermont and the New England Coalition (NEC) challenged the license renewal application.
In November 2008, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) required Entergy to revise its metal fatigue analysis for two
important nozzles. Entergy submitted the revised analysis in March 2009 and the NEC challenged the adequacy of the new
analysis. The board denied the new challenge in July 2009.

In February 2010, the Vermont state Senate blocked the license extension for the plant, essentially closing it when it was
set to expire in 2012. The plant also had several tritium leaks that were found and repaired which added to the Senate's decision.

Then in July 2010, the NRC staff and NEC appealed various aspects of the ASLB's decisions. The NRC rejected all of the
appeals except one, which was returned to the ASLB. During consideration of that remaining issue, NEC requested that a new
and different contention be admitted. In October 2010, the ASLB ruled on the remaining issue and rejected NEC's new
contention. NEC appealed that ruling and the NRC voted March 10 to affirm the ASLB's denial of the new contention and
conclude the hearing.
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NRC Clears Vermont Yankee For License Extension (AP)
Associated Press, March 11, 2011
The federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission has decided to grant the Vermont Yankee nuclear plant a license to run for 20

years beyond its originally scheduled shutdown date in 2012, but state opposition continues to make its future uncertain.
The NRC made the announcement following a brief meeting of the commission at which it rejected an 1 1th-hour appeal by

an anti-nuclear group, which asked the commission for more review of filings made by plant owner Entergy Corp. after the NRC
had closed the record on its review of the plant's license application.

The plant also needs a state certificate for public good, and last year, the state Senate voted to block the Vermont Public
Service Board from issuing one.

NRC Clears Vt. Yankee For License Extension (WCAXTV)
By Gina Bullard
WCAX-TV Burlinqton, VT, March 11, 2011
Federal regulators say the Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant in Vernon is fit to be open for another 20 years. The

Nuclear Regulatory Commission has voted to extend the license after rejecting an objection filed by an anti-nuclear group.
The New England Coalition hoped the NRC would take more time before issuing the 20-year license renewal.
But the NRC said Yankee passed an extensive safety and technical review which federal inspectors started back in 2006.
This comes despite a series of problems at the plant recently, from a collapsed water cooling tower to ongoing issues with

radioactive tritium leaks.
"As with any facility we regulate, we monitor on a daily basis the performance of these facilities. Whether it's in one year or

41 years if there's an issue that causes concerns for a plant to operate safely we would take appropriate action to shut down that
plant," said Gregory Jaczko, the chairman of the NRC.

The NRC has never denied a nuclear plant a license extension.
The NRC says it will formally issue Vermont Yankee's new license in a matter of days. But under Vermont law, the state

Public Service Board and the Vt. Legislature must also approve the license extension. The Vt. Senate has already voted against
Yankee and legislative leaders say they have no intention of reconsidering the issue this year.

Late Thursday, Vermont's congressional delegation released a statement that said, "We believe that Entergy should
respect and abide by Vermont's laws, which require approval from the Vermont Legislature, and then the Vermont Public Service
Board, for the plant to continue to operate beyond 2012."

Gov. Peter Shumlin said in a statement, "Today's vote from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is not unexpected, and
does not change the fact that Vermont Yankee still needs approval from the state to continue operating beyond its 2012 license
expiration. I am pleased that the NRC is reaffirming Vermont's authority to determine the plant's future. Given the serious
radioactive tritium leaks and the recent tritium test results, the source of which has yet to be determined, and other almost weekly
problems occurring at this facility, I remain convinced that it is not in the public good for the plant to remain open beyond its
scheduled closing in 2012."

NRC Clears Vermont Yankee For License Extension (VTPR)
By Ross Sneyd
Vermont Public Radio, March 10, 2011
(Host) The Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant has won federal permission to renew its operating license, which was

scheduled to expire a year from now.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission rejected one last challenge to Yankee's license extension request and voted

unanimously to issue a new one.
NRC-Chairman Gregory Jaczko says the vote authorizes Yankee to operate through March of 2032.
(Jaczko) "We believe that Entergy through the exhaustive review that we've done for license renewal, meets all of our

requirements and standards to be able to operate for another 20 years."
(Host) But the decision doesn't automatically mean Yankee can continue operating. Yankee owner Entergy still hasn't won

state permission.
And Jaczko says Entergy needs to win all regulatory approvals.
(Jaczko) "There are a variety of permits and actions that are required for this facility to operate. The NRC's action today is

just one piece of that."
(Host) Vermont's top elected officials oppose Yankee's continued operation.
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Governor Peter Shumlin says he's pleased that the NRC recognizes the state's authority over the Vernon plant.
(Shumlin) "They feel very strongly that Vermont has the right to make determinations about reliability, about the future of

the plant and the NRC has no intention of standing in our way."
(Host) Entergy executives have suggested that they may challenge Vermont's authority over Yankee. Vermont is the only

state whose legislature has power over re-licensing a nuclear plant.
Shumlin says the state has no intention of backing down, even if Entergy sues.
(Shumlin) "As Vermonters, we've got to stand up and implement our legal authority to determine our own futures. And if

Entergy's going to break their word and go to the judge and say, 'Hey, we didn't really mean it when we signed the document
saying we'd abide by Vermont laws,' good luck to them."

(Host) Vermont's congressional delegation also issued a statement calling on Entergy to respect the state's authority over
the plant.

This is the online edition of VPR News. Text versions of VPR news stories may be updated and they may vary slightly from
the broadcast version.

Entergy's Vermont Nuclear Unit Cleared For License Renewal (BLOOM)
By Mark Chediak
Bloombergq News, March 11, 2011
The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission said it will extend the operating license for Entergy Corp. (ETR)'s Vermont

Yankee nuclear reactor.
The federal nuclear agency will issue a 20-year license extension after upholding an agency board ruling that rejected a

challenge to the renewal, Gregory Jaczko, chairman of the commission, said today during a conference call with reporters. The
license will be issued in a "matter of days," Jaczko said.

The commission voted 4-0 to support a decision by its Atomic Safety Licensing Board that denied an objection to the
license by New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution, Eliot Brenner, a commission spokesman, said during the call. The
coalition had raised concerns about Entergy's oversight of underground pipes that had leaked at the plant, according to a
statement posted on the Brattleboro, Vermont-based group's website.

"We believe Entergy, through the exhaustive review that we've done for license renewal, meets all of our requirements and
standards needed to be able to operate for another 20 years," Jaczko said.

The commission's approval is just "one piece" of a variety of permits and actions that are needed for plant to continue to
operate, Jaczko said. The actions that the state of Vermont is taking "don't involve any of our authorities or responsibilities," he
said.

Governor's Opposition
Entergy, based in New Orleans, said in November it may sell the plant after Vermont voters elected a governor who has

opposed extending the plant's life beyond 2012. The Vermont Senate voted in February 2010 against allowing state regulators to
extend the plant's license after it expires on March 2012 because of leaks of tritium-laced water at the site.

Governor Peter Shumlin, a Democrat, has called for the state to reject a 20-year extension of the plant's operating license.
The 620-megawatt reactor is located in Vernon, Vermont, about 140 miles (225 kilometers) northwest of Boston, and

provides a third of the electricity consumed in the state, according to Entergy.
The reactor came under scrutiny after leaks of water laced with tritium were identified in January 2010. Tritium is a

radioactive form of hydrogen and a byproduct of nuclear power generation that in large doses can increase the risk of cancer.
Entergy is in the process of cleaning the areas affected by the tritium leak and would "substantially complete" the effort

before any sale, Michael Burns, a company spokesman, said in November.

Bright future without Yankee (RUTHER)
By Sandra Levine
Rutland Herald, March 11, 2011
A cleaner, more prosperous energy future is available without Vermont Yankee. Let's set aside the bogey men and scare

tactics and look at the facts.
- Power supply: The excess supply, regional grid, and development of newer, cleaner resources for meeting our electricity

needs guarantee that the retirement of Vermont Yankee will have at most a small impact on Vermont's electricity supply. Five
thousand megawatts of extra power capacity was recently offered at auction for delivery in 2013. This is four times Vermont's
needed supply and one-fifth of the overall regional needs in the region. One thousand five hundred megawatts of new supply
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was offered. This includes new generation (144 megawatts), imports (830 megawatts) and demand resources (515 megawatts).
There is enough energy available to replace Vermont Yankee.

- Grid function and reliability: Studies are ongoing, but preliminary results suggest some limited transmission grid
improvements will be needed by 2020 with or without Vermont Yankee. The effect of Vermont Yankee's retirement or continued
operation has little impact on the overall reliability of the electrical grid. Problems will arise even with Vermont Yankee in
operation. The effect of Vermont Yankee retirement is like a school moving across town and a new travel lane and traffic light
being added to accommodate the change in traffic.

- Cost: Claims that power prices will increase without Vermont Yankee are specious. Without a favorable power contract,
Vermont would simply pay market prices for any power from Vermont Yankee. It is disingenuous to call Vermont Yankee low-
cost when it would simply sell power to Vermont at the going market price. It is no cheaper for Vermonters than other available
resources

- Legal validity: The legal validity of closing Vermont Yankee when its current license expires in 2012 is supported by
contract obligations, constitutional principles, Public Service Board orders and US Supreme Court precedent, as well as simple
fairness. Vermont Yankee's owners signed a contract that precludes them from operating the plant past March 2012 without
approval from the Vermont Public Service Board. Vermont law requires legislative approval for a state license. Federal law
governing nuclear power facilities covers matters of radiological health and safety. States maintain their traditional authority to
oversee the need for and type of facility to be licensed, as well as authority over land use, rate-making and environmental
impacts.

The previous sale of Vermont Yankee and the storage of waste at the site were allowed based on Vermont's continued
oversight and authority. Vermonters and courts don't tolerate corporate double-dealing. A late, legal challenge at the end of
Vermont Yankee's current license would be stopped.

Sandra Levine is senior attorney with the Conservation Law Foundation in Montpelier

NRC Approves GE Hitachi Reactor, Sees Increasing Interest In A Smaller One (CWIRE)
By Peter Behr
ClimateWire, March 11, 2011
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission yesterday gave final design approval to the GE Hitachi Economic Simplified Boiling

Water Reactor, or ESBWR, advanced nuclear reactor model, opening possibilities for overseas sales of the 1,500-megawatt
generator and advancing the design toward a final approval by the NRC, expected before the end of this year.

The ESBWR "is one final step from becoming a reality," said Caroline Reda, president and CEO of GE Hitachi.
Although DTE Energy has chosen the GE Hitachi unit for a potential reactor project alongside its existing Fermi nuclear

power plant near Detroit, Reda said the first ESBWR is likely to be built in India, with a completion in 2019, if reactor liability
issues in that country can be overcome. GE is also pursuing sales of the unit in Europe. "We've got significant customers we're
talking to around the world," she told reporters yesterday.

Reda declined to estimate what the units will cost to build, but GE says the unit's simpler design, with a "passive" reactor
emergency cooling system rather than a pumped water supply, will make it more than competitive with other new, advanced
reactors.

The award of a positive "final safety evaluation report" for the GE reactor by the commission yesterday marks a turnaround
for a project that was stuck for years after the application was made in 2005. "We experienced a reversal of fortune," said David
Matthews, director of the NRC's Division of New Reactor Licensing.

"I would just say we were very bogged down," said Daniel Roderick, GE senior vice president for nuclear plant projects. "A
lot of it is self-inflicted. A lot of it was just misunderstandings of the regulator," he added.

Beginning two years ago, after he joined the effort, GE "had a very heart-to-heart discussion with the NRC to talk about
what were the obstacles," Roderick said. The big change was that "we listened to the regulator and then we learned about how
to answer their questions, instead of just causing more questions."

"They started to focus on areas of concern to the NRC," Matthews agreed.
"When you work on the problem instead of being argumentative about the problem, sometimes the problem gets solved

faster. I would just say that was probably a big turning point," Roderick said.
Senators give bipartisan push to small, modular reactor
The NRC's announcement came on the second day of its annual Regulatory Information Conference with the industry,

which has attracted a record 3,400 participants.
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The conference has featured increasing interest in proposals for small modular nuclear reactor (SMR) projects one-tenth
the size of the 1,500-megawatt GE Hitachi ESBWR.

Industry officials said it would take the same cooperation between reactor developers and the NRC to overcome potential
regulatory issues that could block SMRs.

Reflecting the growing interest in SMR development, a bipartisan group of senators has sponsored legislation directing the
Energy secretary to carry out demonstration programs for two SMR designs, one less than 50 megawatts and the other less than
300 megawatts. The programs, funded by the government and industry, would be aimed at achieving NRC license approvals for
the reactor designs by the end of 2017, and the licensing of the reactors by the end of 2020.

The "Nuclear Power 2021 Act" is backed by Sen. Jeff Bingaman (D-N.M.), chairman of the Senate Energy and Natural
Resources Committee; the committee's ranking Republican, Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska); and Sens. Mark Udall (D-Colo.),
Mike Crapo (R-Idaho), Mary Landrieu (D-La.) and Mark Pryor (D-Ark.).

The Tennessee Valley Authority plans to submit an application to the NRC by the third quarter of 2012 for construction of
up to six modular reactors built by Babcock & Wilcox.

But yesterday, Charles "Chip" Pardee, chief operating officer of Exelon Generation -- the nation's largest nuclear plant
operator - said that merchant energy companies like his would not be first in line for SMRs. They must sell power competitively,
and new reactors aren't seen as commercially viable against gas-fired generation.

"I don't anticipate the domestic merchant marketplace being the first applicants. There are too many lessons learned that
we haven't gleaned yet to make the kinds of decisions to invest a billion-plus dollars without having a proven product and a clear
licensing path. I think the viability of the small modular reactors will be set by the licensing and regulatory framework.

"I am a big proponent of small modular reactors. But the economics haven't panned out yet, and we won't see that until it's
clear to us what is required" by the NRC, he said. Industry concerns include whether regulations governing security systems,
control room staffing and emergency planning will be changed to reflect the modular reactors' smaller size.

First sales may be overseas
"We have a lot of work to do, but I am very optimistic that this can be a viable technology. And it has the potential to be

economic," Pardee said.
General Electric Co., whose CEO, Jeff Immelt, has been named chairman of President Obama's new Council on Jobs and

Competitiveness, has linked arms with the Obama administration in seeking to export its ESBWR power plants.
Reda noted that she had recently been in India, pressing the company's nuclear business there, accompanying Commerce

Secretary Gary Locke. Roderick mentioned his recent visits with US ambassadors in Poland, Finland and Switzerland, on the
same mission.

"We went a lot of years when the US [nuclear] industry never needed the government to help keep the level playing field in
the market. That's a different day," he said.

"Our plant designs are built around safety. People who are just interested in price are just interested in price. The bigger
concerns are how many closed markets there are. We allow Korea to go places, where nobody can go into Korea. We allow the
French to go places, including the US, where none of us can go into France." The same is true in Russia, he said. You can bid
for reactor contracts in these places, he said. "You just can't win.

"We're developing some bigger relationships with the Commerce Department, with the Department of Energy, with the
NRC, to use what I call Team USA, to go attack Team Korea, Team France, Team Russia, because it's going to take a team."

General Electric (NYSE:GE) Nuclear Reactor Approved (EMONEY)
By Spike Marshall
eMoneyDaily, March 11, 2011
A General Electric (NYSE:GE) Hitachi Nuclear reactor has been approved by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

General Electric (NYSE:GE) Nuclear Reactor Approved
General Electric (NYSE:GE) Hitachi Nuclear Energy, an alliance of General Electric (NYSE:GE) and Japan's Hitachi Ltd.

has received final US design approval for its next-generation nuclear reactor, for which certification will be cleared later in the
year.

Resolving all technical issues over the economic simplified boiling water reactor, it has been set to be built in countries that
recognize US Standards.

The world market for new nuclear power plant orders will recover in three to five years and "come back strong" after that, a
senior executive of General Electric (NYSE:GE) Hitachi Nuclear Energy said in an interview.

General Electric Co. (NYSE:GE) company shares are currently standing at 20.63.
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Price History
Last Price: 20.63
52 Week Low / High: 13.75 / 21.65
50 Day Moving Average: 19.9
6 Month Price Change %: 33.6%
12 Month Price Change %: 26.8%

Markey Warns NRC Against Approval Of Westinghouse Reactor Design (EEPM)
By Hannah Northey
E&ENews PM, March 11, 2011
The ranking Democrat on the House Natural Resources Committee is warning federal regulators against approving a

nuclear plant design that he said could shatter during an earthquake or if struck by an airplane or missile.
Rep. Ed Markey of Massachusetts urged the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in a March 7 letter not to approve

Westinghouse Electric Co.'s amended AP1000 reactor design application until major safety issues are addressed.
"These concerns include those raised by one of the commission's long-serving staff that there is a risk that an earthquake

at, or aircraft impact on, the AP1000 could result in a catastrophic core meltdown," Markey wrote, adding that the threat of
terrorist attacks should also be addressed in reviewing the design.

NRC published a proposed rule in the Federal Register on Feb. 24, seeking comment on the reactor's design control
document and environmental assessment through early May. NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko has said the license decision could
come as early as this summer or fall, assuming no major new issues arise (Greenwire, Feb. 11).

The AP1000 includes passive safety features and would be applicable for a 1,100-megawatt pressurized-water reactor.
Pre-certification of Westinghouse's design could allow the nuclear industry to move forward more quickly with licensing and
construction and potentially reduce costs for developers.

The revised application includes changes made by Westinghouse to show the model could withstand "the effects of an
aircraft impact," according to the Federal Register notice. Westinghouse said it has thoroughly reviewed the design and expects
to receive final approval this fall.

But the public has continuously raised concerns about potential flaws with the design, including a "chimney effect" that
could trigger the release of reactive materials (Climatewire, Jan. 11).

Markey said NRC is ignoring serious safety concerns about the reactor's design that were raised by John Ma, a senior
structural engineer at the agency, over whether a shield building in the AP1000 design could withstand the forces of an
earthquake or the impact of an airplane crash. Ma has said in the past that the AP1000 shield would shatter "like a glass cup" if
the shield were struck and could fail completely.

Markey also said Westinghouse based its assertion that the "brittle" module is "strong enough" based on computer
simulations that are questionable and potentially flawed.

Westinghouse also underestimated the damage a strong earthquake could do to the nuclear plant because the company
based its assumptions on "reduced earthquake forces," Markey said.

The unresolved issues surrounding the AP1000 design may require NRC to revise its previous approval of the project,
Markey said. He also asked the commission why it had not required more stringent testing of the model and asked about
applications for 14 new reactors using the AP1 000 design in Alabama, Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia.

"If the NRC approves the AP1 000, then it may have widespread use throughout the United States, making questions about
its safety of crucial national importance," Markey said.

Westinghouse forged an agreement this week with Spanish utility Endesa to provide information on the AP1000
technology, which the company said could lead to the design being used for future nuclear projects in Spain and South America.

Energy Northwest Sues To Suspend Nuke Fuel Fee (AP)
Associated Press, March 11, 2011
RICHLAND, Wash. The consortium that runs the nuclear power plant on the Hanford nuclear reservation has joined a

lawsuit asking the Energy Department to suspend the fee it charges consumers to manage nuclear fuel.
Energy Northwest spokeswoman Rochelle Olson told the Tri-City Herald the fee is not necessary because the federal

government has decided not to use the disposal site at Yucca Mountain, Nev.
The Energy Department says it's still committed to disposing of spent nuclear fuel. The fee is applied to consumers'

electricity bills and amounts to $750 million a year nationally.
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The lawsuit was filed in the federal Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia by the Nuclear Energy Institute and 16 of
its member companies, including Energy Northwest.

Energy NW Joins Lawsuit Vs. Nuclear Fuel Fee (TRICITYH)
By Annette Cary
Tri-City Herald (WA), March 11, 2011
RICHLAND - Energy Northwest has joined a federal lawsuit filed this week asking for a suspension of the fee collected

from consumers to pay for nuclear fuel management.
Ratepayers receiving nuclear energy must pay a per kilowatt-hour fee to the Department of Energy for it to manage used

nuclear fuel. For Northwest ratepayers who depend on power from the Columbia Generating Station near Richland, the amount
paid into the Nuclear Waste Fund since the power plant began operating in 1984 has totaled almost $300 million.

"Energy Northwest is concerned about the continued collection and use of consumer dollars to fund the Nuclear Waste
Fund, particularly since the federal government has announced it is terminating the Yucca Mountain project and another solution
has not been identified," said Rochelle Olson, spokeswoman for Energy Northwest.

Used nuclear fuel at the power plant near Richland had been expected to be disposed of at Yucca Mountain, Nev., but the
Obama administration has decided that Yucca Mountain is not a workable option and has moved to withdraw the repository's
licensing application with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

The lawsuit was filed in the US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit by the Nuclear Energy Institute and 16
of its member companies, including Energy Northwest. In addition, the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
filed a similar lawsuit Monday.

The fee, which annually collects $750 million nationwide, is not necessary, given that the Obama administration's budget
request for fiscal 2012 does not include any money for the used nuclear fuel management program, according to the Nuclear
Energy Institute.

DOE annually considers the adequacy of the fee and in October determined that no change in the fee is necessary. It is set
at one-tenth of a cent per kilowatt-hour used.

Although Yucca Mountain is off the table, DOE remains committed to meet its obligation to manage and dispose of the
nation's spent nuclear fuel, said DOE in its 2010 memo on the annual determination of the adequacy of the fee.

The assessment completed a year earlier said the fee was adequate based on the most recent life cycle cost estimate for
Yucca Mountain of $97 billion.

"One cannot determine with any confidence at this time precisely how much the yet-to-be-selected disposal alternative will
cost, but the closest proxy - albeit an imperfect one - is the costs of the proposed Yucca facility," the memo said.

The Nuclear Energy Institute said it considered the DOE review inadequate.
"Consumers need a nuclear waste fund fee remedy now," Olson said. "It's past time to relieve nationwide consumers of

more than $750 million in annual payments, especially during these difficult economic times."
Energy Northwest now is storing used nuclear fuel in heavy steel and concrete casks on outdoor concrete pads at its

nuclear power plant.
A year ago, the US Court of federal Claims ordered DOE to award Energy Northwest $57 million for costs to that time

associated with storing the fuel after Yucca Mountain did not open as planned in 1998.

Nuclear Power Industry Sues US Over Fee For Waste (REU)
By Tom Doggett
Reuters, March 11, 2011
Full-text stories from Reuters currently cannot be included in this document. You may, however, click the link above to

access the story.

Double Attack On US Nuclear Waste Fees (WNN)
World Nuclear News, March 11, 2011
American utilities and regulators have both filed lawsuits against the Department of Energy (DoE) for continuing to charge

for the halted Yucca Mountain project.
Funding for Yucca Mountain has come from a levy of 0.1 cents per kWh of nuclear power, which currently adds up to about

$770 million per year. Nuclear utilities - and therefore their customers - have now paid a total of over $31 billion into the Nuclear
Waste Fund.
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The government was supposed to use this money to create a permanent nuclear waste disposal site by 1998. Around $7
billion was spent and much progress made, but Yucca was cut off from funding in May 2009 by President Barack Obama and
energy secretary Stephen Chu. Spending on Yucca is now set at the absolute minimum level, while the $24 billion balance of the
fund remains with the US Treasury earning substantial compound interest of over $1 billion per year.

This week, the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) and the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC)
acted on behalf of their respective members with a lawsuit each to end the collection of fees, at least until the DoE has an
alternative plan. The NEI is the trade association for the nuclear power industry in America and joined in the lawsuit by 16
members companies, while NARUC represents the public service commission of every US state.

"It is past time for the DoE to suspend consumer payments in the Nuclear Waste Fund," said NARUC president Tony Clark.
"We want to work with the DoE to find a solution to the nation's nuclear waste problem, but consumers should be given a break
until such a solution is found."

An earlier lawsuit from NARUC was based on the DoE's failure to produce an annual assessment of the adequacy of waste
fees for the needs of the program. This was rejected by the court after the DoE submitted a late justification for the continued
collection of fees. NARUC is now challenging the veracity of that, as it was given the right to do by the court.

"The agency has supplied no proof in its adequacy assessment that charging the fee is necessary, given all the steps the
government has taken to essentially cancel the Yucca Mountain project without coming up with an alternative," said NARUC.

Current, future policy unknown
Having submitted an 8600-page application to build Yucca Mountain under President George Bush and his energy

secretary Sam Bodman, the DoE under direction from Chu and Obama moved to withdraw it in May.
This, however, was rejected by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's independent Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

(ASLB). The DoE had no right to substitute its own ideas in place of those legislated by Congress, said the ASLB, and is bound
by law to complete its work at Yucca Mountain unless Congress acts to supercede the previous legislation.

Nevertheless, the politically appointed NRC Commissioners that control the body have not reached a concensus on what to
do. The options of turning attention back to the application or granting the withdrawal request both remain before them.

In the meantime, Obama has created a 'Blue Ribbon' commission on radioactive waste management. It is hearing
evidence from a range of stakeholders on waste management methods including reprocessing, recycling and the use of burner
reactors as well as the widely accepted geologic disposal method as proposed for Yucca Mountain.

Nuclear Industry Sues To Lift Reactor Fuel Management Fee (ENVNEWSR)
Environment News Service, March 11, 2011
Nuclear Industry Sues to Lift Reactor Fuel Management Fee WASHINGTON, DC, March 10, 2011 (ENS) - The nuclear

industry association and 16 of its member companies have filed suit in federal court seeking suspension of the fee that
consumers of electricity produced at nuclear energy facilities pay for the federal government's spent nuclear fuel management
activities.

The Nuclear Energy Institute filed the lawsuit Tuesday in the US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.
The National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners also filed suit against the US Department of Energy on

Monday, seeking similar relief.
Nuclear Energy Institute is joined in the litigation by Florida Power & Light Co.; NextEra Energy Seabrook, LLC; NextEra

Energy Duane Arnold, LLC; NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC; Omaha Public Power District; PSEG Nuclear, LLC; Indiana
Michigan Power Co.; Energy Northwest; PPL Susquehanna, LLC; Detroit Edison Co.; Nebraska Public Power District; Northern
States Power Co.; Kansas City Power & Light Co.; Kansas Electric Power Cooperative, Inc.; Kansas Gas & Electric Co.; and
Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corp.

The lawsuit asks the court to direct the US Department of Energy to suspend collection of the one-tenth of a cent per
kilowatt-hour surcharge that consumers pay on their electric bills pending DOE's compliance with provisions of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982.

Congress created the fee in 1982 to help pay for a permanent geologic nuclear waste repository beneath Yucca Mountain
100 miles northwest of Las Vegas. The US Department of Energy had planned to use the mountain to bury 77,000 tons of highly
radioactive waste.

The Yucca Mountain site was approved by Congress and President George W. Bush in 2002.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission began licensing hearings for Yucca Mountain in 2009 but they were put on hold when

the Obama administration said it would terminate the program.
The fee is paid to the Nuclear Waste Fund, held in the US Treasury.
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The industry contends that a review of the need to continue the fee performed by the Energy Department is inadequate
and that the fee for the used fuel management program should be suspended.

The fee amounts to approximately $750 million in annual revenues for the Nuclear Waste Fund, which has a balance of
more than $24 billion.

NEI and the plaintiff companies argue that collection of the fee is not necessary given that the Obama administration's
budget request for fiscal 2012 does not include any funding for the used nuclear fuel management program.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Gregory Jaczko has said plans call for the Yucca Mountain licensing board to
go out of business sometime this year. The agency has requested no funding for the Yucca issue beyond September 30 in
keeping with Obama administration policy.

But on February 26 a panel of judges with the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, a part of the NRC, issued two orders
that keep active the licensing case for the Yucca Mountain nuclear waste plan.

"It certainly appears to us the [board] wants to move the proceedings forward," Joseph Strolin, acting director of the
Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects told the "Las Vegas Review Journal."

"There appears to be a disconnect between the licensing board and the administration."
Nuclear power in the United States is provided by 104 commercial nuclear power plants, providing approximately 20

percent of the nation's electricity. In the absence of a permanent geologic repository for spent nuclear fuel, it is being stored at the
power plants where it was used, either in pools of water or in dry casks.

Markey Slams Nuclear Agency Over Its Handling Of Pilgrim Security Breach (QPL)
By Jon Chesto
Quincy (MA) Patriot Ledger, March 11, 2011
US Rep. Edward Markey is criticizing the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for failing to disclose details about a security

issue that was discovered at the Pilgrim nuclear power plant last fall.
Markey sent a letter to NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko last week that asked a series of questions about the unspecified

security "deficiency." Most notably, Markey asked why the federal agency hasn't released details regarding the incident to the
public.

The agency disclosed last week that an inspection in October and November discovered a security issue of "low to
moderate significance" at the Plymouth plant, but the agency declined to specify what was found. An NRC spokesman said plant
owner Entergy Corp. took immediate corrective actions to address the issue.

But Markey, in his letter, asked what kind of consequences Entergy will face for this most recent violation, and whether the
NRC will impose higher penalties considering there have been 11 other security-related violations at Pilgrim since 2006. Markey
also wants to know whether the agency has identified similar violations at other nuclear power plants.

Markey's congressional district north and west of Boston isn't near Plymouth. But Markey is one of the leaders on energy
issues in Congress and has taken a keen interest in what happens at Pilgrim.

Neil Sheehan, a spokesman for the federal agency, said the agency decided several years ago that the appropriate
response to such issues was to let the public know a security violation occurred without disclosing the details. This approach,
Sheehan said, was based on balancing transparency with a desire not to indicate the nature of any security vulnerabilities to
potential terrorists.

Markey's questioning comes as Entergy's request to renew its license for the Pilgrim plant is still pending before the NRC.
A three-judge panel has been weighing the request to extend Entergy's license for another 20 years after it expires in 2012. The
process has gone on for more than five years, setting a record with a sister plant in Vermont for the longest pending relicensing
request for a nuclear plant.

The panel met in Plymouth on Wednesday to hold hearings on concerns raised by the Pilgrim Watch community group.
Mary Lampert, the group's founder, testified on behalf of her organization. The concerns that Lampert says still need to be
addressed by Entergy's license application include the potential aftereffects of a severe accident at Pilgrim and the safety of
submerged electric cables at the plant's waterfront site.

Lampert said she welcomed Markey's scrutiny on the lapse in security at Pilgrim. Without more details, she said, the public
has no way of knowing whether the security breach was a major issue or a minor one.

"If, in fact, whatever the security issue was has been fixed, then why can't we hear it?" she said. "If the public is never
allowed to know what the problem was after it has been fixed, what assurance do we have that it's actually been fixed?"

Joseph Himes, NRC Employee (WP)
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By Emma Brown
Washinqton Post, March 11, 2011
Joseph Himes, who helped develop emergency response plans during his three-decade career at the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, died Feb. 10 at his home in Rockville of complications from heart disease. He was 76.
Mr. Himes began working on developing the NRC's incident response program in the mid-1 970s as a contractor working for

the Mitre Corp. He joined the NRC staff in 1980, shortly after the 1979 accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant in
Pennsylvania.

After the 1986 accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power facility in Ukraine, Mr. Himes played a key role in helping Ukrainian
officials create an emergency response program. He also participated in the NRC's response to the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist
attacks.

Joseph Ellsworth Himes was born in Brookville, Pa. He served in the Army National Guard of New York and, during the
Korean War, in the US Army.

He received an associate's degree, a bachelor's degree and a master's degree in physics, all from George Washington
University.

Before joining Mitre, he worked at the National Bureau of Standards and the defense contractor Analytic Services.
His marriage to T. Evelyn McElroy Himes ended in divorce. Survivors include a son, Daniel E. Himes of Marblehead,

Mass.; a sister; and three grandsons.

Environmentalists Reject Both Competing CWIP Bills In Hearings (SLBEAC)
By Jason Rosenbaum
St. Louis Beacon, March 11, 2011
An overflow crowd packed two Missouri Capitol committee rooms Wednesday to hear testimony on bills that could pave the

way for a new nuclear reactor in Callaway County.
Legislative action is needed because of a construction work in progress (CWIP) law approved by voters in 1976: It restricts

utility companies from passing on plant construction costs to consumers. The two pieces of legislation before the Senate
Committee on Veterans' Affairs, Emerging Issues, Pensions and Urban Affairs would allow Ameren and a consortium of energy
companies to make ratepayers pay for a site permit for a potential nuclear reactor.

One bill sponsored by Sen. Jason Crowell, R-Cape Girardeau, would, among other things, authorize a ratepayer-funded
stream of roughly $3 million to the Office of Public Counsel. That entity represents utility customers and the public during rate
cases before the Public Service Commission.

Consumer groups, big corporations and Senate President Pro Tern Rob Mayer, R-Dexter, endorsed Crowell's bill. But that
measure received a chilly reception from utility company representatives; they support legislation by Sen. Mike Kehoe (right), R-
Jefferson City, which does not include a funding for the public counsel.

Crowell said earlier this month that keeping that agency well-funded could be beneficial for consumers. He repeated that
message after presiding over a six-and-half hour hearing over the issue.

"Most of the people who were for [Kehoe's bill] don't pay Ameren rates," Crowell said. "Most of the people with concerns
over the bill pay Ameren rates. That's what it boils down to."

Representatives from environmental groups rejected both bills, saying that it would give Ameren a "foot in the door" to
come back and have ratepayers fund the cost of a nuclear plant.

CLASH OVER COUNSEL FUNDING
After the effort to repeal CWIP faltered in 2009, Gov. Jay Nixon announced support for Ameren and the consortium to

recover costs related to a site permit. While Ameren says it has no plans to construct a plant, the company is behind Kehoe's bill
because it preserves the option to build in the future.

Boosters of Kehoe's bill - including utility companies, labor unions, Chambers of Commerce and a bevy of legislators on
both sides of the political aisle - argue that constructing another reactor in Callaway County would create thousands of jobs as
well as provide abundant energy. Obtaining a site permit, they said, could start the process toward that goal.

"Importantly, [a site permit] gives us the opportunity to have access to federal incentives, which could save our customer
and our state millions of dollars, should we have the ability to have that," said Ameren CEO Warner Baxter.

Kehoe's legislation would cap the permit recovery costs at $45 million and mandate that if the plant is not built or if the
permit is sold to another company, then all the money collected must be refunded. The Public Service Commission would have to
deem the expenditures "prudent" to be collected.
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But Kehoe's bill does not include funding for the public counsel. Crowell's bill does, and it subsequently received support
from groups such as the Consumers Council of Missouri, and big ratepayers such as Noranda Aluminum, Anheuser-Busch and
Monsanto.

"If Ameren is going to get what it wants, then we need to make sure the ratepayers get what we want and we need," said
Joan Bray, a former state senator who chairs the Consumers Council of Missouri.

Lewis Mills, the state's public counsel, said the office's current budget, which is $700,000 means that it is typically
"outgunned" by utility companies seeking rate increases.

"Every year hundreds of millions of dollars are at stake in utility cases at the PSC," Mills said. "Utility companies always
have more lawyers and experts than the public counsel at the PSC."

Supporters of Kehoe's legislation described Crowell's funding proposal for the public counsel as a "tax increase." Kehoe
said the governor had provided a general revenue increase for the public counsel, which Mills later told the committee was
"adequate" for his office.

"There's still seems to be some concerns that that may or may not be the right amount," Kehoe said. "And I've told both
sides of this thing that I would continue to have conversations to find out where we can (provide] that funding mechanism that's
not just automatically passed on to the ratepayers. Because I think everybody in here doesn't want to see a tax increase passed
on to the ratepayers as an itemized piece on their bill."

'POISON PILL'
Baxter said one reason he opposed Crowell's funding mechanism was that it could sink the bill when it gets to the Senate

floor. Sen. Kevin Engler, R-Farmington, for instance, said the funding stream was a "poison pill." And state Rep. Jeanie Riddle, a
Republican from Callaway County who is sponsoring site permit legislation in the Missouri House, said she did not want to "blow
the bill out of the water" because of funding for the public counsel.

"I think everybody here is onboard with making sure we have consumers protected," Riddle said. "But to put a piece in
there that has a large price tag is a killer for the bill because people are not going to vote for it in this economy."

Crowell said during the committee hearing that utility companies have no limit on the money they can spend to propose a
rate increase.

Sen. John Lamping, whose St. Louis County district includes Monsanto, suggested capping the public counsel's funding
stream at around $1.4 million. That could increase, he said, once construction begins on the plant.

"Why don't we do an assessment to $1.4 million until they start digging a hole?" said Lamping, R-Ladue. "And then when
they start digging a hole, then go to the $3.2 million assessment. That's when we'll really need OPC (Office of Public Counsel) to
do a heck of a lot more."

Lamping also said if the OPC budget goes from $700,000 to $3 million, it's only "logical" that utilities would feel the money
would go to "fight other fights."

"You're assuming that fighting all those other fights is a bad thing," Crowell said.
"No, I'm just understanding their perspective," Lamping said.
Crowell said after the hearing he'll talk to individual committee members to figure out the best way to proceed. He said he

hasn't "thought that far ahead" about whether to go with his legislation or Kehoe's bill.
KEEPING CWIP - AND KICKING THE CAN
While consumer groups and corporations were willing to tie an exception to the CWIP law to OPC funding, other witnesses

weren't willing to accept such a deal.
Testimony on bills that could pave the way for a new nuclear reactor in Callaway County earned an overflow crowd in the

Missouri Capitol.
Ed Smith, who testified for the Missouri Coalition for the Environment, said the 1976 initiative was one reason Missouri's

utility rates are lower than other states. He also said nuclear power had a problematic history, including cost overruns for
construction.

"Around the United States, where energy markets are competitive, new nuclear construction has failed as an energy option
due to the billions of dollars in construction costs and the incredible high risk of cost overruns," Smith said. "While construction of
a nuclear reactor is sure to create jobs in Missouri, no state has improved its economic well-being by building an electric system
that chooses the highest cost option."

Jean Blackwood, who spoke for the Sierra Club, said "energy efficiency" and "renewable energy" could create more jobs
than a nuclear plant. She said such a boom could be done immediately and could have an impact on all corners of the state.

"CWIP is wrong in principle," Blackwood said. "It transfers risk from investors to customers in violation of market principle.
Do not allow this. We have better, cleaner, cheaper, more job-creating ways to meet our energy needs."
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Mark Haim, chairman of the group Missourians for Safe Energy, said the site permit effort amounted to a "foot in the door"
for coming back and asking ratepayers to fund a reactor's construction.

"What they want is a seal of approval from you all," he said. "And I urge you not to give them that. I urge you not to give
them a seal of approval that would essentially [provide] the political capital behind a subsidized form of energy."

But Kehoe said the fact that Ameren is teaming up with other energy companies provides plenty of financing opportunities.
"Now, you're right, CWIP could be one of the things they look at," Kehoe said. "But there are also other opportunities they

can take to the market. Some of these members have different resources and different abilities to produce funding and funding
mechanisms."

Still, Crowell maintained that Kehoe's legislation is a "step to repeal CWIP."
"I think everyone agrees that the additional $15 million Ameren could do all by itself," Crowell said, adding his bill was

aimed at fulfilling Ameren's goals and providing consumer protections. "That's a drop in the bucket for Ameren. In fact, Ameren's
already spent $25 million already in that direction. So maybe the broader debate we need to have after having this hearing is do
we want to repeal CWIP outright?"

Jason Rosenbaum, a freelance writer in St. Louis, covers state government and politics. To reach him, contact Beacon
issues and politics editor Susan Hegger.

Senate Panel Considers Nuclear Plant Measure (FULTON)
By Bob Watson
Fulton Sun, March 11, 2011
Missouri needs to build another nuclear power plant to secure a low-cost power source for years to come, freshman state

Sen. Mike Kehoe told a Senate committee late Wednesday afternoon, at the start of a more than five-hour hearing.
During the public testimoney near the end of the hearing, Phillip Todd, Holts Summit, told the committee: "We've got to do

something, because the longer we sit, we're just going to fall behind and fall behind."
But a spokesman for the Missouri Coalition for the Environment told the same panel that nuclear power is the most

expensive option around.
"The free market gave up on the nuclear market years ago," testified Ed Smith, the group's "No CWIP Coordinator."
Dick Bosch, a retiree, said: "I just ask that you keep in mind that any rate increases that you have really affect senior

citizens - even small ones."
At issue is whether lawmakers should approve a plan to allow Ameren Missouri or another electric utility to charge

ratepayers for the costs of successfully winning a US Nuclear Regulatory Commission early site permit for a possible future
nuclear plant.

Missouri's current "Construction Work In Progress" law, that voters approved in 1976, prohibits utilities from passing those
costs on to consumers until after a power plant is operating.

Former state Sen. Joan Bray, D-University City, is now chairwoman of the Consumers Council of Missouri.
'We don't like the idea of repealing a law passed by the voters in 1976," she said. "But we live in political reality - we

understand that Ameren is powerful and can get things done in the Capitol.
"If Ameren is going to get what it wants - we need to get what we want."
Over the years, Kehoe said, "Our need for energy has only grown more."
Warner Baxter, Ameren Missouri's president and CEO, told the Senate's Veterans' Affairs, Emerging Issues, Pensions and

Urban Affairs Committee: "Over the last 20 years, our energy demand went up 50 percent, (and) we expect another 20 percent
increase in the next 20 years."

But 80 percent of Missouri's electricity comes from coal, which "continues to be under attack" for political and environmental
reasons, said Kehoe, R-Jefferson City. "And most of our coal-fired plants are near to Social Security ... most are about 40 years
old."

Nuclear energy provides the best option for future energy production, he said.
Baxter said: "Not having this option will expose our customers to higher rates."
But Mark Haim, of the group Missourians for Safe Energy, noted no new nuclear power plants are being built in the United

States.
"It's a lemon technology," Haim said.
Kehoe has introduced two bills to help Ameren Missouri or another utility provider to seek the early site permit.
The committee heard testimony on both Kehoe's bill and a separate plan sponsored by Chairman Jason Crowell, R-Cape

Girardeau.
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Kehoe's bill would allow an investor-owned utility to charge ratepayers for the costs of winning that permit.
"There is no cost recovery until a permit is gained," Kehoe explained. "And there are two clawback features" requiring

refunds to the ratepayers if a site permit is sold or if the utility doesn't build a plant after winning a permit.
Kehoe noted the proposal is supported by all of the state's investor-owned utilities and 39 electric co-operatives.
"There are hundreds of businesses who are behind it," he said, who have "invested in Missouri and they're staying in

Missouri."
Crowell said his bill covers most of the same issues as Kehoe's plan.
"I think the biggest difference between my bill and Sen. Kehoe's is the Office of Public Counsel funding," Crowell said.
His bill would fund the OPC - created in 1974 to represent consumers in Public Service Commission rate cases - with an

assessment against the utilities which they pass along to their customers.
During public testimony, Linda Covelli, St. Charles, a disabled senior, opposed Crowell's bill because it raises costs for

seniors on fixed incomes, who already face rising health care costs.
Kehoe's bill doesn't cover public counsel funding, but he told the committee he's willing to discuss options to make sure

there is better funding for that office - although he's against "an additional tax on customers' bills."
With Gov. Jay Nixon's support, the utilities and co-ops last year formed a coalition to support the early site permit approach.
None of them endorsed Crowell's idea of paying for the public counsel through assessments on utility bills, although they

didn't reject it outright.
"I think (Kehoe's bill) provides a more positive environment for investors than your bill," William Downey, president of

Kansas City Power and Light Co., told Crowell.
Baxter said he's not sure the OPC should be part of the early site permit bill.
"It really is not tied to this bill," Baxter testified. "It is a broader policy issue. ... My concern is more that a bill with a 500

percent increase (for the Office of Public Counsel) will pass the Senate."
However, Bray told Crowell his bill is "a true compromise."
Bray's group is part of FERAF, the Fair Electric Rates Action Fund.
Steve Spinner, energy procurement director for St. Louis-based Anheuser-Busch Breweries, told the committee: "Every

one of the industrial and retail businesses here faces competition. ... Unfortunately, monopolies don't face the same kinds of
pressure."

Spinner and others from FERAF noted Ameren Missouri has sought more than $1 billion in rate increases, but received
only about 25 percent of that.

Baxter and several others testified that Missouri has the seventh-lowest electric rates in the nation.
Jefferson City businessman Mike Farmer, whose company includes a new Portland Cement-making plant in Hannibal,

agreed: "We do get data from the Portland Cement Association.
"On benchmarking the costs ... we are way below the national average."
Anytime his kiln is shut down, Farmer said, it costs several hundred-thousand dollars "to get it back up and running."
A future nuclear power plant would help create a more reliable electric supply, he said.

Three Law Firms To Hold Meetings Over Possible Nuclear Contamination Lawsuits In Erwin
(JOHNSCP)

By Brad Hicks
Johnson City (TN) Press, March 11, 2011
ERWIN - Representatives from three law firms will host a pair of meetings Wednesday in Unicoi County to address

questions and concerns area citizens may have regarding possible nuclear contamination lawsuits.
Greeneville-based firm Rogers, Laughlin, Nunnally, Hood & Crum, P.C. will be joined by Motley Rice LLC, based in South

Carolina, and New York-based Napoli Bern Ripka & Associates LLP at the meetings.
"It will be an educational meeting to discuss what relationship, if any, there is between certain illnesses and the providers of

nuclear contaminants in the Erwin area," said John T. Milburn Rogers with Rogers, Laughlin, Hood & Crum.
Rogers said the meetings are result of requests from residents in the region and are intended to provide people who feel

they may be victims of nuclear contamination, information and legal options.
An advertisement for the meeting states Rogers, Laughlin, Nunnally, Hood & Crum are working with the other firms to

represent individuals in the Erwin area who may have suffered damages due to the operations of Babcock & Wilcox Power
Generation Group, including chemical exposure, personal injury, property damage, radiation contamination and wrongful death.
Nuclear Fuel Services is a subsidiary of the Babcock & Wilcox Co.
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Rogers said there is at least one lawsuit pending against B&W in Pennsylvania, but there are no pending suits in
Tennessee.

The meetings are scheduled to be held at the Masonic Lodge in the town of Unicoi, which is located on Unicoi Drive. The
meetings will take place at 1 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. Rogers said the meetings are no different, but two were scheduled to allow
those wishing to attend more options and all area residents are invited to attend.

"We were just trying to be sensitive to those people who wanted the information but didn't want to miss church," he said.

The Argus Observer I Online - News (OAO)
By Commissioners Deny Appeal From Nuclear Plant Foes
Ontario (OR) Arqus Observer, March 11, 2011
PAYETTE - Payette County Commissioners voted to deny an appeal that was submitted in February from numerous

Payette County residents regarding a company proposing to build a nuclear power plant in Payette County.
The appeal, which was filed Jan. 27, is against any decisions that have been made now, or will be made in the future,

concerning Alternate Energy Holdings Inc.
The appeal came from more than 50 Payette County residents and landowners, "Neighbors for the Preservation of the Big

and Little Willow Community," an unincorporated association of affected landowners, residents and others and the group "People
for Payette's Future," an Idaho nonprofit corporation with some members who live outside the immediately affected area but who
joined the appeal for the protection of those affected people living within the area of the proposed plant.

The Payette County Planning and Zoning Commission, in December, voted to send a favorable recommendation to the
Payette County Commissioners to rezone the land on which AEHI wants to build. The residents and groups opposed to the plan
came to the meetings and declared their lack of support during the meeting in December.

The commissioners unanimously agreed Monday that previous decisions from the Payette County Planning and Zoning
commission were made correctly and therefore denied the appeal.

"I consider the decision a big win for AEHI as it confirms the company's ability to move forward with the zoning approval
process needed to build a nuclear power plant in Payette County, Idaho. We are absolutely committed to this project, and I think
we have proven that point repeatedly despite our opponents' best efforts to stop us," Don Gillispie, AEHI chief executive officer,
said. 'We now eagerly look forward to a hearing before County Commissioners, which is needed to receive final local approval."

Rolf Westgard: Spent Nuclear Fuel: More Opportunity Than Threat (MINNST)
By Rolf E. Westgard
Minneapolis Star Tribune, March 11, 2011
Commentary
By wide margins, the Minnesota House and Senate each have passed bills that remove the state's ban on issuing

certificates of need for new nuclear power plants.
These bills now have to be reconciled into one, approved and sent to Gov. Mark Dayton for veto or signature.
The House bill contains an amendment from Rep. Phyllis Kahn, DFL-Minneapolis, that bars any new nuclear plant program

that would produce "weapons grade" plutonium during reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel pellets (nuclear waste).
Dayton and many others are concerned about the long-term storage of radioactive spent fuel pellets.
The French deal with this issue for their 58 nuclear plants by reprocessing the spent fuel. Ninety-five percent of the

material, including some fissionable plutonium, is recycled into new fuel, and the dangerous 5 percent is vitrified into glass
cylinders for storage.

All of those cylinders from 58 reactors are stored in the floor of one large room at La Hague, France. They will eventually go
to permanent geologic storage.

During their five years as fuel in commercial power reactors, the pellets produce some plutonium, which joins uranium 235
(U235) as additional fuel, extending fuel life.

After five years, the pellet's percent of U235 and plutonium declines from about 5 percent to 2 percent, and no longer
sustains the chain reaction, but the 2 percent is very valuable reactor fuel when recycled.

The plutonium that remains in the spent pellets is a mix of several plutonium isotopes, still useful as reactor fuel but not
useful in a nuclear weapon.

A little more than half of the plutonium is Pu239, which needs to be at 93 percent for the plutonium to be weapons-grade. If
there is more than 20 percent Pu240, which tends to fission spontaneously, all the plutonium is reactor grade and "entirely
unsuitable for use in a bomb," per the World Nuclear Association.
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The plutonium in spent fuel pellets from commercial reactors contains 24 percent Pu240, as well as other plutonium
isotopes that inhibit bombmaking. That plutonium is reactor-grade, not weapons-grade.

Kahn's carefully drawn amendment (she is a physics graduate) will not limit new commercial reactors, since they don't
produce weapons-grade plutonium.

The legislative change of heart about nuclear energy may reflect an understanding of what Xcel Energy pointed out in a
recent insert to its customer bills. The brochure, titled "Your Electricity," listed nuclear energy as its most reliable and one of its
cheapest fuel sources.

Even the expensive new nuclear plants are competitive when we consider their productivity. The $5 billion, 1,200-megawatt
nuclear plants being sold and installed by China and South Korea will produce 600 billion kilowatt hours over their 60-year
specification lives.

That's less than a penny per kilowatt hour of capital cost, excluding interest. Fuel cost is less than a penny per kilowatt
hour.

As Dale Klein, associate director of the University of Texas Energy Institute, recently told the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, "Spent fuel is not waste.

The waste is our failure to tap into this valuable and abundant domestic source of clean energy in a systematic way." Klein
went on to point out that "failure to reprocess spent fuel is an enormous waste of potential energy."

Reprocessing not only recovers significant energy value from spent fuel, it substantially reduces the volume and
radiotoxicity of high-level nuclear waste. The French have demonstrated that it works. It is time we got on with it.

Rolf Westgard, St. Paul, is a professional member of the Geological Society of America and a member of the American
Nuclear Society. He teaches classes on energy-subjects for the Lifelong Learning program at the University of Minnesota.

Blog: Barnett Shale: Chamber Bemoans Stalled Texas Energy Projects (FWST)
By Jack Z. Smith
Fort Worth Star Telegram, March 11, 2011
Chamber bemoans stalled Texas energy projects The US Chamber of Commerce released a report today identifying 23

stalled energy projects in Texas that it says are costing the state' $191.7 billion in annual economic output and 311,100 jobs a
year that could be created during the construction phase of these projects. One project the chamber cites is the proposed two

The US Chamber of Commerce released a report today identifying 23 stalled energy projects in Texas that it says are
costing the state' $191.7 billion in annual economic output and 311,100 jobs a year that could be created during the construction
phase of these projects.

One project the chamber cites is the proposed two-unit expansion of the Comanche Peak nuclear power plant 45 miles
southwest of Fort Worth and four miles north of Glen Rose in Somervell County. Luminant, the plant operator, is proceeding with
its application to win a construction and operating license fom the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission for the expansion, but the
company has said it needs federal loan guarantees for the undertaking.

All the Texas projects that the chamber lists as imperiled are outside the immediate Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan area,
including new coal-fired power generation units, nuclear reactors, wind farms, a solar facility and liquefied natural gas (LNG)
operations. But a number of the projects could supply power that would be consumed by Metroplex residents.

The chamber study "should serve as a wake-up call for legislative action to improve the permitting process," said William
Kovacs, the chamber's senior vice president of environment and regulatory affairs, in a statement.

"These are projects that would create jobs in Texas and give a much-needed boost to the state's economy, but with every
day that passes, the more expensive the projects become," he said. "In most cases, if the projects are substantially delayed they
won't be built."

Clean Energy Thwarted As Much As Coal By Rules, Group Says (BLOOM)
By Katarzyna Klimasinska
Bloomberg News, March 11, 2011
Renewable-energy projects such as wind farms and solar fields are just as hard to build in the US as coal-fired power

plants because of regulatory obstacles and activists' protests, the US Chamber of Commerce said.
Energy projects valued at $576.6 billion were abandoned, delayed or challenged by the state governments or

environmentalists, according to a Chamber report released today. Wind, solar, hydropower, ethanol, biomass and geothermal
projects accounted for about 45 percent of the challenged investments, according to the Washington-based trade group.
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"If our great nation is going to begin creating jobs at a faster rate, we must get back in the business of building things," Bill
Kovacs, senior vice president for environment, technology and regulatory affairs, said in the report. 'We also need to figure out
how to do it without years and years of permit delays related to our complex regulatory process that allows almost anyone to
impede or stop any energy project."

The Chamber, the nation's biggest business lobbying group, is urging lawmakers to rein in "excessive regulation" and
President Thomas Donohue has led criticism of regulations enacted during the Obama administration.

The report listed 351 projects delayed by state and federal action or by local protests. Save Jones Beach, a Wantagh, New
York-based citizens' group, opposed a 940-megawatt wind farm off the coast of New York's Long Island proposed in 2008. The
state of New Mexico denied a permit for a 35-megawatt biomass project in Torrance County, because a local community
complained about the expected emissions, the report said.

Electricite de France SA lost a partner for planned construction of a nuclear reactor in Maryland after Baltimore- based
Constellation Energy Group Inc. (CEG) withdrew from the investment amid "burdensome" federal-loan guarantee conditions,
according to the Chamber of Commerce.

EDF will seek a US partner to add a third reactor at the Calvert Cliffs plant in Lusby, the Paris-based company said in Dec.
Under US law, the NRC can't grant a license to a company "owned, controlled or dominated" by a foreign entity.

Environmental groups such as the Sierra Club opposed Green Path North Transmission Line in California, abandoned in
March 2010, and a 600-megawatt coal-fired power plant proposed by Southwestern Electric Power Co. in Arkansas.

The San Francisco-based Sierra Club in 2010 obtained a temporary restraining order to halt the construction of the
Arkansas plant, according to the Chamber's report.

To contact the reporter on this story: Katarzyna Klimasinska in Washington at kklimasinska@bloomberg.net
To contact the editor responsible for this story: Larry Liebert at Iliebert@bloomberg.net

Red Tape Tying Up Energy Projects, US Chamber Says (GAITHG)
By Margie Hyslop
Gaithersburq (MD) Gazette, March 11, 2011
A slow permitting process, "limitless lawsuits" and disgruntled neighbors could cost Maryland's economy at least five energy

projects, more than $19 billion and 20,000 jobs, according to a study released Thursday by the US Chamber of Commerce.
University of Maryland professor and economist Peter Morici, who reviewed the study, said a coordinated effort is needed

to move along projects in a reasonable time.
"We are shooting ourselves in the foot," Morici said.
The business advocacy group commissioned the study, which looks at potential losses from 351 delayed or stalled

generation and transmission projects in 49 states, after it found few "shovel-ready" projects were in a position to apply for federal
stimulus money in 2009.

Maryland projects in the analysis included construction of a third nuclear reactor at Calvert Cliffs in Lusby and a liquefied
natural gas storage facility at Sparrows Point near Dundalk. Also included were two high-voltage interstate transmission lines -
PATH through Western Maryland and MAPP from Delaware across the Eastern Shore, Chesapeake Bay, Southern Maryland
and Potomac River to Possum Point in Virginia.

The analysis, which looks at where projects stood in March 2010, also examines two wind energy projects: Dan's Mountain
Wind Force, a plan to erect 25 turbines near Frostburg, and Criterion Wind Park near Oakland, where 28 turbines owned by
Constellation Energy began generating power Dec. 27.

Unlike Criterion, Dan's Mountain is yet to overcome local opposition. The Maryland Public Service Commission has certified
the project, but Allegany County commissioners stalled it with a zoning change.

Although the PSC blocked PATH in 2009 because the applicant is not an "electric company," as required by Maryland law,
PSC staff last month called for expediting the process for reviewing MAPP, the transmission project that Pepco Holdings wants to
build.

After the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission approved the Sparrow's Point LNG facility, the Maryland Department of
the Environment rejected plans to dredge for ship access to the site because of the environmental damage the agency said it
could cause the Chesapeake Bay.

Environmental groups continue to oppose building a third reactor at Calvert Cliffs at an estimated cost of $10 billion.
Constellation Energy pulled out of the project in October and sold its interest to its partner in the project, EDF, which is mostly
owned by the government of France.
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Constellation said it withdrew because terms that federal officials placed on loans to finance the project were too
burdensome and risky. Because foreign entities are prohibited from fully owning or controlling nuclear plants in the US, EDF will
need an American partner to build the reactor.

Gov. Martin O'Malley (D) wants new jobs and projects to secure "our energy future," said his spokesman, Shaun Adamec,
"but important public interests [are] at play with many of these projects."

Red Tape Cost Maryland $19.5 Billion (MDR)
By Ben Mook
Maryland Daily Record, March 11, 2011
Red tape and not-in-my-backyard activism were called out Thursday as major impediments to six stalled and troubled

energy projects in Maryland that could have had a $19.5 billion economic impact on the state if they had moved forward.
The findings were part of a report released by the US Chamber of Commerce called "Project Denied" that looked at the

economic impact of stalled energy projects nationwide.
"This study should serve as a wake-up call for legislative action to improve the permitting process," said William Kovacs, the

group's senior vice president of environment, technology and regulatory affairs.
The study was conducted by TeleNomic Research and was authored by Steve Pociask, president of the American

Consumer Institute, and Joseph Fuhr, professor of economics at Widener University and senior fellow at the American Consumer
Institute. The study looked at stalled or dropped power projects across the country that have been affected by problems ranging
from financing and permitting hold-ups to citizen activism.

Peter Morici, a professor at the Smith School of Business at the University of Maryland, College Park and former chief
economist at the US International Trade Commission who peer-reviewed the study, said the results were "startling." He agreed
that the permitting process needed to be streamlined so these projects could get off the ground and start generating jobs and
pumping money into local economies.

'We're shooting ourselves in the foot," he said.
In Maryland, the economic impact amounts to a loss to the state's economy of $19.5 billion in gross domestic product and

21,700 jobs a year, the report said. The study, a "snapshot in time," looked at six projects in Maryland as they were in March
2010.

Among the six projects looked at were Pepco's Mid-Atlantic Power Pathway and the Potomac-Appalachian Transmission
Highline (PATH) line. The effort to build PATH, a $2.1 billion project that would run a high-voltage line from West Virginia to
Maryland, went dormant at the end of February at the behest of PJM Interconnection, which regulates the power supply in
Maryland and 12 other states and the District of Columbia.

The controversial 275-mile long line was to have connected the Amos Substation in West Virginia to a proposed Kemptown
substation near Frederick. The board of directors of PJM said the outlook for a slower economic recovery led it to the decision to
suspend efforts to build PATH.

The embattled Sparrows Point LNG project was also highlighted. Started in 2006, the AES Corp. project needs close to
100 permits at all levels of government.

The stalled effort to build a new nuclear reactor at the Calvert Cliffs facility in Lusby was singled out as well. The project,
which could take at least 10 years to complete, would cost nearly $10 billion through the addition of a 1,600-megawatt reactor to
the site. The project was opposed by anti-nuclear power activists as well as local and environmental activists.

The project was also dealt a major blow when Constellation Energy Group Inc. pulled out of the project, leaving its partner
French power company Electricite de France to go it alone. EDF must find a new US-based partner for the project due to federal
regulations regarding foreign corporate ownership of nuclear facilities.

Maryland Sens. Ben Cardin and Barbara Mikulski were cited in the report for their opposition to the LNG project. Cardin
said in an e-mail response that the projects that were stalled were ones with legitimate issues, and, as an example pointed to the
states moving ahead with a planned offshore wind project that has generated strong support.

"Marylanders have welcomed nuclear power plants, the Cove Point LNG facility and other energy projects with open arms,"
he said. "Several of the Maryland projects described in this report are not being delayed for any reason except economics. Each
of these projects needs to be evaluated on their own merits. They shouldn't all be viewed as the same, because they are not."

The study looked at two inland wind power facilities proposed for Garrett County - the Criterion and Dans Mountain
projects. Criterion, a $160 million project that will produce 70 megawatts of energy from 28 wind turbines, is now owned by
Constellation and has been completed since the study was done. The project was proposed in 2002 and faced "significant delays
due to local opposition by area residents," according to the study.
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Dans Mountain, being developed by US Windforce, is a $142 million project that would supply 70 megawatts through 25
wind turbines. According to the study, the project received approval from the Maryland Public Service Commission in 2009, but is
now on hold and unlikely to happen after running into zoning ordinance changes made by the Board of Garrett County
Commissioners.

The county is trying to get a bill passed by the General Assembly that would give it the power to draft ordinances
determining setbacks for commercial wind turbines and establishing a fee for decommissioning them later.

"You are our last recourse," Gregan T. Crawford, chairman of the board of commissioners, told members of the House
Economic Matters Committee at a hearing on the bill on Wednesday. "We need your help."

Stalled Energy Projects Could Bring California Billions Of Dollars (LAT)
Study commissioned by the US Chamber of Commerce estimates that building and operating 31 wind, solar and

other efforts in California snagged in red tape would create 142,100 jobs annually.
By Tiffany Hsu, Los Angeles Times
Los Angqeles Times, March 11, 2011
At least two dozen solar, wind and other energy projects currently tangled in bureaucratic and environmental red tape could

give California a multibillion dollar boost if they were to move forward, a new report says.
The study, commissioned by the US Chamber of Commerce, estimates that building and operating 31 stalled energy

projects in the state would create 142,100 jobs annually and pump nearly $60 billion into the economy.
The report was unveiled as gas prices continued to climb and calls for cleaner sources of energy have been rising.
"We have hundreds of laws with thousands of provisions, all of which can stop a project," said William Kovacs, the US

chamber's senior vice president of environment, technology and regulatory affairs. "As you delay these projects, you put them at
economic risk."

Few analysts disagreed with the potential economic effect but some cautioned that regulations are needed to guide and
protect against inexperienced developers and potentially risky projects, both common in the rapidly changing alternative energy
industry.

"You have to be careful to not cast aside 40 years of environmental law in the name of short-term economic gain," said
Christine Hersey, a solar analyst at Wedbush Securities.

Nationwide, the study looked at 351 projects that have been held up. They included solar, wind, wave, biofuel, coal, gas
and nuclear energy production facilities, as well as planned energy transmission lines needed to link far-flung projects to urban
centers. Nearly half are considered renewable energy.

If constructed, the report said the projects could give the US economy a $1.1-trillion short-term boost and create 1.9 million
jobs a year.

With many projects planning to operate for at least 20 years, the study estimated that the full potential economic effect
could be more than $3.4 trillion. The nation's gross domestic product, or the value goods and services, was $14.3 trillion in 2009.

Those figures don't include what the effect would have been if projects scaled back to meet regulatory requirements
remained at their original, proposed size.

The study found that complex regulatory processes, tortured permitting requirements and not- in-my-backyard-style
activism caused many of the delays. Lawsuits have been filed and protests staged against solar and wind projects, accusing
them of endangering birds, blocking radar and trampling on native species and Indian burial grounds.

At the same time, many local government agencies have had to deal with major budget cuts that have slowed the
permitting process, Hersey said.

"The scale and scope of some of these projects - you're talking thousands of acres - is unprecedented," she said. "Their
workload has quadrupled during this renewable energy gold rush."

Some proposals had powerful backers with pockets deep enough to endure the delays. But typically, many of the projects
have seen their funds run dry and their investors flee because of the holdup, researchers said.

In March, citing escalating costs after a string of revisions and persistent environmentalist backlash, the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power abandoned its plans for the Green Path North transmission line that would have run through
San Bernardino County to funnel renewable power to the city.

Sheila Bowers, an environmental activist, argued that growth and construction in any industry, not just energy, would lead
to jobs and economic gain. But that's not always a viable, long-term option, she added.

"If the entire desert was built up like Las Vegas, that would be an economic boom too," she said. "But we can't work that
way for a thousand reasons."
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Bowers, who supports local small-scale renewable power, said that building the rooftop and community solar installations
known as distributed generation is much more efficient and creates more stable jobs than massive, utility-size facilities.

"We should move more toward an energy model that's like the Internet - dynamic, fast, democratic and decentralized,"
she said.

Since the study data were collected in March, some projects have moved forward such as the Sunrise Powerlink, a San
Diego Gas & Electric transmission line that spent years wallowing in permitting and litigation - some of which are still ongoing.

Even if the regulatory process is untangled, not all projects are worth completing, researchers said.
"I'm sure there are some real stinkers in here," said Steve Pociask, president of TeleNomic Research, an economic

research firm that produced the study with Widener University economics professor Joseph Fuhr Jr.
Still, many worthwhile projects are lagging, said Peter Morici, former chief economist of the US International Trade

Commission, who helped the chamber review the report.
"We have to get on with these kinds of things," he said. "We're shooting ourselves in the foot."
tiffany.hsu@latimes.com

State Losing Jobs By Delaying Energy Projects (SDUT)
Chamber of Commerce says California's slow approval of energy projects has high costs
By Dean Calbreath
San Diego Union-Tribune, March 11,2011
California could be losing billions of dollars and thousands of jobs by dragging its heels on energy projects, according to a

report released today by the US Chamber of Commerce.
The report accuses the state of acting too slowly on the approval of 31 energy projects - including Sunrise Powerlink in San

Diego County - which could generate an estimated total of up to $6.5 billion in economic output in their first year of operation, the
study calculates.

Further down the line, as businesses link upwith the energy supply, the economic impact could total as much as $59
billion, supporting 141,000 jobs, the study estimates. The chamber said that nationwide, delays in approving energy projects
have up to a $560 billion direct and indirect impact, costing 250,000 jobs.

"These are projects that would create jobs in California and give a much-needed boost to the state's economy," said Bill
Kovacs, senior vice president of environment, technology and regulatory affairs at the chamber. "But with every day that passes,
the more expensive the express doubt about the economic impact figures cited by the chamber, which are based on the rippling
effect of how power generation could spur growth in the economy. And they say that for most of the projects, the primary hurdle
is finding financing rather than dealing with projects become. In most cases, if the projects are substantially delayed they won't be
built."

The projects cited by the chamber included seven natural gas terminals, seven wind farms, six solar farms and five
transmission projects, including Sunrise Powerlink - which broke ground in December - and Green Path North, an 80-mile power
line through San Bernardino County which has been halted over environmental concerns. Other projects ranged from an ethanol
plant in Kern County to a biomass project in Roseburg.

But critics say there are legitimate reasons for taking time during the approval process, to ensure that environmental
concerns are met. But they added that for most of the projects on the list, the chief obstacle has been financing rather than
bureaucratic red tape.

"The criticism of California is particularly galling, falling into the category of no good deed going unpunished," said Michael
Shames, who heads San Diego's Utility Consumers' Action Network. "California has been pushing the envelope on promoting
energy technologies and building new power plants. Since the 2000 energy crisis, the state has led the way in promoting diverse
and reliable energy sources. So it is a remarkable feat of gall that they'd cite California as a foot-dragging bureaucracy interfering
with energy development."

In fact, when announcing Sempra Energy's annual earnings last month, Chief Executive Officer Don Felsinger cited
financing as the chief impediment to getting wind and solar farms built. "We're still struggling to get developers to build," he told
analysts. "We've been good at signing contracts, but developers haven't been good at getting financing."

There is some irony in the chamber's report. Although the chamber has been supporting the development of alternate
energy over the past few years, it has also denied that global climate change is caused by human activity and stressed that coal
and petroleum need to continue to be developed. It criticized some of President Obama's plans to fund green energy projects
through the 2009 stimulus plan. And even today's report stressed that "harnessing natural gas for more uses and drilling for more
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oil domestically are the only way... to (avoid) high gasoline prices, big import bills or slow growth" - although most economists say
that drilling for more oil would only have a minimal impact on prices.

The chamber's stance on climate change cost it the support of such companies as Nike, Johnson & Johnson and Pacific
Gas & Electric, which accused it of "extreme rhetoric and obstructionist tactics" against environmental laws.

But recently, the chamber has been putting more emphasis on green energy. Last month, for instance, Kovacs issued a
statement stressing that "economic growth and environmental progress go hand in hand, and that responsible business and
environmental leaders can work together to grow our economy and preserve the planet."

South Carolina Lawmakers Oppose H Canyon Cuts (AUGC)
Augusta Chronicle, March 11, 2011
COLUMBIA - The prospect of phasing out a unique facility at the US Department of Energy's Savannah River Site not

only puts hundreds of jobs at risk but also might stick South Carolina with storing more spent nuclear fuel, a concern that site
officials tried to address Thursday.

In a letter mailed Tuesday to US Energy Secretary Steven Chu, the nine members of the Aiken County legislative
delegation said that defunding the H Canyon facility at the site will leave the 15,000 used fuel rods stored at the site's L Area with
no means of disposition. An additional 4,500 rods are expected to come through 2019.

"We are concerned that the state of South Carolina will become a permanent dumping ground for this used fuel," the state
lawmakers wrote.

The 403,000-square-foot H Canyon facility is the only one in the nation to process certain types of plutonium, highly
enriched uranium and aluminum-clad spent nuclear fuels.

The president's 2012 budget takes about $100 million from H Canyon operations and moves it to liquid radioactive waste
disposition activities.

Legislators have estimated job losses from the changes will be between 700 and 1,000. But a determination is not
expected until the end of March.

On Thursday, Zack Smith, a deputy manager at SRS, told the Govemor's Nuclear Advisory Council that efforts are being
made to reduce risk and surveillance costs at the facility, but also offered a measure of assurance.

"We are looking to position the canyon so it is available for future missions for R&D efforts associated with processing used
nuclear fuel," he said. "The department recognizes H Canyon as a key asset that will help address energy needs in the nation
through research and development projects."

A final report on long-term waste disposal from the Obama administration's Blue Ribbon Commission is due next spring.
Officials at all levels of government in the state have protested the administration's decision to halt the decadelong effort to
establish the Yucca Mountain permanent nuclear waste repository in Nevada.

On Thursday, Rep. Tom Young, R-Aiken, questioned the looming changes for H Canyon.
"Why put it in standby mode now?" Young said. "It looks like it's just going to make it easier for the (Blue Ribbon

Commission) to come in and say, 'This is what we need to do,' if we're already doing it."

INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR NEWS:

Rolls-Royce Teams Up With Areva (FT)
By Sylvia Pfeifer And Peggy Hollinger In Paris
Financial Times, March 11, 2011
Full-text stories from the Financial Times are available to FT subscribers by clicking the link.

Areva And Rolls-Royce To Team Up On EPR Reactor-FT (REU)
Reuters, March 11, 2011
Full-text stories from Reuters currently cannot be included in this document. You may, however, click the link above to

access the story.

Nuclear The Right Choice - Lac Du Bonnet Leader - Manitoba, CA (LACDUBON)
By Marc Zienkiewicz
Lac du Bonnet Leader, March 11, 2011
The mayor of Pinawa appeared at a public hearing this week to advocate for a nuclear power plant in Manitoba.
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Let's hope the province gives some serious consideration to what he had to say.
I know, I know. The very idea of a nuclear power plant in Manitoba is enough to make many shake in their boots and foam

at the mouth with anger.
The fact is, nuclear power is a safe and cleaner alternative to hydroelectricity, and it's something that would bring enormous

benefits to Manitoba.
This week's public hearing concerned Manitoba Hydro's future spending plans. What a place to advocate for, ahem, less

hydro and more nuclear.
The very concept is enough to make some people laugh, but it's their loss. Because nuclear power should be the future of

power generation in this province and, ultimately, all of Canada.
I don't have to remind anyone about Manitoba's Hydro's financial difficulties. The Crown corporation is billions of dollars in

debt. They have plans to spend billions more building dams and transmission lines.
A document leaked to a taxpayers watchdog group suggests the cost of building Manitoba Hydro's Bipole 3 transmission

line and its two accompanying A/C converter stations has nearly doubled, the Winnipeg Sun revealed in January.
But this is nothing new. Hydroelectricity is an expensive product to produce, and as long as Manitoba Hydro remains a

public-owned company, it'll never pay off its debts. That's why the Crown corporation is billions in the red, with no end in sight.
Nuclear power is not only safe to produce, it's affordable, and Manitoba is the perfect spot to start doing it.
Imagine it. No more carving up our landscape to make way for ugly hydro plants. We have enough of those.
Oh, but we can't have nuclear power, the environmental alarmists will say. The risks are too great. Never mind the fact that

there are already 17 nuclear power reactors operating in Canada. Many are unaware of this.
These 17 reactors supply around 15 per cent of Canada's electricity needs.
Our nuclear safety record is impeccable. The Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission oversees any safety issue arising from

Canada's nuclear power plants. In fact, the nuclear industry abides by some of the most stringent safety protocols in the world.
It's time to give more thought to more nuclear in Manitoba.
Sadly, under the current political and social climate, it's going to be an uphill battle. The public is not likely to embrace

nuclear unless someone can separate the truth from the nonsense and present it to them the right way.
That's why Manitoba is known as a have-not province. We're notorious for letting good opportunities pass by. We do it for

various reasons. Often it's because it's not politically safe, especially when special interest groups start scaring the public and
hammering government.

It's time to end that cycle, and look seriously at promoting the province as the ideal place for ushering in an era of nuclear
power generation in Manitoba.

Nuclear Plants Shut Down In Miyagi, Fukushima (KYODON)
Kyodo News, March 11, 2011
TOKYO (Kyodo) -- Nuclear plants on the Pacific coast in Miyagi and Fukushima prefectures have been automatically shut

down Friday following a powerful earthquake that hit a wide area in northeastern Japan, the operators said.
There were no immediate reports from monitoring posts of fires or other abnormalities near the nuclear plants after the 2:46

p.m. quake, the industry ministry said.
The suspended power plants were the Onagawa plant in Miyagi Prefecture, operated by Tohoku Electric Power Co., and

the Fukushima No. 1 and No. 2 plants in the adjacent Fukushima Prefecture, run by Tokyo Electric Power Co., according to the
companies.

Tokyo Electric also said it kept operating the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa nuclear plant on the Sea of Japan coast in Niigata
Prefecture, while Hokkaido Electric Power Co. reported no problems at its Tomari No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 plants in the
northernmost main island.

There were no immediate signs of any problems at the Hamaoka nuclear plant on the Pacific coast in Shizuoka Prefecture,
southwest of Tokyo, the prefectural government said.

UPDATE 1-Tohoku Elec's Onagawa Nuclear Plant Halted After Quake (REU)
By Risa Maeda And Osamu Tsukimori
Reuters, March 11, 2011
Full-text stories from Reuters currently cannot be included in this document. You may, however, click the link above to

access the story.

Major Tsunami Hits Japan After Massive Quake (AFP)
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AFP, March 11,2011
TOKYO - A massive 8.8-magnitude earthquake shook Japan on Friday, unleashing a powerful tsunami that sent ships

crashing into the shore and carried cars through the streets of coastal towns.
Multiple injuries, but no immediate deaths, were reported from the Pacific coastal area of Miyagi on the main Honshu

island, police said according to media, and TV footage showed widespread flooding in the area.
The quake hit in the early afternoon, also strongly shaking buildings in greater Tokyo, the world's largest urban area with 30

million people.
At least six fires were reported in Tokyo, where the subway system stopped, sirens wailed and people streamed out of

buildings.
The first quake struck about 382 kilometres (237 miles) northeast of Tokyo, the US Geological Survey said, revising the

magnitude from an earlier 7.9.
Japan, is located on the "Pacific Ring of Fire" and dotted with volcanoes, and Tokyo is situated in one of its most dangerous

areas.
A tsunami warning was issued for Japan, Taiwan, Russia and the Mariana Islands, the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center

said.
"An earthquake of this size has the potential to generate a destructive tsunami that can strike coastlines near the epicentre

within minutes and more distant coastlines within hours," the centre said in a statement.
It also put the territories of Guam, the Philippines, the Marshall Islands, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Nauru, Micronesia

and Hawaii under a lower tsunami watch.
The yen fell to 83.30 against the dollar from 82.81 before the quake struck.
The mega-city of Tokyo sits on the intersection of three continental plates - the Eurasian, Pacific and Philippine Sea plates

- which are slowly grinding against each other, building up enormous seismic pressure.
The government's Earthquake Research Committee warns of a 70 percent chance that a great, magnitude-eight quake will

strike within the next 30 years in the Kanto plains, home to Tokyo's vast urban sprawl.
The last time a "Big One" hit Tokyo was in 1923, when the Great Kanto Earthquake claimed more than 140,000 lives, many

of them in fires. In 1855, the Ansei Edo quake also devastated the city.
More recently, the 1995 Kobe earthquake killed more then 6,400 people.
More than 220,000 people were killed when a 9.1-magnitude quake hit off Indonesia in 2004, unleashing a massive

tsunami that devastated coastlines in countries around the Indian Ocean as far away as Africa.
Small quakes are felt every day somewhere in Japan and people take part in regular drills at schools and workplaces to

prepare for a calamity.
Nuclear power plants and bullet trains are designed to automatically shut down when the earth rumbles and many buildings

have been quake-proofed with steel and ferro-concrete at great cost in recent decades.

2nd UPDATE: Magnitude 8.9 Quake Shakes Japan, Tsunami Hits Northeast Coast (WSJ)
Wall Street Journal, March 11, 2011
Full-text stories from the Wall Street Journal are available to Journal subscribers by clicking the link.

Powerful Earthquake, Tsunami Strike Japan (WP)
By Chico Harlan
Washington Post, March 11, 2011
HIROSHIMA -A massive earthquake struck the eastern coast of Japan Friday afternoon, triggering powerful tsunamis that

washed away property and cars and will likely cause substantial casualties.
The US Geological Survey said the earthquake measured magnitude 8.9. Aftershocks as strong as 7.1 magnitude

continued for hours after the first quake.
Television stations showed footage of tsunami waves, measuring upwards of 10 feet, pulling cars and cargo tanks into the

water. Waves crushed the mostly rural shoreline near the epicenter, leveling buildings. Even in Tokyo, 235 miles south of the
epicenter, rail lines were halted and business workers headed outdoors, terrified by the aftershocks. Phone lines were down.

The quake, according to initial reports, struck roughly 81 miles off the coast, east of Sendai Prefecture on Japan's largest
island. Tsunami warnings were quickly issued for most countres in the Pacific.

Prime Minister Naoto Kan addressed the nation, saying the government will do "everything possible to minimize the
damage."
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"We ask the people of Japan to exercise the spirit of fraternity and ask fast, and to assist one's family and neighbors," Kan
said. He urged people to watch television reports and stay calm, evacuating areas if necessary.

Earthquake-prone Japan has invested millions to fortify its coastal cities against earthquake-triggered tsunamis. Tokyo has
a system of flood gates to divert the walls of water that come in a tsunami.

But public broadcaster NHK showed footage of ruthless tsunamis in the north, as water first receded and then crashed
forward, moving faster than anybody who tried to outrun or outdrive it. In Sendai Prefecture, the airport was under water, and
employees and passengers crowded on the building's roof.

Oil refineries were burning in Chiba Prefecture, one of Japan's major industrial areas.
According to initial reports, this was the seventh-largest earthquake in recorded history. The USGS reported aftershocks as

large as 7.1 magnitude.
In the days before this earthquake, Japan experienced a series of smaller tremors. Japan called for international

assistance, and Kan said that Japan has set up an emergency response headquarters.

Magnitude 8.9 Earthquake Rocks Japan (LAT)
The quake strikes off the northeast coast of Japan, and a tsunami follows, sweeping away cars, boats and even

buildings. People in Tokyo tell of 'shaking and rocking.'
By Barbara Demick, David Pierson And Kenji Hall
Los Angeles Times, March 11, 2011
An 8.9-magnitude earthquake struck off the northeast coast of Japan on Friday, shaking office buildings in Tokyo and

setting off a devastating tsunami that swept away cars and boats.
The quake - the world's fifth largest since 1900, according to the US Geological Survey - struck at 2.46 p.m. local time.
There were reports of injuries in Tokyo as officials tried to assess damage, injuries and deaths from the quake and tsunami,

but there were no immediate details.
Japanese television showed aerial footage of an ominous 13-foot muddy wave washing across land along the northeastern

coast near the epicenter.
In various locations, live TV coverage showed massive damage from the tsunami, with dozens of cars, boats and even

buildings being carried along by waters. A large ship swept away by the tsunami rammed into a breakwater in Kesennuma city in
Miyagi prefecture. Waves could be seen splashing into city streets and over bridges.

All trains in Tokyo were stopped, and black plumes of smoke rose over the skyline. Office workers rushed out of their
buildings. Subways were halted, trapping commuters underground. In the nation with the world's third-largest economy, all
airports were closed.

"The train was rocking sharply back and forth," said Anthony Weiss, a 29-year-old from Florida studying Japanese in Tokyo
who was on a train when the quake hit. "People covered their heads with their bags as dust and small debris fell. Something
sprung a leak, as there was a lot of water on the platform."

Many riders evacuated the train and headed for the archways, but Weiss stayed on the train. "I stayed on because I was
concerned about the roof and hanging lights and ventilation systems," he said. "Lights went on and off in the train. It felt a lot like
the earthquake attraction at Universal, to be honest, but it wasn't stopping."

PHOTOS: Tsunami strikes Japan
"It was pretty scary," Weiss said in an e-mail to a friend. "It felt pretty strong. People were scrambling for the doorways. The

aftershocks are continuing even now."
"It felt like a jet had come too close to the window and everything started shaking and rocking,, and there was a huge

rumbling noise," said David Pierson, a 32-year-old US Army helicopter pilot who was at Tokyo's Narita International Airport. "All
the signs started swaying and fixtures started popping out. When I saw the panic on people's faces, I made a move for the exit."

The epicenter of the quake was 81 miles off the coast of Sendai, and it struck at a depth of 15 miles, which may have
decreased the potential damage.

The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center in Hawaii said a tsunami warning was in effect for Japan, Russia and the Northern
Marianas. A tsunami watch has been issued for Guam, Taiwan, the Philippines, Indonesia and Hawaii.

Japan has a lengthy history of large earthquakes, and its buildings are well-girded to withstand damage. Observers said
this could help minimize the number of casualties.

Huge Earthquake Triggers Tsunami Off Japan's Coast (NYT)
By Martin Fackler And Kevin Drew
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New York Times, March 11, 2011
TOKYO - A devastating tsunami hit the coast of northeast Japan on Friday in the aftermath of an 8.9 magnitude

earthquake about 80 miles offshore. Television images showed waves of more than 12 feet roaring inland. CNN reported that air
and land transportation was severely disrupted.

At least 30 people were injured in the cities of Tokyo and Osaki, the Kyodo news service reported.
The wave drew a line of white fury across the ocean, heading toward the shoreline. Cars and trucks were still moving on

highways as the water rushed toward them. The floodwaters, thick with floating debris shoved inland, pushed aside heavy trucks
as if they were children's toys, in some places carrying blazing buildings towards factories, fields, highways, bridges and homes.
The spectacle was all the remarkable for being carried live on television, even as the waves engulfed flat farmland that offered no
resistance.

The force of the waves washed away cars on coastal roads and crashed into buildings along the shore, The Associate
Press reported. Television footage showed a tsunami wave bearing down on the Japanese coastline near the community of
Sendai.

NHK television transmitted aerial images of huge billow of flame rising from an oil refinery and flood waters engulfing
Sendai airport, where survivors clustered on the roof of the airport building. The runway was partially submerged. The refinery fire
sent a plume of thick black smoke from blazing cylindrical storage tanks. A television commentator called the blaze an "inferno."

Oil refineries were also burning in Tokyo, local television broadcasts showed.
The images showed survivors in a home surrounded by water, waving white sheets from the upper floors of buildings.

News reports said the earthquake had forced the Tokyo subways to empty while airports were closed and many residents took to
the streets, desperately trying to leave the city.

A second major earthquake of 7.4 magnitude was reported as aftershocks shook the region. Japanese media reported
mobile phone networks were not working.

Cell phone service was severely affected as residents rushed to call friends and relatives as aftershocks struck.
CNN said the tsunami was set to arrive in coastal areas of Russia, the island of Guam, Taiwan, the Marshall Islands,

Papua New Guinea and Australia later in the day
The US Geological Survey said the earthquake was magnitude 8.9, which the agency labeled a "mega" quake. The tremor

occurred at about 230 miles northeast of Tokyo and at a depth of about 15 miles.
The quake occurred at 2:46 p.m. Tokyo time and its location was off Honshu, Japan's most populous island.
A tsunami warning was in effect for Japan, Russia, Marcus Island and the Northern Marianas, according to the Pacific

Tsunami Warning Center. Japan's meteorological agency warned that a tsunami as high as 20 feet could strike the coast near
Miyagi prefecture, closest to the epicenter.

The Associated Press, citing public broadcaster NHK, reported that a large ship swept away by the tsunami rammed
directly into a breakwater in Kesennuma city in Miyagi prefecture.

Japanese television showed major tsunami damage in northern Japan. Video footage also showed buildings on fire in the
Odaiba district of Tokyo, The Associated Press reported.

"It just seemed to go on and on," Katherine Wallace told the BBC, who was in an office building in Tokyo, said of the quake
tremor.

Several quakes have struck the same region in recent days, including a 7.3 magnitude one on Wednesday.
The Hang Seng index in Hong Kong and the Straits Times in Singapore slumped after news of the quake. Both were about

1.1 percent lower by mid-afternoon.
Martin Fackler reported from Tokyo, and Kevin Drew from Hong Kong. Bettina Wassener contributed from Hong Kong, and

Alan Cowell and Richard Berry from Paris..

Evacuate All Coastal Areas Immediately, Hawaii Civil Defense Says (HSA)
Honolulu (HI) Star-Advertiser, March 11, 2011
Hawaii Civil Defense is advising all residents in tsunami inundation zones to evacuate immediately.
The alert, issued at 10:38, reads "Leave all coastal evacuation zones immediately. Refer to Hawaiian Telcom or Paradise

Pages for evacuation maps."
The earliest that hazardous waves could hit Hawaii is 2:59 a.m., said the agency, according to Pacific Tsunami Warning

Center, based in Ewa Beach.
A tsunami warning was issued at 9:30 p.m. for Hawaii as a result of a 8.9-magnitude earthquake near the east coast of

Honshu, Japan.
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The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center issued a tsunami watch at 7:56 p.m. after the quake struck 231 miles northeast of
Tokyo. The watch was upgraded to a more serious warning about 9:30 p.m.

"A tsunami has been generated that could cause damage along coastlines of all islands in the state of Hawaii," the agency
said. "Urgent action should be taken to protect lives and property."

The warning center said wave heights cannot be predicted, but the first wave may not be the largest.
Chip McCreary, director of the warning center, said the latest forecast models show "wave amplitudes of up to 2 meters-(6

feet) beyond normal sea levels in Hawaii.
"What these waves look like is an elevation of sea level, where the sea level will rise above it's normal level and stay high

for 10 or 15 minutes before they recede," McCreary said, explaining the difference between tsunami and regular waves.
Because of the long length of tsunami waves, "they wrap around our islands very efficiently" so there is no point of impact

that may see higher waves than other areas.
"There are some places that will be affected more than other places," McCreary said. "From our history, we've had bigger

impacts in Hilo, kahului ahd Haleiwa and our models bear that out."
Geologists and geophysicists at the center are using observations from coastal gauges in Japan as well as deep ocean

gauges deployed since the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake, he said.
The center may be able to get a better fix on the six and time when the waves hit coastal gauges at Wake Island around

11:30 p.m. and Midway Island about 12:30 a.m., McCreary said.
Civil defense sirens sounded just before 10 p.m.
People were lining up to get gas around Oahu. Police dispatch reported arguing over gas in Ewa Beach and lines to get

gas and pull into the store on Fort Weaver Road.
About an hour after the quake struck, Jake Chang, of Papakolea, was at the Aloha gas station on Vineyard Boulevard filling

up his truck and a plastic gas container to power his generator.
"I was watching TV," he said. "I saw the footage of Japan. It was unreal."
The US Geological Survey has recorded a half-dozen significant aftershocks - measuring between 6.3 and 7.1 in

magnitude - since the initial quake.
The warning center said "all shores are at risk" in Hawaii no matter which direction they face.
"The trough of a tsunami wave may temporarily expose the seafloor, but the area will quickly flood again. Extremely strong

and unusual nearshore currents can accompany a tsunami. Debris picked up and carried by a tsunami amplifies its destructive
powerr. Simultaneous high tides or high surf can significantly increase the tsunami hazard."

In 1854, an earthquake measuring 8.4 on the Richter scale devastated the region from Tokai to Kyushu and killed an
estimated 10,000 people. In 1896, an 8.5-magnitude earthquake hit the Sanriku coast; the earthquake and the resulting tsunami
killing some 27,000 people.

Tsunami waves were reportedly observed in Hawaii and California, but no significant damage was reported.
And in 1946, an 8.1-magnitude quake hit Nankaido, killing 1,362.
Over the last century, tsunami have killed hundreds of people and caused millions of dollars of damage in Hawaii. The

worst took place in 1946 when a 7.1-magnitude earthquake in the Aleutian Islands resulted in a tsunami that flooded downtown
Hilo, killing 159 people. Hilo was hit again in 1960 when an 8.3-magnitude quake in Chile generated waves of up to 35 feet that
destroyed buildings and caused 61 deaths.

The last significant tsunami in Hawaii occurred in 1975 when an earthquake off of the Big Island generated a 26-foot wave
that killed two people and injured several others.

Honolulu, Other Parts Of Pacific Brace For Tsunami (NYT/AP)
Associated Press, March 11, 2011
HONOLULU (AP) - Hawaii and other parts of the Pacific including the US western coast braced for a destructive tsunami

early Friday after a massive earthquake struck in Japan.
Tsunami sirens were sounded and coastal areas were being evacuated in Hawaii, where the first waves were expected to

hit about 6 a.m. PST Friday.
Waves about a foot and a half high hit Wake Island in the Northern Pacific, meaning the biggest waves to hit Hawaii could

reach more than 6 feet, said Gerard Fryer, a geophysicist for the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center.
Residents in coastal areas across the Pacific from Hawaii to Guam were ordered to evacuate to shelters and higher

ground. In Hawaii's tourist district of Waikiki, visitors were being moved to higher floors of their hotels. Residents waited in long
lines stocking up on gas, bottled water, canned food and generators.
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"We're preparing for the worst and we're praying for the best," said John Cummings III, spokesman for the Honolulu
Department of Emergency Management.

Tsunamis can travel at speeds of 500 mph, as fast as a jetliner. Tsunami warnings are issued due to the imminent threat of
a tsunami. Waves could hit the western coast of the United States between 7 a.m. and 7:30 a.m. PST Friday.

The warnings issued by the Hawaii-based Pacific Tsunami Warning Center cover an area stretching the entire western
coast of the United States and Canada from the Mexican border to Chignik Bay in Alaska.

In Alaska, a dozen small communities along the Aleutian Island chain were on alert.
"Everyone in that area knows, when you feel it, move - don't wait for a siren," said John Madden, director of the Alaska

Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management. The largest affected town is Unalaska, population about 4,000.
The tsunami was expected to hit the Northern Mariana Islands, a US territory at 1 a.m. PST, but no big waves came.

Waves about 2.6 feet high hit the beach in Saipan, and sirens still sounded in the empty streets.
Maria Mettao, who works at the front desk of the Hyatt Regency Saipan in the Northern Marianas, said hotel staff has been

given the all-clear. Mettao said the hotel has allowed guests to leave from the higher floors where they had been evacuated.
In the Philippines, officials ordered an evacuation of coastal communities along the country's eastern seaboard in

expectation of a tsunami following the 8.9-magnitude earthquake in Japan.
Disaster management officials in Albay province southeast of Manila say they ordered residents to move to designated

evacuation sites that are at least 15 feet (5 meters) above sea level.
In Guam, authorities advised people to evacuate low areas of the US territory and seek ground higher than 50 feet above

sea level and 100 feet inland.
Australia was not in danger because it was protected by island nations to the north, including Papua New Guinea and the

Solomon Islands, that would largely absorb any wave activity, said Chris Ryan, a forecaster at the National Meteorological and
Oceanographic Centre, the Australian government agency that monitors the threat.

The warning was issued Thursday at 9:31 HST p.m. Sirens were sounded about 30 minutes later in Honolulu alerting
people in coastal areas to evacuate. About 70 percent of Hawaii's 1.4 million population resides in Honolulu, and as many as
100,000 tourists are in the city on any given day.

Honolulu's Department of Emergency Management has created refuge areas at community centers and schools, and
authorities on Kauai island have opened 11 schools to serve as shelters for those who have left tsunami inundation zones.

Gov. Neil Abercrombie told residents to take the warning seriously and head for higher ground. A small 4.5-magnitude
earthquake struck the Big Island just before 2 a.m., but there were no reports of damages and the quakes weren't likely related, a
geophysicist with the United States Geological Survey said.

US Coast Guard rescue crews were making preparations throughout the Hawaiian Islands to provide post-tsunami support,
with cutter and aircraft crews positioning themselves to conduct response and survey missions.

Dennis Fujimoto said the mood is calm but concerned on the island of Kauai while people readying for the tsunami.
There's long lines at gas stations, and at the Wal-Mart, one of the few places that was open to midnight, people were

stocking up on supplies.
"You got people walking out of there with wagonloads of water," he said.
Chip McCreary, the centers director, said tsunami waves have the potential to swamp coastal areas of all Hawaii's islands.
"What these waves look like is an elevation of sea level, where the sea level will rise above its normal level and stay high

for 10 or 15 minutes before it starts to recede," he said. "As a result of this, in a tsunami wave, that water can flood the coast line
and be a hazard to people and buildings on the coast."

McCreary said the threat will become clearer when the waves hit Wake Island and Midway.
"Tsunami waves, because of their long length, they wrap around our islands very efficiently," he said.
Readings have come in from deep ocean gages deployed since the 2004 tsunami in Banda Acha in Japan and around

Wake Island.

Intelligence Chief James Clapper Causes A Stir With Remarks On Moammar Kadafi And Threats
To US (LAT)

James Clapper draws criticism for telling a Senate panel that Libyan rebels probably can't overthrow Moammar
Kadafi and that Russia and China are the biggest threats to the US The White House quickly offers its own views on
those issues.

By Ken Dilanian, Washington Bureau
Los Angieles Times, March 11, 2011
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WASHINGTON - James Clapper, President Obama's director of national intelligence, is developing a habit that can cause
problems in Washington: speaking his mind, unfiltered.

In an appearance before the Senate Armed Services Committee on Thursday, Clapper said two things that drew criticism.
He offered his assessment that Libyan leader Moammar Kadafi was likely to prevail, or at least cling to power, in his struggle with
rebels. And he gave his view that China and Russia were the gravest national security threats facing the United States, as
measured by the capability of their weaponry.

Both conclusions came from a man who is a retired Air Force general with 47 years in the intelligence business, and who
also has access to the best information the $80-billion American spying bureaucracy can offer. Clapper offered the kind of candid
assessment the Obama administration said.it wanted from its top officials after intelligence was distorted and cherry-picked in the
buildup to the Iraq War.

But Clapper's first conclusion contradicted the picture the White House is trying to paint of the situation in Libya. And his
second had the potential to offend two powerful nations with which the US has myriad complex dealings.

Plus, this wasn't the first time Clappers words had gotten him in trouble. He was lampooned after he acknowledged in a
December network television interview that he was unaware of several terrorism arrests that morning in London; and he had to
amend his statement in February after he said that the Muslim Brotherhood is a "secular' organization.

So within hours of his remarks on Thursday, Clapper was pilloried. First Sen. Lindsay Graham, a South Carolina
Republican and Armed Services Committee member, called for his resignation, citing Clapper's previous faux pas.

"Three strikes and you're out," Graham said.
A Democratic member of the House Intelligence Committee, Rep. Adam Schiff of California, said Clapper's remarks "send

a terrible message to those who are doing battle with Kadafi right now. I don't think it makes sense for us to be articulating that
view."

A short time later, White House National Security Advisor Tom Donilon held a conference call with reporters during which
he basically repudiated Clappers Libya viewpoint, saying they didn't take into account the changing dynamics of the situation.

"I don't think that's the most informative analysis, frankly," Donilon said. "I think the analysis needs to be dynamic and it
needs to be multidimensional."

The White House also cleaned up any impressions Clapper may have left about Russia and China. That was in response
to Clapper's answer to a question from Sen. Joe Manchin (D-W.Va), who asked: "In your estimation, which is the greatest threat
we have in the world against the United States of America, whether it be a buildup of their army or their defenses or their
economies they pose, or a combination of both?"

Russia and China pose the greatest threats "from a capabilities standpoint," Clapper answered, using intelligence lingo.
Later, Clapper stipulated that he was talking about capabilities, not intent, noting that both nations possessed strategic nuclear
arsenals.

Ben Rhodes, deputy national security advisor, later told reporters in the conference call: "Clearly, China and Russia do not
represent our biggest adversaries in the world today, or the nations that we perceive to pose the greatest threat in terms of their
intent to harm US interests."

Clapper is lucky, arguably, that he is held in high regard in the military, the intelligence community and on Capitol Hill.
"I was taken aback by Director Clapper's statement about China and Russia and, frankly, I was surprised by how long it

took him to correct the impression that he created," said Sen. Card Levin, who made a point of asking Clapper for clarification at
the hearing. "He did finally correct it, however, and I am glad that he did, and I am satisfied with his correction."

ken.dilanian@latimes.com
Staff writer Paul Richter in Washington contributed to this report.

China Deemed Biggest Threat To US (WT)
Russia second, DNI chief says
By Eli Lake, The Washington Times
Washington Times, March 11, 2011
China's nuclear arsenal poses the most serious "mortal threat" to the United States among nation states, Director of

National Intelligence James Clapper told the Senate on Thursday.
In candid testimony before the Senate Armed Services Committee, Mr. Clapper said he considered China the most

significant threat among nation states, with Russia posing the second-greatest threat. He later clarified the comments by saying
he did not assess that China or Russia had the intention to launch an attack on the United States.
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The testimony contrasts with statements by Obama administration officials who have sought to highlight the dangers of Iran
and North Korea while paying less attention to China and Russia.

Mr. Clapper said he does not assess that North Korea and Iran pose greater strategic threats because they lack the forces
that Russia and China have that could deliver a nuclear attack on the United States.

North Korea has tested at least twice a multistaged long-range missile capable of hitting the United States. On Tuesday,
Sen. James M. Inhofe, Oklahoma Republican, told a conference in Washington that analysts estimate that Iran would be able to
deliver a payload by missile to the US East Coast by 2015.

Asked by Sen. Joe Manchin Ill, West Virginia Democrat, what country he viewed as the greatest adversary of the United
States, Mr, Clapper said: "Probably China, if the question is pick one nation state."

He added, "We have a treaty, the New START treaty, with the Russians. I guess I would rank them a little lower because
we don't have such a treaty with the Chinese."

China, according to successive Pentagon reports to Congress, is building up its strategic nuclear forces and has spurned
offers from the administration to begin talks on nuclear arms, missile defenses, space and cyberweapons, as well as an
international agreement to limit the production of fissile material.

On Libya, Mr. Clapper said besieged leader Col. Moammar Gadhafi likely will prevail in his regime's battle against rebel
forces. He also said the North African state may break into three republics or, in a worst-case scenario, descend into a lawless
state like Somalia.

That view appears at odds with the position of the White House. President Obama has said Col. Gadhafi should resign
from power. This week, senior US officials also suggested that a U.N. Security Council resolution on Libya would not prohibit the
transfer of arms to the rebels.

Mr. Clapper's Libya remarks along with his assessment of the China threat earned him rebukes from some senators. In an
interview with Fox News, Sen. Lindsey Graham, South Carolina Republican, said Mr. Clapper should step down or be fired for
saying in a public forum that Col. Gadhafi would prevail over the rebels.

During the hearing, Sen. Carl Levin, Michigan Democrat and committee chairman, said he was "surprised" by Mr. Clapper's
statement on China.

After Mr. Clapper clarified that he was speaking about capabilities and not intentions, Mr. Levin said, "I was just as
surprised by that answer as your first answer. You're saying that China now has the intent to be a mortal adversary of the United
States?"

Mr. Clapper responded, "Well the question is who, from my vantage, from among the nation states who would pose
potentially the greatest [threat] if I had to pick one country, which I am loathe to do because I am more of the mind to consider
their capabilities, both Russia and China potentially represent a broad threat to the United States. I don't think either country
today has the intent to mortally attack us."

Defense officials have acknowledged that US intelligence agencies have underestimated China's military capabilities. But
the intelligence community is beginning to express more concerns about China's military buildup, which has been carded out
largely in secret.

Army Lt. Gen. Ronald L. Burgess Jr., the Defense Intelligence Agency director, appeared with Mr. Clapper and agreed that
China's power projection is growing."While remaining focused on Taiwan as a primary mission, China will, by 2020, lay the
foundation for a force able to accomplish broader and regional global objectives," he said.

Gen. Burgess said China's military "continues to face deficiencies in interservice cooperation and actual experience in joint
exercises and combat operations."

"China's leaders continue to stress asymmetric strategies to leverage China's advantage while exploiting potential
opponents' perceived vulnerabilities," the general said.

One asymmetric strategy China is pursuing is the use of computer-based cyberprobes into US classified computer
networks. Mr. Clapper said the cyber-activity is a "formidable concern."

"The Chinese have made a substantial investment in this area, they have a very large organization devoted to it and they're
pretty aggressive," Mr. Clapper said. "This is just another way in which they glean information about us and collect on us for
technology purposes, so it's a very formidable concern."

In the hearing, Mr. Clapper stressed that Iran's supreme leader had not given the order to produce nuclear weapons in Iran.
The comments on Iran's nuclear program appeared to support a 2007 National Intelligence Estimate that said Iran halted

work on nuclear weapons in 2003.
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Last month, a CIA report to Congress dropped language f6om two previous reports that said Iran was keeping open its
option to build nuclear weapons, as the National Intelligence Council recently notified Congress that it had altered the 2007
estimate. Officials declined to specify what was changed because the revision was classified.

Gen. Burgess said Iran is helping terrorists train and obtain weapons.
"At Iran's behest, Lebanese Hezbollah provides Iraqi insurgents with weapons and training to attack US forces. Iran also

provides weapons, explosives and munitions to insurgents in Afghanistan."

Clapper Lambastes Russia; Wait, Isn't Joe Biden In Russia? (HILL)
By Carol Felsenthal
The Hill, March 11, 2011
Vice President Joe Biden is in Russia, lecturing officials there on the need for reform but emphasizing his earlier and

friendly metaphor, echoed by his boss Barack Obama, that it is time for the US to "push the reset button" in its relationship with
Russia. While in Moscow, Biden also met with President Dmitry Medvedev and Prime Minister Vladimir Putin.

While Biden is in Moscow, Director of National Intelligence James Clapper is testifying before the Senate Armed Services
Committee. He tells visibly stunned senators that the biggest threats to our nation are Russian and China. Chairman Carl Levin
(D-Mich.) suggests that in his opinion, Iran and North Korea are more menacing to the US

Soon thereafter, Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) goes on Fox News and calls for Clapper's resignation. "Three strikes and
you're out" - the first strike, Graham explained, was seeming not to know, while being interviewed on ABC, that men allegedly
planning a terrorist attack had been arrested in London, and the second was describing Egypt's Muslim Brotherhood as "largely
secular."

About the only worse example of flatfooted timing would have been if Clapper had delivered his remarks last January while
President Obama and first lady Michelle Obama hosted Chinese President Hu Jintao at a White House State Dinner.

China's Cyber Abilities Worry US: Spy Chief (REU)
By Paul Eckert
Reuters, March 11, 2011
Full-text stories from Reuters currently cannot be included in this document. You may, however, click the link above to

access the story.

US Lawmakers Oppose N.Korea Food Aid (AFP)
By Shaun Tandon
AFP, March 11, 2011
WASHINGTON - Several US Republican lawmakers on Thursday urged President Barack Obama's administration not to

provide food aid sought by North Korea, fearing it would bolster Kim Jong Il's regime.
Hundreds of thousands of North Koreans died in a famine in the 1990s and US aid groups said last month that the

communist country was again experiencing severe food shortages, in part due to a poor harvest.
Representative Ileana Ros-Lehtinen of Florida, who heads the House Foreign Affairs Committee after Obama's Democrats

lost elections last year, said she had "grave concerns" about North Korea's intentions in the food request.
"Fast approaching is the 100th anniversary next year of the birth of Kim Jong-II's father and there is the danger that aid

provided would be diverted for this spectacle," she said at a congressional hearing.
Ros-Lehtinen also called for an accounting of how North Korea distributed previous US food aid left over when the regime

booted out non-governmental organizations in 2009.
Another Republican, Representative Ed Royce of California, quoted defectors and a non-governmental group as saying

that international food assistance went to feed the regime and its military rather than the impoverished populace.
"Believe me, they're not asking for food to help the starving," Royce said. "It's really hard arguing that our aid doesn't

support this brutal regime and, secondly, doesn't support its nuclear weapons drive."
"I think the administration is on the wrong course in this request for food aid to North Korea," he said.
But Representative Chris Smith, a Republican active on human rights issues, voiced support for food assistance, pointing

to North Korea's alarming levels of stunted growth among children and malnutrition-linked tuberculosis.
"I would hope as long as there's very good monitoring to ensure that those highly at risk get the food, this ought to be done

yesterday," the New Jersey congressman said.
Representative Howard Berman of California, the top Democrat on the Foreign Affairs Committee, also appeared open to

food aid.
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"We should make every effort to provide humanitarian assistance and food aid to the North Korean people, but we should
insist on adequate monitoring to ensure that such aid is not diverted or misused," he said.

The Obama administration has said it has made no decision to provide food aid and would want close monitoring of any
assistance.

Stephen Bosworth, the US special envoy on North Korea, testified last week that the United States would not provide aid
"without a thorough assessment of actual needs and adequate program management."

South Korea's JoongAng Ilbo newspaper reported this week that North Korea was so desperate for food that it was even
seeking aid from some of the world's poorest nations such as Zimbabwe.

Testifying at Thursday's hearing, Victor Cha, who was former president George W. Bush's top adviser on North Korea,
defended a 2008 agreement on US food aid as providing access to most parts of the country.

"My own view is that if they are willing to agree to the same terms as they did in 2008, that was a good agreement," said
Cha, now a scholar at Georgetown University and the Center for Strategic and International Studies.

"All these bags go into the country with the American flag on it and in Korean it says, 'Gift from the American people.' So
that is not a bad thing for us in North Korea," he said.

North Korea Faces Worsening Food Shortages: Expert (AFP)
AFP, March 11,2011
SEOUL - North Korea's food shortage will worsen this year due to higher international prices, an abnormally cold winter

and other factors, a South Korean expert has said.
Kwon Tae-Jin of the Korea Rural Economic Institute said he expects this year's grain harvest to be about four million tons,

100,000 tons less than last year.
"A combination of factors will lead to the worsening of the North's food situation," Kwon was quoted as saying by Yonhap

news agency in an interview.
He cited shrinking international aid, higher global prices, China's tighter restrictions on fertiliser exports, the intensely cold

winter and the spread of foot-and-mouth disease.
The cold badly damaged barley and wheat planted last fall for harvesting this summer, the expert said.
Kwon and other experts say the foot-and-mouth outbreak will seriously affect farming in the North, which still relies heavily

on oxen for ploughing and other agricultural work.
The North needs 5.5 million tons of grain a year to feed its 24 million people, Kwon said.
Assuming it can import as much grain and receive as much international food aid as it did last year, the shortfall would be

about 800,000 tons.
Earlier this week, South Korea's Unification Minister Hyun In-Taek also said this year's harvest would amount to "4.1 million

tons, plus or minus".
Officials from the UN's World Food Programme and Food and Agriculture Organisation have been visiting North Korea

since February 10 to assess the food situation after Pyongyang appealed for international aid.
They were due to brief diplomats and international agencies in Pyongyang on Friday or Saturday, Yonhap reported.
Donations to food aid programmes for North Korea have dwindled due to international irritation at its missile and nuclear

programmes.
The North has appealed to 40 countries for food aid, a Seoul government official told reporters this week on condition of

anonymity.
Some Seoul officials question its motives, saying last year's harvest was relatively good.
They say it may be trying to stockpile food for celebrations next year of the 100th anniversary of the birth of founding

president Kim II-Sung.
In Washington, several US Republican lawmakers at a congressional hearing urged the administration Thursday to deny

the North's request for food aid, fearing it would bolster the regime.
The Obama administration says it has not yet decided whether to provide aid but would want close monitoring of any

assistance.
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From: The Washington Post
To: Hayden. Elizabeth
Subject: Breaking News: Powerful earthquake, tsunami strike Japan
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 1:59:46 AM

Breaking News Alert: Powerful earthquake, tsunami strike Japan
March 11, 2011 1:55:19 AM

Japan was struck by a magnitude-8.8 earthquake off its northeastern coast Friday,
triggering a 13-foot tsunami that washed away cars and tore away buildings along the
coast near the epicenter, the Associated Press reported.

There .were no immediate reports on casualties. In various locations along Japan's
coast, TV footage showed severe flooding, with dozens of cars, boats and even
buildings being carried along by waters, the AP said.

http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/8VXTM7/C5D3U6/5CBEP8/7NZB5G/ClQ22/40/h
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From: Breskovic, Clarence
To: Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: Japan: Onagawa and Fukushima plants shut down
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 2:51:28 AM

Nuclear Plants Shut Down in Miyagi, Fukushima
Tokyo Kyodo World Service 0707 GMT 11 Mar 11
Tokyo, March 11 Kyodo -- (EDS: ADDING INDUSTRY MINISTRY INFO, INFO ON HOKKAIDO, FIXING
OPERATOR) Nuclear plants on the Pacific coast in Miyagi and Fukushima prefectures have been
automatically shut down Friday following a powerful earthquake that hit a wide area in.northeastern
Japan, the operators said.

There were no immediate reports from monitoring posts of fires or other abnormalities near the nuclear
plants after the 2:46 p.m. quake, the industry ministry said.

The suspended power plants were the Onagawa plant in Miyagi Prefecture, operated by Tohoku Electric
Power Co., and the Fukushima No. 1 and No. 2 plants in the adjacent Fukushima Prefecture, run by
Tokyo Electric Power Co., according to the companies.

Tokyo Electric also said it kept operating the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa nuclear plant on the Sea of Japan
coast in Niigata Prefecture, while Hokkaido Electric Power Co. reported no problems at its Tomari No. 1,
No. 2 and No. 3 plants in the northernmost main island.

There were no immediate signs of any problems at the Hamaoka nuclear plant on the Pacific coast in
Shizuoka Prefecture, southwest of Tokyo, the prefectural government said.

.................................................................................

More USGS data:

Magnitude 7.1 - OFF THE EAST COAST OF HONSHU, JAPAN

2011 March 11 06:25:50 UTC

http: //earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/recenteqsww/Ouakes/uscOOOlxig. php#details



From: Breskovic. Clarence
To: Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: Powerful quake rocks northern Japan - Onagawa reactor automatically shuts down
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 2:51:28 AM

Friday, March 11, 2011

Powerful quake rocks northern Japan

Kyodo News
A powerful earthquake with a magnitude of 7.9 rocked northeastern Japan on Friday, measuring the
highest level intensity of 7 on the Japanese seismic scale, in Miyagi Prefecture, the Japan Meteorological
Agency said.
Local police said many people were injured in the 2:46 p.m. quake, with reports of fires coming not only
from the prefectural capital of Sendai but also from Tokyo, some 300 kilometers from Sendai, where a
prolonged and powerful temblor was also felt.
The Metropolitan Police Department said many people were injured when part of the Kudan Kaikan hall
in Chiyoda Ward in central Tokyo collapsed.
The agency issued a rare warning of huge tsunami for the Pacific coastal region including Iwate
Prefecture. Public broadcaster NHK said a large number of cars were washed away into the sea when a
tsunami hit the Kamaishi port in Iwate Prefecture.
In Kyodo News' Sendai office, part of the ceiling collapsed and bookshelves and office equipment
toppled over.
Fires occurred across a wide area, including at an ironworks in Chiba Prefecture.
Onagawa nUclear power plant in Miyagi Prefecture automatically halted operations following the quake.
Its operator,: Tohoku Electric Power Co., was checking whether any damage was caused.
A major blackout occurred across a wide area of northeastern Japan.
The quake affected the nation's key transportation systems, including Narita airport, which shut its
runways for safety checks.

USGS earthquake map:

http:/learthquake.usgs.govlearthquakeslrecenteqsww/Maps/10/140 35.php

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/recenteqsww/Quakes/uscOOOlxka.php#detaiIs



From: Breskovic. Clarence
To: Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: Japan: Onagawa map and details
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 2:54:17 AM

http:!/world -nuclear.org/NuclearDatabase/reactordetails.aspx?id =27570&rid =CA833697-1 FFF-4CBB-
B729-74C88B99295B
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Breskovic. Clarence
Breskovic, Clarence
Japan earthquake: Government Says No radioactive leaks at Tohoku nuke plants
Friday, March 11, 2011 3:29:30 AM

Govt: No radioactive leaks at Tohoku nuke plants
The government's Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency says no abnormal levels of radiation have been
reported at four nuclear power plants in the quake-hit Tohoku region.

Power companies have suspended the operation of the plants and are checking their safety.
NHK News, Friday, March 11, 2011 15:34 +0900 (1ST)



From: Breskovic. Clarence
To: Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: Japan earthquake/tsunami - more reactors shut down
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 3:39:00 AM

Powerful Quake Hits Northeastern Japan

Tokyo, March 11 (Jiji Press) -- An extremely powerful earthquake hit the northeastern Japan region of
Tohoku at 2:46 p.m. Friday (5:46 a.m. GMT).

The quake, which also rocked a wide range of areas including Tokyo, eastern Japan, measured 7, the
upper limit of the Japanese seismic intensity scale, in northern Miyagi Prefecture in the Tohoku region.
Its magnitude was estimated at 7.9, the Meteorological Agency said.

The agency issued a heightened tsunami alert to residents in the prefectures of Iwate, Miyagi and
Fukushima along the Pacific coast.

A tsunami with an estimated height of more than 10 meters reached the shore of Miyagi Prefecture, the

agency said.

The focus of the quake is located off Miyagi Prefecture and is 10 kilometers deep.

Tohoku Electric Power Co. halted its Onagawa nuclear power plant, according to the
industry ministry's Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency.

Tokyo Electric Power Co. officials said the No. 1 to No. 3 reactors of its first Fukushima
nuclear plant was shut down automatically.

Operations of the firm's second Fukushima plant's No. 1 to No. 4 reactors were also

suspended.

Japan Atomic Power Co. halted its Tokai nuclear power plant in Ibaraki Prefecture.

According to Miyagi police, many portions of the Tohoku Expressway were damaged.

The Tokyo Fire Department reported several injuries in central Tokyo and fires in 10 places including
Daiba and Ikebukuro.

Tohoku Electric said power outage affects all areas in Aomori, Akita and Iwate Prefectures and almost
all areas in Yamagata and Miyagi Prefectures.



From: JeanGAUVAINndoecd.ora
To: wqpcnews@oecd-nea.orq
Subject: [wgpcnews] OECD/NEA - WGPC Secretariat FW: [Yama] Disaster-Earthquake Japan
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 4:03:57 AM

Dear WGPC Members,

We just receive a notice below from a former NEA colleague now back in Japan.
According this message all NPPs were safety shutdown.
Best Regards

Jean Gauvain - NEA/NSD - Phone +33 1 45 24 10 52 - Mobile +33 6 79 94 81 93

From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO [mailto:a-yamamoto@houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.jp]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 09:56
To: 'Akihiro YAMAMOTO'; REIG Javier, NEA/SURN
Cc: LAMARRE Greg, NEA/SURN; REHACEK Radomir, NEA/SURN; HUERTA Alejandro, NEA/SURN;
JACKSON Diane, NEA/SURN; GAUVAIN Jean, NEA/SURN; NAKOSKI John, NEA/SURN; GRESS Philippe,
NEA/SURN; BURKHART Lawrence, NEA/SURN; IANNOLO Nicolina, NEA/SURN; CHAUHAN Roopa,
DAF/COMP; christele.tephanympania@oecd.org; LITTLE Aileen, NEA/ADMI; 'Carlo Vitanza'
Subject: [Yama] Disaster-Earthquake Japan

Dear all,

Unbelievable strong earthquake hit east part of Japan 3 hours ago.
This is the strongest earthquake in past 100 years at least, I believe.

Nuclear Power Plants have safely (automatically) shut down but there were problem to start up DG.
I will inform you later but I am quite busy now...

Yama

.... ' H H, H 1 ', 1 ', 1 i, ', -1- ++++ + --- + --- -+--

Akihiro YAMAMOTO
Apeing Manag•emnent Specialist,

Nuclear Safetv Measurement Division
Fukui Prel'ectral G(overniae1nt

Telephone: +81 (0) 776 20 0314

E-mail: a- yamamotobhoushasen tsuruga. fukui.jp
+++++



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Breskovic, Clarence
Breskovic, Clarence
Japan:.No Radiation Leaks Or Abnormalities - 11 reactors shut down
Friday, March 11, 2011 4:07:58 AM

No Radiation Leaks Or Abnormalities in Quake-hit Japan: Prime Minister Kan

Tokyo, March 11 Kyodo -- (EDS: RECASTING) Japan has detected no abnormalities such as radiation
leakage at nuclear power plants in the country, Prime Minister Naoto Kan said Friday, following a
powerful earthquake and aftershocks that hit a wide area on the Pacific coast of the northeastern
region.

A total of 11 nuclear reactors were automatically shut down at the Onagawa plant, Fukushima No. 1
and No. 2 plants and Tokai No. 2 plant, the industry ministry said, adding there were no immediate
reports from monitoring posts of fires or other abnormalities near the nuclear plants after the 2:46 p.m.
quake.

Kan told a press conference, "Parts of nuclear plants were automatically shut down but we haven't
confirmed any effects induced by radioactive materials outside the facilities." Tokyo Electric Power Co.,
which operates the Fukushima plants, said it kept operating the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa nuclear plant on
the Sea of Japan coast in Niigata Prefecture, while Hokkaido Electric Power Co. reported no problems at
its Tomari No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 plants on the northernmost main island.

There were no immediate signs of any problems at the Hamaoka nuclear plant on the Pacific coast in
Shizuoka Prefecture, southwest of Tokyo, the prefectural government said.
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From: Breskovic. Clarence
To: Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: Japan: Fukushima diesel generator failure
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 4:34:33 AM

Devastating earthquake hits Japan
Financial Times
By Jonathan Soble in Tokyo, Rahul Jacob in Hong Kong and agencies
Published: March 11 2011 06:30 1 Last updated: March 11 2011 08:15

Japan was reeling Friday after an 8.9 magnitude earthquake hit the northeast of the country, causing
many injuries, fires and a 12m tsunami along parts of the country's coastline.
Japan was braced for further tsunamis to hit in the coming hours. Its Pacific coast was badly affected
and the country was bracing for waves at least 20 foot high. The country's northern region was
expecting a significant number of casualties and a tsunami warning was issued by several countries
including Russia, Indonesia, Mexico and Taiwan.
"People in Japan should exercise the spirit of solidarity and act fast," said Japan's prime minister Naoto
Kan appealing for calm, "we ask you to act in such a way to minimise the damage."

In Sendai, the closest large city to the quake's epicentre, oil storage tanks caught fire and the tsunami
flooded the airport, sending staff and passengers onto the roof. Outside the city, television helicopters
captured a vast moving blanket of water, mud, debris, cars and unmoored houses -- some of them on
fire -- spreading across rice fields.
Residents of several Sendai districts and smaller cities and towns in Miyagi and neighbouring Aomori
were ordered to leave their homes.
The governor of Miyagi prefecture, where Sendai is located, asked for Self Defence Forces soldiers to be
deployed to assist rescue efforts.
The quake was strongly felt in Tokyo, where there were isolated reports of mostly superficial damage.
Thousands of people milled in parks and squares in the city's skyscraper districts after fleeing tall
buildings. Transport systems were brought to a standstill and mobile phone service failed - though
many people managed to communicate using the city's numerous public wireless internet points.
In the two hours following the earthquake, there were 12 significant aftershocks of at least 5.9
magnitude, which continued to shake buildings and cause damage. The most severe of these measured
7.1.
Precise numbers of dead and injured were not immediately available. NHK relayed sporadic reports of
casualties, including more than a dozen elderly people believed to be trapped under the collapsed roof
of a nursing home in northern Japan. About five people are reported dead in that incident.
"The building shook for what seemed a long time and many people in the newsroom grabbed their
helmets and some got under their desks," Reuters correspondent Linda Sieg said in Tokyo.
"It was probably the worst I have felt since I came to Japan more than 20 years ago."
In crowded central Tokyo in areas such as Shinjuku and Marunouchi, thousands of people rushed out of
skyscrapers into parks and squares.
The Japanese utility Hokuriku Electric Company said that all three of its nuclear reactors at its Onagawa
plant in northern Japan had shut down automatically. NHK showed ceiling panels inside Ibaraki airport,
Japan's newest regional airport north of Tokyo, collapsing during the quake.
Tokyo Electric Power (Tepco) reported that 4.5m homes lost power in the capital area, and many
northern districts were without electricity entirely. A nuclear plant in Fukushima prefecture operated by
Tepco shut down automatically, but at least one diesel generator needed to cool its. reactors failed,
though Tepco said safety had not been compromised.
Tokyo Stock Exchange headquarters were rocked by the quake but its trading system kept functioning.
The Nikkei 225 closed down 1.7 per cent at 10,254.43. The yen dropped to a two week low against the
dollar.
Equity markets across the region sold off. Hong Kong's Hang Seng fell 1.5 per cent while Sydney's S&P
ASX 200 fell 1.2 per cent.
Public broadcaster NHK showed flames and black smoke billowing from a building in Odaiba, a Tokyo
suburb, and bullet trains to the north of the country were halted, Reuters reports.
Black smoke was also pouring out of an industrial area in Yokohama's Isogo area. TV footage showed
boats, cars and trucks floating in water after a tsunami hit the town of Kamaichi in northern Japan. An



overpass, location unknown, appeared to have collapsed into the water.
Kyodo news agency said there were reports of fires in the city of Sendai in the northeast.
Passengers on a subway line in Tokyo screamed and grabbed other passengers' hands. The shaking
was so bad it was hard to stand, said Reuters reporter Mariko Katsumura.
Earthquakes are common in Japan, one of the world's most seismically active areas. The country
accounts for about 20 per cent of the world's earthquakes of magnitude 6 or greater.



Bozin, Sunny

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

HOO Hoc
Friday, March 11, 2011 5:10 AM
HOO Hoc
HOO HIGHLIGHT - DIABLO CANYON UNUSUAL EVENT
imageOO0 .jpg

Diablo Canyon declared a Notice of Unusual Event at 0123 PST due to a Tsunami Warning for the coastal areas of
California as a result of a 8.9 magnitude earthquake off the coast of Japan. The Agency remains in the NORMAL

response mode as of 0452 EST.

Joe O'Hara
Headquarters Operations Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-816-5100
Fax: 301-816-5151
email: hoo.hoc(@nrc.gov
secure e-mail: hool(@nrc.sgov.gov

SU.S.NRC
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From: Jean.GAUVAIN()oecd.ora
To: waocnews(doecd-nea.orq
Subject: [wgpcnews] WGPC Secretariat - FW [Yama] Situation now - Earthquake Japan
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 5:19:21 AM
Attachments: NPP Jaoan map2011.pdf

Dear WGPC members,
Below updated situation in Japan: Problem with 3 NPPs in Fukushima

Attached is a map extracted from the Japan nation Report for the 5 th Meeting of the Convention on
Nuclear Safety.

Jean Gauvain - WGPC Secretariat

From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO [mailto:a-yamamoto@houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.jp]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 10:55
Subject: [Yama] Situation now - Earthquake Japan
Dear all,
Prime minister declared the state of emergency.
11 NPPs automatically shut down.
3 NPPs (Fukushima) have problems of DG and can't receive electric powers now.
(Very serious situation...)

- Many people died
- All the trains service disruption in Tokyo
- Tsunami destroyed many cars, houses...
- Fires occurred at Oil station
- Wide areas - blackout

I live in the west part of Japan and I haven't suffered any problems but I am really sorry for people who
have affected by earthquakes...

Aftershocks are still continuing...

Akihiro YAMXlAMOTO
Aeng Mna igement Sp~ci~fisiML

NuclIear Safety' Mefasuremncri I.Nisis un
Fukui Prefcctural Government
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From: Breskovic. Clarence
To: Breskovic. Clarence
Subject: Japan: media reports government has decided to declare a nuclear power emergency situation
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 5:31:07 AM

Fire at Tohoku Elec Onagawa nuclear plant

TOKYO, March 11 (Reuters) - A fire broke out at Tohoku Electric Power Co's Onagawa nuclear plant

in northeastern Japan following Friday's major earthquake, Kyodo news agency said.

Prior to the Kyodo report, the company had said it had not received information on whether there
had been any problems at the nuclear power plant after the disaster.

Separately, Fukushima Prefecture, the site of a Tokyo Electric Power nuclear power plant, said on
Friday the plant's reactor cooling system was functioning, denying an earlier report that it was
malfunctioning.

Japanese media reported that the government had decided to declare a nuclear power emergency

situation, which occurs if there is confirmation of radioactivity leaks from a nuclear power plant or
a reactor cooling system breaks down.



From: Jean.GAUVAIN(aoecd.oro
To: wavcnews(aoecd-nea.org
Subject: [wgpcnews] OECD/NEA - WGPC Secretariat - FW: [Yama] Situation update (Friday 11 March 11:45 UTC - 19:45

Japan time)
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 6:03:30 AM

Update of Japan NPP situation Friday 11 March at 11:45 UTC time.

Jean Gauvain - NEAINSD - CNRA/WGPC Secretariat

From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO [mailto:a-yamamoto@houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.jp]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 12:00
Subject: [Yama] Situation update (19:45 Japan time)

NISA is now holding a press conference.

Fukushima 1-1 (ECCS mode)
Fukushima 1-2 (ECCS mode) - Call off the emergency
Fukushima 1-3 (ECCS mode)
Fukushima 2-1 (ECCS mode)

The problem is that they can't monitor water injection (ECCS).
It might be a problem of the monitoring system.

In fact, TEPCO called off the emergency of unit 1-2 a while ago because they are able to monitoring
the water level in the reactor now.

Yama

Akihiro YAMANMOTO
A-ein- Managemnent Specialist,
Nuclear Saz&'ty Measurement D)ivisiorn
Fukui Prefiecural Govrýýwrcni

Telephone: +81 (0) 776 20 0314

E-mail: a-yamamotoLahoushasen.tsuruga. fukui.jp

From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO [mailto:a-yamamoto@houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.jp]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:30 PM
To: 'Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org'
Cc: 'Javier.REIG@oecd.org'; 'Luis.ECHAVARRI@oecd.org'; 'Uichiro.YOSHIMURA@oecd.org';
'Lydie.GUYOT@oecd.org'; 'Marie-Laure.PEYRAT@oecd.org'; 'Serge.GAS@oecd.org';
'Axel.BREEST@oecd.org'; 'Elisabeth. MAUNY@oecd.org'; 'Greg.LAMARRE@oecd.org';
'Radomir.REHACEK@oecd.org'; 'Alejandro.HUERTA@oecd.org'; 'Diane.JACKSON@oecd.org';
'Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org'; 'John. NAKOSKI@oecd.org'; 'Philippe.GRESS@oecd.org';
'Lawrence.BURKHART@oecd.org'; 'Nicolina.IANNOLO@oecd.org'; 'Roopa.CHAUHAN@oecd.org'; &
'christele.tephanympania@oecd.org'; 'Aileen. LITTLE@oecd.org'; 'Carlo Vitanza'; 'Abdallah.amri@oecd.org'
Subject: [Yama] Situation now - ECCS mode

Dear all,

TEPCO (Tokyo Electric Power Company) declared the state of emergency of following NPPs:
Fukushima 1-1
Fukushima 1-2
Fukushima 1-3



Fukushima 2-1 (ECCS mode now)

I am trying to get information why DG can't start up (problem of intake sea water for the cooling DG
system?)

There is a fire from turbine building (B1 floor) at Onagawa NPP. unit 1 but the fire fighting was
completely succeded.

http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/d y/national/20110311 dy01 .htm

A while ago, Fukui (my office located) had also earthquake (M4.1). We have 15 NPPs but no damage
to the NPPs.

Yama.

Akihiro YAMAMOl'O
Ageing Management Specialist,
Nuclear Safetvty Measurement Division

Fukui Prefectural (iovemnmei

Telephone: +81 (0) 776 20 0314

E-mail: a-yarnamoto(4houshasen.tsurugaifukuiji



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Breskovic, Clarence
Breskovic, Clarence
Japan: Fukushima 1 & 2 cooling system problems
Friday, March 11, 2011 6:13:22 AM

According to NHK TV news (Japan Broadcasting Corporation) the Fukishima 1 & 2 reactors are
experiencing reactor cooling problems after diesel generator failures but also saying there is no cause for
alarm even though the government has declared a "nuclear emergency situation".



From: Breskovic. Clarence
To: Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: Japan Update: Emergency Cooling System Working at Quake-hit Fukushima Plant
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 6:16:32 AM

Emergency Cooling System Working at Quake-hit Fukushima Plant

Tokyo Kyodo World Service 1047 GMT 11 Mar 11
Tokyo, March 11 Kyodo -- An emergency cooling system was activated at the No. 1 reactor of the
Fukushima No. 2 nuclear plant after a powerful earthquake hit northern Japan on Friday, the industry
ministry said.

The operator, Tokyo Electric Power Co., notified the ministry of the move, the ministry said, adding
monitors outside the facility have detected no abnormalities.



From: Breskovic, Clarence
To: Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: Japan"s Tepco shuts seven nuclear units after earthquake
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 6:35:04 AM

This is an older message but gives a more complete picture of the reactor situation when the
earthquake hit.

Japan's Tepco shuts seven nuclear units after earthquake
Singapore (Platts)--11Mar2011/555 am EST/1055 GMT

Japan's Tokyo Electric Power Company has shut a total of seven nuclear units at two of its nuclear
power plants in Fukushima prefecture after a 8.9-magnitude earthquake struck northeastern Japan off
the main Honshu island Friday, a company spokesman said.

At its 4.4 GW Fukushima Daini plant, units 1, 2 and '3 (460 MW, 784 MW and 784 MW respectively)
were operating during the earthquake and have all been shut, the spokesman said.

Units 4, 5 and 6 (784 MW, 784 MW and 1.1 GW respectively) were all offline for maintenance.

At the Fukushima Daiichi plant, all four 1.1 GW units were running during the earthquake and were
subsequently stopped, he added.

At Tepco's Kashiwazaki-Kariwa nuclear plant in the northwest, units 2, 3 and 4 were already offline for
inspections, while units 1, 5, 6 and 7 were operating during the earthquake and are still operating, the
spokesman said.

Tepco released a statement at 1630 Tokyo time (0730 GMT) confirming the outages, and adding: "At all
the nuclear power stations, monitoring posts, which monitor radiation through exhaust stacks have
shown normal values. In other words, at the present, no radiation leaks have been confirmed."

The company said that 4.05 million households had lost power as a result of the earthquake.

The earthquake struck at a depth of 10 kin, off Sanriku in Miyagi prefecture at around 2:46 pm (0546
GMT), the Japan Meteorological Agency said.

The agency also issued a tsunami warning for Honshu's Pacific coast, warning of waves up to 3 meters
high.



•.

From: Breskovic. Clarence
To: Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: Japan initiates emergency protocol after earthquake
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 6:40:11 AM

Japan initiates emergency protocol after earthquake

11 March 2011

Nuclear Engineering International

Onagawa, Fukushima Daiichi, Fukushima Daini and Tokai nuclear power stations have

automatically shut down following a magnitude 8.8 earthquake off the northeast coast of

the largest island of Japan, Honshu.

All four operating plants on that coast have automatically shut down, or SCRAMmed,

according to Japan Atomic Information Forum (JAIF). Higashidori 1, which is also located on

Honshu's northeast coast, was shut down for a periodic inspection.

The earthquake struck at 2:45pm local time. A 6:45 pm local time report from the Japan

Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency contained more information of damage and other

problems in a site-by-site report.

-A C02 fire has broken out at Onagawa nuclear power station.

-Utility TEPCO has requested the establishment of a nuclear emergency response

programme for Fukushima Daiichi 1&3 and Fukushima Daini 1.

JAIF reported that Fukushima Daiichi 1, 2 and 3 automatically shut down; units 4, 5 and 6

were in maintenance outages. Fukushima Daini 1, 2, 3 and 4 automatically shut down.

JAIF has reported that TEPCO sent the emergency report because emergency diesel

generators at the two sites are out of order. It said that there is no report that the

radiation was detected out of the site. It said that an emergency headquarters has been set

up and will issue information hourly.

JAIF also reported that the Rokkasho reprocessing facility was being powered by

emergency diesel generators. No other unusual events or radiation leaks have been 4
reported. Nuclear power stations at Hamaoka, Kashiwazaki-Kariwa and Tomari are

continuing normal operation, according to JAIF.

After an accident occurs at a nuclear power plant, the licensee must notify the national

Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency by law.

A minister in its controlling organisation, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry,

notifies the prime minister's office. The central nuclear emergency response headquarters

(NERHQ) of the national government issues a nuclear emergency declaration, which also



includes instructions about preventative measures. It receives technical advice from the

Nuclear Safety Commission. The NERHQ sends a specialist and the NSC sends a

commissioner to the site.

After the emergency declaration is received, the local office of the national government's

NERHQ arranges prevention measures based on factors including facility information,

climate and monitoring.

Nuclear emergency response operations are coordinated in one of 20 so-called off-site

centres spread across Japan, which are close to, but not inside, nuclear facilities. The off-

site centre's role is to be the main centre of information, incident analysis, and emergency

plan organisation and direction. Two or three senior specialists for nuclear emergency

preparedness work in each OFC. In normal conditions, the specialists work as nuclear power

safety inspectors, checking plant operation from the viewpoint of regulation. During an

emergency, the specialists organize prevention measures as a secretariat and report it to a

joint council for nuclear emergency response. The joint council includes not only the local

office of the national government's NERHQ and the senior specialists, but also

representatives of the Nuclear Safety Commission and prefectural and municipal NERHQs.

The joint council devises instructions to residents for evacuation and/or sheltering. It also

instructs the emergency services and coast guard, self-defence force, Japan Nuclear Energy

Safety Organisation (JNES), the National Institute of Radiological Sciences, the Japan Atomic

Energy Agency, and other bodies.

JNES has constructed a dedicated high-speed network system connecting the 20 off-site

centres and other agencies called Emergency Preparedness Response Network (EPRNet). It

includes video conferencing systems, e-mail, telephone, fax, and connections to a

meteorological information service, a plant information collection, diagnosis, prognosis and

analytical prediction tool (called ERSS), and an emergency environmental dose prediction

tool (called SPEEDI).



From: Useldina, Lara
To: Brenner, Eliot; Dricks, Victor; Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly
Subject: HOO HIGHLIGHT - DIABLO CANYON UNUSUAL EVENT
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 6:41:21 AM

Due to Japan 8.9 earthquake. I've just spoken to Kriss Kennedy for update and will be on call with
HOO at 7 am cental.
We remain in NORMAL response mode as of 4:52 am.
Tsunamis expected to hit Hawaii as early as 7:30 est on west coast reports CNN.
DC does have design features to protect against tsunamis.
My plan is to listen to call and decide on plan from there.
I plan to be in the office today due to this event.
Lara
Lara Uselding
NRC Region 4 Public Affairs
817-917-0321

From: Collins, Elmo
To: Virgilio, Martin
Cc: Howell, Art; Weber, Michael; Borchardt, Bill; Leeds, Eric; Boger, Bruce; Dricks, Victor; Uselding,
Lara; Doane, Margaret; Wiggins, Jim; Evans, Michele; Weil, Jenny; Powell, Amy; Kennedy, Kriss; Maier,
Bill; Miller, Charles; Dean, Bill; McCree, Victor; Satorius, Mark; Howell, Linda
Sent: Fri Mar 11 05:45:38 2011
Subject: Addl info: HOO HIGHLIGHT - DIABLO CANYON UNUSUAL EVENT

Marty

We do plan an update phone call at 8 am EST on a HOO bridge to review collected information about
progress across Pacific. Region IV plans to lead the brief regarding potential impact on RIV licensees.

For material licensees, we have a couple of portable gage licensees in Guam and American Samoa. A
number of licensees in Hawaii.

News reports show earthquake/tsunami impacts in Japan including a nuclear power plant.

Diablo has design features for a tsunami wave. We'll discuss site design features and licensee actions
on the call.

Elmo

From: HOO Hoc
To: HOO Hoc
Sent: Fri Mar 11 05:09:33 2011
Subject: HOO HIGHLIGHT - DIABLO CANYON UNUSUAL EVENT

Diablo Canyon declared a Notice of Unusual Event at 0123 PST due to a Tsunami Warning for the

coastal areas of California as a result of a 8.9 magnitude earthquake off the coast of Japan. The

Agency remains in the NORMAL response mode as of 0452 EST.

Joe O'Hara

Headquarters Operations Officer



U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-816-5100
Fax: 301-816-5151
email: hoo.hoc@nrc.gov
secure e-mail: hool@nrc.sgov.gov

_'U, S. NRC
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From: Mamish, Nader
To: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Weber, Michael; Sheron, Brian; Uhle. Jennifer
Subject: FW: Effect of the earthquake on the Nuclear Facilities in North-east area of Japan
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:27:47 AM
Attachments: 110311 press release on earthquakel.pdf

FYI

----- Original Message -----
From: Foggie, Kirk
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 5:15 AM
To: Doane, Margaret; Mamish, Nader
Cc: Abrams, Charlotte
Subject: Fw: Effect of the earthquake on the Nuclear Facilities in North-east area of Japan

FYI. I will send any additional information to you via email.

There are about 5 NISA/JNES seismic specialist in D.C. meeting with RES today. I hope RES allows
them to postpone the meeting and offers to provide assistance where possible.

Kirk
Sent from Blackberry.

----- Original Message -----
From: bannai-toshihiro@meti.go.jp <bannai-toshihiro@meti.go.jp>
To: Foggie, Kirk
Cc: Hidehiko Yamachika <yamachika-hidehiko@jnes-usa.org>
Sent: Fri Mar 11 03:15:12 2011
Subject: Effect of the earthquake on the Nuclear Facilities in North-east area of Japan

Dear Kirk-san,

Sorry for my frequent e-mail.
10 NPPs in Japan were automatically shut down in consequence of an earthquake occuring at 14:46 on
11th of March JST.
Attached is a prompt report from NISA sent diplomatically.
FYI.

Toshihiro



A

Effect of the earthquake on the Nuclear Facilities in North-east area of Japan

(as of 2:46pm, llof March, 2011)

Effect of earthquake on the Nuclear Facilities from the earthquake

Current status of nuclear facilities are as follows:

1.Onagawa Nuclear Power Station

-Units 1,2 and 3: Automatically shut down.

2. Fukushima-Daini Nuclear Power Station

- Units 1,2 and 3: Automatically shut down.

- Units 4,5 and 6: in periodic inspection outage

3. Fukushima-Daini Nuclear Power Station

-Units 1,2,3 and Unit4 : Automatically shut down.

4.Higashi-Dori Nuclear Power Station

- in periodic inspection outage

5. Rokkasho reprocessing facility

- emergency diesel generator is supplying electricity

6. Tokai Dai-ni Nuclear Power Station:automatically shut down

7.Hamaoka Nuclear Power Station

-Units 4 and 5: are operating

-Unit 3:in periodic inspection outage

8. Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station

-Units 1,5,6 and 7: are operating

-Units 2,3 and 4: in periodic inspection outage

9. Tomari Nuclear Power Station

-Units 1,2 and 3: are operating



1Tht2

There is no report of abnormal monitoring readings around NPPs that indicate

irregular value at this time.

There are no reports of fire or failure.

Staff of NISA are gathering information

Contacts: +81-(0)3-3501-1087

International Affairs Office

Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency(NISA)



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mamish. Nader
Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth; Burnell. Scott
FW: Japan: media reports government has decided to declare a nuclear power emergency situation
Friday, March 11, 2011 7:28:57 AM

From: Breskovic, Clarence
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 5:31 AM
To: Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: Japan: media reports government has decided to declare a nuclear power emergency situation

Fire at Tohoku Elec Onagawa nuclear plant

TOKYO, March 11 (Reuters) - A fire broke out at Tohoku Electric Power Co's Onagawa nuclear plant

in northeastern Japan following Friday's major earthquake, Kyodo news agency said.

Prior to the Kyodo report, the company had said it had not received information on whether there

had been any problems at the nuclear power plant after the disaster.

Separately, Fukushima Prefecture, the site of a Tokyo Electric Power nuclear power plant, said on
Friday the plant's reactor cooling system was functioning, denying an earlier report that it was

malfunctioning.

Japanese media reported that the government had decided to declare a nuclear power emergency

situation, which occurs if there is confirmation of radioactivity leaks from a nuclear power plant or

a reactor cooling system breaks down.

"Y



Feom: Hayden. Elizabeth
To: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
Subject: Fw: [wgpcnews] FW: OECD/NEA - WGPC Secretariat - Japan Friday 11 March 13:45 UTC - Evacuation order to

residents
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 8:07:06 AM

Assume we have our TPs on west coast plant protection against tsunami/earthquakes ready.

From: Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org <Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org>
To: wgpcnews@oecd-nea.org <wgpcnews@oecd-nea.org>
Cc: add-cnra@oecd-nea.org <add-cnra@oecd-nea.org>; add-cnra-o@oecd-nea.org <add-cnra-
o@oecd-nea.org>; add -wgip@oecd-nea.org <add-wgip@oecd-nea.org>; add-cnra-wgoe@oecd-nea.org
<add-cnra-wgoe@oecd-nea.org>; add-csni@oecd-nea.org <add-csni@oecd-nea.org>; add-csni-
o@oecd-nea.org <add-csni-o@oecd-nea.org>; add-iage@oecd-nea.org <add-iage@oecd-nea.org>;
Javier.REIG@oecd.org <Javier.REIG@oecd.org>; Diane.JACKSON@oecd.org
<Diane.JACKSON@oecd.org>; Greg. LAMARRE@oecd.org <Greg. LAMARRE@oecd.org>;
Alejandro.HUERTA@oecd.org <Alejandro.HUERTA@oecd.org>; add -iageseism@oecd -nea.org <add-
iageseism@oecd-nea.org>
Sent: Fri Mar 11 07:51:59 2011
Subject: [wgpcnews] FW: OECD/NEA - WGPC Secretariat - Japan Friday 11 March 13:45 UTC -
Evacuation order to residents

WGPC Members
Cc CNRA, CSNI, WGOE, WGIP, IAGE, IAGESEISM
Please read below update and correction to previous message

Jean Gauvain - NEAINSD - Phone +33 1 45 24 10 52 - Mobile +33 6 79 94 81 93

From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO [mailto:a-yamamoto@houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.jp]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 13:41
Subject: [Yama] Evacuation order to residents

The people of a town near Fukushima Daiiichi Units (Within 2 km) were ordered to evacuate their
homes.

I was mentioned previous emails with regard to ECCS but I think this is very strange that ECCS are
really being driven even diesel generators has failed to start.

Please correct that following plants are just in the emergency mode and not in the ECCS mode.
Fukushima 1-1 - State of emergency
Fukushima 1-2 - Call off the emergency
Fukushima 1-3 - State of emergency
Fukushima 2-1 - State of emergency
Fukushima 2-2 - State of emergency
Fukushima 2-4 - State of emergency

Yama++"+++ 111+++++++++++++11111+++1+ Hill+++++

Akihiro YAMAMOTO
Ageing M ageprnent Specialist,

Nuclear Safety Measurerient Division
Fukui Prefec.Iral Government

Telephone: +81 (0) 776 20 0314

E-mail: a-vamnainoto(dhoushasen.tsuruaa.fukui.in
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From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO [mailto:a-yamamoto@houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.jp]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 8:00 PM
To: 'Akihiro YAMAMOTO'; Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org
Cc: Javier. REIG@oecd.org; Luis. ECHAVARRI@oecd.org; Uichiro.YOSHIMURA@oecd.org;
Serge.GAS@oecd.org; Axel BREEST@oecd.org; Elisabeth.MAUNY@oecd.org; Greg. LAMARRE@oecd.org;
Radomir.REHACEK@oecd.org; Alejandro.HUERTA@oecd.org; Diane.JACKSON@oecd.org;
Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org; John.NAKOSKI@oecd.org; Philippe.GRESS@oecd.org;
Lawrence. BU RKHART@oecd.org; 'Carlo Vitanza'; Abdallah.amri@oecd.org
Subject: [Yama] Situation update (19:45 Japan time)

NISA is now holding a press conference.

Fukushima 1-1 (ECCS mode)
Fukushima 1-2 (ECCS mode) - Call off the emergency
Fukushima 1-3 (ECCS mode)
Fukushima 2-1 (ECCS mode)

The problem is that they can't monitor water injection (ECCS).
It might be a problem of the monitoring system.

In fact, TEPCO called off the emergency of unit 1-2 a while ago because they are able to monitoring
the water level in the reactor now.

Yama
+-iH+--+ ... HHHHI I++-HF+++-++-- -++++

Akihiro YAM IAMOTO
Ageing MaNiigcinent NSpecialist,
Nuclear Safery Measurieme) Division
Fukui Pr'I'cetural Government

Telephone: +81 (0) 776 20 0314

E-mail: a-yamamoto dhoushasentsuruga, fukui.j•

From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO [mailto:a-yamamoto@houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.jp]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:30 PM
To: 'Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org'
Cc: 'Javier.REIG@oecd.org'; 'Luis.ECHAVARRI@oecd.org'; 'Uichiro.YOSHIMURA@oecd.org';
'Lydie.GUYOT@oecd.org'; 'Marie-Laure.PEYRAT@oecd.org'; 'Serge.GAS@oecd.org';
'Axel. BREEST@oecd.org'; 'Elisabeth. MAU NY@oecd.org'; "Greg. LAMARRE@oecd.org';
'Radomir. REHACEK@oecd.org'; 'Alejandro.HUERTA@oecd.org'; 'Diane.JACKSON@oecd.org';
'Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org'; 'John. NAKOSKI@oecd.org'; 'Philippe.GRESS@oecd.org';
'Lawrence. BURKHART@oecd.org'; 'Nicolina.IANNOLO@oecd.org'; 'Roopa.CHAUHAN@oecd.org';
'christele.tephanympania@oecd.org'; 'Aileen.LITTLE@oecd.org'; 'Carlo Vitanza'; 'Abdallah.amri@oecd.org'
Subject: [Yama] Situation now - ECCS mode

Dear all,

TEPCO (Tokyo Electric Power Company) declared the state of emergency of following NPPs:
Fukushima 1-1
Fukushima 1-2
Fukushima 1-3
Fukushima 2-1 (ECCS mode now)



Akihiro YAMANIOTO
Ageing Maragement Specialist.,

Nuclear Safety MIeasuremnent Division
Fuikui Prefectural Glovernment

Telephone: +81 (0) 776 20 0314

E-mail: a-yamamoto(4,houshasen.tsurugafukui.jp

_ -From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO [mailto:a-yamamoto@houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.jp]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:30 PM
To: 'Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org'
Cc: 'Javier.REIG@oecd.org'; 'Luis.ECHAVARRI@oecd.org'; 'Uichiro.YOSHIMURA@oecd.org';
'Lydie.GUYOT@oecd.org'; 'Marie--Laure. PEYRAT@oecd.org'; 'Serge.GAS@oecd.org';
'Axel. BREEST@oecd.org'; 'Elisabeth. MAUNY@oecd.org'; 'Greg. LAMARRE@oecd.org';
'Radomir.REHACEK@oecd.org'; 'Alejandro. HUERTA@oecd.org'; 'Diane.JACKSON@oecd.org';
'Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org'; 'John. NAKOSKI@oecd.org'; 'Philippe.GRESS@oecd.org';
'Lawrence. BURKHART@oecd.org'; 'Nicolina.IANNOLO@oecd.org'; 'Roopa.CHAUHAN@oecd.org';
'christele.tephanympania@oecd.org'; 'Aileen. LITTLE@oecd.org'; 'Carlo Vitanza'; 'Abdallah.amri@oecd.org'
Subject: [Yama] Situation now - ECCS mode

Dear all,

TEPCO (Tokyo Electric Power Company) declared the state of emergency of following NPPs:
Fukushima 1-1
Fukushima 1-2
Fukushima 1-3
Fukushima 2-1 (ECCS mode now)

I am trying to get information why DG can't start up (problem of intake sea water for the cooling DG
system?)

There is a fire from turbine building (B1 floor) at Onagawa NPP unit 1 but the fire fighting was
completely succeded.

http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/dy/national/20110311 dy0 .htm

A while ago, Fukui (my office located) had also earthquake (M4.1). We have 15 NPPs but no damage
to the NPPs.

Yama

Akihiro YAMAMOT()
Ageinig Management Specialist.
Nuclear Safety Mea~surement Division
Fukui Prdeectural Govenen le

Telephone: +81 (0) 776 20 0314

E-mail: a-yamamoto(4)houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.jp



Jean Gauvain - NEA/NSD - Phone +33 1 45 24 10 52 - Mobile +33 6 79 94 81 93

From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO [mailto:a-yamamoto@houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.jp]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 13:41
Subject: [Yama] Evacuation order to residents

The people of a town near Fukushima Daiiichi Units (Within 2 km) were ordered to evacuate their
homes.

I was mentioned previous emails with regard to ECCS but I think this is very strange that ECCS are
really being driven even diesel generators has failed to start.

Please correct that following plants are just in the emergency mode and not in the ECCS mode.
Fukushima 1-1 - State of emergency
Fukushima 1-2 - Call off the emergency
Fukushima 1-3 - State of emergency
Fukushima 2-1 - State of emergency
Fukushima 2-2 - State of emergency
Fukushima 2-4 - State of emergency

Yama
-tFI-I+++ --i-+-H J ... ',',H,',',','+++++++++-..++++

Akihiro YAMANMOTO
Ageing Management Specialist,
Nuclear Safety Measurement Division
Fnk•ui Prefectural Govenmient

Telephone: +81 (0) 776 20 0314

E-mail: a- yamamotof&'houshasen .tsuruga. fukui.j p
+-i-+, ++H-.. . ++1111 + 11I-t- -- 1 +-- -1 - i-1 +++

From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO [mailto:a-yamamoto@houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.jp]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 8:00 PM
To: 'Akihiro YAMAMOTO'; Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org
Cc: Javier. REIG@oecd.org; Luis. ECHAVARRI@oecd.org; Uichiro.YOSHIMURA@oecd.org;
Serge.GAS@oecd.org; Axel. BREEST@oecd.org; Elisabeth. MAUNY@oecd.org; Greg. LAMARRE@oecd.org;
Radomir. REHACEK@oecd.org; Alejandro. HUERTA@oecd.org; Diane.JACKSON@oecd.org;
Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org; John. NAKOSKI@oecd.org; Philippe.GRESS@oecd.org;
Lawrence. BU RKHART@oecd.org; 'Carlo Vitanza'; Abdallah.amri@oecd.org
Subject: [Yama] Situation update (19:45 Japan time)

NISA is now holding a press conference.

Fukushima 1-1 (ECCS mode)
Fukushima 1-2 (ECCS mode) - Call off the emergency
Fukushima 1-3 (ECCS mode)
Fukushima 2-1 (ECCS mode)

The problem is that they can't monitor water injection (ECCS).
It might be a problem of the monitoring system.

In fact, TEPCO called off the emergency of unit 1-2 a while ago because they are able to monitoring
the water level in the reactor now.

Yama



Fukushima 2-1 - State of emergency
Fukushima 2-2 - State of emergency
Fukushima 2-4 - State of emergency

Yama
++4-+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Akihiro YAMAMOTO
Ageing Manageentl Specialikt,
Nuclear Safetv Measurenmit Division
Fukmi Prefectural Govermnent

Telephone: +81 (0) 776 20 0314

E-mail: a-yamamoto(Whoushasen .tsuruga.fukui.jp
l Ii I I IrI I IlI I I I IrI I-- ++++-I- --H-

From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO [mailto:a-yamamoto@houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.jp]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 8:00 PM
To: 'Akihiro YAMAMOTO'; Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org
Cc: Javier. REIG@oecd.org; Luis. ECHAVARRI@oecd.org; Uichiro.YOSHIMURA@oecd.org;
Serge.GAS@oecd.org; Axel. BREEST@oecd.org; Elisabeth. MAUNY@oecd.org; Greg. LAMARRE@oecd.org;
Radomir.REHACEK@oecd.org; Alejandro.HUERTA@oecd.org; Diane.JACKSON@oecd.org;
Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org; John. NAKOSKI@oecd.org; Philippe.GRESS@oecd.org;
Lawrence.BURKHART@oecd.org; 'Carlo Vitanza'; Abdallah.amri@oecd.org
Subject: [Yama] Situation update (19:45 Japan time)

NISA is now holding a press conference.

Fukushima 1-1 (ECCS mode)
Fukushima 1-2 (ECCS mode) - Call off the emergency
Fukushima 1-3 (ECCS mode)
Fukushima 2-1 (ECCS mode)

The problem is that they can't monitor water injection (ECCS).
It might be a problem of the monitoring system.

In fact, TEPCO called off the emergency of unit 1-2 a while ago because they are able to monitoring
the water level in the reactor now.

Yama
++++++++++++++iii++i1+++iIi1 Hl 1++++

Akihiro YAMAMOTO
Ageing ManiagemenitSpc-it

Nuclear Safely Measuremntiic Division
F'tkui Predcectiral Goverrnieril

Telephone: +81 (0) 776 200314

E-mail: a-yamamot6()lhoushasen.tsuruga.fukui jp .

From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO [mailto:a-yamamoto@hou'shasen.tsuruga.fukui.jp]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:30 PM
To: 'Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org'
Cc: 'Javier.REIG@oecd.org'; 'Luis.ECHAVARRI@oecd.org'; 'Uichiro.YOSHIMURA@oecd.org';
'Lydie.GUYOT@oecd.org'; 'Marie-Laure. PEYRAT@oecd.org'; 'Serge.GAS@oecd.org';
'Axel. BREEST@oecd.org'; 'Elisabeth. MAUNY@oecd.org'; 'Greg. LAMARRE@oecd.org';



'Radomir.REHACEK@oecd.org'; 'Alejandro. HUERTA@oecd.org'; 'Diane.JACKSON@oecd.org';
'Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org'; 'John.NAKOSKI@oecd.org'; 'Philippe.GRESS@oecd.org'; ,
'Lawrence.BURKHART@oecd.org'; 'Nicolina.IANNOLO@oecd.org'; 'Roopa.CHAUHAN@oecd.org';
'christele.tephanympania@oecd.org'; 'Aileen.LITTLE@oecd.org'; 'Carlo Vitanza'; 'Abdallah.amri@oecd.org'
Subject: [Yama] Situation now - ECCS mode

Dear all,

TEPCO (Tokyo Electric Power Company) declared the state of emergency of following NPPs:
Fukushima 1-1
Fukushima 1-2
Fukushima 1-3
Fukushima 2-1 (ECCS mode now)

I am trying to get information why DG can't start up (problem of intake sea water for the cooling DG
system?)

There is a fire from turbine building (B1 floor) at Onagawa NPP unit 1 but the fire fighting was
completely succeded.

http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/dy/national/20110311 dy01 .htm

A while ago, Fukui (my office located) had also earthquake (M4.1). We have 15 NPPs but no damage
to the NPPs.

Yama
...- i- + i i1111 ++ i i + - 1111 +++11+++ 11++++

Akihiro YAMA1AM0TO
.A'geing Munagemnint Specia list,
Nuclear Safety Measurcmcni• Division
Fukui P-refec{-tral Governmnent

Telephone: +81 (0) 776.20 0314

E-mail: a-vamamotoav!houshasen.tsurugai fukui.ii)
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Ostendorff, William

From: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Friday, March 11,2011 8:21 PM
To: Jaczko, Gregory
Subject: Re: japan reactors

Thanks Greg. Bill

From: Jaczko, Gregory
To: Ostendorff, William; Apostolakis, George; Magwood, William; Svinicki, Kristine
Sent: Fri Mar 11 19:43:04 2011
Subject: japan reactors

Hi all - We are continuing to monitor the situation with regard to reactors in japan. At this point, information is
extremely spotty and unreliable. I have reinforced with the staff monitoring the situation the importance of only
providing reliable information and the importance of not speculating. I have also emphasized with them that
Japan has the responsibility for dealing with this tragic situation. I recognize that there may be press accounts
that have information different from what we are providing, but please bear with us as we work to confirm
information. We will keep you updated as best as possible, but please recognize that there will be limited
confirmed information because that is all we - or anyone else - is able to obtain at this point. If you or you
staff do obtain any information, please forward it to the HOO so that we have a central clearing house for all
the information.
Thanks,
Greg

N
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From: Harrington. Holly

To: Chandrathil. Prema; Dricks, Victor; Hannah, Rocer; Ledford, Joey; Mitlyna. Viktoria; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan
Neil; Uselding. Lara; Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne; Hayden, Elizabeth; McIntyre, David

Subject: Basic earthquake talking points
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 8:30:44 AM

Per Diane's request, below are just some generic seismic talking points. Scott and/or Lara/Victor

will be producing more specific talking points shortly.

Nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including earthquakes. Even

those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive seismic activity are designed for safety

in the event of such a natural disaster.

The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be designed to take

into account the most severe natural phenomena historically reported for the site and surrounding

area. The NRC then adds a margin for error to account for the historical data's limited accuracy. In

other words, the licensing bases for existing nuclear power plants are based on historical data from

the area's maximum credible earthquake, with an additional margin included.

N



Bozin, Sunny

From: Monninger, John
Sent: Friday, March 11,2011 9:37 AM
To: Nieh, Ho
Subject: FW: Tsunami

Ho,

See below. I was a little too quick on my email addressed.

Sorry about that.

John M.

From: Monninger, John
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 9:34 AM
To: Sharkey, Jeffry; Sosa, Belkys; Bubar, Patrice; Dhir, Neha
Cc: Batkin, Joshua; Hipschman, Thomas; Marshall, Michael
Subject: Tsunami

NRC HQ and Region IV are monitoring the potential impact of tsunamis impacting NRC licensees and licensed
materials.

Diablo Canyon issued a NOUE due to the Tsunami WARNING. Expected wave is predicted to be well within
the Design Basis. Licensees evaluating the potential for loss of circulating water pumps and need for potential
shutdown due to sea level draw down in advance of wave. No decision on shutdown at this time. Humboldt
Bay ISFSI is also monitoring the event and wave heights are predicted to be within the design basis.

San Onofre is in the Tsunami ADVISORY area so they are monitoring the event. Wave heights are predicted
to be well within the design basis.

Staff does not expect any impact to material licensees, including Hawaii, Alaska, Guam, and the Marianas
Islands.

Staff from the Japanese regulator (NISA) were attending the RIC and are still in the US. NRC offered them
access to the HQ Operations Center to facilitate communications with their government and other entities
back home.

OIP has checked and is not aware of any NRC staff in Japan.

1



Bozin, Sunny

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

HOO Hoc
Friday, March 11, 2011 10:09 AM
HOO Hoc
HOO HIGHLIGHT - NRC IN MONITORING MODE AT 0946
image001 .jpg

The NRC is in the Monitoring Response Mode as of 0946 on 3/11/11. Region IV will take the lead for U.S. sites and HQ
for international sites to provide assistance in response to the earthquake in Japan and any adverse affects from a
tsunami. This response mode change is NOT associated with event number 46668.

Joe O'Hara
Headquarters Operations Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-816-5100
Fax: 301-816-5151
email: hoo.hoc(@nrc.gov
secure e-mail: hool(•nrc.sgov.gov

t U.S.NRC
. .......... ...
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Bozin, Sunny

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Attachments:

OPA Resource
Friday, March 11, 2011 11:59 AM
Ash, Darren; Barkley, Richard; Batkin, Joshua; Bell, Hubert; Belmore, Nancy; Bergman,
Thomas; Bollwerk, Paul; Bonaccorso, Amy; Borchardt, Bill; Bozin, Sunny; Brenner, Eliot;
Brock, Terry; Brown, Boris; Bubar, Patrice; Burnell, Scott; Burns, Stephen; Carpenter, Cynthia;
Chandrathil, Prema; Clark, Theresa; Collins, Elmo; Couret, Ivonne; Crawford, Carrie; Cutler,
Iris; Dacus, Eugene; Dapas, Marc; Davis, Roger; Dean, Bill; Decker, David; Dricks, Victor;
Droggitis, Spiros; Flory, Shirley;.Franovich, Mike; Gibbs, Catina; Haney, Catherine; Hannah,
Roger; Harbuck, Craig; Harrington, Holly; Hasan, Nasreen; Hayden, Elizabeth; Holahan, Gary;
Holahan, Patricia; Holian, Brian; Jacobssen, Patricia; Jaczko, Gregory; Jasinski, Robert;
Jenkins, Verlyn; Johnson, Michael; Jones, Andrea; Kock, Andrea; Kotzalas, Margie; Ledford,
Joey; Lee, Samson; Leeds, Eric; Lepre, Janet; Lew, David; Lewis, Antoinette; Loyd, Susan;
Magwood, William; McCrary, Cheryl; McGrady-Finneran, Patricia; McIntyre, David; Mensah,
Tanya; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Monninger, John; Montes, David; Nieh, Ho; Ordaz, Vonna;
Ostendorff, William; Owen, Lucy; Powell, Amy; Quesenberry, Jeannette; Reddick, Darani;
Regan, Christopher; Reyes, Luis; Riddick, Nicole; RidsSecyMailCenter Resource; Riley
(OCA), Timothy; Rohrer, Shirley; Samuel, Olive; Satorius, Mark; Schaaf, Robert; Schmidt,
Rebecca; Scott, Catherine; Screnci, Diane; Shaffer, Vered; Shane, Raeann; Sharkey, Jeffry;
Sheehan, Neil; Sheron, Brian; Siurano-Perez, Osiris; Steger (Tucci), Christine; Svinicki,
Kristine; Tabatabai, Omid; Tannenbaum, Anita; Taylor, Renee; Temp, WDM; Thomas, Ann;
Uhle, Jennifer; Uselding, Lara; Vietti-Cook, Annette; Virgilio, Martin; Virgilio, Rosetta; Walker-
Smith, Antoinette; Weaver, Doug; Weber, Michael; Weil, Jenny; Werner, Greg; Wiggins, Jim;
Williams, Evelyn; Zimmerman, Roy; Zorn, Jason
Press Release: NRC Monitors Notice of Unusual Event at Diablo Canyon Power Plant,
Tusnami Issues
11-042.docx

Attachied for jimmiediate postinig and release.

Office ofi Public~ Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Cohmmission
30l1-415-8200
apa.resourc8flrc.gov
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?NRC NEWS
- •U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Office of Public Affairs Telephone: 301/415-8200
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

E-mail: opa.resourcegnrc.gov Site: www.nrc.gov
• ¢ *z "• Blog: http://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov

No. 11-042 March 11, 2011

NRC MONITORS NOTICE OF UNUSUAL EVENT AT
DIABLO CANYON POWER PLANT, TSUNAMI ISSUES

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, through its regional office in Arlington, Tex.,
is monitoring a notice of unusual event (NOUE) at the Diablo Canyon Power Plant, located near
San Luis Obispo, Calif. Senior NRC officials are working at the agency's Rockville, Md.,
headquarters to coordinate NRC activities with respect to the Japanese earthquake and
subsequent tsunami.

"The NRC is closely monitoring this situation as it unfolds with respect to nuclear
facilities within the United States. NRC staff is working closely with its resident inspectors who
are on site to ensure safe operations," said NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko.

Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (PG&E), operator of the Diablo Canyon two-reactor plant,
declared a precautionary NOUE Unusual Event at 4:23 a.m. EST today after receiving a tsunami
warning from the West California Emergency Management Agency. The tsunami warning was
generated after an estimated 8.9 magnitude earthquake occurred off the eastern Japanese coast.

The licensee reported the Diablo Canyon plant is stable and both units remain on line.
The plant is well protected against tsunami conditions as required by NRC regulations. The NRC
has staff at the plant keeping track of the plant's response.

Nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including earthquakes
and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive seismic activity
are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster. The NRC requires that safety-
significant structures, systems, and components be designed to take into account the most severe
natural phenomena historically reported for the site and surrounding area.

In addition to the Diablo Canyon plant, the NRC is also monitoring the San Onofre
nuclear power plant, the Humboldt Bay spent fuel storage site and NRC-regulated nuclear
materials sites in Hawaii and Alaska to name a few. Site personnel have informed the NRC they
are prepared for possible tsunami effects.

News releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/listserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's Web site.



Bozin, Sunny

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

OPA Resource
Friday, March 11, 2011 4:26 PM
Ash, Darren; Barkley, Richard; Batkin, Joshua; Bell, Hubert; Belmore, Nancy; Bergman,
Thomas;'Bollwerk, Paul; BonaccorsQ, Amy; Borchardt, Bill; Bozin, Sunny; Brenner, Eliot;
Brock, Terry; Brown, Boris; Bubar, Patrice; Burnell, Scott; Burns, Stephen; Carpenter, Cynthia;
Chandrathil, Prema; Clark, Theresa; Collins, Elmo; Couret, Ivonne; Crawford, Carrie; Cutler,
Iris; Dacus, Eugene; Dapas, Marc; Davis, Roger; Dean, Bill; Decker, David; Dricks, Victor;
Droggitis, Spiros; Flory, Shirley; Franovich, Mike; Gibbs, Catina; Haney, Catherine; Hannah,
Roger; Harbuck, Craig; Harrington, Holly; Hasan, Nasreen; Hayden, Elizabeth; Holahan, Gary;
Holahan, Patricia; Holian, Brian; Jacobssen, Patricia; Jaczko, Gregory; Jasinski, Robert;
Jenkins, Verlyn; Johnson, Michael; Jones, Andrea; Kock, Andrea; Kotzalas, Margie; Ledford,
Joey; Lee, Samson; Leeds, Eric; Lepre, Janet; Lew, David; Lewis, Antoinette; Loyd, Susan;
Magwood, William; McCrary, Cheryl; McGrady-Finneran, Patricia; McIntyre, David; Mensah,
Tanya; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Monninger, John; Montes, David; Nieh, Ho; Ordaz, Vonna;
Ostendorff, William; Owen, Lucy; Powell, Amy; Quesenberry, Jeannette; Reddick, Darani;
'Regan, Christopher; Reyes, Luis; Riddick, Nicole; RidsSecyMailCenter Resource; Riley
(OCA), Timothy; Rohrer, Shirley; Samuel, Olive; Satorius, Mark; Schaaf, Robert; Schmidt,
Rebecca; Scott, Catherine; Screnci, Diane; Shaffer, Vered; Shane, Raeann; Sharkey, Jeffry;
Sheehan, Neil; Sheron, Brian; Siurano-Perez, Osiris; Steger (Tucci), Christine; Svinicki,
Kristine; Tabatabai, Omid; Tannenbaum, Anita; Taylor, Renee; Temp, WDM; Thomas, Ann;
Uhle, Jennifer; Uselding, Lara; Vietti-Cook, Annette; Virgilio, Martin; Virgilio, Rosetta; Walker-
Smith, Antoinette; Weaver, Doug; Weber, Michael; Weil, Jenny; Werner, Greg; Wiggins, Jim;
Williams, Evelyn; Zimmerman, Roy; Zorn, Jason
Press Release: NRC Continues to Track Earthquake and Tsunami Issues
1 1-043.docx

The ttaciled to bc issued mid posted in iil)proxiniatcly 15 minutes.

Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-8200
opa.resource_•nrc.uov
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0ýPkREGU41 NRC NEWS
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Office of Public Affairs Telephone: 301/415-8200
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

E-mail: opa.resource(anrc.gov Site: www.nrc.gov
Blog: http://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov

No. 11-043 March 11,2011

NRC CONTINUES TO TRACK EARTHQUAKE AND TSUNAMI ISSUES

Senior officials at U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission headquarters in Rockville, Md.,
are following events related to the Japanese earthquake and subsequent tsunami. In addition, the
agency's regional office in Arlington, Texas, will continue to monitor the Diablo Canyon Power
Plant's handling of a notice of unusual event (NOUE) at the site, near San Luis Obispo, Calif.,
for the duration of the event.

"We offer our condolences to all those in Japan affected by these tragedies," said NRC
Chairman Gregory Jaczko. "The NRC is ready to provide whatever assistance we can to our
Japanese counterparts, should there be a specific request. We're closely coordinating with other
federal agencies."

Friday's tsunami warning, issued after an estimated 8.9 magnitude earthquake occurred
off the eastern Japanese coast, prompted Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (PG&E), operator of the
Diablo Canyon two-reactor plant, to declare a precautionary NOUE at 4:23 a.m. EST Friday.
PG&E has reported both reactors have remained online throughout the event. While PG&E has
reported only minor tsunami-related effects, the plant is well-protected against tsunami
conditions as required by NRC regulations. NRC staff at the plant are keeping track of the
plant's response during the event and remain in close contact with plant operators.

Nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including earthquakes
and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive seismic activity
are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster. The NRC requires that safety-
significant structures, systems, and components be designed to take into account the most severe
natural phenomena historically reported for the site and surrounding area.

In addition to the Diablo Canyon plant, the NRC is following events at the San Onofre
nuclear power plant, the Humboldt Bay spent fuel storage site and NRC-regulated nuclear
materials sites in Hawaii and Alaska to name a few. Personnel at all those sites have informed
the NRC conditions remain safe.

News releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/listserver.html. The NRC homepage at www.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's Web site.



Bozin, Sunny

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

HOO Hoc
Friday, March 11, 2011 7:50 PM
HOO Hoc
HOO Highlight - NOUE Termination at Diablo Canyon
image0O0 .jpg

1528 PST - Diablo Canyon has terminated their Unusual Event because the tsunami warning has been reduced to a
tsunami advisory. No damage occurred during this event.

Headquarters Operations Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-816-5100
Fax: 301-816-5151
email: hoo.hoc(@nrc.gov
secure e-mail: hoo1(@nrc.sgov.gov

<.U.S.NRC
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From: LIA07 Hoc
To: Borchardt. Bill Bradford, Anna; Cohen. Shari; Cooger. LaToya; Drim Flory. Shirley; Gibbs, Catina; Haney.

tbarim- Hudson, Sharon n Mi; LedsErk; Loyd. Susan; Pae. tti; Schwarz, Sherry; Sheron.
SLe2iserHeald Taylor. Renee; Virailio Martin; Walls, Lorena; Weber, Michael

Subject: Update for "Go Books," 0600 3/23/11
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 6:16:24 AM
Attachments: ET Chronoloov 3-23-11 600am.odf

TEPCO Press Release 121.pdf
TEPCO Press Release 122.xdf
TEPCO Press Release 123.odf
TEPCO Press Release 124.Wdf
TEPCO Press Release 125.pd
TEPCO Press Release 117.Z;df
TEPCO Press Release 118.df
TEPCO Press Release 119.odf
TEPCO Press Release 120.odf
NRC Status Uodate 3.23.11--0600 EDT.Ddf

C., Please find attached updated information for the "Go Books".

The updates include:
- The 0600 EDT, 03/23/11 Status Update
- The latest ET Chronology
- The latest TEPCO Press Release (Numbers 117-125)

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.

-Jim

Jim Anderson

Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

James.anderson(&nrc.gov

LIA07.HOCt1nrc.gov (Operations Center)

/1//3D



TEPCO : Press Release I Notice Concerning Revision of Year-end Dividend Forecast Page 1 of I

Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 23,2011)
Notice Concerning Revision of Year-end Dividend Forecast

The Tokyo Electric Power Company Incorporated (TEPCO, TSE:9501) hereby announces revision of its
year-end dividend forecast for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2011.

1. Reasons for Revision of Year-end Dividend Forecast

TEPCO is currently investigating detailed impact of the earthquake which struck off northeastern
coast of Japan on March 11 and working for taking appropriate countermeasures against the
situation. For the reason above, TEPCO has decided to announce a revised year-end dividend forecast
for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2011 once TEPCO completes the ongoing investigation into
actual and expected impacts on the company;qs earnings. The previous dividend forecast announced
on April 30, 2010 was 30 yen per share.

2. Details of Revision

(Unit: yen)

Dividend per Share

Date of Record First 6 month Year-end Annual
period-end

Previous Forec ast

(Announced on April 30, 2010) 30 60

Revised Forecast To be decided To be decided

Dividend Paid 30
(Fiscal year ending March 31, 2011) 30

Dividend Paid
(Fiscal year ending March 31, 2010)

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/1 1032301-e.html 3/23/2011
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 23,2011)
Status of TEPCO's Facilities and Its services after Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake (as of 9:00AM)

Oue to the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake which occurred on March llth
2011, TEPCa's facilities including our nuclear power stations have been
severely damaged. We deeply apologize for the anxiety and inconvenience
caused.

Below is the status of TEPCO's major facilities.
*new items are underlined

[Nuclear Power Station]
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station:

Units 1 to 3: shutdown due to earthquake

(Units 4 to 6: outage due to regular inspection)

The national government has instructed to evacuate for those local
residents within 20km radius of the site periphery and to remain indoors
for those local residents between 20km and 30km radius of the site
periphery.

* Unit 1
The explosive sound and white smoke was confirmed near Unit 1 when the
big quake occurred at 3:36 pm, March 12th.
We have started injection of sea water at 8:20 pm, March 12th, and then
boric acid which absorbs neutron into the reactor afterwards.
At around 2:30 am, March 23rd, we have started the injection of sea water
into the reactor from feed water system.

- Unit 2
At 1:25 pm, March 14th, since the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
has failed, it was determined that a specific incident stipulated in
Clause 1, Article 15 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness occurred (failure of reactor cooling function).

At 5:17 pm, March 14th, while the water level in the reactor reached the
top of the fuel rod, we have restarted the water injection with the valve
operation.

At approximately 6:14 am, March 15th, the abnormal sound was confirmed
near the suppression chamber and the pressure inside the chamber decreased
afterwards. It was determined that there is a possibility that something
happened in the suppression chamber. While sea water injection to the
reactor continued, TEPCO employees and workers from other companies not in
charge of injection work started tentative evacuation to a safe location.

Sea water injection to the reactor is still under operation.

On March 18th, power was delivered up to substation for backup power
through offsite transmission line. We completed laying cable further to
unit receiving facility in the building, and at 3:46 pm, March 20th the
load-side power panel of the receiving facility started to be energized.
From 3:05 pm to 5:20 pm on March 20th, 40 tons of seawater was injected
into Unit 2 by TEPCO employees.
At 6:20 on March 21st, white smoke was confirmed arising from the top of
the reactor building. As of 7:11 am on March 22nd, smoke decreased to the
level where we can hardly confirm.
From around 4 pm to 5 pm, approximately 18 tons of sea water was injected
into the spent fuel pool by TEPCO employees.

ý Unit 3
At 6:50 am, March 14th, while water injection to the reactor was under
operation, the pressure in the reactor containment vessel increased to
530 kPa. As a result, at 7:44 am, it was determined that a specific
incident stipulated in article 15, clause 1 occurred (abnormal increase
of the pressure of reactor containment vessel). Afterwards, the pressure
has gradually decreased (as of 9:05 am, 490 kPa).

At approximately 11:01 am, March 14th, an explosion followed by white
smoke occurred near Unit 3. 4 TEPCO employees and 3 workers from other
companies (all of them are conscious) have sustained injuries and they
were already taken to the hospital by ambulances.

As the temperature of water in the spent fuel pool rose, spraying water
by helicopters with the support of the Self Defense Force was considered,
however the operation on March 16th was cancelled.

At 6:15 am, March 17th, the pressure of the Suppression Chamber
temporarily increased, but currently it is stable in a certain range.
On March 20th, we were preparing to implement a measurement to reduce

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/1 1032302-e.html 3/23/2011
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the pressure of the reactor containment vessel (partial discharge of
air containing radioactive material to outside) in order to fully secure
safety. However, at present, it is not a situation to take a measure
imaediately to discharge air containing radioactive material to outside.
We will continue to monitor the status of the pressure of the reactor
containment vessel. Monitoring will be continued.

In order to cool spent fuel pool, water was sprayed by helicopters on
March 17th with the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces.
At approximately past 7:00 pm, March 17th, Self-Defense Forces and the
police had started spraying water by water cannon trucks upon our
request for the cooperation. At 8:09 pm, March 17th, they had finished
the operation.

At 2:00 pm, March 18th, spraying water by fire engines was started with
the cooperation of Self-DOfense Forces and the United States Armed Forces.
At 2:45 pm, March 18th, they had finished the operation.

At approximately 0:30 am, March 19th, spraying water was started with the
cooperation of Fire Rescue Task Forces of Tokyo Fire Department started
spraying water. At approximately 1:10 am, March 19th, they finished the
operation. They resumed spraying water at 2:10 pm. At approximately 3:40
am, March 20th, they finished the operation.
At approximately 9:30 pm, March 20th, spraying water was started with the
cooperation of Fire Rescue Task Forces of Tokyo Fire Department. At
approximately 3:58 am, March 21th, they finished the operation.

At approximately 3:55 pm, March 21st, light gray smoke was confirmed
arising from the southeast side of the 5th floor roof of the Unit 3
building, and the situation was reported to the fire department at
approximately 4:21 pm. The parameters of reactor prescore vessel,
reactor containment vessel, and monitored environmental data remained
at the same level. However, employees working around Unit 3 evacuated
to a safe location. It is observed the smoke has been decreasing. on
March 22nd, the color of smoke changed to somewhat white and it is
slowly dissipating.

At approximately 3:10 pm on March 22nd, water discharge into Unit 3 by
Tokyo Fire Department's Hyper Rescue and Osaka City Fire Department was
conducted and completed at approximately 4:00 PM on the same day.

O Unit 4
At approximately 6:00 am, March 15th, an explosive sound was heard and
the damage in the 5th floor roof of Unit 4 reactor building was confirmed.
At 9:28 am, the fire near the north-west part of 4th floor of Unit 4
reactor building was confirmed. At approximately 11:00 am, TEPCO employees
confirmed that the fire was off.

At approximately 5:45 am, a TEPCO employee discovered a fire at the
northwest corner of the Hoclear Reactor Building. TEPCO immediately
reported this incident to the fire department and the local government
and proceeded with the extinction of fire.
At approximately 6:15 am, TEPCO staff confirmed at the site that there
are no signs of fire.
At approximately 8:21 am, March 20th, spraying water by fire engines was
started with the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces and they finished
the operation at approximately 9:40 am. At approximately 6:45 pm spraying
water was started by Self-Defenses' water cannon trucks and finished at
approximately 7:45 pm.

At approximately 6:30 am, March 21st, spraying water by fire engines was
started with the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces ad the United States
Armed Forces. At approximately 8:40 am, March 21, they had finished the
operation.

As of March 21st, cabling has been completed from temporary substatioc
to the main power center.

From approximately 5:20 PM on March 22nd, water discharge from the
concrete pumping vehicle was conducted and ended at approximately 8:30
PM on the same day.

On March 18th, regarding the spent fuel in the common spent fuel pool,
we have confirmed that the water level of the pool is secured. A
detailed inspection is under preparation.

coamon spent fuel pool: a spent fuel pool for common use set in a
separate building in a plant site in order to preserve spent fuel
which are transferred from the spent fuel pool in each Unit building.

On March 17th, we patrolled buildings for dry casks and found no signs
of abnormal situation for the casks by visual observation. A detailed
inspection is under preparation.

dry cask: a measure to store spent fuel in a dry storage casks in
storages. Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station started to utilize
the measure from August 1995.

By 22nd March, electricity suppcl from external source for Units I to 6,
have been restored. At 10:45 pm 22nd March, lights in the mail operation
room were restored.

* At 5 am, Mar 19th, we started the Residual Heat Removal System Pump (C)
of Unit 5 is order to cool the spenr fuel pool. At 10:14 pa, we started
the Residual Heat Removal System Pump (B) of Unit 6 in order to cool the
spent fuel pool.

Unit 5 has been in reactor cold shutdown since 2:30 pm on March 20th.
Unit 6 has been in reactor cold shutdown since 7:27 pm on March 20th.

At Units 5 and 6, in order to prevent hydrogen gas from accumulating
within the buildings, we have made three holes on the roof of the reactor
building for each unit

In total 12 fire engines are lent for spraying water to the spent fuel
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pools and water injection to the nuclear reactors by various regional
fire departments- as well as Tokyo Fire Department.

- On March 21st and 22nd, we detected cobalt, iodine and cesium from the
seawater around discharge canal of Unit 1, 2, 3 and 4.

* We detected iodine and cesium in the air collected at the site of
Fokunhima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station on March 20th and 2lst.

We will continuously endeavor to securing safety, and monitoring of the
surrounding environment.

Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station:
Units 1 to 4: shutdown due to earthquake
The national government has instructed evacuation for those local

residents within 10km radius of the periphery.

U In order to achieve cold shutdown, reactor cooling function was restored
and cooling of reactors wan conducted. As a result, all reactors achieved
cold shutdown: Unit 1 at 5:00 pm, March 14th, Unit 2 at 6:00 pn, March
14th, Unit 3 at 0:15 pm, March 12th, Unit 4 at 7:15 am, March 1hth.

- Since March 12th, we had been preparing measures for reducing the
pressure of reactor containment vessels (partial discharge of air
containing radioactive materials to outside), but on March 17th, we
released such preparation in all Units.

* (Unit 1)
An it is confirmed that the temperature of the Emergency Equipment Cooling
Water System -1 has increased, at 3:20 pm, March 15th, we stopped the
Residual Heat Removal System (B) for the inspection. Subsequently, failure
was detected in the power supply facility associated with the pumps of the
Emergency Equipment Cooling Water System. At 4:25 pm, March 15th, after
replacing the power facility, the pumps and the Residual Heat Removal
System (B) have been reactivated.

* (Unit 4)
As it is confirmed that the pressure at the outlet of the pumps of the
Emergency Equipment Cooling Water System-l has been decreased, at 8:05 pm,
March 15th, we stopped the Residual Heat Removal System (B) for the
inspection. Subsequently, failure was detected in the power supply
facility associated with the pumps of the Emergency Equipment Cooling
Water System. At 9:25 pm, March 15th, after replacing the relevant
facility, the pumps and the Residual Heat Removal System (a) have been
reactivated.

*l:emergency water system in which cooling water (pure water) circulates
which exchanged the heat with sea water in order to cool down bearing
pumps and/or heat exchangers etc.

Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Station:
Units 1, 5, 6, 7: normal operation
(Units 2 to 4: outage die to regular inspection)

[Thermal Power Station]
Hirono Thermal Power Station Units 2 and 4: shutdown due to earthquake
Hitachinaka Thermal Power Station Unit 1: shutdown due to earthquake
Kashima Thermal Power Station Units 2, 3, 5, 6: shutdown du. to earthquake
Higashi-Ohgishima Thermal Power Station Unit 1: shutdown due to earthquake

[Hydro Power Station]

All the stations have been restored.
(Facilities damaged by the earthquake are now properly under consideration)

[Transmission System, etc.]
All substation failed due to the earthquake have been restored.

[Blackout in TEPCOs Service Area]
All the blhakouts are resolved.

[Supply and Demand Status within TEPCO's Service Area to Secure Stable Power
Supply)
Backup supply from Shinshinano Conversion Station: 600MW
Backup supply from Sakuna Conversion Station: 300MW
Backup supply from Higashi Shimizu Conversion Station: 100MW
Backup supply from Hokkaido-Honshu Interconnection Facilities: 600MW

Considering the critical balance of our power supply capacity and expected
power demand forward, in order to avoid unexpected blackout, TEPCO has
been implementing rolling blackout (planned blackout alternates from one
area to another) since Mar 14th. We will make our utmost to secure the
stable power supply as early as possible.
For custoners who will be subject to rolling blackout, please be prepared
for the announced blackout periods. Also for customers who are not subject
to blackouts, TEPCO appreciates your continuous cooperation in reducing
electricity usage by avoiding using unnecessary lighting and electrical
equipaent.

[Others]
Please do NOT touch cut-off electric wires.
In order to prevent fire, please make sure to switch off the electric
appliances such as hair drier and to shut down the breaker of distribution
board when you leave your house.
For the customer who has in-house power generation, please secure fuel for
generator.

GiNFO riI
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 23,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushilma Datichi Nuclear Power Station (as of 11:00 PM Mar 22nd)

-new items are underlined

All 6 units of Fukushiaa Daiichi Nuclear Power Station have been shut
down

Unit 1 (Shut down)
-Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and white smoke
were confirmed after the big quake occurred at 3:36 pm Mar 12th. It was
assumed to be hydrogen explosion.

-At approximately 2:30 am on March 23rd, seawater was started to be
injected to the nuclear reactor through the feed water system.

-We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 2 (Shut down)
-Reactor has been shut down and the level of reactor coolant had dropped
and the reactor pressure had increased because the Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling System stopped. Measures were taken to lower the pressure within
the Reactor Containment Vessel and to inject sea water into the Reactor
while carefully confirming safety. The level of reactor coolant and the
pressure of the Reactor resumed.

-At approximately 6:00 am on March 15th, an abnormal- noise began emanating
from nearby Pressure Suppression Chamber and the pressure within this
chamber decreased.

-We completed receiving electricity from the external transmission line up
to the auxiliary transformer. We installed the power cable from the
transformer to the temporary power panel. At 3: 46 pm, March 20th, we
started energizing the load-side power panel.

-At 6:20 pm on March 21st, white smoke was confirmed arising from the top
of the reactor building. As of 7:11 am on March 22nd, smoke decreased to
the level where we can hardly confirm

-We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 3 (Shut down)
-Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and white smoke
were confirmed at 11:01am Mar 14th. It was assumed to be hydrogen
explosion.

-At 8:30am on March 16th, fog like steam was confirmed arising from the
reactor building.

-At approximately 6:15 am on March 17th the pressure of the Suppression
Chamber has temporarily increased. We were preparing to implement a
measurement to reduce the pressure of the reactor containment vessel
(partial discharge of air containing radioactive material to outside) in
order to fully secure safety. However, at present, it is not a situation
to take a measure immediately to discharge air containing radioactive
material to outside now. We will continue to monitor the status of the
pressure of the reactor containment vessel.

-We are working on receiving external power supply to Units 3 and 4.
-At approximately 4:00 pm, March 21st, light gray smoke was confirmed
arising from the floor roof of the Unit 3 building. On March 22nd, the
color of smoke changed to somewhat white and it is slowly dissipating.

-At approximately 10:45 pm on March 22nd, the light in the main control
room was turned on.

-We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 4 (outage due to regular inspection)
-Reactor has been shut down. However, at approximately 6 am on March 15th.
We have confirmed the explosive sound and the sustained damage around the
5th floor rooftop area of the Nuclear Reactor Building.

-On March 15th and 16th, we respectively confirmed the outbreak of fire at
the 4th floor of the northwestern part of the Nuclear Reactor Building.
We immediately reported this matter to the fire department and the
related authorities. TEPCO employees confirmed that each fire had already
died down by itself.

-At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside the
reactor containment vessel happened.

Unit 5 (outage due to regular inspection)
-Reactor has been shut down and the sufficient level of reactor coolant to
ensure safety is maintained.

-At 5 an, March 19th, we started the Residual Heat Removal System Pump (C)
in order to cool the spent fuel pool.

-At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside the
reactor containment vessel happened.

-At 2:30 pm, March 20th, the reactor achieved reactor cold shutdown.

Unit 6 (outage due to regular inspection)
-Reactor has been shut down and the sufficient level of reactor coolant to
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ensure safety is maintained.
-We are working on receiving external power supply to Units 5 and 6. We
completed the repair work on the emergency diesel generator (A).

-At 10:14 pm, March 19th, we started the Residual Heat Removal System Pump
(B) of Unit 6 in order to cool the spent fuel pool.

-At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside the
reactor containment vessel happened.

-At 7:27 pm, March 20th, the reactor achieved reactor cold shutdown.

Cooling of spent fuel pools
-In Unit 3, water discharge by Self-Defense Force's helicopters was
conducted from 9:48 am in the morning on March 17th. Also water discharge
by the riot police's high-pressure water cannon trucks and Self-Defense
Force's fire engines was conducted from 7 pm on March 17th and finished
at 8:09 pm.

-In Unit 3, water discharge by Self-Defense Force's fire engines and US
army's fire engines was conducted from 2 pm and completed a quarter to
3 pm.

-After that, from 0:30 am, Mar 19th, water discharge by Tokyo Fire
Department's Hyper Rescue was conducted to Unit 3 and completed at 1:10
am. At around 2:10 pm, water discharge by Tokyo Fire Department's Hyper
Rescue to Unit 3 was conducted once again. At approximately 3:40 am, they
had finished water discharge.

-At approximately 8:21 am, March 20th, water discharge to Unit 4 by fire
engiune has started with the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces and
finished at approximately 9:40 am. At approximately 6:45 pm, March 20th
water discharge to Unit 4 by Self-Defense's water cannon trucks was
conducted and finished at approximately 7:45 pm.

-From 3:05 pm to 5: 20 PM on March 20th, 40 tons of seawater was injected
into Unit 2 by TUPCO employees.

-From 9:30 pm on March 20th, woter discharge by Tokyo Fire Department's
Hyper Rescue was conducted to Unit 3 and completed at approximately 4:00
am today.

-At approximately 6:30 am today,, water discharge to Unit 4 was started by
Self-Defense Force's fire engines and US army's fire engines and was
finished at approximately 8:40 am.

-From around 4:00 pm to 5:00 pm on March 22nd, approximately 18 tons of
seawater was injected into Unit 2 by TEPCO employees.

-From around 3:10 pm on March 22nd, water was sprayed to Unit 3 by Tokyo
Fire Department's Fire Rescue Task Forces and Osaka City Fire Department
was conducted and completed at approximately 4:00 pm on the same day.
From around 5:20 pm on March 22nd, water was sprayed to Unit 4 using the
concrete pumping vehicle and it was finished at around 8:20 pm on the
same day.

-At approximately 10:00 am on March 23rd, we started spraying water to
Unit 4 using the concrete pumping vehicle.

-We are considering further spraying at other units and others subject
to the conditions of spent fuel pools.

Casualty
-2 workers of cooperative firm were injured at the occurrence of the

earthquake, and were transported to the hospital on March 11th.
-4 workers were injure d and transported to the hospital after explosive

sound and white smoke were confirmed around the Unit ion March 1lth.
-Presence of 2 TEPCI employees at the site is not confirmed on March llth.
-I TEPCO employee who was not able to stand by his own holding left chest

with his hand, was transported to the hoespital by an ambulance on March
12th.

-I subcontract worker at the key earthquake-proof building was unconscious
and transported to the hospital by an ambulance on March 12th.

-The radiation exposure of 1 TEPC0 employee, who was working inside the
reactor building, exceeded 100mSv and he was transported to the hospital
on March 12th.

-2 TEPCO employees felt bad during their operation in the central control
rooms of Unit I and 2 while wearing full masks, and were transferred to
Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station for consultation with a medical
advisor on March 13th.

-11 workers were injured and transported to Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power
Station etc. after explosive sound and white smoke were confirmed around
the Unit 3. Dne of the oorkers was transported to the FUKUSHIMA Medical
University Hospital on March 14th.

-At approximately 10 pm on March 22nd, I worker who had been working on
setting up a temporary power panel in the common pool was injured and
transported to Fukushima Daiok Nuclear Power Station where the industrial
doctor is.

-At approximately 1 am on March 23rd, 1 worker who had been working on
setting up a temporary power panel in the cocmon pool was injured and
transported to Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station where the industrial
doctor is.

Others
-We measured radioactive materials (iodine etc.) inside of the nuclear

power station area (outdoor) by monitoring car and confirmed that
radioactive materials level is getting higher than ordinary level. As
listed below, we have determined that specific incidents stipulated in
article 15, clause 1 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured at
site boundary) have occurred.
*Determined at 4:17 pm Mar 12th (Around Monitoring Post 4)
,Determined at 8:56 am Mar 13th (Around Monitoring Post 4)
-Determined at 2:15 pm Mar 13th (Around Monitoring Post 4)
Determined at 3:50 am Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 6)

.Determined at 4:15 am Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 2)

.Determined at 9:27 am Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 3)
.Determined at 9:37 pm Mar 14th (Around main entrance)

-Determined at 6:51 am Mar 15th (Around main entrance)
.Determined at 8:11 am Mar 15th (Around main entrance)
Determined at 4:17 pm Mar 15th (Around main entrance)
Determined at 11:05 pm Mar 15th (Around main entrance)

.Determined at 8:58 am Mar 19th (Around MP5)
From now on, if the measured figure fluctuates and goes above and below
500 micro Sv/h, we deem that as the continuous same event and will not
regard that as a new specific incidents stipulated in article 15, clause
1 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency
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Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured at site
boundary) has occurred. In the interim, if we measure a manifestly
abnormal figure and it is evident that the event is no t the continuous
same event, we will determine and notify.

-The national government has instructed evacuation for those local
residents within 20km radius of the periphery and evacuation to inside
for those residents from 20km to 30km radius of the periphery, because
it's possible that radioactive materials are discharged.

-At approximately 10am on March 15th, we observed 400mSv/h at the inland
side of the Unit 3 reactor building and 100mSv/h at the inland side of
the Unit 4 reactor building.

-We checked the status of spent fuel in the cnemon pool, and confirmed
that the water level secured. we are plannisg to conduct a detailed
inspection.

-We found no signs of abnormal situation for the casks by visual
observation during the patrol activity. A detailed inspection is under
preparation.

-At Units 5 and 6, in order to prevent hydrogen gas from accumulating
within the buildings, we have made three holes on the roof of the
reactor building for each unit.

-In total 12 fir e engines are lent for the water discharge to the spent
fuel pools and water injection to the nuclear reactors by various
regional fire departments- as well as Tokyo Fire Department.
*: Koriyama Fire Depart-ent, Iwaki Fire Brigade Headquarters, Fire
Headquarters of Sukagawa District Wide Area Fire-fighting Association,
Yonezawa City Fire Headqgarters, Utsunomiya City Fire Headquarters, Fire
Headquarters of Aizu-Wakamatsu wide area municipal association, Saitama
City Fire Bureau, and Niigata City Fire Bureau.

-On March 21st and 22nd, we detected cobalt, iodine and cesium from the
seawater around discharge canal of Units 1, 2, 3 and 4.

-We detected iodine and cesium in the air collected at the site of
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station on March 20th and 21st.

-Until March 22nd, Units 1 through 6 were started to be energized from the
maternal power source.

-We will continue to take all measures to ensure the safety and to
continue monitoring the surrounding environment around the Power Station.

EPac$;ro fph¶ )kp
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 23,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushnma Daini Nuclear Power Station (as of 9:00 am March 23rd)

No New Developments since 9:00 pm, 22nd March

Unit Status
I Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is

available.
N No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.

* Maintain average water temperature at 100*C in the pressure
restraint.

2 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
N So cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100*C in the pressure
restraint.

3 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
N O cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100°C in the pressure
restraint.

4 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
oN cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.

Maintain average water temperature at 100'C in the pressure

restraint.
Other N.A.

The next information in regard to the plant is planned to be released
at noon, 23rd March.
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 23,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Dalni Nuclear Power Station (as of noon March 23rd)

No New Developments since 9:00 am, 23rd March

Unit Status
1 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is

available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at l000C in the pressure
restraint.

2 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100°C in the pressure
restraint.

3 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100*C in the pressure

restraint.
4 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is

available.
No conling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 00*C in the pressure

restraint.
Other N.A.
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 22,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station (as of 9:00 pm March 22nd)

Plant Status of Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station (as of 9:00 pm March 22nd)

No New Developments since 6:00 pm, 22nd March

Unit Status
1 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is

available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100°C in the pressure
restraint.

2 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 1000C in the pressure
restraint.

3 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 1000C in the pressure
restraint.

4 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100°C in the pressure
restraint.

Other N.A.

The next information in regard to the plant is planned to be released
at 9:00 am, 23rd March.
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Press Release (Mar 22,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station (as of 11:00 PM Mar 22nd)

Plant Status of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station (as of 11:00 PM Mar 22nd)

*new items are underlined

All 6 units of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station have been shut
down.

Unit l(Shut down)
-Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and white smoke
were confirmed after the big quake occurred at 3:36PM Mar 12th. It was
assumed to be hydrogen explosion.

-We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 2(Shut down)
-Reactor has been shut down and the level of reactor coolant had dropped
and the reactor pressure had increased because the Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling System stopped. Measures were taken to lower the pressure within
the Reactor Containment Vessel and to inject sea water into the Reactor
while carefully confirming safety. The level of reactor coolant and the
pressure of the Reactor resumed.

-At approximately 6:00AM on March 15th, 2011, an abnormal noise began
emanating from nearby Pressure Suppression Chamber and the pressure
within this chamber decreased.

-We completed receiving electricity from the external transmission line
up to the auxiliary transformer. We installed the power cable from the
transformer to the temporary power panel. At 3: 46 PM, March 20th, we
started energizing the load-side power panel.

-At 6:20 on March 21st, white smoke was confirmed arising from the top
of the reactor building. As of 7:11 am on March 22nd, smoke decreased
to the level where we can hardly confirm

-We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 3(Shut down)
-Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and white smoke
were confirmed at 11:01AM Mar 14th. It was assumed to be hydrogen
explosion.

-At 8:30AM on March 16th, fog like steam was confirmed arising from the
reactor building.

-At approximately 6:15AM on March 17th the pressure of the Suppression
Chamber has temporarily increased. We were preparing to implement a
measurement to reduce the pressure of the reactor containment vessel
(partial discharge of air containing radioactive material to outside)
in order to fully secure safety. However, at present, it is not a
situation to take a measure immediately to discharge air containing
radioactive material to outside now. We will continue to monitor the
status of the pressure of the reactor containment vessel.
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-We are working on receiving external power supply to Units 3 and 4.
-At approximately 4:00 pm, March 21st, light gray smoke was confirmed
arising from the floor roof of the Unit 3 building. On March 22nd,
the color of smoke changed to somewhat white and it is slowly
dissipating.

-We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 4 (outage due to regular inspection)
-Reactor has been shut down. However, at approximately 6AM on March 15th.

We have confirmed the explosive sound and the sustained damage around
the 5th floor rooftop area of the Nuclear Reactor Building.

-On March 15th and 16th, we respectively confirmed the outbreak of fire
at the 4th floor of the northwestern part of the Nuclear Reactor
Building. We immediately.reported this matter to the fire department
and the related authorities. TEPCO employees confirmed that each fire
had already died down by itself.

-At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside
the reactor containment vessel happened.

Unit 5 (outage due to regular inspection)
-Reactor has been shut down and the sufficient level of reactor coolant
to ensure safety is maintained.

-At 5 AM, March 19th, we started the Residual Heat Removal System Pump
(C ) in order to cool the spent fuel pool.

-At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside
the reactor containment vessel happened.

-At 2:30 PM, March 20th, the reactor achieved reactor cold shutdown.

Unit 6 (outage due to regular inspection)
-Reactor has been shut down and the sufficient level of reactor coolant
to ensure safety is maintained.

-We are working on receiving external power supply to Units 5 and 6. We
completed the repair work on the emergency diesel generator (A).

-At 10:14 pm, March 19th, we started the Residual Heat Removal System
Pump (B ) of Unit 6 in order to cool the spent fuel pool.

-At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside
the reactor containment vessel happened.

-At 7:27 PM, March 20th, the reactor achieved reactor cold shutdown.

Cooling of spent fuel pools
-In Unit 3, water discharge by Self-Defense Force's helicopters was
conducted from 9:48 AM in the morning on March 17th. Also water
discharge by the riot police's high-pressure water cannon trucks and
Self-Defense Force's fire engines was conducted from 7PM on March 17th
and finished at 8:09PM.

-In Unit 3, water discharge by Self-Defense Force's fire engines and US
army's fire engines was conducted from 2 PM and completed a quarter to
3 PM.

-After that, from 0:30 AM, Mar 19th, water discharge by Tokyo Fire
Department's Hyper Rescue was conducted to Unit 3 and completed at
1:10 AM. At around 2:10PM, water discharge by Tokyo Fire Department's
Hyper Rescue to Unit 3 was conducted once again. At approximately 3:40
am, they had finished water discharge.

-At approximately 8:21 am, March 20th, water discharge to Unit 4 by fire
engine has started with the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces and
finished at approximately 9:40 am. At approximately 6:45 pm, March 20th
water discharge to Unit 4 by Self-Defense's water cannon trucks was
conducted and finished at approximately 7:45 pm.

-From 3: 05 PM to 5: 20 PM on March 20th, 40 tons of seawater was
injected into Unit 2 by TEPCO employees.

-From 9:30 PM on March 20th, water discharge by Tokyo Fire Department's
Hyper Rescue was conducted to Unit 3 and completed at approximately 4:00
AM today.

-At approximately 6:30 AM today,, water discharge to Unit 4 was started
by Self-Defense Force's fire engines and US army's fire engines and was
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finished at approximately 8:40 AM.
-From around 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM on March 22nd, approximately 18 tons of

seawater was injected into Unit 2 by TEPCO employees.
-From around 3:10 PM on March 22nd, water discharge into Unit 3 by Tokyo
Fire Department's Hyper Rescue and Osaka City Fire Department was
conducted and completed at approximately 4:00 PM on the same day. From
around 5:20 PM on March 22nd, water discharge into Unit 4 from the
concrete pumping vehicle was conducted and ended at around 8:30 PM on
the same day.

-We are considering further water discharge at other units and others
subject to the conditions of spent fuel pools.

Casualty
-2 workers of cooperative firm were injured at the occurrence of the
earthquake, and were transported to the hospital on March llth.

-4 workers were injured and transported to the hospital after explosive
sound and white smoke were confirmed around the Unit lon March 11th.

-Presence of 2 TEPCO employees at the site is not confirmed on March 11th.
-1 TEPCO employee who was not able to stand by his own holding left chest
with his hand; was transported to the hospital by an ambulance on March
12th.

-1 subcontract worker at the key earthquake-proof building was unconscious
and transported to the hospital by an ambulance on March 12th.

-The radiation exposure of 1 TEPCO employee, who was working inside the
reactor building, exceeded 100mSv and he was transported to the hospital
on March 12th.

-2 TEPCO employees felt bad during their operation in the central control
rooms of Unit 1 and 2 while wearing full masks, and were transferred to
Fukushima Daini Power Station for consultation with a medical advisor
on March 13th.

-11 workers were injured and transported to Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power
Station etc. after explosive sound and white smoke were confirmed around
the Unit 3.One of the workers was transported to the FUKUSHIMA Medical
University Hospital on March 14th.

Others
-We measured radioactive materials (iodine etc.) inside of the nuclear
power station area (outdoor) by monitoring car and confirmed that
radioactive materials level is getting higher than ordinary level.
As listed below, we have determined that specific incidents stipulated
in article 15, clause 1 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured
at site boundary) have occurred.
-Determined at 4:17 PM Mar 12th (Around Monitoring Post 4
-Determined at 8:56 AM Mar 13th (Around Monitoring Post 4
Determined at 2:15 PM Mar 13th (Around Monitoring Post 4

-Determined at 3:50 AM Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 6
-Determined at 4:15 AM Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 2
Determined at 9:27 AM Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 3

-Determined at 9:37 PM Mar 14th (Around main entrance
-Determined at 6:51 AM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
-Determined at 8:11 AM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
-Determined at 4:17 PM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
-Determined at 11:05 PM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
-Determined at 8:58 AM Mar 19th (Around MP5)

From now on, if the measured figure fluctuates and goes above and below
500 micro Sv/h, we deem that as the continuous same event and will not
regard that as a new specific incidents stipulated in article 15, clause
1 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness
(Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured at site boundary) has
occurred. In the interim, if we measure a manifestly abnormal figure and
it is evident that the event is not the continuous same event, we will
determine and notify.

-The national government has instructed evacuation for those local
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residents within 20km radius of the periphery and evacuation to inside
for those residents from 20km to 30km radius of the periphery, because
it's possible that radioactive materials are discharged.

-At approximately 10AM on March 15th, we observed 400mSv/h at the inland
side of the Unit 3 reactor building and l00mSv/h at the inland side of
the Unit 4 reactor building.

-We checked the status of spent fuel in the common pool, and confirmed
that the water level secured. We are planning to conduct a detailed
inspection.

-We found no signs of abnormal situation for the casks by visual
observation during the patrol activity. A detailed inspection is under
preparation.

-At Units 5 and 6, in order to prevent hydrogen gas from accumulating
within the buildings, we have made three holes on the roof of the
reactor building for each unit.

-In total 12 fire engines are lent for the water discharge to the spent
fuel pools and water injection to the nuclear reactors by various
regional fire departments* as well as Tokyo Fire Department.
*: Koriyama Fire Department, Iwaki Fire Brigade IHeadquarters, Fire

Headquarters of Sukagawa District Wide Area Fire-fighting
Association, Yonezawa City Fire Headquarters, Utsunomiya City
Fire Headquarters, Fire Headquarters of Aizu-Wakamatsu wide area
municipal association, Saitama City Fire Bureau, and Niigata City
Fire Bureau.

-On March 21st and 22nd, we detected cobalt, iodine and cesium from
the seawater around discharge canal of Unit 1, 2, 3 and 4.

-We detected iodine and cesium in the air collected at the site of
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station on March 20th and 21st.

-We will continue to take all measures to ensure the safety and to
continue monitoring the surrounding environment around the Power
Station.
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 22,2011)
Status of TEPCO's Facilities and its services after Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake (as of
11:00PM)

Due to the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake which occurred on March 1lth
2011, TEPCO's facilities including our nuclear power stations have been
severely damaged. We deeply apologize for the anxiety and inconvenience
caused.

Below is the status of TEPCO's major facilities.
*new items are underlined

[Nuclear Power Station]
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station:
Units 1 to 3: shutdown due to earthquake
(Units 4 to 6: outage due to regular inspection)

* The national government has instructed to evacuate for those local

residents within 20km radius of the site periphery and to remain indoors
for those local residents between 20km and 30km radius of the site
periphery.

* Unit 1

The explosive sound and white smoke was confirmed near Unit 1 when the big
quake occurred at 3:36pm, March 12th.
We have started injection of sea water at 8:20 pm and then boric acid which
absorbs neutron into the reactor afterwards.

*Unit 2

At 1:25 pm, March 14th, since the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System has
failed, it was determined that a specific incident stipulated in Clause 1,
Article 15of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency
Preparedness occurred (failure of reactor cooling function).

At 5:17 pm, while the water level in the reactor reached the top of the
fuel rod, we have restarted the water injection with the valve operation.

At approximately 6:14 am, March 15th, the abnormal sound was confirmed near
the suppression chamber and the pressure inside the chamber decreased
afterwards. It was determined that there is a possibility that something
happened in the suppression chamber. While sea water injection to the
reactor continued, TEPCO employees and workers from other companies not
in charge of injection work started tentative evacuation to a safe location.

Sea water injection to the reactor is still under operation.

On March 18th, power was delivered up to substation for backup power
through offsite transmission line. We completed laying cable further to
unit receiving facility in the building, and at 3:46 pm, March 20th the
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load-side power panel of the receiving facility started to be energized.
From 3: 05 pm to 5: 20 pm on March 20th, 40 tons of seawater was injected
into Unit 2 by TEPCO employees.
At 6:20 on March 21st, white smoke was confirmed arising from the top of
the reactor building. As of 7:11 am on March 22nd, smoke decreased to the
level where we can hardly confirm.

*Unit 3

At 6:50 am, March 14th, while water injection to the reactor was under
operation, the pressure in the reactor containment vessel increased to 530
kPa. As a result, at 7:44 am, it was determined that a specific incident
stipulated in article 15, clause 1 occurred (abnormal increase of the
pressure of reactor containment vessel). Afterwards, the pressure has
gradually decreased (as of 9:05 am, 490 kPa).

At approximately 11:01 am, March 14th, an explosion followed by white
smoke occurred near Unit 3. 4 TEPCO employees and 3 workers from other
companies (all of them are conscious) have sustained injuries and they
were already taken to the hospital by ambulances.

As the temperature of water in the spent fuel pool rose, spraying water by
helicopters with the support of the Self Defense Force was considered,
however the operation on March 16th was cancelled.

At 6:15 am, March 17th, the pressure of the Suppression Chamber temporarily
increased, but currently it is stable in a certain range. On March 20th, we
were preparing to implement a measurement to reduce the pressure of the
reactor containment vessel (partial discharge of air containing radioactive
material to outside) in order to fully secure safety. However, at present,
it is not a situation to take a measure immediately to discharge air
containing radioactive material to outside. We will continue to monitor the
status of the pressure of the reactor containment vessel. Monitoring will
be continued.

In order to cool spent fuel pool, water was sprayed by helicopters on March
17th with the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces.
At approximately past 7:00 pm, March 17th, Self-Defense Forces and the
police had started spraying water by water cannon trucks upon our request
for the cooperation. At 8:09 pm, March 17th, they had finished the
operation.

At 2:00 pm, March 18th, spraying water by fire engines was started with the
cooperation of Self-Defense Forces and the United States Armed Forces. At
2:45 pm, March 18th, they had finished the operation.

At approximately 0:30 am, March 19th, spraying water was started with the
cooperation of Fire Rescue Task Forces of Tokyo Fire Department started
spraying water. At approximately 1:10 am, March 19th, they finished the
operation. They resumed spraying water at 2:10 pm. At approximately 3:40
am, March 20th, they finished the operation.
At approximately 9:30 pm, March 20th, spraying water was started with the
cooperation of Fire Rescue Task Forces of Tokyo Fire Department. At
approximately 3:58 am, March 21th, they finished the operation.

At approximately 3:55 pm, March 21st, light gray smoke was confirmed
arising from the southeast side of the 5th floor roof of the Unit 3
building, and the situation was reported to the fire department at
approximately 4:21 pm. The parameters of reactor pressure vessel, reactor
containment vessel, and monitored environmental data remained at the same
level. However, employees working around Unit 3 evacuated to a safe
location. It is observed the smoke has been decreasing. On March 22nd,
the color of smoke changed to somewhat white and it is slowly dissipating.

At approximately 3:10 pm on March 22nd, water discharge into Unit 3 by
Tokyo Fire Department's Hyper Rescue and Osaka City Fire Department was
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conducted and completed at approximately 4:00 PM on the same day.

* Unit 4

At approximately 6:00 am, March 15th, an explosive sound was heard and the
damage in the 5th floor roof of Unit 4 reactor building was confirmed. At
9:38 am, the fire near the north-west part of 4th floor of Unit 4 reactor
building was confirmed. At approximately 11:00 am, TEPCO employees
confirmed that the fire was off.

At approximately 5:45 am, a TEPCO employee discovered a fire at the
northwest corner of the Nuclear Reactor Building. TEPCO immediately
reported this incident to the fire department and the local government and
proceeded with the extinction of fire.
At approximately 6:15 am, TEPCO staff confirmed at the site that there are
no signs of fire.
At approximately 8:21 am, March 20th, spraying water by fire engines was
started with the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces and they finished the
operation at approximately 9:40 am. At approximately 6:45 pm spraying
water was started by Self-Defenses' water cannon trucks and finished at
approximately 7:45 pm.

At approximately 6:30 am, March 21st, spraying water by fire engines was
started with the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces and the United States
Armed Forces. At approximately 8:40 am, March 21, they had finished the
operation.

As of March 21st, cabling has been completed from temporary substation to
the main power center.

From approximately 5:20 PM on March 22nd, water discharge from the
concrete pumping vehicle was conducted and ended at approximately 8:30 PM
on the same day.

" On March 18th, regarding the spent fuel in the common spent fuel pool,
we have confirmed that the water level of the pool is secured. A detailed
inspection is under preparation.
* common spent fuel pool: a spent fuel pool for common use set in a

separate building in a plant site in order to preserve spent fuel
which are transferred from the spent fuel pool in each Unit building.

" On March 17th, we patrolled buildings for dry casks and found no signs of

abnormal situation for the casks by visual observation. A detailed
inspection is under preparation.
* dry cask: a measure to store spent fuel in a dry storage casks in

storages. Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station started to utilize
the measure from August 1995.

" The restoration work of electricity supply from external source for

Units 3, 4, 5 and 6 are being implemented. At 11:36 am, March 21, the
service power supplied by emergency diesel generators in Units 5 was
partially restored through transmission line (Yonomori-line) using a
power receiving facility of Unit 6.

* At 5 am, Mar 19th, we started the Residual Heat Removal System Pump (C

of Unit 5 in order to cool the spent fuel pool. At 10:14 pm, we started
the Residual Heat Removal System Pump (B ) of Unit 6 in order to cool the
spent fuel pool.

* Unit 5 has been in reactor cold shutdown since 2:30 pm on March 20th.

Unit 6 has been in reactor cold shutdown since 7:27 pm on March 20th.

* At Units 5 and 6, in order to prevent hydrogen gas from accumulating

within the buildings, we have made three holes on the roof of the reactor
building for each unit
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• In total 12 fire engines are lent for spraying water to the spent fuel

pools and water injection to the nuclear reactors by various regional fire
departments* as well as Tokyo Fire Department.

* On March 21st and 22nd, we detected cobalt, iodine and cesium from the

seawater around discharge canal of Unit 1, 2, 3 and 4.

* We detected iodine and cesium in the air collected at the site of
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station on March 20th and 21st.

*We will continuously endeavor to securing safety, and monitoring of the

surrounding environment.

Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station:
Units 1 to 4: shutdown due to earthquake

* The national government has instructed evacuation for those local

residents within 10km radius of the periphery.

* In order to achieve cold shutdown, reactor cooling function was restored

and cooling of reactors was conducted. As a result, all reactors achieved
cold shutdown: Unit 1 at 5:00 pm, March 14th, Unit 2 at 6:00 pm, March 14th,
Unit 3 at 0:15 pm, March 12th, Unit 4 at 7:15 am, March 16th.

* Since March 12th, we had been preparing measures for reducing the

pressure of reactor containment vessels (partial discharge of air
containing radioactive materials to outside), but on March 17th, we
released such preparation in all Units.

* (Unit 1)

As it is confirmed that the temperature of the Emergency Equipment Cooling
Water System *1 has increased, at 3:20 pm, March 15th, we stopped the
Residual Heat Removal System (B) for the inspection. Subsequently, failure
was detected in the power supply facility associated with the pumps of the
Emergency Equipment Cooling Water System. At 4:25 pm, March 15th, after
replacing the power facility, the pumps and the Residual Heat Removal
System (B) have been reactivated.

* (Unit 4)

As it is confirmed that the pressure at the outlet of the pumps of the
Emergency Equipment Cooling Water System*' has been decreased, at 8:05 pm,
March 15th, we stopped the Residual Heat Removal System (B) for the
inspection. Subsequently, failure was detected in the power supply
facility associated with the pumps of the Emergency Equipment Cooling
Water System. At 9:25 pm, March 15th, after replacing the relevant
facility, the pumps and the Residual Heat Removal System (B) have been
reactivated.

*l:emergency water system in which cooling water (pure water) circulates

which exchanged the heat with sea water in order to cool down bearing pumps
and/or heat exchangers etc.

Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Station:
Units 1, 5, 6, 7: normal operation
(Units 2 to 4: outage due to regular inspection)

[Thermal Power Station]
Hirono Thermal Power Station Units 2 and 4: shutdown due to earthquake
Hitachinaka Thermal Power Station Unit 1: shutdown due to earthquake
Kashima Thermal Power Station Units 2, 3, 5, 6: shutdown due to earthquake
Higashi-Ohgishima Thermal Power Station Unit 1: shutdown due to earthquake

[Hydro Power Station]
* All the stations have been restored.
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(Facilities damaged by the earthquake are now properly under consideration)

[Transmission System, etc.]
All substation failed due to the earthquake have been restored.

[Blackout in TEPCO's Service Area]
All the blackouts are resolved.

[Supply and Demand Status within TEPCO's Service Area to Secure Stable Power
Supply]
Backup supply from Shinshinano Conversion Station: 600MW
Backup supply from Sakuma Conversion Station: 300MW
Backup supply from Higashi Shimizu Conversion Station: 100MW
Backup supply from Hokkaido-Honshu Interconnection Facilities: 60MW

Considering the critical balance of our power supply capacity and expected
power demand forward, in order to avoid unexpected blackout, TEPCO has been
implementing rolling blackout (planned blackout alternates from one area to
another) since Mar 14th. We will make our utmost to secure the stable power
supply as early as possible.
For customers who will be subject to rolling blackout, please be prepared
for the announced blackout periods. Also for customers who are not subject
to blackouts, TEPCO appreciates your continuous cooperation in reducing
electricity usage by avoiding using unnecessary lighting and electrical
equipment.

[Others]
Please do NOT touch cut-off electric wires.
In order to prevent fire, please make sure to switch off the electric
appliances such as hair drier and to shut down the breaker of distribution
board when you leave your house.
For the customer who has in-house power generation, please secure fuel for
generator.

a a t ae 1to
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 22,2011)
The results of nuclide analyses of radioactive materials in the air at the site of Fukushima
Daiichi Nuclear Power Station

On March 22nd 2011, as part of monitoring activity of the surrounding
environment, we conducted nuclide analyses of radioactive materials
contained in the air which were collected on March 20th and 21st 2011
at the site of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, which was
damaged by Tohoku-Chihou-Taiheiyo-Oki Earthquake. As a result,
radioactive materials were detected as shown in the attachment.
Therefore, we summarized the results and reported them to Nuclear and
Industry Safety Agency as well as to the government of Fukushima
Prefecture today.

We will continue the sampling survey same as this one.

attachment :The result of the nuciide analysis of radioactive materaias
in the a- at the site of Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station
(PDF 19•6KB)
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Bozin, Sunny

From: Ostendorff, William
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:23 PM
To: Franovich, Mike
Cc: Nieh, Ho; Warnick, Greg
Subject: Re: UPDATE on Fukishima-Daiichi

Thanks Mike. I will standby for your updates. Would appreciate clarification as soon as
possible on core damage rad levels and evacuation posture. WCO

--- Original Message-
From: Franovich, Mike
To: Ostendorff, William
Cc: Nieh, Ho; Warnick, Greg
Sent: Fri Mar 11 19:08:01 2011
Subject: UPDATE on Fukishima-Daiichi

Sir,

The TA brief involved the NRC Executive Team (Borchardt, Weber, Virgilio) and others. Basic
info as follows but info is still unreliable:

El The Chairman, Eric Leeds, and one NRC technical expert from our reactor safety team will
be at a deputy Principals meeting at the White House this evening to discuss the Japanese
event and U.S. assistance.

El Chairman's office to provide any key info to other Commissioner offices (messages, etc..)
based on meeting at Whitehouse (Monninger needs to check with Josh first).

El Fed government response to impact on U.S. may stand down. NRC made itself available to
USAID if technical assistance is needed.

El The staff has used the TEPCO and IAEA press releases and other sources to piece
information regarding the units in question and provide technical details on what they
believe the designs to be and similarity to US plants. It appears that emergency diesel
generators operated for about an hour before they failed. (some believe the Tsunami water
damaged the EDGs). The radiation levels are approximately 1000 times above normal
(conflicting reports as to where, one source believes those were the readings outside of the
Unit 2 control room).

El The staff (Bill Ruland, et al.) did a "what if" scenario using a worst case assumption.
By using the SOARCA analysis for Peach Bottom (BWR/4 design), the scenario use is a loss of
all emergency power, the reactor core cooled using a RCIC pump until station battery power
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depletes, core damage occurs hours later. The timeline -n SOARCA appears to match the
timeline of events for Fukishima Unit 2 regarding the time when containment is vented to
prevent containment failure. This is simply a worst case scenario if the Chairman is asked
the question.

El Eliot Brenner noted we have much media interested in getting NRC on camera to discuss the
event but he is in a holding pattern regarding any further NRC public communication. He
noted DOS backed off Secretary Clinton's "~coolant remark" that she misspoke. USAF denies
that it helped deliver "coolant" to the plant.

El Marty Virgilio did do an outreach NEI/WANO and INPO. NEI has had contact with Japan
industry but they are getting scant info. NEI was informed that contain pressure on Unit 2
was two times design pressure).

El Cindi Peterson of Region III indicated that Exelon may have been asked by General
Electric to run their simulators for Dresden and Quad Cities to model scenarios. These two
US plants are similar to Fuki Unit I and Unit 2 respectively.

El Borchardt cautioned against "what ifing" too much at this time (not an NRC facility).

El Next TA brief at 23:15. I will call in and give you update.

Mike
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From: Hart Ken

To: Ashley. MaAnn; Invs Tar GullaGrld Akstulewicz. Brenda; Bavol. Rochelle Belmore. Nancy BrennerEio ; Enle, Brooke; Buums. Stephen; tHart
Ker Hayden. Elizabeth; Joosten. Sandy; Laufer. Richard; Leeds Eric; Mamish. Nader Mayberry. Theresa: Muessle Mary; Powell Amy; Pulley. Deborah:
Ouesenberr. Jeannette; RidsEdoDraftSrmVote Resource; RidsOocMailCenter Resoure Schmidt. Rebecca Sa.amela; Vietti-Cook. Annette

Subject: FW: Commissioner Apostolakis" vote forSECY-11-0028 (Part 26 managing fatigue)
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 10:26:25 AM
Attachments: GEA-cmt-SP11-00281 df

jmaocfld3 Ofl

SECY-11-0028 - OPTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING AN
ALTERNATIVE INTERIM REGULATORY APPROACH
TO THE MINIMUM DAYS OFF PROVISIONS OF 10 CFR
PART 26, SUBPART I, "MANAGING FATIGUE"

Approved with comments.

Ken

From: Blake, Kathleen
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 10:23 AM
To: Wright, Darlene; Baggett, Steven; Batkin, Joshua; Bozin, Sunny; Bradford, Anna; Bubar, Patrice; Bupp, Margaret; Chairman Temp;
Clark, Lisa; Coggins, Angela; Cordes, John; Crawford, Carrie; Davis, Roger; Fopma, Melody; Franovich, Mike; Gibbs, Catina; Hart, Ken;
Harves, Carolyn; Herr, Linda; Hipschman, Thomas; KLS Temp; Kock, Andrea; Lepre, Janet; Loyd, Susan; Mamish, Nader; Marshall, Michael;
Monninger, John; Orders, William; Pace, Patti; Poole, Brooke; Reddick, Darani; Laufer, Richard; Bavol, Rochelle; Rothschild, Trip; Savoy,
Carmel; Sharkey, Jeffry; Shea, Pamela; Snodderly, Michael; Sosa, Belkys; Speiser, Herald; Svinicki, Kristine; Temp, WCO; Temp, WDM;
Thoma, John; Warren, Roberta; Zorn, Jason; Apostolakis, George; Temp, GEA; Tadesse, Rebecca; Castleman, Patrick; Montes, David; Dhir,
Neha; Adler, James; Jimenez, Patricia; Muessle, Mary; Nieh, Ho; Ostendorff, William; Warnick, Greg; Sexton, Kimberly; Pearson, Laura
Cc: Lewis, Antoinette
Subject: Commissioner Apostolakis' vote forSECY-11-0028 (Part 26 managing fatigue)

Commissioner Apostolakis' vote is attached.



NOTATION VOTE

RESPONSE SHEET

TO: Annette Vietti-Cook, Secretary

Commissioner ApostolakisFROM:

SUBJECT: SECY-11-0028 - OPTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING AN
ALTERNATIVE INTERIM REGULATORY APPROACH
TO THE MINIMUM DAYS OFF PROVISIONS OF 10 CFR
PART 26, SUBPART I, "MANAGING FATIGUE"

Approved X Disapproved Abstain

Not Participating _

COMMENTS: Below Attached X None

SIGNATURE

DATE"
I

Entered on "STARS" Yes $ No



Commissioner Apostolakis' comments on SECY-1 1-0003 - STATUS OF ENFORCEMENT
DISCRETION REQUEST AND RULEMAKING ACTIVITIES RELATED TO 10 CFR PART 26,
SUBPART I, "MANAGING; FATIGUE"

AND

SECY-1 1-0028 - OPTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING AN ALTERNATIVE INTERIM
REGULATORY APPROACH TO THE MINIMUM DAYS OFF PROVISIONS OF 10 CFR PART
26, SUBPART I, "MANAGING FATIGUE"

I recommend action on SECY-11-0003 and SECY-11-0028 as discussed below.

Industry has expressed concern that certain provisions of 10 CFR Part 26, "Fitness-for-Duty
Programs" have unintended consequences that may diminish the safety benefit of the
regulation. Staffs assessment confirms the need to address the industry's concerns. Staff has
engaged industry and the public and developed options to address these issues in SECY-1 1-
0028. 1 believe a viable, alternate approach has been identified. It would add a voluntary but
acceptable alternate requirement to the current rule's requirement regarding minimum days off.
Thus, I support the Chairman's proposal to authorize an expedited, limited scope rulemaking of
short duration that includes a notice and public comment period, for the purpose of making this
amendment to our rules.

I also support updating the regulatory guidance so that it is available for use when the final rule
is published. In addition, I approve staff's recommendation in SECY-1 1-0028 that the
Commission exercise enforcement discretion, but only to the extent required to carry out the
limited scope rulemaking, updating of guidance, and make effective a rule amendment allowing
compliance with an alternate requirement.



SECY-11-0028 - OPTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING AN
ALTERNATIVE INTERIM REGULATORY APPROACH
TO THE MINIMUM DAYS OFF PROVISIONS OF 10 CFR
PART 26, SUBPART I, "MANAGING FATIGUE"



From: Breskovic, Clarence
To: Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: Background Paper on BWR Reactors for non-Nuclear Engineers - Fukushima reactor schematics, containment,

etc.
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 1:05:32 PM
Attachments: ANSN BWR Paperpdf

I attached a BWR reactor background paper developed by the Asian Nuclear Safety Network. This might
help people who are not nuclear engineers understand the jargon and the problems being described.



Boiling Water Reactor Power Plant

This material was, for a purpose to be used in a nuclear education,
compiled comprehensively with a caution on appropriateness and
neutrality of information, based on references of neutral organizations,
suh as NRC, Wikipedia and ATOMICA, and vendors' information
especially on advanced reactors. At the end of this material, references
are listed.

September 2007

(Rev.- 1 Dec.2007)
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Part 1. Descriptions of BWR Power plants

Chapter 1. BWR Development

1.1. General

Boiling water reactors (BWRs) are nuclear power reactors utilizing light water as the reactor
coolant and moderator to generate electricity by directly boiling the light water in a reactor
core to make steam that is delivered to a turbine generator. There are two operating BWR
types, roughly speaking, i.e., BWRs and ABWRs (advanced boiling water reactors)

The outline of a BWR power plant is shown in Figure 1.

Containrnmt Structure

Figure 1. Outline of BWR Power Plant

More details on the System Outline of ABWR Power Plant

A pressurized water reactor (PWR) was the first type of light-water reactor developed because of its
application to submarine propulsion. The civilian motivation for the BWR is reducing costs for
commercial applications through design simplification and lower pressure components.

In contrast to the pressurized water reactors that utilize a primary and secondary loop, in civilian
BWRs the steam going to the turbine that powers the electrical generator is produced in the
reactor core rather than in steam generators or heat exchangers. There is just a single circuit in a
civilian BWR in which the water is at lower pressure (about 75 times atmospheric pressure)
so that it boils in the core at about 2850C.
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BWRs have been originally developed by GE. GE started its development in 1950s as light
water reactor type nuclear power reactors, and the Dresden Unit-1 (200,000 kWe)
commissioned in July 1960 is the first BWR nuclear power station. After that, the GE
company has supplied many BWRs, Siemens (KWU, Germany), ABB-Atom
(Switzerland/Sweden) and Toshiba and Hitachi (Japan) also supplied many BWRS. In the
following, features and types of BWRs, mainly of conventional BWRs, are explained and
those of ABWRs are addressed in the next.

For BWRs, the steam void due to reactor coolant boiling has a negative-reactivity effect,
which can suppress a power rise even if a positive reactivity is added. The reactor power can
be controlled by two methods: reactor-coolant recirculation-flow control and control rod
operation.

A BWR nuclear power plant consists of the reactor coolant recirculation system and main
steam system that compose a nuclear reactor, engineered safety features that consist of the
emergency core cooling system, reactor core isolation cooling system, containment cooling
system and boric-acid injection system, turbine and generator equipment and other systems,
such as the reactor coolant purification system, waste processing equipment, fuel handling
equipment, other auxiliary equipment, etc.

1.2. BWR Type

Major reactor core
shown in Table 1.

parameters of BWR-2 to BWR-4, which are in operation in Japan are

Table 1 Main Parameters for BWR Core

357 460 8,

3.02 3.44 4.

3.66 3.66 3.

308 400 51

Improvement and history of BWR fuel in Japan are, shown in Table 2. In 1960s, the
development started including introduction of overseas technologies under license agreements,
and the fuel type has been changed from 6x6 to 9x9 adopting many improvements resulting
from nuclear and mechanical research and developments.

Table 2 BWR Fuel Improvement in Japan
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Liner
8x8 R

High
Burnup

8x8

Improvement of BWR containment is shown in Figure 2. Five types of containments were
applied for Japanese BWRs. Typical design for each type of containment is illustrated with
major dimensions. The design has attained significant improvement in the total volume per
output, resulting in a large cost benefit.
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Figure 2. History of BWR Containment
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There are two operating BWR types, roughly speaking, i.e. BWRs including their
modifications and ABWRs (advanced BWRs). The first commercial power reactor
constructed in U.S. was the Dresden Unit-i (full power operation in July 1960), which was
the BWR- 1 reactor. This BWR- 1 reactor was dual cycle like a pressurized water reactor and
adopted a dry type reactor containment vessel. The BWR-2 and the subsequent ones ware
designed to increase the power density that results in a smaller core size, to simplify the
system adopting a direct cycle with a steam drum provided inside a reactor vessel, to
multiplex the emergency core cooling system (ECCS), and to reduce the containment vessel
volume adopting a pressure-suppression-type pool, which led to the current operating BWR
designs.

Chapter 2. BWR Technologies

2.1. Reactor Coolant Recirculation System and Main Steam System

Boiling water reactors (BWRs) are nuclear power reactors generating electricity by directly
boiling the light water in a reactor pressure vessel to make steam that is delivered to a turbine
generator. After driving a turbine, the steam is converted into water with a condenser (cooled
by sea water in Japan), and pumped into the reactor vessel with feedwater pumps. A part of
the water is sent into the reactor vessel after being pressurized with recirculation pumps
installed outside of the vessel and fed into the reactor core from the bottom part of the reactor
vessel with jet pumps.

Inside of a BWR reactor pressure vessel (RPV), feedwater enters through nozzles high on the
vessel, well above the top of the nuclear fuel assemblies (these nuclear fuel assemblies
constitute the "core") but below the water level. The feedwater is pumped into the RPV from
the condensers located underneath the low pressure turbines and after going through
feedwater heaters that raise its temperature using extraction steam from various turbine stages.

The feedwater enters into the downcomer region and combines with water exiting the water
separators. The feedwater subcools the saturated water from the steam separators. This water
now flows down the downcomer region, which is separated from the core by a tall shroud.
The water then goes through either jet pumps or reactor internal pumps that provide additional
pumping power (hydraulic head). The water now makes a 180 degree turn and moves up
through the lower core plate into the nuclear core where the fuel elements heat the water.
When the flow moves out of the core through the upper core plate, about 12-15% of the
volume of the flow is saturated steam.

2.2. Structure of BWRs

(1) BWR reactor core and internals

Reactor core and internal structures of 1,1OOMWe class BWR reactor vessel are shown in
Figure 3. In a reactor vessel, there are a reactor core that mainly consists of fuel assemblies
and control rods in the center, equipment for generating steam for a turbine, such as a
steam-water separator and a steam dryer in the upper part of the vessel, equipment for
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reactor-power control, such as control rod guide tubes and control rod drive housings in the
lower part of the vessel, and a core shroud, jet pumps etc. that surrounds the reactor core and
composes the coolant flow path in the periphery of reactor core.

.~Vent

Top spray nozzle •

Flange

Steam dryer
Steam outlet nozzle-

Steam separator

Reactor core spray nozzle- e - Feedwater inlet nozzle

Low pressure coolant Feedwater sparger
injection nozzle

Core spray sparger

Upper grid Core shroud
Jet pump Control rod

Fuel assembly

Coolant recirculation
inlet nozzle

Control rod drive
mechanism housing

,-Core plate
Coolant recirculation
outlet nozzle

Reactor pressure
•,7 vessel support skirt

Incore monitor -

housing

Figure 3. Internal Structure of BWR Reactor Vessel

(2) Nuclear fuel

BWR fuel assemblies, for an example of 8x8 type, consists of 64 rods: 62 fuel rods, one
spacer holding water rod and one water rod, which are arranged to a tetragonal lattice of 8x8
and enclosed in a channel box made of zircaloy as shown in Figure 4. Fuel rods are structured
to contain uranium-dioxide pellets, a plenum spring etc. in a zircaloy cladding tube, of which
both ends are weld-sealed with end plugs after pressurized with helium gas. The plenum is a
space provided so that the fission gas discharged from fuel pellets accompanying fuel burnup
is accommodated and the fuel rod internal pressure does not become excessive.
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(9 x 9 fuel. B-type)

Upper end plag Plenum springt _ _- Fue dadding Lower end plug-I - TFuel rod

e rn. Pellet
Effective fuel length

W: Water rod
T: Tie rod
0: A coolant hole is provided at the

arrow mark of a lower tie plate

Figure 4. BWR Nuclear Fuel Structure

(3) Control rod and its drive mechanism

BWR control rods are composed of blades in a shape of cruciform in order to move through
the gaps formed between four channels of fuel assemblies. as shown in Figure 5. Types of
control rods are, in terms of the absorber materials, boron carbide (B4C), hafnium (Hf) and
combination of these. A velocity limiter of an umbrella shape is provided at the lower portion
of the control rod to slow down the dropping velocity in case of a control rod drop accident.
Moreover, a connector to couple a control rod to a control rod drive mechanism is provided.
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Figure 5. BWR Control Rod and its Drive Mechanism

There are two types of the control rod drive mechanism: hydraulic pressure drive and motor
drive. Both types utilize the nitrogen-gas pressure stored in accumulators as driving power for
fast insertion of control rods. When an anomaly occurs or could occur at a nuclear reactor, the
fast insertion of all control rods into a reactor core is carried out all at once from the lower
part of reactor core to shutdown nuclear reactor operation (it is called that a nuclear reactor is
scrammed.) The boric acid solution injection system is provided to inject a neutron absorber
material into the reactor core to stop reactor operation when the control rods cannot be
inserted and the nuclear reactor cannot be placed in low-temperature shutdown mode.

2.3. Engineered Safety Feature

(1) Emergency core cooling system

At an abnormal event of a BWR, actuation of the reactor shutdown system (a part of the
safety protection system) stops the nuclear reactor operation securely. The emergency core
cooling system (ECCS) is provided for the case when a break accident occurs to reactor
coolant system piping etc. and the reactor coolant is lost from a reactor core (loss of coolant
accident, LOCA). This system consists of one high pressure core cooling system, one low
pressure core cooling system, and three low pressure core injection (reflooder) systems.

More Details on Safety Design
[ i'1
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(2) Reactor containment

Radioactive materials are released into the high temperature and high pressure coolant when a
fuel failure occurs. Therefore, a reactor containment is provided so that the coolant would not
discharge to the outside (Figure 7). All BWR containments are pressure suppression (pressure
suppression pool) type, and the steam discharged into the containment is led to the water pool
of the pressure suppression chamber, cooled and condensed, and the pressure rise within the
containment is suppressed as a result. Moreover, as the temperature and pressure of the
containment rise due to the fuel decay heat in a long term after an accident, it is necessary to
cool the inside of the containment. Furthermore, it is also necessary to remove radioactive
materials such as iodine within the containment. For such purposes, the containment spray
system is provided within the containment (drywell spray, pressure suppression chamber
spray). Furthermore, the standby gas treatment system is provided in the reactor building so
that the radioactive materials will not be released to the outside of the containment.

Figure 7. BWR Containment in the Reactor Building (Improved Mark-Il)

In addition, following a loss of coolant accident, the temperature of fuel cladding could rise
and hydrogen could be generated by a water-metal reaction, which could impair the
containment integrity due to hydrogen gas combustion. In order to prevent such a case, BWR
containments are kept inert with nitrogen gas (Mark-ILL type containment is designed not to
use the nitrogen gas, but it is not adopted in Japan) during normal operation, and the
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flammability control system to prevent hydrogen combustion by recombining the generated
hydrogen gas with oxygen gas.

2.4. Other Systems and Equipment

(1) Reactor coolant clean up system

The reactor coolant clean up system is provided to keep the coolant purity high, and consists
of pumps, regenerative heat exchangers, non-regenerative heat exchangers, filter
demineralizers, auxiliary equipment, etc.

The reactor coolant clean up system, together with the condensate cleanup system, keeps the
coolant properties within the following values;

Electric conductivity (25 degrees C) 1 micro-S / cm or less
Cr 0.1 ppm or less
pH (25 degrees C) 5.6-8.6

(2) Reactor core isolation cooling system

The reactor core isolation cooling system is provided to inject the condensed water of residual
heat removal system or condensate storage tank water, etc. into a reactor core with the
turbine-driven pump using a part of the nuclear reactor steam to maintain the reactor water
level, when supply of the condensate or feed water is stopped due to a certain cause after the
reactor shutdown.

(3) Residual heat removal system

The residual heat removal system is provided for removal of the residual heat during a normal
reactor shutdown and nuclear reactor isolation condition and for core cooling in case of a loss
of coolant accident, etc.

The system consists of three independent loops, consisting of two sets of heat exchangers and
three sets of pumps, which can be used in four modes by changing valve lineup. In addition,
the system can cool the fuel pool using a connection line to the fuel pool cooling and cleanup
system, when required.

(4) Waste processing system

Wastes generated in a plant are divided into gas, liquid and solid materials, and are processed
separately. The gaseous waste, after attenuating the radioactivity to sufficiently low level with
an activated-carbon-type noble gas hold-up device, is discharged from a vent stack monitoring
the concentrations of radioactive materials. The liquid waste, after being collected from each
generating source, is processed with a filter, a demineralizer and a waste evaporator, and is
reused as make-up water or discharged. The liquid waste condensed with the waste evaporator
is processed as a solid waste. The solid waste is processed by solidification, incineration,
compression etc. corresponding to the type and canned in a drum for storage in a storage
facility. In the solidification method, there are bituminization, plastic solidification and
cement solidification.
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(5) Fuel handling equipment

Refueling is carried out once per 12 to 24 months in principle for an equilibrium cycle, and
the required refueling time period is about 20 days. The number of removed fuel assemblies at
one refueling is 20 to 30% of the total fuel assemblies in a core.

(6) Fuel pool cooling and cleanup system

The fuel pool cooling and cleanup system is provided to remove the decay heat of the spent
fuel with the heat exchangers of the reactor building closed cooling water system to cool the
fuel pool water, and to maintain the water purity and visibility of the fuel pool, reactor well
and pit for the steam dryer and steam-water separator by filter-demineralization of the fuel
pool water with a filter demineralizer,

The fuel pool cooling and cleanup system consists of pumps, filter demineralizers, heat
exchangers, auxiliary equipment etc.

(7) Turbine-generator equipment

(a) Steam turbine

Generally speaking, the steam turbine for nuclear power consumes more steam per unit output
and is a larger size compared with the turbine for thermal power plants, as the turbine inlet
steam condition is not good compared with that for thermal power plants.

Therefore, the rotation frequency of both the high-pressure and low pressure turbines is 1,500
to 1,800 rpm.

(b) Generator

The turbine generator for nuclear power plants has no essential difference from that for
thermal power plants.

2.5. Power Control of BWR

(1) Power control method and self-regulating characteristics

The BWR generates steam with pressure about 70 kg/cm 2 by boiling light water in the reactor
core. Moreover, the amount of steam bubbles (void) generated by the boiling is controlled
with recirculation pumps (variable velocity pump) to control the nuclear reaction (power),
which is called the recirculation flow control system. As control rods are withdrawn out of the
core, the reactivity increases and then, the power (heat generation) increases, which results in
increase of steam void leading to reduction of moderator density, and the rate of uranium
fission becomes small and the reactivity decreases, which balances and stabilizes the reactor
power (reactivity). As control rods are inserted into the core, the reactivity decreases and the
power decreases, which results in decrease of steam void leading to increase of moderator
density, and the rate of uranium fission becomes large and the reactivity increases, which
balances and stabilizes the reactor power. In this way, BWRs have a self-regulating
characteristic of the reactor power.
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(2) Heat transfer and power control

The heat generated in fuel rods is transferred to the reactor coolant. The magnitude of heat
transferred according to the temperature difference between the heat transfer surface and the
coolant has been obtained in many experiments. Since the heat transfer decreases in the
transition film-boiling region in which the boiling becomes violent that could cause a burnout
of fuel cladding tube, the heat transfer in the nucleate-boiling region is utilized in BWR.
Therefore, the reactor operation limits are imposed on BWRs not to approach to the transition
film-boiling region during normal operation and abnormal operational transients.

(3) Load fluctuation and reactor pressure reduction

When BWRs experience a load fluctuation in automatic power control mode, first of all, the
reactor power is adjusted by increase or decrease of the recirculation flow. Automatic power
control is adjusted during about 70%--100% of the rated power. If electrical grid demands
increase turbine generator output power, at first the power control system increases the
recirculation flow that results in increase of the reactor power. The reactor pressure is
controlled to be constant by opening of a turbine control valve by reactor pressure system.
Opening of a turbine control valve increases the steam flow and the turbine generator output
power. This method is called "the reactor master / turbine slave (nuclear reactor priority
method)." In addition, when an abnormal turbine trip occurs, the steam flow is interrupted and
the reactor scram occurs to protect abnormal pressure rise. Also, bypass valves are opened to
bypass the steam to main condenser.

Chapter 3. Features of BWR

The BWR is characterized by two-phase fluid flow (water and steam) in the upper part of the
reactor core. Light water (i.e., common distilled water) is the working fluid used to conduct
heat away from the nuclear fuel. The water around the fuel elements also "thermalizes"
neutrons, i.e., reduces their kinetic energy, which is necessary to improve the probability of
fission of fissile fuel. Fissile fuel material, such as the U-235 and Pu-239 isotopes, have large
capture cross sections for thermal neutrons.

3.1. BWR Design

(1) Generation of steam in a reactor core

In contrast to the pressurized water reactors that utilize a primary and secondary loop, in
civilian BWRs the steam going to the turbine that powers the electrical generator is produced
in the reactor core rather than in steam generators or heat exchangers. There is just a single
circuit in a civilian BWR in which the water is at lower pressure (about 75 times atmospheric
pressure) compared to a PWR so that it boils in the core at about 285°C. The reactor is
designed to operate with steam comprising 12 to 15% of the volume of the two-phase coolant
flow (the "void fraction") in the top part of the core, resulting in less moderation, lower
neutron efficiency and lower power density than in the bottom part of the core. In comparison,
there is no significant boiling allowed in a PWR because of the high pressure maintained in its
primary loop (about 158 times atmospheric pressure).
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(2) Feed water system

Inside of a BWR reactor pressure vessel (RPV), feedwater enters through nozzles high on the
vessel, well above the top of the nuclear fuel assemblies (these nuclear fuel assemblies
constitute the "core") but below the water level. The feedwater is pumped into the RPV from
the condensers located underneath the low pressure turbines and after going through
feedwater heaters that raise its temperature using extraction steam from various turbine stages.

(3) Fluid recirculation in the reactor vessel

The heating from the core creates a thermal head that assists the recirculation pumps in
recirculating the water inside of the RPV. A BWR can be designed with no recirculation
pumps and rely entirely on the thermal head to recirculate the water inside of the RPV. The
forced recirculation head from the recirculation pumps is very useful in controlling power,
however. The thermal power level is easily varied by simply increasing or decreasing the
speed of the recirculation pumps.

The two phase fluid (water and steam) above the core enters the riser area, which is the upper
region contained inside of the shroud. The height of this region may be increased to increase
the thermal natural recirculation pumping head. At the top of the riser area is the water
separator. By swirling the two phase flow in cyclone separators, the steam is separated and
rises upwards towards the steam dryer while the water remains behind and flows horizontally
out into the downcomer region. In the downcomer region, it combines with the feedwater
flow and the cycle repeats.

The saturated steam that rises above the separator is dried by a chevron dryer structure. The
steam then exits the RPV through four main steam lines and goes to the turbine.

(4) Reactor power control system

Reactor power is controlled via two methods: by inserting or withdrawing control rods and by
changing the water flow through the reactor core.

Positioning (withdrawing or inserting) control rods is the normal method for controlling
power when starting up a BWR. As control rods are withdrawn, neutron absorption decreases
in the control material and increases in the fuel, so reactor power increases. As control rods
are inserted, neutron absorption increases in the control material and decreases in the fuel, so
reactor power decreases. Some early BWRs and the proposed ESBWR designs use only
natural circulation with control rod positioning to control power from zero to 100% because
they do not have reactor recirculation systems.

Changing (increasing or decreasing) the flow of water through the core is the normal and
convenient method for controlling power. When operating on the so-called "100% rod line,"
power may be varied from approximately 70% to 100% of rated power by changing the
reactor recirculation flow by varying the speed of the recirculation pumps. As flow of water
through the core is increased, steam bubbles ("voids") are more quickly removed from the
core, the amount of liquid water in the core increases, neutron moderation increases, more
neutrons are slowed down to be absorbed by the fuel, and reactor power increases. As flow of
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water through the core is decreased, steam voids remain longer in the core, the amount of
liquid water in the core decreases, neutron moderation decreases, fewer neutrons are slowed
down to be absorbed by the fuel, and reactor power decreases.

(5) Steam turbines

Steam produced in the reactor core passes through steam separators and dryer plates above the
core and then directly to the turbine, which is part of the reactor circuit. Because the water
around the core of a reactor is always contaminated with traces of radionuclides, the turbine
must be shielded during normal operation, and radiological protection must be provided
during maintenance. Most of the radioactivity in the water is very short-lived (mostly N-16,
with a 7 second half life), so the turbine hall can be entered soon after the reactor is shut
down.

(6) Size of reactor core

A modem BWR fuel assembly comprises 74 to 100 fuel rods, and there are up to
approximately 800 assemblies in a reactor core, holding up to approximately 140 tonnes of
uranium. The number of fuel assemblies in a specific reactor is based on considerations of
desired reactor power output, reactor core size and reactor power density.
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Part 2. Advanced BWRs

Chapter 4. ABWR Development

ABWRs are Generation III reactors based on the boiling water reactor. The ABWR was
designed by General Electric and Japanese BWR suppliers. The standard ABWR plant design
has a net output of about 1350 megawatts electrical.

Reactor Core
and Nuclear Fuel

Primary Containment Vessel

Control and Instrumentation',

"Keactor .v'ressure vessel N E e Cr "n tand Its Internals mergencycore Cooling.System

IReactor Internal Pump:.

I Control- R'ods and.Cohtrol Rod Drive

Figure 8. ABWR Power Plant Structure

Major differences between the BWR and ABWR designs are as shown in Table 3: the reactor
coolant pump is changed from the combination of recirculation pumps and jet pumps to
internal pumps (in-reactor-vessel type pump), the control rod drive system is changed to a
combination of a motor-driven drive and a hydraulic pressure drive from the hydraulic
pressure drive, and the containment is a reinforced-concrete type containment vessel. In
addition, the kashiwazaki kariwa Unit-6 and Unit-7 (electrical output is 1,356,000kW gross,
respectively) in Japan have started commercial operation as the first operating ABWRs in the
world.
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Table 3. Major Specifications for BWR and ABWR

~< ~ Items
Electricity outputMie___ : e .....
Zhermal output ------- --- MWt
Reactor pressure kgfcm g -

Feed water tenmperature Degree-C

c ore -flo -w -------- ------- K g/h-------

-- --y e -----

N u m b e r _o f f u e l a s s e m b l i e s -c -s - -

Number :of controlo ods ---- --------

Reactor pressure vessel ID: m

:Reactor water recirculation systemfii

.Control rod driv'e mechanism

Power contrlo

Scram

Steam flow restrictor

Emergency core cooling system

Res idual h~eatrein__ioval_ system ---..--.....
Containment

130u class I I_ 2J2Jt
3926

_ _ _ _7 2.:1 - --- -----
2,15

About 52x10"ý
[ _New-typ~e 8x8

8721 : 7:-.--------------- 7- 7 - : r : 7 - - -F 7 •777 :.::::.:205 : .::

About 7.1
.... --.. .-A b ou t 2 1 ---------- -

Reactor internal pumps

Fine motion CR drive
---------(FMCRD)_ system. -

Fast scram with hydraulic
----------------presSuredrive-- -

Reactor pressure vessel
-- -- ---: n o zzle -- - -- --

Low pressure reflooder
-----system ((3_systems)-.....

High-pressure core
reflooder system (2

Reactor core isolation-:
-------coo-ling-systemn------

Automatic
.depressurization system .
3 svstems (common use)

215-

-------About 48x_10 ------
------- _ _N ew-type__x_ ..........8x

764
185

About 6.4
... .- - -A b o u t 2 2 ---- .--------.. ---

Outer recirculation pumps,
._...... _(_2_) +j~et_• p mn s__(20) ----- -:£

Hydraulic pressure CR
drive (CRD) system ....

Fast scram with hydraulic
- -.....-....---pressure drive-

Main steam7 pipe Venturi
nozzle

Low pressure reflooder
------ sy~stem _3_ s~ystem -s_') ------

Low pressure core spray
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Following the Kashiwazaki-Kariwas Unit-6 and Unit-7, the Hamaoka Unit-5 of the Chubu
Electric Power Co., Inc., which is the second generation ABWR adopting new technologies,
started its commercial operation in January 2005 as the world's largest class output power
station.

Chapter 5. ABWR Technologies

5.1 Features of ABWR

BWR characterized by the simplified direct cycle type is completed as a high reliability and
safety nuclear reactor with many improvements, such as optimization of the core power
density and fuel burnup, adoption of a built-in steam-water separator, multiple emergency
core cooling system, etc. In addition to those improvements, ABWRs adopt the following
superior technologies.

(1) Reactor pressure vessel and internals

The nuclear reactor of advanced building water reactor (ABWR) adopts the internal-pump
system as a reactor-coolant recirculation system, which installs pumps in a reactor pressure
vessel. The reactor internals consist of internal structures, such as steam-water separator and
steam dryer, and a core support for fuel assemblies as shown in Figure 9.
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. Reactor pressure vessel

Steam dryer

Steam-water separator

High-pressure core
Flooder sparger

Upper grid

Fuel assembly

Control rod

•, Core plate

.. Internal pump

A • Control rod drive mechanism

Figure 9. Reactor Pressure Vessel and Internals

Utilizing their 30 years of experience in operating BWR reactors, a special care is made in
selecting the right material. Cobalt has been eliminated from the design. The steel used in the
primary system is made of nuclear grade material (low carbon alloys) which are resistant to
integranular stress corrosion cracking.

The ABWR reactor pressure vessel is 21 meters high and 7.1 meters in diameter.
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The base metal of the reactor pressure vessel, which contains fuel assemblies, control rods
and reactor internals, is made of low alloy steel and the inside surface of the vessel is lined
with stainless steel to have a corrosion resistance.

Much of the vessel, including the 4 vessel rings from the core beltline to the bottom head, is
made from single forging. The vessel has no nozzles greater than 2 inches in diameter
anywhere below the top of the core because the external recirculation loops have been
eliminated. Because of these two features, over 50% of the welds and all of the piping and
pipe supports in the primary system have been eliminated and, along with it, the biggest
source of occupational exposure in the BWR.

The reactor core comprises fuel assemblies as shown in Figure 10 and control rods. Each fuel
rod in fuel assemblies contains sintered pellets of low-enriched uranium within a
zirconium-lined cladding. They are brought together in fuel assemblies, 8x8 arrays of fuel
rods held in place by upper and lower tie plates and spacers.

€ • Upper tie-plate

Channel fastener
Channel box

Outer spring

Uranium dioxide
pellets

6 Water rod

Spacer

Lower tie-plate

Figure 10 ABWR Fuel
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(2) External recirculation system eliminated

One of the unique features of the ABWR is its external recirculation system elimination. The
external recirculation pumps and piping have been replaced by ten'reactor internal pumps
mounted to the bottom head. (Refer to Figure 11)

l •,•:: Reactor :•
internal pump

S Reactor
recirculation
Pump

Figure 11. Reactor Cooling Pump for BWR and ABWR

Prior to the ABWR, all large commercial nuclear steam supply systems provided by GE from
the BWR/3 through the BWR/6 designs used jet pump recirculation systems. These systems
have two large recirculation pumps (each up to 9000 Hp) located outside of the reactor
pressure vessel (RPV). Each pump takes a suction from the bottom of the downcomer region
through a large diameter nozzle and discharges through multiple jet pumps inside of the RPV
in the downcomer region. There is one nozzle per jet pump for the discharge back into the
RPV and the external headers supplying these nozzles. Valves are required to isolate this
piping in the event of a failure.

Consequently, reactor internal pumps eliminate all of the jet pumps (typically 10), all of the
external piping, the isolation valves and the large diameter nozzles that penetrated the RPV.

(3) Internal pump

Reactor internal pumps inside of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) are a major improvement
over previous BWR reactor plant designs (BWR/6 and prior). These pumps are powered by
wet-rotor motors with the housings connected to the bottom of the RPV and eliminating large
diameter external recirculation pipes that are possible leakage paths. The 10 internal pumps
are located at the bottom of the downcomer region.
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The first reactors to use reactor internal pumps were designed by ASEA-Atom (now
Westinghouse Electric Company by way of mergers and buyouts, which is owned by
Toshiba) and built in Sweden. These plants have operated very successfully for many years.

The internal pumps reduce the required pumping power for the same flow to about half that
required with the jet pump system with external recirculation loops. Thus, in addition to the
safety and cost improvements due to eliminating the piping, the overall plant thermal
efficiency is increased. Eliminating the external recirculation piping also reduces occupational
radiation exposure to personnel during maintenance.

Impeller and Shaft

D~ sr rotor

Motor stator

A, 1 .- Journal
reyerge

bot ion .bearinguevice .. ý.. .'(

Figure 12. Reactor Internal Pump
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(4) Control rod and drive mechanism

A operational feature in the ABWR design is electric fine motion control rod drives. BWRs
use a hydraulic system to move the control rods which is driven by locking piston drive
mechanism.

BWR
Hydraulic drive

ABWR
Motor + hydraulic drive

Reactor
pressure
vessel

I

Reactor
pressureI vessel

Insertion
side

Withdrawal

Motor

Figure 13. Control Drive Mechanism for BWR and ABWR

The materials in the control rods absorb neutrons and so restrain and control the reactor's
nuclear fission chain reaction. The rods themselves have a cruciform cross section. They are
inserted upwards, from the base of the RPV, into the rod spaces in fuel assemblies.

Fine motion control rod drives (FMCRD) are introduced in the ABWR. The control rods are
scrammed hydraulically but can also scrammed by the electric motor as a backup. The
FMCRDs have continuous clean water purge to keep radiation to very low levels.
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Figure 14. Control Rod and Drive Mechanism

(5) Safety - Simplified active safety systems

ABWR has three completely independent and redundant divisions of safety systems. The
systems are mechanically separated and have no cross connections as in earlier BWRs. They
are electronically separated so that each division has access to redundant sources of ac power
and, for added safety, its own dedicated emergency diesel generator. Divisions are physically
separated. Each division is located in a different quadrant of the reactor building, separated by
fire walls. A fire, flood or loss of power which disables one division has no effect on the
capability of the other safety systems. Finally, each division contains both a high and low
pressure system and each system has its own dedicated heat exchanger to control core cooling
and remove decay heat. One of the high pressure systems, the reactor core isolation cooling
(RCIC) system, is powered by reactor steam and provides the diverse protection needed

should there be a station blackout.

The safety systems have the capability to keep the core covered at all times. Because of this
capability and the generous thermal margins built into the fuel designs, the frequency of
transients which will lead to a scram and therefore to plant shutdown have been greatly
reduced (to less than one per year). In the event of a loss of coolant accident, plant response

has been fully automated.
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Any accident resulting in a loss of reactor coolant automatically sets off the emergency core
cooling system (ECCS). Made up of multiple safety systems, each one functioning
independently, ECCS also has its own diesel-driven standby generators that take over if
external power is lost.

High pressure core flooder (HPCF) and reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) systems: These
systems inject water into the core to cool it and reduce reactor pressure.

Low pressure flooder (LPFL) system: Once pressure in the reactor vessel is reduced, this
system injects water into the reactor vessel. The reactor core is then cooled safely.

Automatic-depressurization system: Should the high-pressure injection system fails, this
system lowers the reactor vessel pressure to a level where the LPFL system can function.

Aut oma t i c
)eDressuri zat ion

System

Feed~ter Line LXain Steam Line

.... Rea cto r
Core

HPCF Pump

,,LPFL Pumps

Diesel

Genera ors

Ext _rnal
Power
Sonrce

RCIC Pump

Figure 15. Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)

(A)
ECCS: Emergency Core Cooling System
HPCF: High Pressure Core Flooder (System), RCIC: Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
(System), LPFL: Low Pressure Flooder (System), ADS: Auto-Depressurization System
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The primary containment vessel encloses the reactor pressure vessel, other primary
components and piping. In the highly unlikely event of an accident, this shielding prevents the
release of radioactive substances. The ABWR uses a reinforced concrete containment vessel
(RCCV). Its reinforced concrete outer shell is designed to resist pressure, while the internal
steel liner ensures the RCCV is leak-proof. The compact cylindrical RCCV integrated into the
reactor building enjoys the advantages of earthquake-resistant design and economic
construction cost.

BWR ABWR

Reactor building

Reactor containment

Reactor pressure vesse

Reactor recirculation pm

Figure 16. Reactor Containment for BWR and ABWR

(6) Digital control and instrumentation systems

The control and instrumentation (C&I) systems use state of the art digital and fiber optic
technologies. The ABWR has four separate divisions of safety system logic and control,
including four separate, redundant multiplexing networks to provide absolute assurance of
plant safety. Each system includes microprocessors to process incoming sensor information
and to generate outgoing control signals, local and remote multiplexing units for data
transmission, and a network of fiber optic cables. Multiplexing and fiber optics have reduced
the amount of cabling in the plant.
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(7) Control room design

The entire plant can be controlled and supervised from the centered console and the large
display panel in the main control room. The left side of console and large display panel is for
the safety systems and the right side is for the balance of plant (turbine-generator, feedwater
system etc.). The CRTs and flat panel displays on the centered console and the large display
panel allow the operator to call up any system, its subsystems and components just by
touching the screen. It is possible to operate an entire system in manual operation mode.

Figure 17. Control Room Design

(8) Plant construction

The reactor and turbine building are arranged "in-line" and none of the major facilities are
shared with the other units. The containment is a reinforced concrete containment vessel
(RCCV) with a leak tight steel lining. The containment is surrounded by the reactor building,
which doubles as a secondary containment. A negative pressure is maintained in the reactor
building to direct any radioactive release from the containment to a gas treatment system. The
reactor building and the containment are integrated to improve the seismic response of the
building and the containment are integrated to improve the seismic response of the building
without additional increase in the size and load bearing capability of the walls.
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At construction of the plant large modules which are prefabricated in the factory are used and
assembled to large structure on site. A 1000 ton-crawler crane will lift these modules and
place them vertically into the plant. Use of RCCV, modular construction and other
construction techniques reduce construction times.

CommercialBedrock Inspection RPV Installation Fuel Loading start up

V V V V

40 months ----------

Foundation RB Construction
R 0• ̀ ,/ i lation Start up Te

( "Cs IRIN inS rAll-weather Equipment and Piping nti Preassemble FUN at'
Construction e rU
Prefabrication Plant

(Expanded Use of. Equipmen t
and Piping Modules

~Use of Large Components
Extended Use of AutomaticWelding Machinery

RCCV: Reinforced Concrete Containment Vessel
RPV: Reactor Pressure Vessel
RIN: Reactor Internals
RB: Reactor Building

Figure 18. ABWR construction schedule (typical)

Particular attention was paid to designing the plant for ease of maintenance. Monorails are
available to remove equipment to a conveniently located service room via an equipment
hatch.

Removal of the reactor internal pumps and FMCRDs for servicing has been automated.
Handling devices, which in the case of the FMCRD is operated remotely from outside the
containment, engage and remove the equipment. The pump or driver is laid on a transport
device and removed through the equipment hatch. Just outside the hatch are dedicated service
rooms, one for the RIPs and another for the FMCRDs, where the equipment can be
decontaminated and serviced in a shielded environment. The entire operation is done
efficiently and with virtually no radiation exposure to the personnel.
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Chapter 6. Economic Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (ESBWR)

6.1 ESBWR and Natural Recirculation

The Economic Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (ESBWR) is a passively safe generation III+
reactor which builds on the success of the ABWR. Both are designs by General Electric, and
are based on their BWR design. The plant data are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. ESBWR Technology Fact Sheet

Plant Life (years) 60

Thermal Power 4,500 MW

Electrical Power 1,560 MW

Plant Efficiency 34.7 %

Reactor Type Boiling Water Reactor

Core

Fuel Type Enriched U02

Fuel Enrichment 4.2%

No. of Fuel Bundles 1,132

Coolant Light water

Moderator Light water

Operating Cycle Length 12-24 months

Outage Duration -14 days

Percent fuel replaced at refueling See footnote 4

Average fuel bumup at discharge -50,000 MWd/MT

Number of Steam Lines 4

Number of Feedwater Trains 2

Containment Parameters

Design Temperature 340OF

Design Pressure 45 psig

Reactor Parameters

Design Temperature 5750F

Operating Temperature 550°F

Design Pressure 1,250 psig

Nominal Operating Pressure 1,040 psia

Feedwater & Turbine Parameters

Turbine Inlet/Outlet Temperature 543/93°F

Turbine Inlet/Outlet Pressure 985/0.8 psia

Feedwater Temperature 420OF

Feedwater Pressure 1,050 psia

Feedwater Flow 4.55 x 104 gpm

Steam mass flow rate 19.31 x 106 lbs/hr

Yearly Waste Generated

High Level (spent fuel) 50 metric tons
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Intermediate Level (spent resins, filters, etc.) and 1,765 cubic

Low Level (compactable/non-compactable) Waste

The ESBWR uses natural circulation with no recirculation pumps or their associated piping.

Through design simplification, natural circulation in GE's ESBWR will decrease Operations
and Maintenance (O&M) costs, reducing the overall cost of plant ownership. Natural
circulation provides simplification over previous Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) and all
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) designs that rely on forced circulation. This improvement
is accomplished by the removal of recirculation pumps and associated motors, piping, valves,
heat exchangers, controls, and electrical support systems that exist with forced circulation.
Natural circulation in the ESBWR also eliminates the risk of flow disturbances resulting from
recirculation pump anomalies.

The ESBWR and internals is shown in Figure 19. and the natural recirculation of ESBWR is shown in

Figure 20.
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Figure 19. ESBWR and Internals
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Figure 20. ESBWR Natural Recirculation

Natural circulation is consistent with the key objectives of the ESBWR program: a passive
safety design with simplification achieved by evolutionary enhancements. Most of the
components in the ESBWR design are standard to BWRs and have been operating in the
commercial nuclear energy fleet for years. The main differences between natural and forced
circulation are the additions of:

- A partitioned chimney above the reactor core to stabilize and direct the steam and water
flow above the core.

- A correspondingly taller, open down-comer annulus that reduces flow resistance and
provides additional driving head, pushing the water to the bottom of the core.

Natural circulation is a proven technology. Valuable operating experience was gained from

previously employed natural circulation BWR designs. Examples of plants using only natural
circulation include the Humboldt Bay plant in California and the Dodewaard plant in the
Netherlands, which operated for 13 and 30 years respectively.

Today, large (>1000MW) BWRs can generate about fifty percent of rated power in natural
circulation mode. The operating conditions in this mode-power, flow, stability, steam
quality, void fraction, void coefficient, power density, and power distribution- are predicted
by GE calculation models that were calibrated against operating plant data from LaSalle,
Leibstadt, Forsmark, Confrentes, Nine Mile Point 2, and Peach Bottom 2. The ESBWR
utilizes proven natural circulation technology to operate a reactor with the size and
performance characteristics customers need today at one hundred percent of rated power.
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6.2 ESBWR Passive Safety Design

The passively safe characteristics are mainly based on isolation condensers, which are heat
exchangers that take steam from the vessel (Isolation Condensers, IC) or the containment
(Passive Containment Cooling System, PCCS), condense the steam, transfer the heat to a
water pool, and introduce the water into the vessel again.

Those systems are illustrated in Figure 21 and 22.
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Figure 21. Isolation Condenser System
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Figure 22. Passive Containment Cooling System

This is also based on the gravity driven cooling system (GDCS) shown in Figure 23, which
are pools above the vessel that when very low water level is detected in the reactor, the
depressurization system opens several very large valves to reduce vessel pressure and finally
to allow these GDCS pools to reflood the vessel.
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Figure 23. Gravity-Driven Cooling System

The core is shorter than conventional BWR plants because of the smaller core flow (caused by the natural
circulation). There are 1132 bundles and the thermal power is 4500 MWth (1550 MWe).

Below the vessel, there is a piping structure which allows for cooling of the core during a very
severe accident. These pipes divide the molten core and cool it with water flowing through the
piping.

The probability of radioactivity release to the atmosphere is several orders of magnitude
lower than conventional nuclear power plants, and the building cost is 60-70% of other light
water reactors.

The energy production cost is lower than other plants due to:

1. Lower initial capital cost

2. Lower operational and maintenance cost

General Electric has recalculated maximum core damage frequencies per year per plant for its
nuclear power plant designs:

BWR/4 -- lx 10-5 (a typical plant)
BWR/6 -- 1 x 0-6 (a typical plant)
ABWR -- 2 x 10-7 (now operating in Japan)
ESBWR -- 3 x 10-8 (submitted for Final Design Approval by NRC)
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The ESBWR's maximum core damage frequency is significantly lower than that of the
AP 1000 or the European Pressurized Reactor.

Chapter 7. Current status

As of December 2006, four ABWRs were in operation in Japan: Kashiwazaki-Kariwa units 6
and 7, which opened in 1996 and 1997, Hamaoka unit 5, opened 2004 having started
construction in 2000, and Shika 2 commenced commercial operations on March 15, 2006.
Another two, identical to the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa reactors, were nearing completion at
Lungmen in Taiwan, and one more (Shimane 3) had just commenced construction in Japan,
with major siteworks to start in 2008 and completion in 2011. Plans for at least six other
ABWRs in Japan have been postponed, cancelled, or converted to other reactor types, but
three of these (Higashidori 1 and 2 and Ohma) were still listed as on order by the utilities,
with completion dates of 2012 or later.

Several ABWRs are proposed for construction in the United States under the Nuclear Power
2010 Program. However these proposals face fierce competition from more recent designs
such as the ESBWR (Economic Simplified BWR, a generation III+ reactor also from GE) and
the AP 1000 (Advanced, Passive, 1 OOOMWe, from Westinghouse). These designs take passive
safety features even further than the ABWR does, as do more revolutionary designs such as
the pebble bed modular reactor.

On June 19, 2006 NRG Energy filed a Letter Of Intent with the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission to build two 1358-MWe ABWRs at the South Texas Project site.

New Reactor Licensing Applications in US including ABWR and ESBWR from 2005 to 2010
and beyond are shown in the Figure 24.
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Figure 24. New Reactor Licensing Applications in US
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From: Couret. Ivonne
To: Dricks, Victor; Useldino. Lara; Burnell. Scott; McIntyre. David
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner. Eliot
Subject: FW: River Bend Closeout Letter for Apparent Violations in Decommissioning Funding Report Review Process
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 11:49:11 AM

FYI

Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs

~ U.S.NRC

(301) 415-8205
G ivonne.couret@nrc.gov

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo-gallery/

2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl350/

NRC Employees can read interesting insight on the OPA Blog
http://portal.nrc.gov/OCM/opa/blog/default.aspx

-- Please consider the environmental impact before printing this email.

From: McGinty, Tim
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 11:40 AM
To: Kennedy, Kriss; Pruett, Troy; Nelson, Robert; Hall, Randy; Scott, Catherine; Couret, Ivonne; Ashley,
MaryAnn; Hilton, Nick; Wittick, Brian; Trapp, James
Cc: Blount, Tom; Quay, Theodore; Regan, Christopher; Simmons, Anneliese; Fredrichs, Thomas;
Safford, Carrie; Jehle, Patricia; Uttal, Susan
Subject: River Bend Closeout Letter for Apparent Violations in Decommissioning Funding Report Review
Process

Colleagues - just an FYI. I don't expect any significant response or interest in my signing
out this letter today, but just in case, I wanted you to be aware.

We pursued 3 apparent violations based on River Bends March 2009 report. Ultimately,
no additional enforcement action was taken, as communicated in the letter to River Bend.
However, the letter rather sternly informs Entergy of the NRC's expectations with respect
to the financial assurance requirements for reporting and contracts used for financial
assurance. It sends the message that a licensee should practice clarity and full
explanation when it prepares its decommissioning funding report.

Thank you to the many folks that helped us throughout this process. An important
message has been sent.

If you have any questions, give me or Tom Fredrichs a call. Tim

From: Fredrichs, Thomas



Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 10:47 AM
To: Safford, Carrie; Jehle, Patricia; Uttal, Susan
Cc: McGinty, Tim; Blount, Tom; Quay, Theodore; Regan, Christopher; Simmons, Anneliese
Subject: River Bend Closeout Letter

Carrie, Patty, and Susan,

The River Bend closeout letter will be signed today. It does a good job of informing Entergy of the
NRC's expectations with respect to the financial assurance requirements for reporting and contracts
used for financial assurance. It sends the message that a licensee should practice clarity and full
explanation when it prepares its decommissioning funding report. I'm OK with that.

Sincerely,

Tom F.



From: Gooele Alerts
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Google Alert - Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 11:53:02 AM

News I new result for Nuclear Regulatory Commission

California nuclear plants shut down as tsunami precaution
Electric Light & Power
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission said there is nothing wrong with the plant, but a
tsunami warning requires the plant to shut down as a precaution. The NRC said the plants are
located in an area that the expected waves should not impact,
See all stories on this topic >ý

Tip: Use quotes ("like this") around a set of words in your query to match them exactly. Learn more.

Remove this alert.
Create another alert.
Manage your alerts.
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From: ET02 Hoc
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2011 1:48 AM
To: Howard, Tabitha
Cc: Richardson, Sheron
Subject: Japan Time Card Guidance

Tabitha,

I found this document very helpful for clarifying time card questions. Not sure if you had seen it.

http://www.internal. nrc.gov/annou ncements/items/7833.html

Thanks,
-Nick
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Quayle, Lisa

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

RST01 Hoc
Saturday, April 09, 2011 5:52 PM
Ali, Syed; Blarney, Alan; Call, Michel; Casto, Chuck; Collins, Elmo; Emche, Danielle; Giessner,
John; Jackson, Todd; Monninger, John; Bernhard, Rudolph; Salay, Michael; Scott, Michael;
Sheikh, Abdul; Stahl, Eric; Taylor, Robert; Ulses, Anthony; US-AID Disaster Team; Way,
Ralph
FW: RST Assessment of Unit 2 Reactor Vessel Integrity - OUO
rstOl scan.pdf

This document is OUO. Document discussed during April 9, 2011 call (1800) with Japan site
team.

Kerri
RST Coordinator

From: OST02 HOC
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 6:17 PM
To: RST01 Hoc
Subject:

Y YY/,5 ý
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Fukushima Dai Ichi Unit 2 Accident Description

Subsequent to the earthquake and resulting tsunami on March 11, 2011, all power was lost to
Unit 2 (among others) and there was no way to provide makeup water to remove the decay heat
following reactor shutdown at 14:46. All ac power sources were lost at 15:42, and a high-
pressure station blackout situation resulted. The RCIC system was activated shortly thereafter,
and water level was controlled in the RPV until all backup battery were exhausted, at about
noon on March 1 4 "'. From then on, a severe accident began, during which the core was
uncovered, the drywell was pressurized and vented, the RPV was breached, and a hydrogen
burn likely occurred in the reactor building, possibly damaging the torus. Timing of the
significant events is shown in Table 1.

Event Day Hour Remarks
Reactor shut down 3/11 14:46
All ac power lost 3/11 15:42
RCIC initiated 3/11 15:42
RCIC lost 3/14 10:30 Water level starts dropping at this

time.
TAF uncovered 3/14 16:20
Sea water injection initiated 3/14 16:34
S/RV opened 3/14 17:52 Approximate time. The RPV pressure

drops rapidly from 7350 kPag to 540k
Pag by 20:02

Water 4 meters below TAF 3/14 19:00 This time is approximate.
First pour of core debris into lower 3/14 20:32 Steam spike results in RPV, to 1440
plenum kPag
Second pour into lower plenum 3/14 22:50 RPV pressure peaks at 3150 kPag
Drywell pressure reaches 750 kPaa 3/14 23:45 Pressure is about 110 psia (125 psig)
Drywell vent opened 3/14 24:00 Venting to avert catastrophic

containment failure.
Third pour into lower lenum 3/15 0:08 A vessel breach may have occurred

... . I ec te s reand
.... .. re the same after

the' steam spike ended.

High radiation in drywell 3/15 1:53 This is a signal that the RPV was
breached. The radiation level then
dimished, probably because airborne
fission products were venting into the
reactor building.

Abnormal sound in reactor building 3/15 6:00 This was probably due to a hydrogen
near suppression pool burn in the reactor building.
Drywell pressure begins to drop 3/15 11:25 Pressure dropped to aboud 1.6 bars.
Temporary pressure increase in 3/15 13:00 Radiation level had dropped after
drywell (radiation level jumps) initial jump at 1:53. Following 13:00, it

remained high. The vessel probably
was breached at this time, because
the RPV pressure quickly dropped to

I atmospheric levels and remained



there at least to 3/24.. The pressure
rose to about 4 bars and then
decreased to 2.4 bars.

Another temporary pressure 3/16 5:35 More core debris poured out, this time
increase in drywell all the way into the pedestal region.

The 2.1 bar pressure spike to 4.5 bars
was probably caused by molten
core/water interactions.
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Nuclear reactor Pressure
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From: Brenner. Eliot
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: Action: Please provide by noon Monday April 11 - Office POC to support Ops Center
Date: Monday, April 11, 2011 9:03:08 AM

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2011 8:38 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: FW: Action: Please provide by noon Monday April 11 - Office POC to support Ops Center
Importance: High

How about Holly or me for OPA's point of contact?

Beth

From: Evans, Michele
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 4:33 PM
To: Leeds, Eric; Moore, Scott; Haney, Catherine; Kokajko, Lawrence; Johnson, Michael; Sheron, Brian;
Mamish, Nader; Schmidt, Rebecca; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Boger, Bruce; Ruland, William; Lewis, Robert; Flanders, Scott; Zimmerman, Roy; Uhle, Jennifer;
Doane, Margaret; Hayden, Elizabeth; Powell, Amy; Wiggins, Jim; Dyer, Jim; Carpenter, Cynthia; Tracy,
Glenn; Cohen, Miriam; Stewart, Sharon; McDermott, Brian; Morris, Scott; Correia, Richard; Marshall,
Jane; Holahan, Patricia; FOIA Response.hoc Resource
Subject: Action: Please provide by noon Monday April 11 - Office POC to support Ops Center
Importance: High

Office Directors (NRR, NMSS, FSME, NRO, RES, OIP, OCA, OPA):

As described in the attached document, the Chairman has approved reduction of the Ops
Center staffing for the Japanese event. We intend to implement this reduced staffing level
as of day shift on Monday 4/11 at 7 am. At that point in time, the goal is to reduce to 6
individuals on each shift - ET director, two RST representatives, one PMT representative,
one LT representative, and an ET admin assistant.

We are defining the roles and responsibilities of these positions and considering changes
to the work we are doing in the Ops Center given the reduction in staff. For example, we
will be producing shorter, less frequent status updates, participating in less conference
calls, and providing less briefings.

In order to continue to provide high quality support. to the site team in Japan, we do expect
to provide more requests for action to the line organization. In order to control these
requests within each office, please provide an office point of contact
(and alternate if deemed necessary), to me by noon on Monday, April 11.

Thank you for your continued support of this effort.

Michele
Michele Evans

Acting Deputy OD, NSIR



From: Breskovic, Clarence
To: Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: U.S. delivers coolant to Japan nuclear plant: Clinton/ Plant Being Cooled
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 12:02:24 PM

WASHINGTON I Fri Mar 11, 2011 11:05am EST
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The United States has transported coolant to a J!aanese nuclear plant
affected by a massive earthquake and will continue to assist Japan, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
said on Friday.
"We just had our Air Force assets in Japan transport some really important coolant to one of the nuclear
plants," Clinton said at a meeting of the President's Export Council.
"You know Japan is very reliant on nuclear power and they have very high engineering standards but
one of their plants came under a lot of stress with the earthquake and didn't have enough coolant,"
Clinton said.

Japan Reactor Being Cooled

LONDON, March 11 (Reuters) - The World Nuclear Association, the main nuclear industry body, said on
Friday that it understood the situation at Japan's Fukushima plant after a massive earthquake was under
control, and water was being pumped into its cooling system.
"We understand this situation is under control," an analyst at the association told Reuters.
The Japanese government had declared an emergency situation around the plant as a precaution and
evacuated residents, saying a cooling system was not working.
The analyst said he understood that a back-up battery power system had been brought online after
about an hour, and begun pumping water back into the cooling system, where the water level had been
falling.



From: LIA08 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 5:46 AM
To: OSTO1 HOC
Subject: RE: Updated Transition Plan Document

Thanks. Jeff Temple

From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 5:43 AM
To: Johnson, Michael; RST01 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12; LIA08 Hoc
Subject: Updated Transition Plan Document

All the requested changes have been implemented in the Transition Plan Document. Please see attached file.

I also uploaded it to WebEOC under the ET Miscellaneous Documents section.

Thanks,
-Nick

I
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April 14, 2011 0600 EDT

Operations Center Transition Plan to Reduced Staffing for Fukushima Dai-ichi Event

Based on the Chairman's April 8, 2011 memorandum to the EDO with approval of Operations
Center staffing for the Japan event, staff is beginning to transition current staffing levels to a six-
person team as described in the memorandum:

"I have been briefed by the staff and understand their proposal recommending a reduction in the
Operations Center staffing in response to the event. Provided that adequate support to the site
team can be maintained, I approve the staffs recommendation to reduce the Operations Center
response team to one team directed by a member of the Executive Team (ET). and consisting
of two members from the Reactor Safety Team (RST), one member of the Protective Measures
Team (PMT), and one member of the Liaison Team (L T) to provide immediate support to the
site team, and one assistant to the ET director. The team should be supplemented as
necessary based on workload, and line organizations should be tasked as a high priority for
support as needed. The team should be staffed around-the-clock as long as the site team is
staffed,"

The intent of this document is to detail the actions taken and planned for an orderly transition to
the six-person agency watch staff, the associated actions to transfer incoming requests to NRC
line organizations, and the subsequent reduction of products delivered by the agency watch
team and/or participation in conferences or calls regarding the event. It is expected that each
NRC Office will have a central point of contact and a distribution network to properly process
and distribute to key available staff members the requests sent by the agency watch team as it
continues to support the needs of the Site Team in Japan. The principal roles of the team in the
Operations Center are to provide a point of contact for the site team and to ensure that site
team needs are met with a similar response time as a fully-staffed Operations Center. The
change is that the Operations Center team is not expected to provide support directly, but rather
to manage that support from the line organizations. The Operations Center team will provide
direct support consistent with the limited resources and available skill sets of the new team size.

Messaging on Transition

NRC is realigning the functions for the Japan Earthquake and Tsunami response to better serve
the changing information needs for stakeholders. The following realignment will occur,
beginning Monday April 11, 2011:

1. The NRC Site Team in Japan will continue to be staffed at the current level. Additional
NRC staff are preparing to depart the U.S. for Japan for turnover to allow some of the
current staff to return to the U.S.

2. NRC's line organizations will be leveraged to perform detailed technical analyses
previously performed by the full Reactor Support and Protective Measures Teams in the
NRC HQ Operations Center.

3. The Headquarters Operations Center will continue to have enhanced staffing around the
clock dedicated to this response, but will have fewer individuals per shift in the
Operations Center. Their focus will be coordination and communications while shifting

OFFICIAL - INTERNAL INFORMATIO
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most of the technical work associated with this response to NRC's regular line
organizations.

Actions by Team:

Executive Team

1. Define roles and skills needed for each position.
2. Determine when and if temporary augmentation of the Ops Center staff is needed (when

tasks cannot be efficiently or effectively worked through the line organization), which skill
sets are needed, and the duration of the augmentation.

3. Change to 2 Commissioners' Assistants (CA) briefings per week starting April 11.
Briefings will be Tuesdays and Thursdays at 10 am (CAs notified on 4/10/11 call).

4. Modify Ops Center Status Update as of April 11 to once per day and shorten.
5. Brief TAs on new schedule for status updates. (completed 4/10/11)
6. Determino critoria Or dato to moevc team of 6 to the ___Room?

7. Determine staff for the start of the 6 person team on Monday April 11 - April 16
(completed 4/9/11)

8. Develop implementing plan for new staffing starting April 17.
9. Ensure ODs provide a point of contact for Japan-event related tasks coordinated through

the Ops Center. (M. Evans sent an email request to ODs on 4/9/11 to provide a POC.)
10. Ensures consistency in document nomenclature for various documents and responses

to information requests. Identify reports/documents to be sunsetted, as more global
documents are created and kept up-to-date.

Executive Briefing Team

1. Based on feedback from external stakeholders, the SitRep will continue to be provided in
its current format. The update frequency will be reduced to once per day. Obtain input
from PMT/RST and issue SitRep daily at NOON EDT.

ET Support Team

1. Manage updates to the ET one pager.
a. Receive updates from each team and vet them through ET Director before end of

each shift.
2. Support staff should have appropriate coordination skills to work with the entire team to

facilitate the completion of actions and provide support as needed.
3. Teams should provide information so that support staff can be aware of the existence

and location and nomenclature of important documents.
4. Coordinate with the HOOs to schedule and announce non-routine Commissioner

Assistance briefings for emergent issues as directed by ET Director (HOOs need 2 hrs
to make notifications and setup the voice conferencing system for CA calls).

OF - SENSITIVE INTERNAL INFOR
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NSIR Incident Response Staff (weekday dayshift; as part of the line organization)

1. Implement a process for capturing relevant items from various workstations and emails
(an auto-forward or bounce-back message may help for emails).

2. Provide SharePoint and WebEOC access and instruction to support staff so that
SharePoint can be utilized once the briefing products are consolidated/discontinued.

3. Determine an effective method to track actions, information, and decisions if Chronology
is to be discontinued.

4. Address Ops Center operational issues (facility and Ops Center computer system
issues)

5. Determine computer work station usage and how to transition to the 6 person team
functions.

Protective Measures Team

1. Staff the Protective Measures Team (PMT) with a single individual/shift from the
following qualified emergency response organization (ERO) roster positions:

a. PMT Director
b. PMT Deputy Director
c. Protective Action Asst. Director
d. Radiological Assessment Asst. Director

2. Responsibilities of the PMT include:
a. Lead the overall PMT activities for the Japan Event
b. Lead periodic calls with Japan site team PMT counterparts, PACOM

counterpart, and other contacts
c. Develop assessments on PMT activities for Japan site team and appropriate

stakeholders.
d. Provide recommendation on release of PMT assessments to the ET director.
e. Develop taskings for line organization to assist site team.

3. Notify participants on 0930 call - change to weekly. Consider moving to line
organizations for conducting weekly calls.

4. Agree with recommendation to go to weekly calls for information exchange on
monitoring data (1100).

5. Modify calls with the Japan team to once per day, but team should select the best
time.Recommend 0300 EDT.

6. Maintain 1545 radiological community of interest call with PACOM - done in SCIF,
supported by Whitney, Ulses, and V. Holahan.

7. Modify PACOM J2 calls to on an as-needed basis from 1700 daily.
8. Maintain daily calls w/ V. Holahan, and PACOM.

•H,"t••ONLY - SENSITIVE INTER IO
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9. Provide updates to ET One Pager to ET Support (OST01). These will be compiled and
vetted with ET Director.

10. Dotor-mine cOMPu1tor work station usago and how to transition to porson/shift.

Reactor Safety Team

1. Staff the BWR Expert position with a person with the following skills: Strong BWR
experience and continuity in the Japan event in RST area. Responsibilities include:

a. Lead the overall RST activities for the Japan Event
b. Lead periodic calls with the consortium and Japan site team
c. Develop assessments on RST activities for Japan site team and appropriate

stakeholders.
d. Provide recommendation on release of RST assessments to the ET director.
e. Develop taskings for line organization to assist site team.

2. Staff a Severe Accident/BWR Analyst position with the following skills in priority order:
(1) severe accident/PRA, (2) BWR experience, and (3) Ops center function and
equipment experience. Responsibilities include:

a. Provide support to the BWR expert on RST assessments
b. Provide updates to Fukushima status update chart
c. Coordinate and track external requests going to line organizations
d. Maintain RST task tracker

3. Assign to the BWVR oxpcrt the primary responsibilityto
4. Assign to the- RSovoro AGcidont1'BWR analyst the primary resoibltt:
5. Consolidate two calls with the industry consortium/Japan team (one at 0300, and one at

1700). Include PMT in both calls. Suspend 1100 consortium call on Tuesday.
6. Provide updates to ET One Pager to ET Support (OST01). These will be compiled and

vetted with ET Director.
7.

Liaison Team

In addition to site team support, the LT member is responsible for providing liaison support to
the Operations Center team consistent with normal Liaison Team responsibilities. The LT
member will work with the POCs identified in each supporting office (principally OIP, FSME, and
OCA) to ensure that tasks, deliverables, and schedules are understood by the appropriate line
organization.

1. The LT member will participate on the following calls:

1. Calls with the site team.
2. 1400 USAID Congressional call - this call occurs on Tuesdays only now (OCA and

LT Coordinator)

OFFICIAL U~E ~NLY - ~EN.~ITI~/F INT~RNAL INFORMATION
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3. 1700 HHS call with 50 states and federal partners - State Liaison and LT
Coordinator participate - now down to Tuesdays and Thursdays only

These calls can be handled by the LT member and, at their judgment, by including
appropriate program office staff. These calls may stop altogether in the near future due to
diminishing interest by other stakeholders.

2. Maintain the Recurring Actoins and Calls List.

3. Manage resolution of Task Tracker items assigned to the LT.

4. Provide updates to ET One Pager to ET Support (OST01). These will be compiled and
vetted with ET Director.

Actions to Implement Prior to Transition

There are no LT calls that need to be cancelled and no actions required to interact with other
stakeholders prior to implementing the new ops center staffing plan.

1. Issue new roster for the revised staffing (Completed 4/9/11 for interim staffing; longer-
term staffing will be worked week of April 11).

2. Brief new team on roles/responsibilities
3. Identify POC's for Offices to provide as "reach-back" access, Brief Offices on transition

and implications including need for close communications (M. Evans requested Office
POCs by email dated 4/9/11)

a. FSME - Rich Turtil for State Liaison Functions
b. NMSS - Doug Weaver
c. NRR - Pat Hiland (backup: Dave Skeen)
d. NSIR - Michael Dudek
e. OPA - Holly Harrington
f. OCA - Amy Powell / David Decker / Tim Riley
g. OIP - Refer to OPI staffing schedule (extends through May 31, 2011). LT has a

copy.
h. NRO- Jeff Ciocco

4. Notify stakeholders that the SitRep will be issued once daily.
5. Establish process for transfer of requests from Ops Center staff to line organization.

Include instruction for the following:
a. Documentation of task to be performed (who, what, when)
b. Identification protocol for contacting the office point of contact

i. Protocol for weekday vs. weekend contact.
c. Identification of line organization individual(s) working task and how Ops. Center

staff are informed of responsible staff
d. Feedback process for questions and review,comment of task deliverables

OFFI-AL USE ONLY - SENS
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From: Zimmerman, Roy
Sent: Saturday, April 16, 2011 8:01 AM
To: OST01 HOC
Subject: FW: IAEA ENAC.reprt for April 15, 2011
Attachments: Summary of reactor unit status at 15-April 0000UTC[1].pdf

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Pis printout in color

From: LIA08 Hoc
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 9:23 PM
To: Boger, Bruce; Zimmerman, Roy; RST01 Hoc
Subject: FW: IAEA ENAC reprt for April 15, 2011

FYI.

V/R,

Clyde Ragland
Liaison Team Coordinator
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
email: lia08.hoc@nrc.gov
Desk Ph: 301-816-5185

From: Hoc, PMT12
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 9:12 PM
To: Idar, Deanne J CIV OSD POLICY
Cc: LIA08 Hoc; Bloom, Steven
Subject: FW: IAEA ENAC reprt for April 15, 2011

Deanne,

You may find this IAEA document of interest. Page 8 provides a discussion on the INES Level 7 Rating.

Sincerely,
Stacey Rosenberg
U.S. NRC Protective Measures Team

From: RST01 Hoc
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 3:06 PM
To: Hoc, PMT12
Subject: FW: IAEA ENAC reprt for April 15, 2011

This can be forwarded to Deanne J. Idar, Ph.D. (Pentagon). Thanks.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

RST01 Hoc
Friday, April 15, 2011 9:58 AM
OST01 HOC
Stability Document
Criterion to Establish Stable Conditions - NRC-RST Approved-0413-0400.docx

Follow up
Completed

Attached is the stability document that was mentioned this AM.

Location:

M:\RST\Japanese Earthquake & Tsunami Response\RST Assessment of Fukushima
Daiichi\Determination of Stable Conditions for Fukushima

I



The purpose of this document is to provide the NRC Reactor Safety Team's recommendations for the Fukushima-Daiichi reactor
plants and spent fuel pools to the USNRC team in Japan. Our assessments and recommendations are based on the best available

technical information. We acknowledge that the information is subject to change and refinement.

-FFIC'AL USE.,,67 4
Simplified Plant Condition Stability Determination

For Discussion with Nuclear and Industrial Safety A-gency (NISA)
Purpose: The purpose of this paper is to address the conditions (in containment, in

reactors and spent fuel pools) that should be evaluated in determining when
the Fukushima Daiichi units can be considered "stable"

Stakeholder: Site team; for use as talking points in discussions with NISA in support of
alignment.

Approval: Reactor Safety Team (RST) Director

Establishing actual stability criteria for the Fukushima Daiichi site is under the purview of the
Japanese government. The purpose of this document is to facilitate discussion between the
NRC site team and the Japanese Regulator (NISA) on the types of issues that the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission staff would consider in a similar situation when evaluating the stability
of a site for purposes of post-accident protective measure recommendations. Assessments for
each reactor unit and spent fuel pool condition will be needed as part of establishing stable
conditions because it may not be possible to achieve proposed actions in the near future.

In developing this paper, existing United States guidelines on determination of emergency
conditions were reviewed. The boiling water reactor (BWR) generic severe accident
management guidelines (SAMGs) indicate that the determination as to whether an emergency
exists should include consideration of the nature of the event, equipment status, the
effectiveness of the actions performed, the feasibility of returning to normal operations, and the
possibility that conditions will degrade further. The determination is not dependent upon the
status of entry conditions.

The following conditions may limit the potential for a major release or event. (Phase 1 - stable).
While these conditions do not directly correspond to Emergency Action Level (EAL)
classifications in the United States or International Nuclear Event Scale (INES) classifications
through the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), achieving these conditions could
support downgrading of these classifications.

Goals:

Establish a reliable means to:

- Remove decay heat
- Preclude detonation in primary containment atmosphere
- Maintain reactors and spent fuel pools subcritical with fuel adequately cooled and shielded
- Minimize radioactive releases
- Ensure adequate structural integrity for all units (e.g. containment and spent fuel pools)

[Task Tracker 4440] - 1 - 2000 EDT Tuesday, April 12, 2011

.C:\FoiaProject\FoiaPDFExport\PSTs\OST01_HOC2\Emails\00674\00002.docx
OýFFICIAL 'OEorý



The purpose of this document is to provide the NRC Reactor Safety Team's recommendations for the Fukushima-Daiichi reactor
plants and spent fuel pools to the USNRC team in Japan. Our assessments and recommendations are based on the best available

technical information. We acknowledge that the information is subject to change and refinement.
--QFFiCiAL USE Ce4L

Factors - Phase 1 Stable

Principle: Plant conditions provide reasonable confidence that unanticipated conditions will not
result in changes to the Protective Action Recommendations (PAR) (e.g., sheltering or
evacuation) within the following 48 hours.

Approach:

Establish:

1. Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) water level, reliably maintained, above top of the active fuel
(TAF) or containment water levels covering the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) lower head or
sufficient cooling established to remove decay heat.

2. Non-combustible atmosphere in the primary containment which has been verified by
containment sampling.

3. Functional and reliable power source equipment offsite power supply with anindependent
back up power supply) for each of the systems being used.

4. Functional and reliable pumping equipment (hard pjgip •delivery syste•miiiz)ing cozg merciaI
grade plumps or temporary system with redundant equipment) in-service to ensure adequate
cooling.

5. Available water source of sufficient capacity to ensure adequate core cooling- Boron
addition as necessary to maintain sub-criticality with consideration of pH and boron solubility
limitations.

6. Redundant means to determine key parameters associated with actual or potential large
releases (e.g., instrumentation to confirm sub-criticality in reactor vessel and spent fuel pool,
Area Radiation, gaseous and liquid release detectors, RPV/DW level, RPV/DW pressure,
etc.).

7. The ability to routinely and safely fill and measure SFP level and temperature.
8. Reasonable expectation of adequate SFP structural integrity.
9. With regard to activities in close proximity to the site, consider measures to minimize further

spread of contamination (e.g., covers or resin spray over significant sources of loose
contamination at the plant).
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The purpose of this document is to provide the NRC Reactor Safety Team's recommendations for the Fukushima-Daiichi reactor
plants and spent fuel pools to the USNRC team in Japan. Our assessments and recommendations are based on the best available

technical information. We acknowledge that the information is subject to change and refinement.

9FFtCIAL USE OJNLY
Factors - Phase 2 Stable

Principle: Bring all Units to cold shutdown (i.e. subcritical, RPV water temperature less than 100
degrees Celsius), establish long term containment and establish long term reliable spent fuel
cooling.

Approach

In addition to Phase 1 conditions establish:

1. A monitored filtered vent path from the drywell
2. A secondary containment to contain contamination and provide for a monitored filtered vent

path
3. Removal of salt from cores and SFPs (minimizes long term corrosion and impedance to

cooling)
4. Long term SFP management; water level, sub-criticality, temperature/cooling, and fuel

coverage to reduce/ maintain radiation dose to within a reasonable range
5. Temporary roof/cover for SFP when external spray cooling is not needed
6. Known and monitored liquid release pathways

[Task Tracker 4440] - 3 - 2000 EDT Tuesday, April 12, 2011
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Huffert, Anthony'

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Huffert, Anthony
Saturday, April 16, 2011 7:35 AM
Conatser, Richard
FW: IAEA ENAC reprt for April 15, 2011
Summary of reactor unit status at 15-April OOOOUTC[1].pdf

Richard,

Latest IAEA ENAC report which includes info on food monitoring.

Please note the sensitivity of the information.

Tony

I
1



From: Breskovic. Clarence
To: Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: Japan Update: Water levels at Fukushima; Onagawa fire extinguished
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 12:25:53 PM

Update9: 3,000 Ordered To Evacuate Near Quake-hit Fukushima Nuclear Plant

Tokyo, March 12 Kyodo -- (EDS: ADDING FIRE EXTINGUISHED AT ONAGAWA PLANT) Japan declared a
state of atomic power emergency Friday after the country, which has about 50 nuclear power reactors,
was hit by a magnitude 8.8 earthquake, instructing around 3,000 residents near the Fukushima No. 1
plant to evacuate.

Top government spokesman Yukio Edano told an evening press conference, "We have a situation where
one of the reactors (of the plant) cannot be cooled down." But the chief Cabinet secretary said the
evacuation instruction was only precautionary.

Edano said, "No radiation has leaked outside the reactor. The incident poses no danger to the
environment at the moment." He also said early Saturday in Tokyo the incident was under control.

The post-quake situation prompted the Vienna-based International Atomic Energy Agency to scramble
for details from contacts in Japan's industry ministry, while saying in a statement that at least four
nuclear power plants "closest to the quake have been safely shut down" after the 2:46 p.m. quake.

Tokyo Electric Power Co., the operator of the Fukushima plant, reported that the water level around fuel
rods was falling in the reactor. Radioactive materials could be emitted if part of a fuel rod is exposed to
the air.

But officials of the prefectural government dismissed the view that the plant is in a critical situation,
saying the top of the water is 3.4 meters above the fuel rods at the troubled No. 2 reactor.

The evacuation advisory was issued for people living within a 3-kilometer radius of the plant, while
those living within a 10-kilometer radius were asked to stay home, Edano said.

Prime Minister Naoto Kan declared the emergency, the first in the quake-prone country, so that
authorities can easily implement emergency relief measures, Edano said. Defense Minister Toshimi
Kitazawa ordered the Self-Defense Forces to act in response to the declaration.

The Defense Ministry dispatched a chemical corps of the Ground Self-Defense Force to the plant and
Motohisa Ikeda, senior vice industry minister, also left for Fukushima by an SDF helicopter.

According to the industry ministry, a total of 11 nuclear reactors automatically shut down at the
Onagawa plant, the Fukushima No. 1 and No. 2 plants and the Tokai No. 2 plant after the strongest
recorded earthquake in the country's history.

A fire started at a building housing the turbine of the Onagawa plant in Miyagi at 3:30 p.m. but was put
out before 11 p.m., the operator, Tohoku Electric Power Co., said, denying it had detected any signs of
radiation leaks.

Water spilled from pools containing fuel rods at the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa plant on the Sea of Japan coast
in Niigata Prefecture and the Onagawa plant, the operators said, saying they saw no signs suggesting
radiation leaks.



From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Sunday, April 17, 2011 8:29 AM
To: Tracy, Glenn
Cc: Virgilio, Martin; OST01 HOC
Subject: Response - News Release #96: IAEA distributed documents

Thanks, Glenn.

From: Tracy, Glenn
To: LIA08 Hoc; RST01 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12
Cc: Weber, Michael
Sent: Sun Apr 17 01:30:15 2011
Subject: FW: News Release #96: IAEA distributed documents

FYI, site team Information regarding one of the IAEA documents transmitted that was in Japanese.

From: Reynolds, Steven
Sent: Sunday, April 17, 2011 1:02 AM
To: Moore, Scott; Tracy, Glenn
Subject: News Release #96: IAEA distributed documents

The press release is referring to the placement of threel001b sandbags with zeolite into the water near the
intakes and the placement of steal plates on the unit 2 intake, page three also shows the intent to install some
sort of boom system that would minimize the spread of contamination into the sea. Overall, they are trying to
seal off the plant from the ocean.

We have previously recommended to them to concrete in the fore bays.

Let me know if you have any more questions,
Steve

From: Moore, Scott
Sent: Sunday, April 17, 2011 12:33 PM
To: Tracy, Glenn; Reynolds, Steven
Subject: FW: IAEA distributed documents

See following/attached

From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Saturday, April 16, 2011 4:27 PM
To: Moore, Scott; LIA08 Hoc; RST01 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12
Cc: Weber, Michael; Castleman, Patrick; Orders, William;
Subject: IAEA distributed documents

Franovich, Mike; Hipschman, Thomas; Snodderly, Michael

***Attachments are OUO***
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

OST01 HOC

Saturday, April 16, 2011 11:40 PM
Tracy, Glenn; LIA08 Hoc; RST01 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12
Weber, Michael; Castleman, Patrick; Orders, William; Franovich, Mike; Hipschman,
Thomas; Snodderly, Michael
IAEA distributed documents
Summary-of reactor unit-status at 17-AprilOOOOUTC.pdf

**********Attachments are OUO**********
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From: OST01 HOC

Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 12:44 PM
To: Zimmerman, Roy
Subject: RE: RESPONSE/QUERY - IAEA distributed documents

Roger that.

Clyde Ragland

Executive Support Team
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
email: ostOlhoc@nrc.gov
Ph: 301-816-5100

From: Zimmerman, Roy
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 12:32 PM
To: OST01 HOC
Subject: FW: RESPONSE/QUERY - IAEA distributed documents

Can you try and track down whether we have responded to Mike about his question, thx

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 7:50 AM
To: OSTO1 HOC
Cc: RST01 Hoc; Zimmerman, Roy; Hoc, PMT12; LIA08 Hoc; Boger, Bruce; Virgilio, Martin
Subject: RESPONSE/QUERY - IAEA distributed documents

Good morning. Today's IAEA Situation Report states the following:

On April 14 th a radio control helicopter started taking videos and pictures to investigate the status of the reactor
buildings

Have we or the Site Team seen any of the videos and pictures from yesterday's fly overs to assist in assessing the current
site conditions?

From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 3:12 AM
To: Johnson, Michael; RST01 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12; LIA08 Hoc
Cc: Weber, Michael; Castleman, Patrick; Orders, William; Franovich, Mike; Hipschman, Thomas; Snodderly, Michael
Subject: IAEA distributed documents

***Attachments are Obt3-**

From: HOO Hoc [mailto:HOO.Hoc@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 3:07 AM
To: LIA07 Hoc; OST01 HOC
Subject: FW: IAEA distributed documents 4-

1.



From: Kenagy, W David[SMTP:KENAGYWD(@STATE.GOV]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 2:54:32 AM
Subject: RE: IAEA distributed documents
Auto forwarded by a Rule

***Attachments are 44.**
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From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 12:51 PM
To: RST01 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12
Subject: FW: RESPONSE/QUERY - IAEA distributed documents

Do any of your turnovers indicate that this query from Mike has been answered? Has anyone seen the IAEA-

referenced videos and pictures? Thanks.

Clyde

Executive Support Team
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
email: ostOlhoc@nrc.gov
Ph: 301-816-5100

From: Zimmerman, Roy
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 12:32 PM
To: OST01 HOC
Subject: FW: RESPONSE/QUERY - IAEA distributed documents

Can you try and track down whether we have responded to Mike about his question, thx

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 7:50 AM
To: OST01 HOC
Cc: RST01 Hoc; Zimmerman, Roy; Hoc, PMT12; LIA08 Hoc; Boger, Bruce; Virgilio, Martin
Subject: RESPONSE/QUERY - IAEA distributed documents

Good morning. Today's IAEA Situation Report states the following:

On April 14th a radio control helicopter started taking videos and pictures to investigate the status of the reactor
buildings .

Have we or the Site Team seen any of the videos and.pictures from yesterday's fly overs to assist in assessing the current
site conditions?

From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 3:12 AM
To: Johnson, Michael; RST01 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12; LIA08 Hoc
Cc: Weber, Michael; Castleman, Patrick; Orders, William; Franovich, Mike; Hipschman, Thomas; Snodderly, Michael
Subject: IAEA distributed documents

***Attachments are-G44(***

From: HOO Hoc [mailto:HOO.Hoc@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 3:07 AM
To: LIA07 Hoc; OST01 HOC
Subject: FW: IAEA distributed documents



From: Kenagy, W David[SMTP:KENAGYWDaSTATE.GOVI
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 2:54:32 AM
Subject: RE: IAEA distributed documents
Auto forwarded by a Rule

***Attachments are O4•***
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From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 5:05 PM
To: LIA08 Hoc
Subject: RESPONSE/QUERY - IAEA distributed documents (Tasker 4871)

Jeff...

PIs send to Site Team in Japan as a tasker for response to Mike Weber's email below. Need response by noon JST.

Executive Support Team
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
email: ost01hoc@nrc.gov
Ph: 301-816-5100

From: Zimmerman, Roy
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 12:32 PM
To: OST01 HOC
Subject: FW: RESPONSE/QUERY - IAEA distributed documents

Can you try and track down whether we have responded to Mike about his question, thx

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 7:50 AM
To: OST01 HOC
Cc: RST01 Hoc; Zimmerman, Roy; Hoc, PMT12; LIA08 Hoc; Boger, Bruce; Virgilio, Martin
Subject: RESPONSE/QUERY - IAEA distributed documents

Good morning. Today's IAEA Situation Report states the following:

On April 14th a radio control helicopter started taking videos and pictures to investigate the status of the reactor
buildings

Have we or the Site Team seen any of the videos and pictures from yesterday's fly overs to assist in assessing the current
site conditions?

From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 3:12 AM
To: Johnson, Michael; RSTO1 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12; LIA08 Hoc
Cc: Weber, Michael; Castleman, Patrick; Orders, William; Franovich, Mike; Hipschman, Thomas; Snodderly, Michael
Subject: IAEA distributed documents

***Attachments are-e+•W**

From: HOO Hoc [mailto:HOO.Hoc@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 3:07 AM
To: LIA07 Hoc; OST01 HOC
Subject: FW: IAEA distributed documents

I



From: Kenagy, W David[SMTP:KENAGYWDtoSTATE.GOV]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 2:54:32 AM
Subject: RE: IAEA distributed documents
Auto forwarded by a Rule

***Attachments are OUO***
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From: Breskovic, Clarence
To: Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: Japan Update: Evcuations ordered around Fukishima
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 11:38:02 AM

Contents
Japan Orders Evacuation of Residents Near N-plant

Kyodo: Gsdf Sent To Area Near Fukushima Nuke Plant To Assist Evacuation

3,000 Ordered To Evacuate Near Quake-hit Fukushima Nuclear Plant

Fukushima Pref. Warns of Radiation Leak at N-plant

Japan Orders Evacuation of Residents Neai N-plant
Tokyo, March 11 (Jiji Press) -- The government on Friday ordered evacuation of residents in

a 3-kilometer radius from a quake-hit Tokyo Electric Power Co. nuclear power plant in
Fukushima Prefecture, northern Japan, citing a possible radiation leak.

The government, however, has confirmed no radiation leak so far. The evacuation order

was issued after the 8.8-magnitude quake hit northern Japan to have all the three reactors
at the power plant shut down automatically.

Chief Cabinet Secretary Yukio Edano said at a news conference that the government called
for preemptive evacuation, urging the 5,862 residents to stay calm in following the order.

The government also instructed 45,345 residents living outside the area but in a 10-

kilometer radius to stay at home.

According to the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency of the Ministry of Economy, Trade

and Industry, cooling functions of the No. 2 reactor at the plant have stopped working,

affected by a power outage caused by the quake.

The agency is unable to confirm cooling water levels at the reactor and the No.1 reactor.

The plant's emergency diesel power generation equipment has stopped working, leading

the company to dispatch power supply cars, according to the agency.

As the power supply cars have reached the plant, the company is proceeding with work to

resupply electricity to restore cooling functions. XN

The Fukushima prefectural government has reported that cooling water levels at the No.2

reactor are dropping and warned that continued decline would expose nuclear fuel rods to

air to generate radiation.



Reactors were also automatically shut down at the company's Fukushima No. 2 nuclear
power station, with emergency supply of cooling water starting at one of them.

The nuclear safety agency said sufficient cooling water is supplied at the reactor, but

tsunami prevented the agency from confirming whether pumps taking in sea water for two

other reactors are working properly.

Ky1`0: Gsdf 1' ~ ToAe e°Fksia Nke ~~ oAss:Ea~t

Tokyo, March 12 Kyodo -- A total of around 160 Ground Self-Defense Force personnel and

a number of large vehicles have been dispatched to an area near the Fukushima No. 1

nuclear plant in Fukushima Prefecture to help evacuate local residents, a senior SDF officer

said late Friday.

More than 100 members of a GSDF special unit trained to deal with chemical disasters have

been advancing toward the area, SDF chief Ryoichi Oriki said at a news conference at the

Defense Ministry.

Some 3,000 residents near the nuclear plant have been ordered to evacuate due to a

problem with a cooling system detected at one of the six reactors at the Tokyo Electric

Power Co. plant.

Meanwhile, liaison officers from U.S. Forces Japan were being sent to the ministry to

coordinate the disaster response of the SDF and U.S. forces, he added.

Around 300 aircraft and about 40 vessels of the SDF have been dispatched or are being

prepared for dispatch to deal with the disaster, according to the ministry.

3,000 O.dered To Evacuate Near Quake-lit Fa e at

Tokyo, March 11 Kyodo -- (EDS: ADDING GOV'T SPOKESMAN'S COMMENTS) Japan declared

a state of atomic power emergency Friday after the country, which has about 50 nuclear

power reactors, was hit by a powerful earthquake, instructing around 3,000 residents near

the Fukushima No. 1 plant to evacuate.

Japan's top government spokesman Yukio Edano told an evening press conference, "We

have a situation where one of the reactors (of the plant) cannot be cooled down." But the

chief Cabinet secretary said the evacuation instruction was only precautionary.

"No radiation has leaked outside the reactor. The incident poses no danger to the

environment at the moment," Edano said.



The post-quake situation prompted the Vienna-based International Atomic Energy Agency

to scramble for details from contacts with Japan's industry ministry, while saying in a

statement that at least four nuclear power plants "closest to the quake have been safely

shut down" after the 2:46 p.m. quake.

Tokyo Electric Power Co., the operator of the Fukushima plant, reported that the level of

the water surrounding the fuel rods was going down in the reactor.

Radioactive materials could be emitted if part of a rod is exposed to the air.

But officials of the prefectural government dismissed a view that the plant is in any critical

situation, saying the top of the water is 3.4 meters above the fuel rods at the troubled No.

2 reactor.

The evacuation advisory was issued for people living within a 3-kilometer radius of the

plant, while those living within a 10-kilometer radius were asked to stay home, Edano said.

Prime Minister Naoto Kan declared the emergency even though no radiation leak has been

detected after the magnitude 8.8 quake so that authorities can easily implement

emergency relief measures, Edano said.

Japanese Defense Minister Toshimi Kitazawa ordered the Self-Defense Forces to act in

response to the state of atomic power emergency. Also, the Defense Ministry dispatched a

chemical corps of the Ground Self-Defense Force to the plant.

Motohisa Ikeda, senior vice industry minister, also left Tokyo for Fukushima on Friday

evening by an SDF helicopter.

According to the industry ministry, a total of 11 nuclear reactors were automatically shut

down at the Onagawa plant, Fukushima No. 1 and No. 2 plants and Tokai No. 2 plant after

the biggest-magnitude quake in the country's modern history.

At the Onagawa plant in Miyagi Prefecture, a fire started at a building housing the turbine,

the operator, Tohoku Electric Power Co., said, denying it detected any signs of radiation

leaks.

Water spilled from pools containing fuel rods at the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa plant on the Sea of

Japan coast in Niigata Prefecture and the Onagawa plant, the operators said, saying they

saw no signs suggesting radiation leaks.

Hokkaido Electric Power Co. reported no problems at its Tomari No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3

plants on the northernmost main island.

There were no immediate signs of any problems at the Hamaoka nuclear plant on the

Pacific coast in Shizuoka Prefecture, southwest of Tokyo, the prefectural government said.



Fukushima Pref. Warns of Radiat'm Leak at N-plant

Fukushima, March 11 (Jiji Press) -- The Fukushima prefectural government on Friday

warned that water levels dropped at a reactor of a quake-hit Tokyo Electric Power Co.

<9501> nuclear power plant, posing a threat of a radiation leak.

If the water levels at the No.2 reactor at the Fukushima No. 1 nuclear power station of the

company keep falling, nuclear fuel rods would be exposed to air to generate radiation,

according to the prefecture.

The prefecture urged residents in a 2-kilometer radius from the reactor to immediately

evacuate.



From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 5:52 PM
To: Boger, Bruce
Subject: FW: IAEA distributed documents

FYI...

Executive Support Team
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
email: ostOlhoc@nrc.gov
Ph: 301-816-5100

From: Orders, William
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 5:34 PM
To: OST01 HOC
Subject: RE: IAEA distributed documents

That is actually a robot going into one of the reactors

From: OSTOl HOC
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 3:59 PM
To: Castleman, Patrick; Franovich, Mike; Hipschman, Thomas; Hoc, PMT12; LIA08 Hoc; Orders, William; RST01 Hoc;
Snodderly, Michael; Weber, Michael; Zimmerman, Roy
Subject: IAEA distributed documents

** Attachments areJ.k**



From: Gooole Alerts
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Google Alert - Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 10:44:06 AM

News 5 new results for Nuclear Regulatory Commission

US reactors are safe. NRC says after Japan quake
Reuters Africa
The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission said the 104 reactors operating in this country
were safe. "There have been tremblers felt at US plants over the past several years, but nothing
approaching the need for emergency action," Scott Burnell,
See all stories on this topic >)

US Nuclear Output Rises on Boost to Comanche Peak 2 in Texas
Bloomberg
By Colin McClelland - Fri Mar 11 13:37:55 GMT 2011 US nuclear-power output rose 0.4 percent
as Energy Future Holdings Corp. boosted production by the Comanche Peak 2 reactor in Texas,
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission said.
See all stories on this topic >)

US NRC to extend license for Vermont Yankee plant
Reuters Africa
HOUSTON, March 10 (Reuters) - The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission said Thursday it
will extend Entergy Corp's (ETR.N: Quote) license to operate its Vermont Yankee nuclear power
plant in Vermont by another 20 years. An anti-nuclear group had petitioned ...
See all stories on this topic )'

NRC Renews License at Vermont Yankee Nuclear Plant
Nuclear Street - Nuclear Power Portal (blog)
On Thursday, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission announced it will extend the operating
license at the Vermont Yankee nuclear plant by 20 years. It's been five years since Entergy first
submitted an application to extend the plant's license,
See all stories on this topic )

Nuclear fuel facility reopens after probe
StarNewsOnline.com
In a report filed with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) on Tuesday, GNF said
procedures to ensure that the powder remained dry had not been followed. Because mass control
in the can containing 13.6 kilograms of U02 powder was maintained,
See all stories on this topic >

Tip: Use site restrict in your query to search within a site (site:nytimes.com or site:.edu). Learn more.

Remove this alert.

Create another alert.

Manage your alerts.



From: OST01 HOC

Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 5:08 PM
To: Zimmerman, Roy; Boger, Bruce
Subject: FW: RESPONSE/QUERY - IAEA distributed documents

Roy...

Task tracker 4871 sent to Japan Site team via LIA08 for response by JST noon, 4/19/11.

Executive Support Team
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
email: ostOlhoc@nrc.gov
Ph: 301-816-5100

From: Zimmerman, Roy
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 12:32 PM
To: OST01 HOC
Subject: FW: RESPONSE/QUERY - IAEA distributed documents

Can you try and track down whether we have responded to Mike about his question, thx

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 7:50 AM
To: OST01 HOC
Cc: RST01 Hoc; Zimmerman, Roy; Hoc, PMT12; LIA08 Hoc; Boger, Bruce; Virgilio, Martin
Subject: RESPONSE/QUERY - IAEA distributed documents

Good morning. Today's IAEA Situation Report states the following:

On April 14th a radio control helicopter started taking videos and pictures to investigate the status of the reactor
buildings

Have we or the Site Team seen any of the videos and pictures from yesterday's fly overs to assist in assessing the current
site conditions?

From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 3:12 AM
To: Johnson, Michael; RSTO1 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12; LIA08 Hoc
Cc: Weber, Michael; Castleman, Patrick; Orders, William; Franovich, Mike; Hipschman, Thomas; Snodderly, Michael
Subject: IAEA distributed documents

***Attachments areb **

From: HOO Hoc [mailto:HOO.Hoc@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 3:07 AM
To: LIA07 Hoc; OST01 HOC
Subject: FW: IAEA distributed documents



From: Kenagy, W David[SMTP:KENAGYWD(cSTATE.GOVI
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 2:54:32 AM
Subject: RE: IAEA distributed documents
Auto forwarded by a Rule

***Attachments are OUO***
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From: Case, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 9:56 AM
To: Dudek, Michael; Hiland, Patrick; Ruland, William; Deegan, George; Lewis, Robert;

Weaver, Doug
Cc: Wagner, Paige; OST01 HOC; Brown, Milton
Subject: RE: QUICK ACTION - New Ticket for Japanese Event Task Tracking (JETT) Process

Hi Mike. Like I said before, I'm a little confused by the assignment but here's my input. I just focused on the
ones that were RST related and had NRC as the USG Action Office:

Item 27-not RST
Item 29--$5K'and there was probably some GEH costs
Item 33-That item was GEH. RST involvement was nominal
Item 34-That was INPO/GEH. RST involvement was nominal.
Item 35-1 had no involvement with that one.

Hope it helps.

From: Dudek, Michael
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 4:05 PM
To: Hiland, Patrick; Case, Michael; Ruland, William; Deegan, George; Lewis, Robert; Weaver, Doug
Cc: Wagner, Paige; OST01 HOC; Brown, Milton
Subject: QUICK ACTION - New Ticket for Japanese Event Task Tracking (JETT) Process

NRR, RES, FSME, NMSS:

OMB has forwarded this spreadsheet for agencies to capture the costs associated with the Japan events. Please take a
look at it and estimate the resources expended for NRC specific actions. The due date for getting this back to OMB is
tomorrow, April 1 9 th. OCFO has requested this information by 10 am tomorrow morning.

Guidance:
OMB is asking all affected agencies to add cost and other information to each item in the first tab of the attached
spreadsheet. No changes should be made to any rows or columns other than the ones highlighted in green. The
most critical columns to complete are highlighted in yellow. If there are items you are tracking that are not
captured in the first two tabs of the attached spreadsheet, you can add them to the third tab. Since this is forward
looking, you don't have to add any actions already taken that aren't already listed. We will try to use your existing
spreadsheet for that information.

OMB understands that data provided will be rough estimates. NRC applicable items begin on page 4 and continue to

page 8.

Thank you in advance for your help!

F O R O F F IC L U.. .AL Y , 5 E N S I U , ' .. .' . . . . . .)

Michael Dudek I Technical Assistant I NSIR/Division of Preparedness & Response I U.S. NRC
11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852 1 W (301) 415-6500 I [: MichaeI.Dudek(24nrc gov

1



From: Moore, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 3:03 PM
To: OST01 HOC
Subject: Out of Office: April 19 - 1500 EDT One-Pager Fukushima Daiichi

I am away from the office and will be back on Friday. Please contact the FSME Front Desk at 301-415-7231, if

you need immediate assistance.

Thank you.

Scott Moore, Acting Director
Office of Federal and State Materials and

Environmental Management Programs

x.,

I
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From: OST01 HOC

Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 11:00 AM
To: Hoc, PMT12
Subject: FW: IAEA distributed documents

From: Orders, William
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 8:22 AM
To: OST01 HOC
Subject: RE: IAEA distributed documents

Can you please forward the final version of the "Roadmap"

Thanks

From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 5:44 AM
To: Parillo, John; Brown, Michael; Castleman, Patrick; Franovich, Mike; Hipschman, Thomas; Hoc, PMT12; LIA08 Hoc;
Orders, William; RST01 Hoc; Snodderly, Michael; Weber, Michael; Zimmerman, Roy
Subject: IAEA distributed documents

*** Attachments are QJJ.C***

>,.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HOO Hoc
HOO Hoc
HOO HIGHLIGHT - NRC IN MONITORING MODE AT 0946
Friday, March 11, 2011 10:08:44 AM

The NRC is in the Monitoring Response Mode as of 0946 on 3/11/11. Region IV will take the lead

for U.S. sites and HQ for international sites to provide assistance in response to the earthquake in

Japan and any adverse affects from a tsunami. This response mode change is NOT associated with

event number 46668.

Joe O'Hara
Headquarters Operations Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-816-5100
Fax: 301-81675151
email: hoo. hoc@nrc .gov

secure e-mail: hool@nrc.sgov.gov

U.S.NRC

L



From: Odonnell. Michelle
To: Odonnell, Michelle
Subject: POST-NICCL INFORMATION REQUEST: Federal Agencies Pacific Tsunami Efforts
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 10:11:55 AM

On behalf of FEMA External Affairs Director, Brent Colburn, and FEMA EA Disaster
Operations Division Director, James Mclntyre:

As a follow up to this morning's Pacific Tsunami NICCL Call, please submit information on
your agency's operational and external affairs activities (and relevant links/products) to
james.rcintyrel ~dhs.gov, Barbara.j .ellis&dhs.gov, and michelle.odonnell L&,dhs.gov ASAP
so that we can capture the response efforts on behalf of the federal government.

Thank you,
Michelle

Michelle N. O'Donnell
Office of External Affairs-Disaster Operations Division
Federal Emergency Management Agency
500 C St SW
Washington, DC 20472
Office: 202 646 3667
michelle, odlonnellhWdhs. gov
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From: Reiter. Stua
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Landau, Mindy; Goldberg, Francine; Harrington. Holly; Ousley, Elizabeth

Subject: FW: NRC Open Government -- Progress Update
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 10:20:51 AM

Note sent to OMB .......

From: Reiter, Stuart
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 10:19 AM
To: Fraser, Nicholas A.
Subject: NRC Open Government -- Progress Update

Hi Nick,

At Wednesday's meeting, Steve encouraged agencies to provide "Success Stories" for use
during Sunshine Week, or elsewhere. In December we provided a note on our progress to
date which highlighted our successes at that time (see MAX). At this time, we would like
to draw your attention to some additional accomplishments that we think are noteworthy
and worth your consideration.

The NRC External Blog -

The NRC External Blog, one of NRC's newest Open Government initiatives, is intended to
increase our collaboration and interaction with the public. The NRC External Blog debuted

on January 28th with a welcome message from NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko.

The blog serves as a vehicle for informing, explaining and clarifying the actions, roles and
responsibilities of the NRC, raising awareness about our agency and its mission, and
opening a new place for dialogue with the public. Posts are written by staff from throughout
the NRC.

Since January, 28, 16 posts have been published on topics ranging from the NRC's role in
international nuclear affairs to new ways to find information on the NRC web site. Some 90
comments have been posted and we have had a total of 26,000 views. At the March 8-10,
2011 Regulatory Information Conference, hosted annually by NRC, the availability of the
blog was communicated to attendees. Interestingly, we had been averaging about 350
views a day for March, but on March 1 0 th, views topped 1,000.

We are pleased and excited by the success to date of the blog. In contrast, in the
approximately three month pilot of IdeaScale we received roughly 50 ideas. We surpassed
that number of comments within weeks of the blog's start-up.

The blog can be found at: http://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov/-

In addition to the blog, we would also note that NRC's "Nuclear Power Plant Inspection
Reports" dataset is highlighted on the rotating panel of Data.gov. Also, to maintain an
awareness of the agency's progress against its Open Government Plan, a Performance
Dashboard is available on our /Open site and updated quarterly (the full plan is also



ru
available and updated quarterly).

See: http://www.nrc.aov/public-involve/open/evaluatina-proaress/oren-aov-dashboard.html



From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 2:45 PM
To: Zimmerman, Roy; LIA08 Hoc
Subject: RE: April 20, 2011 NRC Emergenciy Operations Center Status Update

This action is complete

From: Zimmerman, Roy
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 1:05 PM
To: LIA08 Hoc
Cc: OST01 HOC
Subject: RE: April 20, 2011 NRC Emergenciy Operations Center Status Update

Jeff, thx ....... can you put a color printout in the ET logbook, thx

Tabitha, lets upload to the sharepoint site as well, thx

From: LIA08 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 12:59 PM
To: LIA08 Hoc
Subject: FW: April 20, 2011 NRC Emergenciy Operations Center Status Update

Liaison Team Coordinator
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
email: liaOa.hoc@nrc.gov
Desk Ph: 301-816-5185

From: LIA08 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 12:58 PM
To: Temple, Jeffrey
Subject: April 20, 2011 NRC Emergenciy Operations Center Status Update

Jeff Temple
Liaison Team Coordinator
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
email: lia08.hoc@nrc.gov
Desk Ph: 301-816-5185

I



From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2011 8:03 PM
To: Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David
Cc: Tracy, Glenn
Subject: ACTION - New Ticket for Japanese Event Task Tracking (JETT) Process
Attachments: TEPCO.zip

The Operations Center has identified a task that falls in the purview of the Line Organization. You were provided as a
POC for NRR

Question to be answered by NRR:

NRR to provide comments on TEPCO roadmap. Deeper consideration than those initially provided to Secretary Clinton is
desired. Requested by 4/22.

This ticket is being tracked in the Japan SharePoint page (http://nsir-
ops.nrc.gov/Lists/HOC%2ORed%2OTickets/AllItems.aspx) under ticket number 4839.

Please provide a response to this email to confirm receipt. Thank you,

Executive Support Team

******Please note: All attachments are Offde *********

N--
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Attachment TEPCO.zip(1255903 bytes ) cannot be converted to PDF
format.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Owen, Lucy
R4; PN Distribution
Issued: PNO-IV-11-001, Diablo Canyon Power Plant Notification of Unusual Event
Friday, March 11, 2011 2:21:25 PM
PNO-IV-11-001 Diablo Canyon NOUE~docx

ML1100700503

K



March 11, 2011

PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE -- PNO-IV-11-001

This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE safety or public
interest significance. The information is as initially received without verification or evaluation,
and is basically all that is known by the Region IV staff on this date.

Facility Licensee Emergency Classification
Pacific Gas and Electric Company XX Notification of Unusual Event
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2 Alert
Avila Beach, CA. Site Area Emergency
Docket: 50-275, 50-323 General Emergency
License: DPR-80, DPR-82 Not Applicable

SUBJECT: DIABLO CANYON POWER PLANT NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

DESCRIPTION:

The agency entered Monitoring Mode at 9:46 a.m. EST, on March 11, 2011, in response to a
tsunami warning at Diablo Canyon Power Plant, located near San Luis Obispo, California, as a
result of the magnitude 8.9 earthquake in Japan. Diablo Canyon declared a Notification of
Unusual Event at 4:23 a.m. EST, based on receipt of a tsunami warning from West California
Emergency Management. Diablo Canyon anticipates a wave surge of approximately 3 feet at
the intake structure. Diablo Canyon is designed to withstand tsunamis to a wave height of 35
feet. The licensee intends to keep both units at full power through the event. The NRC resident
inspectors are on site and monitoring plant conditions and licensee actions from the control
room.

The effects of the tsunami at San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station are expected to be less
severe than at Diablo Canyon. San Onofre is under a tsunami advisory and has not reached
any emergency action levels. Both units continue to operate.

The NRC is contacting Program Directors for states impacted by the tsunami. There are no
known tsunami impacts to nuclear materials licensees in the affected states or U.S. territories.
The NRC is also monitoring the Humboldt Bay spent fuel storage facility. The agency will
continue to monitor the situation.

The State of California has been informed. This information has been discussed with licensee
management and is current as of 12:19 p.m. EST.

This preliminary notification is issued for information only, and will be updated as more
information becomes available.

ADAMS ACCESSION NUMBER: ML110700503

CONTACTS: Lara Uselding Geoffrey Miller
(817)917-0321 (817)917-1212
Lara.Uselding@nrc.gov Geoffrey. Miller@nrc.gov



From: RST01B Hoc
To: Monninqer, John; Batkin. Joshua; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington. Holly; McDermott, Brian
Subject: Natural Phenomena Response Requirements for Region IV NPPs
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 2:34:45 PM

The is the Natural Phenomena Response Requirements for Region IV NPPs, as requested by the

Chairman. Similar info is available for sites in other regions.

Rick Hasselberg,

Sr. Emergency Response Coordinator

Response Program Manager

Reactor Safety Team

Office of Nuclear Security & Incident Response

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

rick.hasselberg@nrc.gov

Office - 301-415-6419



From: Brenner. Elio
To: Useldina, Lara; Harrinoton. Holly; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Dricks, Victor
Subject: RE: PNO-IV-11-001 Diablo Canyon NOUE.docx
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 2:38:35 PM

If that occurs, I may - repeat may -- want victor to come in and spell you for a while
tonight. There may be nothing to do, but I'd like a set of hands nearby and in close touch.

From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 2:35 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Dricks, Victor
Subject: PNO-IV-11-001 Diablo Canyon NOUE.docx



From: Operations Center Bulletin
To: Onerations Center Bulletin
Subject: ***NRC IS RESPONDING TO AN EMERGENCY OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED STATES**
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 3:05:40 PM
Importance: High

THIS IS NOT A DRILL.

The NRC and other Federal agencies are closely following an emergency occurring
outside of the United States. Press releases about NRC actions are posted on
www.nrc.gov. Information is also available on the NRC External Blog at: http://public-
blog.nrc-gateway.gov. Employees contacted by the media are asked to refer the calls to
the Office of Public Affairs at 301-415-8200

Two important reminders:

It is possible that some of us will be requested by colleagues in another country to provide
technical advice and assistance during this emergency. It is essential that all such
communications be handled through the NRC Operations Center. Any assistance to a
foreign government or entity must be coordinated through the NRC Operations Center and
the U.S. Department of State (DOS). If you receive such a request, contact the NRC
Operations Officer (301 -816-5100 or via the NRC Operator) immediately.

If you receive information regarding this or any emergency (foreign or domestic) and you
are not certain that the NRC's Incident Response Operations Officer is already aware of
that information, you should contact the NRC Operations Officer (301-816-5100 or via the
NRC Operator) and provide that information.

No response to this message is required.

THIS IS NOT A DRILL



From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Harrington. Holly
Brenner, Eliot; Burnell. Scott; Couret, Ivonne; Hayden, Elizabeth; McIntyre, David; Chandrathil, Prema; Dricks.
Victor; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joev; Mitlynq, Viktoria; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan, Neil; Useldinq, Lara
Old, but what FEMA was saying
Friday, March 11, 2011 3:24:25 PM
Talkina Points on FEMAdocx



Talking Points on FEMA/Federal Family Response to Earthquake, Tsunami in the
Pacific

Updated: 03/11/2011, 12:30 pm

President Obama received a briefing this morning at 9:30 a.m. in the Oval Office
on the earthquake in Japan and the tsunami warnings across the Pacific from a
number of senior US government officials including Homeland Security Secretary
Janet Napolitano and Federal Emergency Management Agency Administrator Craig
Fugate.

The senior officials provided the President with an update on the evolving
situation stemming from the earthquake and subsequent tsunami that struck Japan
early this morning including the actions being taken to assist U.S. states and
territories that could be affected by the tsunami, as the President directed
earlier this morning as well as the work being done to be prepared to assist the
people of Japan

FEMA is closely monitoring the effects of the earthquake and subsequent tsunami
that struck Japan early this morning, and as directed by the President, FEMA is
in close contact and coordination with state and local officials and stands ready
to support them in any way needed, through our regional offices in the West Coast
and in the pacific area.

The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center has issued Tsunami Warnings and Watches for a
number of countries, including parts of U.S. Territories in the Pacific as well
as coastal areas along California, Oregon, Washington and Alaska.

We are also in contact with our federal partners at NOAA and other agencies.
While there have been no requests for federal assistance from U.S. states or
territories at this time, FEMA stands ready to assist if a request is made by a
Governor.

FEMA has commodities, such as water, meals, blankets and cots, prepositioned on
both Hawaii and Guam, should a request be made.



In addition, U.S. Coast Guard rescue crews are making preparations through the
main Hawaiian Islands to provide post-tsunami support following any potential
impacts.

Our message to the public is critical and simple: listen to the instructions of
state and local officials, and if told to evacuate - evacuate. We urge everyone
in the regions who could be impacted to listen to a NOAA Weather Radio and their
local news to monitor for updates and directions provided by their local
officials.

The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) remains the lead

federal agency when it comes to responding to international disasters.

Additional federal coordination efforts include:

The Department of Defense has positioned National Guard personnel in county
emergency operation centers in Hawaii, additional aircraft and personnel have
been placed on standby if needed.

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is deploying a Disaster
Medical Assistance Team of more than 35 healthcare professionals and an Incident
Response Coordination Team to Travis Air Force Base in California, as well as
caches of medical equipment and supplies. From the Air Force base, the teams and
equipment can deploy quickly wherever they are needed if requested by states or
territories in the region or by the government of Japan.

The HHS Administration on Aging is monitoring the situation through its state,
tribal and local Agencies on Aging, in impacted areas, to ensure safety of older
adults in potentially impacted areas.

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is closely monitoring conditions
near the Diablo Canyon Power Plant, located near San Luis Obispo, CA. The NRC is
working closely with its resident inspectors who are on site to ensure safe
operating.



The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and its Pacific Tsunami
Warning Center are monitoring conditions and issuing warnings and advisory
updates as available.

The U.S. Department of State has a call center established for Americans seeking
information about family members in Japan. The number is 1-888-407-4747.

While tsunami watches and warning remain in effect, we urge the public to listen
to the instructions of state and local officials, and if told to evacuate -
evacuate. We urge everyone in the regions who could be impacted to listen to a
NOAA Weather Radio and their local news to monitor for updates and directions
provided by their local officials.



JOINT STATEMENTJOINT STATEMENT
by: RSMC Tokyo(JP) and RSMC Beijing(CN)
Emergency notified by the IAEA (Emergency)
Issued: 08:50 UTC, Apr. 20, 2011

RADIOLOGICAL EVENT DETAILS
Source: Fukushima Daiichi-Japan
Location: 37.4206 degrees North latitude, 141.0329 degrees East longitude
Release date-time:
From: 04:00 UTC 20 Apr 2011
To: 04:00 UTC 23 Apr 2011
Comments: Emergency Accident

Weather Situation

A low pressure system is located off the east coast of the Japan Islands and is moving
toward northeast. On the other hand, a high pressure system is located in the East China
Sea and is moving toward eastward. It is blowing northerly or northwesterly moderate winds
between the systems. It is sometimes sunny around Japan, and partly rainy in Fukushima. It
will be mostly fine tomorrow due to the traveling of high pressure system. From Friday
through Saturday, another low pressure system will be moving from China to Japan. It will be
cloudy or rainy over the Japan Islands.

Trajectories

Trajectories of the two models from RSMC Beijing and Tokyo are very similar. The tracers at
500m and 1500m from BJ will go to south in the first 24 hours and then turns clockwise to
northeast in the next 24 hours, and finally move toward southeast. The trajectory of JP
released at 500m is alike to the one of BJ, while the trajectory at 1500 will move toward
south for the first 24 hours and then turn clockwise and return to the release point. At
3000m, the tracers both are moving toward southeast for the first 24 hours and will turn
clockwise to the west or northwest in the rest of the period.

Exposure

The simulation results of the RSMC Beijing and Tokyo show that the exposure areas will
spread southward for the first 24 hours and then will spread toward north for the next 24
hours. It will cover the eastern and northern part of Japan Islands. For the last 24 hours, the
exposure areas will spread toward northwest and southeast. It will cover the central and
northern part of the Japan Islands, Sea of Japan and the northwestern part of the Pacific
Ocean.

Depositions

The deposition areas for the whole period will cover the eastern and northern part of Japan,
Sea of Japan, the Russian Maritime Provinces and the northwestern part of Pacific Ocean.



9

Summary

There would be a hazard around the eastern and northern part of Japan Islands, Sea of
Japan, the coast of the Asian continent and the northwestern part of the Pacific Ocean.



From: OST01 HOC

Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2011 1:03 AM
To: Holonich, Joseph; Brown, Michael; Castleman, Patrick; Franovich, Mike; Hipschman,

Thomas; Hoc, PMT12; LIA08 Hoc; Orders, William; RST01 Hoc; Snodderly, Michael;
Weber, Michael

Subject: IAEA distributed documents
Attachments: Nol02_infol5OO-Aprill9-extractset_.pdf

*Attachments are -,4t** *

From: HOO Hoc [mailto: HOO.Hoc@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2011 12:55 AM
To: LIA07 Hoc; OST01 HOC
Subject: FW: IAEA distributed documents

From: Kenagy, W DavidISMTP:KENAGYWDdSTATE.GOV1
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2011 12:53:18 AM
Subject: RE: IAEA distributed documents
Auto forwarded by a Rule

*Attachments are-0;* **

I



News Release
Extract

Mu,&Uyofkw.no dýdlus

April 1 9, 2 0 1 1

Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency

Seismic Damage Information (the 102nd Release)
(As of 15:00 April 19th, 2011)

Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) confirmed the current

situation of Onagawa NPS, Tohoku Electric Power Co. Inc.; Fukushima

Dai-ichi and Fukushima Dai-ni NPSs, Tokyo Electric Power Co. Inc.

(TEPCO); Tokai Dai-ni NPS, Japan Atomic Power Co. Inc. as follows:

Major updates are as follows.
1. Nuclear Power Stations (NPSs)

* Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

- The Stagnant water (water with high-level radioactivity) in the

building of the turbine for Unit 2 was started to be transferred to the

buildings of the Radioactive Waste Treatment Facilities (From 10:08

April 19th)

- Fresh water spray of around 40t for Unit 4 to the Spent Fuel Pool

using Concrete Pump Truck (62m class) was carried out. (From 10:17

till 11:35 April 19th)

- Strengthening connection of the electric power sources between

Units 1 and 2 and Units 3 and 4 was completed.

For more information:

NISA English Home Page

http://www.nisa.ineti.go.ip/english/index.html
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From: Hayden. Elizabeth
To: Chandrathil, Prerna
Subject: RE: Pic"s of the New R3 IRC
Date: Monday, April 11, 2011 9:04:00 AM

Was the IRC used at all during the Japan crisis? Also how many emergency exercises are
played in the IRC in a given year?

Beth

From: Chandrathil, Prema
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: FW: Pic's of the New R3 IRC

The caption for 0669 ---

NRC staff analyze information during a recent emergency exercise in the new Region Ill
Incident Response Center. The NRC regularly participates in exercises with other federal
agencies, state, county and local emergency responders and plant operators.

Prema

From: Chandrathil, Prema
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2011 10:58 AM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Pic's of the New R3 IRC

Attached are the best pic's from the exercise showing off the new IRC.

Prema Chandrathil-Yeaman
Public Affairs Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region III
Lisle, IL
(630) 829-9663
prema.chandrathil@nrc.gov



From: Akstulewicz. Brenda
To: Brenner. Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Conference Call this Thursday
Date: Monday, April 11, 2011 9:06:01 AM
Importance: High

According to the Commission Calendar there's Reserved Time (Status
of Japan Events-Health Effects) from 9:00-12:00 this Thursday. Move
the OPA conference call to 2pm?
Thx,
B

Brenda Akstulewicz

Adininistrative Assistant

Office of Public Aficairs
301-415 8209
brendaakstu lewicz@n-Zlc.gofV



From: LIA07 Hoc
To: Borchardt. Bill; Bradford. Anna; Cohen, Shari; Coower. LaTova; Flory, Shirley; Gibbs. Catina; Haney. Catherine;

Johnson. Michael; Leeds Eric; Lovd. Susan; Pace, Patti Schwarz. Sherry; Sheron. Brian; Soeiser. Herald;
Viroilio. Martin; Walls. Lorena; Weber. Michael; Batkin. Joshua' Bubar, Patrice; Sosa. Belkys; Sharkey. Jeffrv;
Nieh, Ho

Subject: Update for Go Books - 1800 EDT, March 20, 2011
Date: Sunday, March 20, 2011 5:59:57 PM
Attachments: Talkino Points 11odf.odf

TEPCO Press Release 78.odf
ET Chronologv 3-20-11 525om.pdf
TEPCO Press Release 73,odf
TEPCO Press Release 81.odf
TEPCO Press Release 80.odf
TEPCO Press Release 79.odf
TEPCO Press Release 78,odf
TEPCO Press Release 77.odf
TEPCO Press Release 76,odf
TEPCO Press Release 75,pdf
TEPCO Press Release 74o.df
USNRC Earthquake-Tsunami Uodate.032011.1800EDTpdf

Please find attached updated information for the "Go Books."

The updates include the following:

; 1800 EDT 3/20/11 Status Update
> Latest ET Chronology
> Latest TEPCO Press Releases
> New OPA Talking Points

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.

-Caroline

\ Caroline Nguyen
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Caroline. Nguyen ( nrc.gov
LIA07.HOC(@nrc.gov (Operations Center)
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TALKING POINTS

JAPAN NUCLEAR SITUATION

As of 3/20/2011 12:53 PM

Updates in Red
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PART 1: THE SITUATION IN JAPAN

o As of Sunday, March 20, 2011, the NRC continues to monitor the nuclear crisis in

Japan stemming from the March II earthquake and tsunami. NRC's top priorities are

the continued assessment of radiological conditions, dose predictions, and protective

action recommendations. This effort focuses prim.riarily on conditions in Japan around

the vicinity of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. The NRC is also working

with DOE to model the flow of radiation across the Pacific Ocean toward the United

States.

" A team of 10 NRC experts continues to assist Japanese efforts in Tokyo as part of a

USAID-sponsored assistance effort. [If asked: One team member fell ill and returned

to the US.]

* The Commission will be briefed by the NRC staff on the situation in Japan at a public

meeting on Monday, March 21, 2011. See the media advisory for details. This

briefing will be webcast from the NRC website at www.nrc.gov.

* Based on calculations performed by NRC experts, we continue to believe that it is

appropriate for U.S. residents within 50 miles of the Fukushima reactors to evacuate.

Our recommendation is based on NRC guidelines for public safety that would be used

in the United States under similar circumstances.

* The 10-mile EPZ reflects the area where projected doses from design basis accidents
at nuclear power plants would not exceed the EPA's protective action guidelines, and
we are confident that it would be adequate even for severe accidents. However, the
10-mile zone was always considered a base for emergency response that could be
expanded if the situation warranted. The situation in Japan, with four reactors
experiencing exceptional difficulties simultaneously, creates the need to expand the
EPZ beyond the normal 10-mile radius.

2



We have said from the beginning of this crisis that the NRC would analyze this
situation for any lessons that can be derived to improve our oversight of U.S. nuclear
power plants. Emergency planning will be part of that review.

* The NRC is closely monitoring information about the spent fuel pools as well as

radiation levels at the Japanese nuclear power plants. Given the totality of the

situation, the NRC's recommendation for U.S. residents within 50 miles of the

Fukushima reactors to evacuate remains unchanged. That recommendation was

based on actual radiation levels in the nuclear complex.

* The Japanese government has formally asked for U.S. assistance in responding to

nuclear power plant cooling issues triggered by an earthquake and tsunami on March

11. The NRC has eleven staff on the ground in Japan as part of the USAID te~am.*-

" The NRC is coordinating its actions with other federal agencies as part of the U.S.

government response. The NRC's headquarters Operations Center was activated at

the beginning of the event and has been monitoring the situation on a 24-hour basis

ever since.

3



PART 2: MONITORING RADIATION IN THE UNITED STATES

REVISED: The NRC is working closely with our federal. partners to monitor

radiation releases from the Japanese nuclear power plants. Given the results of the

monitoring and distance between Japan and Hawaii, Alaska, U.S. Pacific Territories

and the U.S. West Coast, the NRC expects the U.S. to avoid any harmful levels of

radioactivity. Reports of radiation being detected in the United States are all far below

levels that would present a health risk. Additional. questions regarding monitoring of

the radioactive release should be referred to DOE at 202 586 4940.

" The Department of Energy has been designated the lead agency for communicating

information to the States regarding monitoring of radiation heading toward or over

the United States. The DOE's Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (National

Atmospheric Release Assessment Center) is monitoring weather patterns over the

Pacific Ocean. The Environmental Protection Agency maintains air monitoring

stations throughout the country and has reinforced its monitoring effort. DOE will

provide aerial monitoring. Questions about this effort should be directed to DOE at

202 586 4940.

o The Environmental Protection Agency has increased its radiation monitoring in. the

western U.S. Data from the EPA's RadNet is available on the EPA's website.

* [Only if specifically asked] The NRC is aware that Diablo Canyon nuclear power

plant in California detected a very low level of radiation. The site believes that the

source of the radiation is likely the Fukushimi Daiichi nuclear power plant in Japan.

The amounts detected are barely detectable on the instruments and pose no danger to

public health and safety. The NRC continues to believe, based on all available

information, that no harmful levels of radiation will reach U.S. territory. This

information has been shared with the U.S. Department of Energy and the U.S.

4



Environmental Protection Agency. Additional questions regarding monitoring of the

radioactive release should be referred to DOE at 202 586 4940.

In accordance with established protocols, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP)

employs several types of radiation detection equipment in its operations at both air

and sea ports, and uses this equipment, along with specific operational protocols, to

resolve any security or safety risks that are identified with inbound travelers and

cargo. Out of an abundance of caution, CBP has issued field guidance reiterating its

operational protocols and directing field personnel to specifically monitor maritime

and air traffic from Japan. CBP will continue to evaluate the potential risks posed by

radiation contamination on inbound travelers and cargo and will adjust its detection

and response protocols, in coordination with its interagency partners, as developments

warrant.

5



PART 3: THE SAFETY OF U.S. NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

* The NRC is always looking to learn information that can be applied to U.S. reactors

and we will analyze the information that comes from this incident. President Obama

has directed the agency to conduct a comprehensive review of the safety of U.S.

nuclear plants; the agency will do so.

* The Commission will be briefed by the NRC staff on the situation in Japan at a public

meeting on Monday, March 21, 2011. See the media advisory for details. This

briefing will be webcast from the NRC website at www.nrc.gov.

" The NRC issued an Information Notice on March 18 to all of its operating nuclear

power plants describing the effects of the March 11 earthquake and tsunami on

Japanese nuclear power plants. The purpose of the Information Notice is to inform

the plants of the most recent information available to the NRC. The NRC expects

U.S. nuclear power plants will review the entire notice to determine how it applies to

their facilities and consider actions, as appropriate.

* U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including

earthquakes. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive

seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.

" The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be

designed to take into account the most severe natural phenomena historically reported

for the site and surrounding area. The NRC then adds a margin for error to account

for the limitations on historical data. In other words, U.S. nuclear power plants are

designed to be safe based on historical data to predict the area's maximum credible

earthquake.

6



In response to MSNBC.com report ranking US NPPs according to vulnerability to

earthquakes: The NRC does not rank nuclear power plants according to their

vulnerability to earthquakes. This "ranking" was developed by an MSNBC reporter

using partial information and an even more partial understanding of how we evaluate

plants for seismic risk. Each plant is evaluated individually according to the geology

of its site, not by a "one-size-fits-all" model - therefore such rankings or comparisons

are highly misleading.
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Press Release (Mar 20,2011)
Implementation plan of rolling blackouts on and after Holiday, March 21, 2011

Due to the power supply-demand balance, TEPCO has been implementing
rolling blackout since Monday, March 14. We sincerely regret causing
anxiety and inconvenience to our customers and the society.
We appreciate your cooperation in conserving electricity consumption.
For customers who will be subject to rolling blackouts, please be
prepared for the announced blackout periods. Also, for the customers
who are not subject to blackouts, we would appreciate your continuous
cooperation in reducing electricity usage by turning off unnecessary
lightings and electrical appliances.

oImplementation plan of rolling blackout on Public Holiday, March 21
Considering today's electricity supply-demand and tomorrow's weather,
regional group and time periods for the planned blackout are as follows.

Group 4 6:20 - 10:00 Rolling blackout will not be implemented
Group 5 9:20 - 13:00 Rolling blackout will not be implemented
Group 1 12:20 - 16:00 Rolling blackout will not be implemented

The necessity of the rolling blackouts will be judged depending on
the supply-demand balance and will be informed before 12:00, March 21st.

Group 2 15:20 - 19:00
Group 3 18:20 - 22:00

The actual blackout period for each group is planned to be maximum about
03 hours during the relevant scheduled time period.
o'tarting and ending time of blackout periods may slightly differ.
'Depending on the supply-demand balance of the day, planned blackouts

may not be carried out. In case the electricity supply-demand balance
becomes tighter than. expected, we will reconsider the rolling blackout
plan and inform you accordingly before we implement the revised plan.

'A blackout may occur in the adjacent areas where the planned blackouts
are carried out.

oImplementation plan of rolling blackouts from Tuesday, March 22nd to
Sunday, 27th,

Please refer to the exhibit 2 for detailed plan.

'The actual blackout period for each group is planned to be maximum
about3 hours during the relevant scheduled time period.

'Starting and ending time of blackout periods will slightly differ
day by day.

*Depending on the supply-demand balance hereafter, planned blackouts may
not be carried out. Moreover, in case the electricity supply-demand
balance becomes tighter than expected, we will reconsider the rolling
blackout plan and inform you accordingly before we implement
the revised plan.

*A blackout may occur in the adjacent areas where the planned blackouts
are carried out.

[Others]
'In order to prevent fires, please make sure to switch off electric

appliances such as hair driers when you leaving home.
*Please carefully pay attention to the traffic at the crossings in

case the traffic lights are suddenly turned off.

[Improvement in implementing planned blackouts]
'In principle, we will implement the planned blackouts based on

the current manner. However, we do realize that there is room for
improvement. Therefore, we will continue to consider and improve
implementation manners from the customers' point of view.
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oPrediction of demand and supply on March 20
Estimated Demand 29,000 MW(18:00 - 19:,00)
Supply Capacity 34,500 MW

oPrediction of demand and supply on March 21
Estimated Demand 34,000 MW(18:00 - 19:00)
Supply Capacity 34,000 MW

attachmentl :AKpcpin~d -- e b'y Gnup :F S!
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Press Release (Mar 20,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station (as of 0:00 pm March 20th)

No New Developments since 9:00 am, 20th March

Unit Status
1 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is

available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100°C in the pressure
restraint.

2 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at I00°C in the pressure

restraint.
3 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is

available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100'C in the pressure

restraint.
4 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is

available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100°C in the pressure

restraint.
other N.A.

The next information in regard to the plant is planned to be released
at 3:00 pm, 20th March.

IQ VS s
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Press Release (Mar 20,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station (as of 6:00 pm March 20th)

Press Release (Mar 20, 2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station (as of 6:00 pm March 20th)

No New Developments since 3:00 pm, 20th March

Unit Status
1 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is

available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100°C in the pressure
restraint.

2 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100°C in the pressure
restraint.

3 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100'C in the pressure
restraint.

4 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100'C in the pressure
restraint.

other N.A.

The next information in regard to the plant is planned to be released
at 9:00 pm, 20th March.

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/1 103201 0-e.html 3/20/2011
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Press Release (Mar 20,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station (as of 6:00 PM Mar 20th)

Press Release (Mar 20, 2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station (as of 6:00 PM Mar 20th)

*new items are underlined

All 6 units of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station have been shut down.

Unit l(Shut down)
- Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and white

smoke were confirmed after the big quake occurred at 3:36PM Mar 12th.
It was assumed to be hydrogen explosion.

- We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 2(Shut down)
- Reactor has been shut down and the level of reactor coolant had dropped

and the reactor pressure had increased because the Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling System stopped. Measures were taken to lower
the pressure within the Reactor Containment Vessel and to inject
sea water into the Reactor while carefully confirming safety. The level
of reactor coolant and the pressure of the Reactor resumed.

- At approximately 6:00AM on March 15, 2011, an abnormal noise began
emanating from nearby Pressure Suppression Chamber and the pressure
within this chamber decreased.

- We completed receiving electricity from the external transmission
line up to the auxiliary transformer. We installed the power cable from
the transformer to the temporary power panel. At 3: 46 PM, March 20th,
we started energizing the load-side power panel.

- We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 3(Shut down)
- Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and white

smoke were confirmed at 11:01AM Mar 14th. It was assumed to be hydrogen
explosion.

- At 8:30AM on March 16th, fog like steam was confirmed arising from
the reactor building.

- At approximately 6:15AM on March 17th the pressure of the Suppression
Chamber has temporarily increased. We were preparing to implement
a measurement to reduce the pressure of the reactor containment vessel
(partial discharge of air containing radioactive material to outside)
in order to fully secure safety. However, at present, it is not a
situation to take a measure immediately to discharge air containing
radioactive material to outside now. We will continue to monitor
the status of the pressure of the reactor containment vessel.

- We are working on receiving external power supply to Units 3 and 4.
- We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 4(outage due to regular inspection)
- Reactor has been shut down. However, at approximately 6AM on

March 15th. We have confirmed the explosive sound and the sustained
damage around the 5th floor rooftop area of the Nuclear Reactor
Building.

- On March 15th and 16th, we respectively confirmed the outbreak of fire
at the 4th floor of the northwestern part of the Nuclear Reactor
Building. We immediately reported this matter to the fire department
and the related authorities. TEPCO employees confirmed that each fire
had already died down by itself.

- At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside
the reactor containment vessel happened.

Unit 5(outage due to regular inspection)
- Reactor has been shut down and the sufficient level of reactor coolant

to ensure safety is maintained.

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/ 11032009-e.html 3/20/2011
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- At 5 AM, March 19th, we started the Residual Heat Removal System Pump
(C ) in order to cool the spent fuel pool.

- At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside
the reactor containment vessel happened.

- At 2:30 PM, March 20th, the reactor achieved reactor cold shutdown.

Unit 6(outage due to regular inspection)
- Reactor has been shut down and the sufficient level of reactor

coolant to ensure safety is maintained.
- We are working on receiving external power supply to Units 5 and 6.

We completed the repair work on the emergency diesel generator (A).
- At 10:14 pm, March 19, we started the Residual Heat Removal System Pump

(B ) of Unit 6 in order to cool the spent fuel pool.
- At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside

the reactor containment vessel happened.

Cooling of spent fuel pools
- In Unit 3, water discharge by Self-Defense Force's helicopters was

conducted from 9:48 AM in the morning on March 17th. Also water
discharge by the riot police's high-pressure water cannon trucks and
Self-Defense Force's fire engines was conducted from 7PM on March 17th
and finished at 8:09PM.

- In Unit 3, water discharge by Self-Defense Force's fire engines and
US army's fire engines was conducted from 2 PM and completed a quarter
to 3 PM.

- After that, from 0:30 AM, Mar 19th, water discharge by Tokyo Fire
Department's Hyper Rescue was conducted to Unit 3 and completed
at 1:10 AM. At around 2:10PM, water discharge by Tokyo
Fire Department's Hyper Rescue to Unit 3 was conducted once again.
At approximately 3:40 am, they had finished water discharge.

- At approximately 8:21 am, March 20th, water discharge to Unit 4 by
fire engine has started with the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces.

- From 3: 05 PM to 5: 20 PM on March 20th, 40 tons of seawater was
injected into Unit 2 by TEPCO employees.

- We are considering further water discharge at Unit 3 and others subject
to the conditions of spent fuel pools.

Casualty
- 2 workers of cooperative firm were injured at the occurrence of

the earthquake, and were transported to the hospital.
- 1 TEPCO employee who was not able to stand by his own holding left

chest with his hand, was transported to the hospital by an ambulance.
- 1 subcontract worker at the key earthquake-proof building was

unconscious and transported to the hospital by an ambulance.
- The radiation exposure of 1 TEPCO employee, who was working inside

the reactor building, exceeded 100mSv and he was transported to
the hospital.

- 2 TEPCO employees felt bad during their operation in the central
control rooms of Unit 1 and 2 while wearing full masks, and were
transferred to Fukushima Daini Power Station for consultation with
a medical advisor.

- 4 workers were injured and transported to the hospital after explosive
sound and white smoke were confirmed around the Unit 1.

- 11 workers were injured and transported to Fukushima Daini Nuclear
Power Station etc. after explosive sound and white smoke were confirmed
around the Unit 3.One of the workers was transported to the FUKUSHIMA
Medical University Hospital at 10:56AM

- Presence of 2 TEPCO employees at the site is not confirmed.

Others
- We measured radioactive materials (iodine etc.) inside of the nuclear

power station area (outdoor) by monitoring car and confirmed that
radioactive materials level is getting higher than ordinary level.
As listed below, we have determined that specific incidents stipulated
in article 15, clause 1 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured at
site boundary) have occurred.
Determined at 4:17 PM Mar 12th (Around Monitoring Post 4
Determined at 8:56 AM Mar 13th (Around Monitoring Post 4
Determined at 2:15 PM Mar 13th (Around Monitoring Post 4
Determined at 3:50 AM Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 6
Determined at 4:15 AM Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 2
Determined at 9:27 AM Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 3
Determined at 9:37 PM Mar 14th (Around main entrance
Determined at 6:51 AM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
Determined at 8:11 AM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
Determined at 4:17 PM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
Determined at 11:05 PM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
Determined at 8:58 AM Mar 19th (Around MP5)

From now on, if the measured figure fluctuates and goes above and below
500 micro Sv/h, we deem that as the continuous same event .and will not
regard that as a new specific incidents stipulated in article 15,
clause 1 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency
Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured at site
boundary) has occurred. In the interim, if we measure a manifestly
abnormal figure and it is evident that the event is not the continuous
same event, we will determine and notify.

http://www.tenco.co.iD/en/Dress/cor,-com/release/ 11032009-e.html 3/20/2011
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- The national government has instructed evacuation for those local
residents within 20km radius of the periphery and evacuation to inside
for those residents from 20km to 30km radius of the periphery, because
it's possible that radioactive materials are discharged.

- At approximately 10AM on March 15th, we observed 400mSv/h at the inland
side of the Unit 3 reactor building and lOOmSv/h at the inland side of
the Unit 4 reactor building.

- We checked the status of spent fuel in the common pool, and confirmed
that the water level secured. We are planning to conduct a detailed
inspection.

- We found no signs of abnormal situation for the casks by visual.
observation during the patrol activity. A detailed inspection is
under preparation.

- At Units 5 and 6, in order to prevent hydrogen gas from accumulating
within the buildings, we have made three holes on the roof of
the reactor building for each unit

- We will continue to take all measures to ensure the safety and to
continue monitoring the surrounding environment around the Power
Station.

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/ 11032009-e.html 3/20/2011
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Press Release (Mar 20,2011)
Status of TEPCO's Facilities and its services after Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake (as of 6:00PM)

Due to the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake which occurred on March llth
2011, TEPCO's facilities including our nuclear power stations have been
severely damaged. We deeply apologize for the anxiety and inconvenience
caused.

Below is the status of TEPCO's major facilities.
'mew items are underlined

[Nuclear Power Station]
avkushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station:

Units 1 to 3: shutdown due to earthquake
(Units 4 to 6: outage due to regular inspection)

* The national government has instructed to evacuate for those local
residents within 20km radius of the site periphery and to remain indoors
for those local residents between 20km and 30km radius of the site
periphery.

* The level of radioactive materials ( iodine etc.) inside the nuclear
power station area (outdoor) measured by the monitoring car exceeded the
normal level. We have determined that specific incidents stipulated in
article 15, clause 1 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured at
site boundary) have occurred.

-Determined at 8:58am, Mar 19th (Around Monitoring Post 5)

From now on, if the measured figure fluctuates and goes above and below
500 micro Sv/h, we deem that as the continuous same event and will not
regard that as a new specific incidents stipulated in article 15, clause
1 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency
Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured at site
boundary) has occurred. In the interim, if we measure a manifestly
abnormal figure and it is evident that the event is not the continuous
same event, we will determine and notify.

* Unit 1
The explosive sound and white smoke was confirmed near Unit 1 when
the big quake occurred at 3:36pm, March 12th. We have started injection
of sea water at 8:20 pm and then boric acid into the reactor afterwards.

• Unit 2
At 1:25 pm, March 14th, since the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
has failed, it was determined that a specific incident stipulated in
article 15, clause 1 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness occurred (failure of reactor cooling function).

At 5:17 pm, while the water level in the reactor reached the top of
the fuel rod, we have restarted the water injection with the valve
operation.

At approximately 6:14 am, March 15th, the abnormal sound was confirmed
near the suppression chamber and the pressure inside the chamber
decreased afterwards. It was determined that there is a possibility
that something happened in the suppression chamber. While sea water
injection to the reactor continued, TEPCO employees and workers from
other companies not in charge of injection work started tentative
evacuation to a safe location.

Sea water injection to the reactor is still under operation.

As of March 18th, power from offsite transmission line has received until
temporary substation for backup power. We completed laying cable to unit.
receiving facility on March 20 and at 3:46 pm and the load-side power
panel of the receiving facility started to energize.

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/ 11032008-e.html 3/20/2011
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From 3: 05 pm to 5: 20 pm on March 20th, 40 tons of seawater was injected
into Unit 2 by TEPCO employees.

* Unit 3

At 6:50 am, March 14th,- while water injection to the reactor was under
operation, the pressure in the reactor dontainment vessel increased to
530 kPa. As a result, at 7:44 am, it was determined that a specific
incident stipulated in article 15, clause 1 occurred (abnormal increase
of the pressure of reactor containment vessel). Afterwards, the pressure
has gradually decreased (as of 9:05 am, 490 kPa).

At approximately 11:01 am, March 14th, an explosion followed by white
smoke occurred near Unit 3. 4 TEPCO employees and 3 workers from other
companies (all of them are conscious) have sustained injuries and they
were already dispatched to the hospital by ambulances.

As the temperature of water in the spent fuel pool rose, spraying water
by helicopters with the support of the Self Defense Force was considered,
however the works on March 16th was cancelled.

At 6:15 am, March 17th, the pressure of the Suppression Chamber
temporally increased, but currently it is stable in a certain range.
Today, March 20th, we were preparing to implement a measurement to
reduce the pressure of the reactor containment vessel (partial discharge
of air containing radioactive material to outside) in order to fully
secure safety. However, at present, it is not a situation to take a
measure immediately to discharge air containing radioactive material to
outside.We will continue to monitor the status of the pressure of the
reactor containment vessel. Monitoring will be continued.
In order to cool spent fuel pool, water discharge by helicopters has been
conducted on March 17th with the cooperation of Self-Defense Force.
At approximately past 7:00 pm, March 17th, Self-Defense Forces and
the police had started water discharge by water cannon trucks upon our
request for the cooperation. At 8:09 pm, March 17th, they had finished
water discharge.
At 2:00 pm, March 18th , water discharge by fire engine has started with
the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces and Military of United States of
America. At 2:45 pm, March 18th , they had finished water discharge.
At 0:45 am, March 19th, water discharge by the hyper rescue troop has
started with the cooperation of Tokyo Fire Department. At 1:10 am,
March 19th, they finished water discharge. Again, the hyper rescue troop
began the water discharge at 2:10 pm. At approximately 3:40 am,
March 20th, they had finished water discharge.

* Unit 4
At approximately 6:00 am, March 15th, an explosive sound occurred and
the damage in the 5th floor roof of Unit 4 reactor building was
confirmed. At 9:38 am, the fire near the north-west part of 4th floor of
Unit 4 reactor building was confirmed. At approximately 11:00 am,
TEPCO employee confirmed that the fire was off.

At approximately 5:45 am, a TEPCO employee discovered a fire at
the northwest corner of the Nuclear Reactor Building. TEPCO immediately
reported this incident to the fire department and the local government
and proceeded with the extinction of fire. At approximately 6:15 am,
TEPCO staff confirmed at the site that there are no signs of fire.
At approximately 8:21 am, March 20th, water discharge by fire engine has
started with the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces and they finished
water discharge at 9:40 am.

DOn March 18th, regarding the spent fuel in the common spent fuel pool,
we have confirmed that the water level of the pool is secured.
A detailed inspection is under preparation.

*common spent fuel pool: a spent fuel pool for common use set in
a separate building in a plant site in order
to preserve spent fuel which are transferred
from the spent fuel pool in each
Unit building.

*On March 17th, we patrolled buildings for dry casks and found no signs

of abnormal situation for the casks by visual observation. A detailed
inspection is under preparation.
* dry cask: a measure to store spent fuel in a dry storage casks in

storages. Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station started
to utilize the measure from August 1995.

* The restoration work of electricity supply from external source for

Unit 3, 4, 5 and 6 are being implemented. And the repair of emergency
diesel generator A of Unit 6 is completed.

* At 5 am, Mar 19th, we started the Residual Heat Removal System Pump
(C ) of Unit 5 in order to cool the spent fuel pool. At 10:14 pm,
we started the Residual Heat Removal System Pump (B ) of Unit 6 in order
to cool the spent fuel pool.

* Unit 5 has been in reactor cold shutdown since 2:30 pm on March 20th.
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* At Units 5 and 6, in order to prevent hydrogen gas from accumulating
within the buildings, we have made three holes on the roof of
the reactor building for each unit

*We will continuously endeavor to securing safety, and monitoring of

the surrounding environment.

Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station:
Units 1 to 4: shutdown due to earthquake

* The national government has instructed evacuation for those local

residents within 10km radius of the periphery.

* In order to achieve cold shutdown, reactor cooling function was

restored and cooling of reactors was conducted. As a result, all
reactors achieved cold shutdown: Unit 1 at 5:00 pm, March 14th, Unit 2
at 6:00 pm, March 14th, Unit 3 at 0:15 pm, March 12th, Unit 4
at 7:15 am, March 16th.

*Since March 12th, we had been preparing measures for reducing

the pressure of reactor containment vessels (partial discharge of air
containing radioactive materials to outside), but on March 17th,
we released such preparation in all Units.

* (Unit 1)

As it is confirmed that the temperature of the Emergency Equipment
Cooling Water System *1 has increased, at.3:20 pm, March 15th, we stopped
the Residual Heat Removal System (B) for the inspection. Subsequently,
failure was detected in the power supply facility associated with
the pumps of the Emergency Equipment Cooling Water System. At 4:25 pm,
March 15th, after replacing the power facility, the pumps and
the Residual Heat Removal System (B) have been reactivated.

* (Unit 4)
As it is confirmed that the pressure at the outlet of the pumps of
the Emergency Equipment Cooling Water System*l has been decreased,
at 8:05 pm, March 15th, we stopped the Residual Heat Removal System (B)
for the inspection. Subsequently, failure was detected in the power
supply facility associated with the pumps of the Emergency Equipment
Cooling Water System. At 9:25 pm, March 15th, after replacing
the relevant facility, the pumps and the Residual Heat Removal System (B)
have been reactivated.

*1:emergency water system in which cooling water (pure water) circulates
which exchanged the heat with sea water in order to cool down bearing
pumps and/or heat exchangers etc.

Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Station:
Units 1, 5, 6, 7: normal operation
(Units 2 to 4: outage due to regular inspection)

[Thermal Power Station]
Hirono Thermal Power Station Units 2 and 4: shutdown due to earthquake
Hitachinaka Thermal Power Station Unit 1: shutdown due to earthquake
Kashima Thermal Power Station Units 2, 3, 5, 6: shutdown due to earthquake
Higashi-Chgishima Thermal Power Station Unit 1: shutdown due to earthquake

[HydroPower Station]
* All the stations have been restored.

[Transmission System, etc.]
All substation failed due to the earthquake have been restored.

[Blackout in TEPCO's Service Area]
All the blackouts are resolved.

[Supply and Demand Status within TEPCO's Service Area to Secure Stable
Power Supply]
Backup supply from Shinshinano Conversion Station: 600MW
Backup supply from Sakuma Conversion Station: 300MW
Backup supply from Higashi Shimizu Conversion Station: 100MW

Considering the critical balance of our power supply capacity and
expected power demand forward, in order to avoid unexpected blackout,
TEPCO has been implementing rolling blackout (planned blackout alternates
from one area to another) since Mar 14th. We will make our utmost to
secure the stable power supply as early as possible.
For customers who will be subject to rolling blackout, please be prepared
for the announced blackout periods. Also for customers who are not
subject to blackouts, TEPCO appreciates your continuous cooperation in
reducing electricity usage by avoiding using unnecessary lighting and
electrical equipment.

[Others]
Please do NOT touch cut-off electric wires.
In order to prevent fire, please make sure to switch off the electric
appliances such as hair drier and to shut down the breaker of
distribution board when you leave your house.
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For the customer who has in-house power generation, please secure fuel
for generator.

R IDNIKI MNIN
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Press Release (Mar 20,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station (as of 3:00 pm March 20th)

No New Developments since 0:00 pm, 20th March

Unit Status
1 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is

available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100'C in the pressure
restraint.

2 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100*C in the pressure
restraint.

3 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100*C in the pressure
restraint.

4 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100l C in the pressure
restraint.

other N.A.

The next information in regard to the plant is planned to be released
at 6:00 pm, 20th March.
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Press Release (Mar 20,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station (as of 2:00 PM Mar 20th)

*new items are underlined

All 6 units of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station have been shut down.

Unit l(Shut down)
- Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and white

smoke were confirmed after the big quake occurred at 3:36PM Mar 12th.
It was assumed to be hydrogen explosion.

- We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 2(Shut down)
- Reactor has been shut down and the level of reactor coolant had

dropped and the reactor pressure had increased because the Reactor
Core Isolation Cooling System stopped. Measures were taken to lower
the pressure within the Reactor Containment Vessel and to inject sea
water into the Reactor while carefully confirming safety. The level of
reactor coolant and the pressure of the Reactor resumed.

- At approximately 6:00AM on March 15, 2011, an abnormal noise began
emanating from nearby Pressure Suppression Chamber and the pressure
within this chamber decreased.

- We completed receiving electricity from the external transmission line
up to the auxiliary transformer. We are installing the power cable
from that transformer to the temporary power panel.

- we have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 3(Shut down)
- Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and white

smoke were confirmed at 11:01AM Mar 14th. It was assumed to be
hydrogen explosion.

- At 8:30AM on March 16th, fog like steam was confirmed arising from the
reactor building.

- At approximately 6:15AM on March 17th the pressure of the Suppression
Chamber has temporarily increased. We were preparing to implement a
measurement to reduce the pressure of the reactor containment vessel
(partial discharge of air containing radioactive material to outside)

in order to fully secure safety. However, at present, it is not a
situation to take a measure immediately to discharge air containing
radioactive material to outside now. We will continue to monitor the
status of the pressure of the reactor containment vessel.

- We are working on receiving external power supply to Units 3 and 4.
- we have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 4(outage due to regular inspection)
- Reactor has been shut down. However, at approximately 6AM on March

15th. We have confirmed the explosive sound and the sustained damage
around the 5th floor rooftop area of the Nuclear Reactor Building.

- On March 15th and 16th, we respectively confirmed the outbreak of fire
at the 4th floor of the northwestern part of the Nuclear Reactor
Building. We immediately reported this matter to the fire department
and the related authorities. TEPCO employees confirmed that each fire
had already died down by itself.

- At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside
the reactor containment vessel happened.

Unit 5(outage due to regular inspection)
- Reactor has been shut down and the sufficient level of reactor coolant

to ensure safety is maintained.
- At 5 AM, Mar 19th, we started the Residual Heat Removal System Pump

(C) in order to cool the spent fuel pool.
- At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside

the reactor containment vessel happened.

Unit 6(outage due to regular inspection)

http://www.tcpco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/ 11032005-e.html 3/20/2011
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- Reactor has been shut down and the sufficient level of reactor coolant
to ensure safety is maintained.

- We are working on receiving external power supply to Units 5 and 6. We
completed the repair work on the emergency diesel generator (A).

- At 10:14 pm, March 19, we started the Residual Heat Removal System
Pump (B) of Unit 6 in order to cool the spent fuel pool.

- At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside
the reactor containment vessel happened.

Cooling of spent fuel pools
- In Unit 3, water discharge by Self-Defense Force's helicopters was

conducted from 9:48 AM in the morning on March 17th. Also water
discharge by the riot police's high-pressure water cannon trucks and
Self-Defense Force's fire engines was conducted from 7PM on March
17th and finished at 8:09PM.

- In Unit 3, water discharge by Self-Defense Force's fire engines and
US army's fire engines was conducted from 2 PM and completed a quarter
to 3 PM.

- After that, from 0:30 AM, Mar 19th, water discharge by Tokyo Fire
Department's Hyper Rescue was conducted to Unit 3 and completed at
1:10 AM. At around 2:10PM, water discharge by Tokyo Fire Department's
Hyper Rescue to Unit 3 was conducted once again. At approximately 3:40
am, they had finished water discharge.

- At approximately 8:21 am, March 20th, water discharge to Unit 4 by
fire engine has started with the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces.

- We are considering further water discharge at Unit 3 and others
subject to the conditions of spent fuel pools.

Casualty
- 2 workers of cooperative firm were injured at the occurrence of the

earthquake, and were transported to the hospital.
- 1 TEPCO employee who was not able to stand by his own holding left

chest with his hand, was transported to the hospital by an ambulance.
- 1 subcontract worker at the key earthquake-proof building was

unconscious and transported to the hospital by an ambulance.
- The radiation exposure of 1 TEPCO employee, who was working inside

the reactor building, exceeded 100mSv and he was transported to the
hospital.

- 2 TEPCO employees felt bad during their operation in the central
control rooms of Unit 1 and 2 while wearing full masks, and were
transferred to Fukushima Daini Power Station for consultation with a
medical advisor.

- 4 workers were injured and transported to the hospital after explosive
sound and white smoke were confirmed around the Unit 1.

- 11 workers were injured and transported to Fukushima Daini Nuclear
Power Station etc. after explosive sound and white smoke were
confirmed around the Unit 3.One of the workers was transported to the
FUKUSHIMA Medical University Hospital at 10:56AM

- Presence of 2 TEPCO employees at the site is not confirmed.

Others
- We measured radioactive materials (iodine etc.) inside of the nuclear

power station area (outdoor) by monitoring car and confirmed that
radioactive materials level is getting higher than ordinary level.
As listed below, we have determined that specific incidents stipulated
in article 15, clause 1 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured
at site boundary) have occurred.

Determined at 4:17 PM Mar 12th (Around Monitoring Post 4
Determined at 8:56 AM Mar 13th (Around Monitoring Post 4
Determined at 2:15 PM Mar 13th (Around Monitoring Post 4
Determined at 3:50 AM Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 6
Determined at 4:15 AM Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 2
Determined at 9:27 AM Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 3
Determined at 9:37 PM Mar 14th (Around main entrance
Determined at 6:51 AM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
Determined at 8:11 AM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
Determined at 4:17 PM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
Determined at 11:05 PM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
Determined at 8:58 AM Mar 19th (Around MP5)

From now on, if the measured figure fluctuates and goes above and
below 500 micro Sv/h, we deem that as the continuous same event and
will not regard that as a new specific incidents stipulated in article
15, clause 1 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured
at site boundary) has occurred. In the interim, if we measure a
manifestly abnormal figure and it is evident that the event is not
the continuous same event, we will determine and notify.

- The national government has instructed evacuation for those local
residents within 20km radius of the periphery and evacuation to inside
for those residents from 20km to 30km radius of the periphery, because
it's possible that radioactive materials are discharged.

- At approximately 10AM on March 15th, we observed 400mSv/h at the
inland side of the Unit 3 reactor building and 100mSv/h at the inland
side of the Unit 4 reactor building.

- We checked the status of spent fuel in the common pool, and confirmed
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that the water level secured. We are planning to conduct a detailed
inspection.

- We found no signs of abnormal situation for the casks by visual
observation during the patrol activity. A detailed inspection is under
preparation.

- At Units 5 and 6, in order to prevent hydrogen gas from accumulating
within the buildings, we have made three holes on the roof of the
reactor building for each unit

- We will continue to take all measures to ensure the safety and to
continue monitoring the surrounding environment around the Power

Station.
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Press Release (Mar 20,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station (as of 3:00 pm March 20th)

No New Developments since 0:00 pm, 20th March

Unit Status
1 - Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is

available.
- No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
* Maintain average water temperature at 100°C in the pressure

restraint.
2 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is

available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100'C in the pressure
restraint.

3 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100°C in the pressure
restraint.

4 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100*C in the pressure
restraint.

other N.A.

The next information in regard to the plant is planned to be released
at 6:00 pm, 20th March.
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Press Release (Mar 20,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station (as of 2:00 PM Mar 20th)

*new items are underlined

All 6 units of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station have been shut down.

Unit l(Shut down)
- Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and white

smoke were confirmed after the big quake occurred at 3:36PM Mar 12th.
It was assumed to be hydrogen explosion.

- We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 2(Shut down)
- Reactor has been shut down and the level of reactor coolant had

dropped and the reactor pressure had increased because the Reactor
Core Isolation Cooling System stopped. Measures were taken to lower
the pressure within the Reactor Containment Vessel and to inject sea
water into the Reactor while carefully confirming safety. The level of
reactor coolant and the pressure of the Reactor resumed.

- At approximately 6:00AM on March 15, 2011, an abnormal noise began
emanating from nearby Pressure Suppression Chamber and the pressure
within this chamber decreased.

- We completed receiving electricity from the external transmission line
up to the auxiliary transformer. We are installing the power cable
from that transformer to the temporary power panel.

- We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 3(Shut down)
- Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and white

smoke were confirmed at 11:01AM Mar 14th. It was assumed to be
hydrogen explosion.

- At 8:30AM on March 16th, fog like steam was confirmed arising from the
reactor building.

- At approximately 6:15AM on March 17th the pressure of the Suppression
Chamber has temporarily increased. We were preparing to implement a
measurement to reduce the pressure of the reactor containment vessel
(partial discharge of air containing radioactive material to outside)
in order to fully secure safety. However, at present, it is not a
situation to take a measure immediately to discharge air containing
radioactive material to outside now. We will continue to monitor the
status of the pressure of the reactor containment vessel.

- We are working on receiving external power supply to Units 3 and 4.
- We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 4(outage due to regular inspection)
- Reactor has been shut down. However, at approximately 6AM on March

15th. We have confirmed the explosive sound and the sustained damage
around the 5th floor rooftop area of the Nuclear Reactor Building.

- On March 15th and 16th, we respectively confirmed the outbreak of fire
at the 4th floor of the northwestern part of the Nuclear Reactor
Building. We immediately reported this matter to the fire department
and the related authorities. TEPCO employees confirmed that each fire
had already died down by itself.

- At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside
the reactor containment vessel happened.

Unit 5(outage due to regular inspection)
- Reactor has been shut down and the sufficient level of reactor coolant

to ensure safety is maintained.
- At 5 AM, Mar 19th, we started the Residual Heat Removal System Pump

(C) in order to cool the spent fuel pool.
- At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside

the reactor containment vessel happened.

Unit 6(outage due to regular inspection)
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- Reactor has been shut down and the sufficient level of reactor coolant
to ensure safety is maintained.

- We are working on receiving external power supply to Units 5 and 6. We
completed the repair work on the emergency diesel generator (A).

- At 10:14 pm, March 19, we started the Residual Heat Removal System
Pump (B) of Unit 6 in order to cool the spent fuel pool.

- At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside
the reactor containment vessel happened.

Cooling of spent fuel pools
- In Unit 3, water discharge by Self-Defense Force's helicopters was

conducted from 9:48 AM in the morning on March 17th. Also water
discharge by the riot police's high-pressure water cannon trucks and
Self-Defense Force's fire engines was conducted from 7PM on March
17th and finished at 8:09PM.

- In Unit 3, water discharge by Self-Defense Force's fire engines and
US army's fire engines was conducted from 2 PM and completed a quarter
to 3 PM.

- After that, from 0:30 AM, Mar 19th, water discharge by Tokyo Fire
Department's Hyper Rescue was conducted to Unit 3 and completed at
1:10 AM. At around 2:10PM, water discharge by Tokyo Fire Department's
Hyper Rescue to Unit 3 was conducted once again. At approximately 3:40
am, they had finished water discharge.

- At approximately 8:21 am, March 20th, water discharge to Unit 4 by
fire engine has started with the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces.

- We are considering further water discharge at Unit 3 and others
subject to the conditions of spent fuel pools.

Casualty
- 2 workers of cooperative firm were injured at the occurrence of the

earthquake, and were transported to the hospital.
- 1 TEPCO employee who was not able to stand by his own holding left

chest with his hand, was transported to the hospital by an ambulance.
- 1 subcontract worker at the key earthquake-proof building was

unconscious and transported to the hospital by an ambulance.
- The radiation exposure of 1 TEPCO employee, who was working inside

the reactor building, exceeded 100mSv and he was transported to the
hospital.

- 2 TEPCO employees felt bad during their operation in the central
control rooms of Unit 1 and 2 while wearing full masks, and were
transferred to Fukushima Daini Power Station for consultation with a
medical advisor.

- 4 workers were injured and transported to the hospital after explosive
sound and white smoke were confirmed around the Unit 1.

- 11 workers were injured and transported to Fukushima Daini Nuclear
Power Station etc. after explosive sound and white smoke were
confirmed around the Unit 3.Dne of the workers was transported to the
FUKUSHIMA Medical University Hospital at 10:56AM

- Presence of 2 TEPCO employees at the site is not confirmed.

Others
- We measured radioactive materials (iodine etc.) inside of the nuclear

power station area (outdoor) by monitoring car and confirmed that
radioactive materials level is getting higher than ordinary level.
As listed below, we have determined that specific incidents stipulated
in article 15, clause 1 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured
at site boundary) have occurred.

Determined at 4:17 PM Mar 12th (Around Monitoring Post 4
Determined at 8:56 AM Mar 13th (Around Monitoring Post 4
Determined at 2:15 PM Mar 13th (Around Monitoring Post 4
Determined at 3:50 AM Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 6
Determined at 4:15 AM Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 2
Determined at 9:27 AM Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 3
Determined at 9:37 PM Mar 14th (Around main entrance
Determined at 6:51 AM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
Determined at 8:11 AM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
Determined at 4:17 PM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
Determined at 11:05 PM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
Determined at 8:58 AM Mar 19th (Around MP5)

From now on, if the measured figure fluctuates and goes above and
below 500 micro Sv/h, we deem that as the continuous same event and
will not regard that as a new specific incidents stipulated in article
15, clause 1 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured
at site boundary) has occurred. In the interim, if we measure a
manifestly abnormal figure and it is evident that the event is not
the continuous same event, we will determine and notify.

- The national government has instructed evacuation for those local
residents within 20km radius of the periphery and evacuation to inside
for those residents from 20km to 30km radius of the periphery, because
it's possible that radioactive materials are discharged.

- At approximately 10AM on March 15th, we observed 400mSv/h at the
inland side of the Unit 3 reactor building and lOOmSv/h at the inland
side of the Unit 4 reactor building.

- We checked the status of spent fuel in the common pool, and confirmed
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that the water level secured. We are planning to conduct a detailed
inspection.

- We found no signs of abnormal situation for the casks by visual
observation during the patrol activity. A detailed inspection is under
preparation.

- At Units 5 and 6, in order to prevent hydrogen gas from accumulating
within the buildings, we have made three holes on the roof of the
reactor building for each unit

- We will continue to take all measures to ensure the safety and to
continue monitoring the surrounding environment around the Power
Station.
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Press Release (Mar 20,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station (as of 9:00 am March 20th)

No New Developments since 9:00pm, 19th March

Unit Status
1 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is

available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100'C in the pressure
restraint.

2 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100°C in the pressure
restraint.

3 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100°C in the pressure
restraint.

4 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No cooling water is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100°C in the pressure
restraint.

other N.A.

The next information in regard to the'plant is planned to be released
at 0:00 pm, 20th March.
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Press Release (Mar 20,2011)
Status of TEPCO's Facilities and its services after Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake (as of 9:00AM)

Due to the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake which occurred on March llth
2011, TEPCO's facilities including our nuclear power stations have been
severely damaged. We deeply apologies for the anxiety and inconvenience
caused.

Below is the status of TEPCO's major facilities.
'new items are underlined

[Nuclear Power Station]
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station:

Units 1 to 3: shutdown due to earthquake
(Units 4 to 6: outage due to regular inspection)

* The national government has instructed to evacuate for those local
residents within 20km radius of the site periphery and to remain indoors
for those local residents between 20km and 30km radius of the site periphery.

* The level of radioactive materials ( iodine etc.) inside the nuclear power
station area (outdoor) measured by the monitoring car exceeded the normal
level. we have determined that specific incidents stipulated in article 15,
clause 1 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency
Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured at site boundary)
have occurred.

-Determined at 8:58am, Mar 19th (Around Monitoring Post 5)
From now on, if the measured figure fluctuates and goes above and below 500
micro Sv/h, we deem that as the continuous same event and will not regard
that as a new specific incidents stipulated in article 15, clause 1 of the
Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness (Abnormal
increase in radiation dose measured at site boundary) has occurred. In the
interim, if we measure a manifestly abnormal figure and it is evident that
the event is not the continuous same event, we will determine and notify.

* Unit 1
The explosive sound and white smoke was confirmed near Unit 1 when the big
quake occurred at 3:36pm, March 12th. We have started injection of sea water
at 8:20 pm and then boric acid into the reactor afterwards.

* Unit 2
At 1:25 pm, March 14th, since the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System has
failed, it was determined that a specific incident stipulated in article 15,
clause 1 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency
Preparedness occurred (failure of reactor cooling function).

At 5:17 pm, while the water level in the reactor reached the top of the fuel
rod, we have restarted the water injection with the valve operation.

At approximately 6:14 am, March 15th, the abnormal sound was confirmed near
the suppression chamber and the pressure inside the chamber decreased
afterwards. It was determined that there is a possibility that something
happened in the suppression chamber. While sea water injection to the
reactor continued, TEPCO employees and workers from other companies not in
charge of injection work started tentative evacuation to a safe location.

Sea water injection to the reactor is still under operation.

As of March 18th , power from offsite transmission line has received until
temporary substation for backup power. Now, cabling to unit receiving
facility is underway.

* Unit 3
At 6:50 am, March 14th, while water injection to the reactor was under
operation, the pressure in the reactor containment vessel increased to 530
kPa. As a result, at 7:44 am, it was determined that a specific incident
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stipulated in article 15, clause 1 occurred (abnormal increase of the
pressure of reactor containment vessel). Afterwards, the pressure has
gradually decreased (as of 9:05 am, 490 kPa).

At approximately 11:01 am, March 14th, an explosion followed by white smoke
occurred near Unit 3. 4 TEPCO employees and 3 workers from other companies
(all of them are conscious) have sustained injuries and they were already
dispatched to the hospital by ambulances.

As the temperature of water in the spent fuel pool rose, spraying water by
helicopters with the support of the Self Defense Force was considered,
however the works on March 16th was cancelled.

At 6:15 am, March 17th, the pressure of the Suppression Chamber temporally
increased, but currently it is stable in a certain range. Monitoring will
be continued.
In order to cool spent fuel pool, water discharge by helicopters has been
conducted on March 17th with the cooperation of Self-Defense Force.
At approximately past 7:00 pm, March 17th , Self-Defense Forces and the
police had started water discharge by water cannon trucks upon our request
for the cooperation. At 8:09 pm, March 17th, they had finished water
discharge.
At 2:00 pm, March 18th , water discharge by fire engine has started-with
the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces and Military of United States of
America. At 2:45 pm, March 18th , they had finished water discharge.
At 0:45 am, March 19th, water discharge by the hyper rescue troop has
started with the cooperation of Tokyo Fire Department. At 1:10 am, March
19th, they finished water discharge. Again, the hyper rescue troop began
the water discharge at 2:10 pm. At approximatily 3:40 am, March 20th, they
had finished water discharge.

* Unit 4
At approximately 6:00 am, March 15th, an explosive sound occurred and the
damage in the 5th floor roof of Unit 4 reactor building was confirmed. At
9:38 am, the fire near the north-west part of 4th floor of Unit 4 reactor
building was confirmed. At approximately 11:00 am, TEPCO employee confirmed
that the fire was off.

At approximately 5:45 am, a TEPCO employee discovered a fire at the
northwest corner of the Nuclear Reactor Building. TEPCO immediately reported
this incident to the fire department and the local government and proceeded
with the extinction of fire. At approximately 6:15 am, TEPCO staff confirmed
at the site that there are no signs of fire. At approximately 8:21 am, March
20th, water discharge by fire engine has started with the cooperation of
Self-Defense Forces.

* On March 18th, regarding the spent fuel in the common spent fuel pool, we

have confirmed that the water level of the pool is secured. A detailed
inspection is under preparation.

common spent fuel pool: a spent fuel pool for common use set in a
separate building in a plant site in order to preserve spent fuel which
are transferred from the spent fuel pool in each Unit building.

* On March 17th, we patrolled buildings for dry casks and found no signs of

abnormal situation for the casks by visual observation. A detailed
inspection is under preparation.

* dry cask: a measure to store spent fuel in a dry storage casks in
storages. Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station started to utilize
the measure from August 1995.

" The restoration work of electricity supply from external source for Unit
3, 4, 5 and 6 are being implemented. And the repair of emergency diesel

generator A of Unit 6 is completed.

* At 5 am, Mar 19th, we started the Residual Heat Removal System Pump (C)

of Unit 5 in order to cool the spent fuel pool. At 10:14 pm, we started the
Residual Heat Removal System Pump (B ) of Unit 6 in order to cool the spent
,fuel pool.

* At Units 5 and 6, in order to prevent hydrogen gas from accumulating

within the buildings, we have made three holes on the roof of the reactor
building for each unit

* We will continuously endeavor to securing safety, and monitoring of the
surrounding environment.

Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station:
Units 1 to 4: shutdown due to earthquake

The national government has instructed evacuation for those local
residents within 10km radius of the periphery.

* In order to achieve cold shutdown, reactor cooling function was restored

and cooling of reactors was conducted. As a result, all reactors achieved
cold shutdown: Unit 1 at 5:00 pm, March 14th, Unit 2 at 6:00 pm, March 14th,
Unit 3 at 0:15 pm, March 12th, Unit 4 at 7:15 am, March 16th.
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* Since March 12th, we had been preparing measures for reducing the pressure

of reactor containment vessels (partial discharge of air containing
radioactive materials to outside), but on March 17th, we released such
preparation in all Units.

I (Unit 1)

As it is confirmed that the temperature of the Emergency Equipment Cooling
Water System *i has increased, at 3:20 pm, March 15th, we stopped the
Residual Heat Removal System (B) for the inspection. Subsequently, failure
was detected in the power supply facility associated with the pumps of the
Emergency Equipment Cooling Water System. At 4:25 pm, March 15th, after
replacing the power facility, the pumps and the Residual Heat Removal
System (B) have been reactivated.

I (Unit 4)
As it is confirmed that the pressure at the outlet of the pumps of the
Emergency Equipment Cooling Water System*l has been decreased, at 8:05 pm,
March 15th, we stopped the Residual Heat Removal System (B) for the
inspection. Subsequently, failure was detected in the power supply facility
associated with the pumps of the Emergency Equipment Cooling Water System.
At 9:25 pm, March 15th, after replacing the relevant facility, the pumps
and the Residual Heat Removal System (B) have been reactivated.

*1:emergency water system in which cooling water (pure water) circulates

Which exchanged the heat with sea water in order to cool down bearing pumps
and/or heat exchangers etc.

Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station:
Units 1, 5, 6, 7: normal operation
(Units 2 to 4: outage due to regular inspection)

[Thermal Power Station]
Hirono Thermal Power Station Units 2 and 4: shutdown due to earthquake
Hitachinaka Thermal Power Station Unit 1: shutdown due to earthquake
Kashima Thermal Power Station Units 2, 3, 5, 6: shutdown due to earthquake
Higashi-Ohgishima Thermal Power Station Unit 1: shutdown due to earthquake

[Hydro Power Station]
* All the stations have been restored.

[Transmission System, etc.]
All substation failed due to the earthquake have been restored.

[Blackout in TEPCO's Service Area]
All the blackouts are resolved.

[Supply and Demand Status within TEPCO's Service Area to Secure Stable Power
Supply]
Backup supply from Shinshinano Conversion Station: 600MW
Backup supply from Sakuma Conversion Station: 300MW
Backup supply from Higashi Shimizu Conversion Station: 100MW

Considering the critical balance of our power supply capacity and expected
power demand forward, in order to avoid unexpected blackout, TEPCO has been
implementing rolling blackout (planned blackout alternates from one area to
another) since Mar 14th. We will make our utmost to secure the stable power
supply as early as possible.
For customers who will be subject to rolling blackout, please be prepared
for the announced blackout periods. Also for customers who are not subject
to blackouts, TEPCO appreciates your continuous cooperation in reducing
electricity usage by avoiding using unnecessary lighting and electrical
equipment.

[Others]
Please do NOT touch cut-off electric wires.
In order to prevent fire, please make sure to switch off the electric
appliances such as hair drier and to shut down the breaker of distribution
board when you leave your house.
For the customer who has in-house power generation, please secure fuel for
generator.
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 20,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station (as of 9:00 AM Mar 20th)

*new items are underlined

All 6 units of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station have been shut
down.

Unit 1(Shut down)
- Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and white

smoke were confirmed after the big quake occurred at 3:36PM Mar 12th.
It was assumed to be hydrogen explosion.

- we have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 2(Shut down)
- Reactor has been shut down and the level of reactor coolant had dropped

and the reactor pressure had increased because the Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling System stopped. Measures were taken to lower the
pressure within the Reactor Containment Vessel and to inject sea water
into the Reactor while carefully confirming safety. The level of
reactor coolant and the pressure of the Reactor resumed.

- At approximately 6:00AM on March 15, 2011, an abnormal noise began
emanating from nearby Pressure Suppression Chamber and the pressure
within this chamber decreased.

- We completed receiving electricity from the external transmission line
up to the auxiliary transformer. We are installing the power cable from
that transformer to the temporary power panel.

- We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 3(Shut down)
- Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and white

smoke were confirmed at 11:01AM Mar 14th. It was assumed to be hydrogen
explosion.

- At 8:30AM on March 16th, fog like steam was confirmed arising from the
reactor building.

- At approximately 6:15AM on March 17th the pressure of the Suppression
Chamber has temporarily increased.

- We are working on receiving external power supply to Units 3 and 4.
- We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 4(outage due to regular inspection)
- Reactor has been shut down. However, at approximately 6AM on March

15th.
We have confirmed the explosive sound and the sustained damage around
the 5th floor rooftop area of the Nuclear Reactor Building.

- On March 15th and 16th, we respectively confirmed the outbreak of fire
at the 4th floor of the northwestern part of the Nuclear Reactor
Building. We immediately reported this matter to the fire department
and the related authorities. TEPCO employees confirmed that each fire
had already died down by itself.

- At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside
the reactor containment vessel happened.

Unit 5 (outage due to regular inspection)
- Reactor has been shut down and the sufficient level of reactor coolant

to ensure safety is maintained.
- At 5 AM, Mar 19th, we started the Residual Heat Removal System Pump (C)

in order to cool the spent fuel pool.
- At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside

the reactor containment vessel happened.

Unit 6 (outage due to regular inspection)
- Reactor has been shut down and the sufficient level of reactor coolant

to ensure safety is maintained.
- We are working on receiving external power supply to Units 5 and 6. We

completed the repair work on the emergency diesel generator (A).
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- At 10:14 pm, March 19, we started the Residual Heat Removal System
Pump (B) of Unit 6 in order to cool the spent fuel pool.

- At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside
the reactor containment vessel happened.

Cooling of spent fuel pools
- In Unit 3, water discharge by Self-Defense Force's helicopters was

conducted from 9:48 AM in the morning on March 17th. Also water
discharge by the riot police's high-pressure water cannon trucks and
Self-Defense Force's fire engines was conducted from 7PM on March 17th
and finished at 8:09PM.

- In Unit 3, water discharge by Self-Defense Force's fire engines and US
army's fire engines was conducted from 2 PM and completed a quarter to
3 PM.

- After that, from 0:30 AM, Mar 19th, water discharge by Tokyo Fire
Department's Hyper Rescue was conducted to Unit 3 and completed at
1:10 AM. At around 2:10PM, water discharge by Tokyo Fire Department's
Hyper Rescue to Unit 3 was conducted once again. At approximately
3:40 am, they had finished water discharge.

- At approximately 8:21 am, March 20th, water discharge to Unit 4 by fire
engine has started with the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces.

- We are considering further water discharge at Unit 3 and others subject
to the conditions of spent fuel pools.

Casualty
- 2 workers of cooperative firm were injured at the occurrence of the

earthquake, and were transported to the hospital.
- 1 TEPCO employee who was not able to stand by his own holding left chest

with his hand, was transported to the hospital by an ambulance.
- 1 subcontract worker at the key earthquake-proof building was

unconscious and transported to the hospital by an ambulance.
- The radiation exposure of 1 TEPCO employee, who was working inside the

reactor building, exceeded 100mSv and he was transported to the
hospital.

- 2 TEPCO employees felt bad during their operation in the central
control rooms of Unit 1 and 2 while wearing full masks, and were
transferred to Fukushima Daini Power Station for consultation with a
medical advisor.

- 4 workers were injured and transported to the hospital after explosive
sound and white smoke were confirmed around the Unit 1.

- 11 workers were injured and transported to Fukushima Daini Nuclear
Power Station etc. after explosive sound and white smoke were confirmed
around the Unit 3.One of the workers was transported to the FUKUSHIMA
Medical University Hospital at 10:56AM

- Presence of 2 TEPCO employees at the site is not confirmed.

Others
- We measured radioactive materials (iodine etc.) inside of the nuclear

power station area (outdoor) by monitoring car and confirmed that
radioactive materials level is getting higher than ordinary level. As
listed below, we have determined that specific incidents stipulated in
article 15, clause 1 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured
at site boundary) have occurred.

Determined at 4:17 PM Mar 12th (Around Monitoring Post 4
Determined at 8:56 AM Mar 13th (Around Monitoring Post 4
Determined at 2:15 PM Mar 13th (Around Monitoring Post 4
Determined at 3:50 AM Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 6
Determined at 4:15 AM Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 2
Determined at 9:27 AM Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 3
Determined at 9:37 PM Mar 14th (Around main entrance
Determined at 6:51 AM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
Determined at 8:11 AM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
Determined at 4:17 PM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
Determined at 11:05 PM Mar 15th (Around main entrance
Determined at 8:58 AM Mar 19th (Around MP5)

From now on, if the measured figure fluctuates and goes above and
below 500 micro Sv/h, we deem that as the continuous same event and
will not regard that as a new specific incidents stipulated in article
15, clause 1 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured
at site boundary) has occurred. In the interim, if we measure a
manifestly abnormal figure and it is evident that the event is not the
continuous same event, we will determine and notify.

- The national government has instructed evacuation for those local
residents within 20km radius of the periphery and evacuation to inside
'for those residents from 20km to 30km radius of the periphery, because
it's possible that radioactive materials are discharged.

- At approximately 10AM on March 15th, we observed 400mSv/h at the inland
side of the Unit 3 reactor building and 100mSv/h at the inland side of
the Unit 4 reactor building.

- We checked the status of spent fuel in the common pool, and confirmed
that the water level secured. We are planning to conduct a detailed
inspection.

- We found no signs of abnormal situation for the casks by visual
observation during the patrol activity. A detailed inspection is under
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preparation.
At Units 5 and 6, in order to prevent hydrogen gas from accumulating
within the buildings, we have made three holes on the roof of the
reactor building for each unit
We will continue to take all measures to ensure the safety and to
continue monitoring the surrounding environment around the Power
Station.
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From: RST01 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2011 4:35 PM
To: OST01 HOC
Subject: FW: IMPORTANT MESSAGE FOR RST MEMBERS
Attachments: RST Watch Bill as of 04-21-11 at 1100.pdf

Importance: High

Difference in information. See below.

From: Hasselberg, Rick
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2011 11:14 AM
To: Alter, Peter; Hiland, Patrick; Brown, Frederick; Skeen, David; Dudes, Laura; Ruland, William; Case, Michael; Uhle,
Jennifer; Holian, Brian; Hackett, Edwin; Howe, Allen; Richards, Stuart; Kotzalas, Margie; Rini, Brett; Bukharin, Oleg;
Thomas, Eric; Berry, Rollie; Belen, Aixa; Williams, Joseph; Boyce, Tom (RES); Flanagan, Michelle; Starefos, Joelle;
Kavanagh, Kerri; Orr, Mark; Collins, Frank; Schoenebeck, Greg; Morlang, Gary; Dion, Jeanne; Sloan, Scott; McGovern,
Denise; Circle, Jeff; Esmaili, Hossein; Cheok, Michael; Ward, Leonard; Laur, Steven; Salay, Michael; Schaperow, Jason;
Fuller, Edward; Marksberry, Don; Lane, John; Gilmer, James; Dube, Donald; Miranda, Samuel; Arndt, Steven; Helton,
Donald; Dozier, Jerry; Skarda, Raymond; Howe, Andrew; Mitman, Jeffrey; Harrison, Donnie; Chung, Donald; Koshy,
Thomas; Zoulis, Antonios; Gavrilas, Mirela; Wong, See-Meng; Beasley, Benjamin; Marshall, Donald; Velazquez-Lozada,
Alexander; Iyengar, Raj; Criscione, Lawrence; Caruso, John; Phan, Hanh; Brown, Eva; Brown, Michael; Norton, Charles;
Cranston, Gregory; Kolb, Timothy; Vick, Lawrence; Shea, James; Summers, Robert; Gulla, Gerald; Kauffman, John; Hart,
Ken; Bloom, Steven; Padovan, Mark; Williams, Donna; Isom, James; Thorp, John; Kugler, Andrew; Roggenbrodt, William;
Gardocki, Stanley; Jervey, Richard; Horn, Brian; Ramadan, Liliana; Thompson, Jon; Solorio, Dave; Reeves, Rosemary;
Ghosh, Tina; Arildsen, Jesse; Campbell, Stephen; Kauffman, John; Vick, Lawrence; Brown, Eva; Brown, Michael;
Summers, Robert; Alter, Peter; Gulla, Gerald; Shea, James; Cranston, Gregory; Marksberry, Don; Monninger, John;
Holahan, Gary; Case, Michael; Giantelli, Joseph; Boska, John; Bamford, Peter; King, Mark; Scott, Michael; Pal, Amar;
Jenkins, Ronaldo; Gettys, Evelyn; Goel, Vijay; Garmon, David; MorganButler, Kimyata; Wilson, Joshua; Ulses, Anthony;
Parks, Benjamin; Miranda, Samuel; Landry, Ralph; Cheok, Michael; Laur, Steven; Dube, Donald; Schaperow, Jason;
Ward, Leonard; Fuller, Edward; Esmaili, Hossein; Salay, Michael; Circle, Jeff; Hart, Ken; Rebstock, Paul
Cc: Dozier, Jerry; Gray, Kathy; Grant, Jeffery; Thomas, Eric; RST01 Hoc; Ibarra, Jose
Subject: IMPORTANT MESSAGE FOR RST MEMBERS
Importance: High

RST Members - Several Important Items of Interest:

Topic 1 - Fukushima Watch Standers go to "On call" Status between COB on Friday until Mid. Shift
(11:00 PM) on Sunday night

Attention - See-Meng Wong, Jim Shea, Raj Ivenger, Larry Vick, Chuck Norton, and Steven Arndt
- Our Fukushima Watch Standers will go to "On call" Status between COB on Friday, April 22 until the
start of the Mid. Shift (11:00 PM) on Sunday night, April 24. If you were scheduled to stand the Swing
Shift on Friday, Saturday, Sunday (or) the Mid Shift on Friday, Saturday or Sunday, (or) the Day Shift
on Saturday or Sunday, you do not need to report to the Operations Center. We do ask that you be
available to confer and, if necessary, be available to report if conditions warrant. Special thanks to
those of you who have updated or confirmed your contact information just in case.

Topic 2 - RST's participation in NLE-11 has been cancelled. Please read this message from NSIR
management:

1



Over the past year the NSIR staff has been working closely with interagency partners, internal NRC
stakeholders, and licensees, to prepare for the agency's participation in National Level Exercise 2011
(NLE 11). The NLE 11 scenario involves a large magnitude earthquake in the New Madrid seismic
zone in the central U.S. affecting several critical infrastructures sectors, including the nuclear
sector. NLE 11 is a 4 ½ day continuous play exercise scheduled for May 16-20, 2011. Several NRC
licensees, including power reactors and fuel facilities, have voluntarily agreed to participate in the
exercise.

However, as many of you know from your direct involvement, for the past 5 weeks the NRC response
team has responded 24/7 both at Headquarters and abroad to respond to the Japan earthquake and
tsunami. This has required all Offices and Regions to redirect resources from normal line work to
support the demands of the response.

Because of the scale and duration of NRC's response to the Fukushima reactor emergency events in
Japan, the NRC will not participate in NLE1 1 to the extent previously planned. NRC's Fukushima
response effort has consumed significant staff resources, and in particular, NSIR's incident response
program staff who had been working on NLE1 1 planning and support activities. In addition, most of
NRC's exercise objectives for NLE1 1 have been met through agency activities in response to the "real
world" Fukushima emergency.

Instead of full-scale, continuous NRC participation in NLE1 1 as originally planned, the NRC will limit
participation to an NRC simulation cell. This is to support meaningful and realistic play for other Federal
Departments and Agencies, and State, tribal, and local authorities, and participating NRC
licensees. The NSIR staff will also continue to participate in NLE1 1 planning events to ensure that
NRC-licensed facilities (and NRC's response to any emergency events at those facilities) are
realistically portrayed in the context of the NLE 11 scenario. These events include 3 Disaster Initiated
Reviews to be conducted with the FEMA regions.

Other than Eagle Horizon, NRC HQ will not participate in any full scale exercises for the remainder of
FY1 1 to facilitate implementation of lessons learned from the NRC NLE 11 table top exercises and the
response to the Japanese events. For the response teams that had limited roles in the Japan response,
specifically the Fuel Cycle Safety Team and Safeguards Team, the team Response Program Manager
will be working to create and execute relevant activities to ensure these teams meet their training and
qualification requirements.

For those who have and continue to participate in the response in Japan, we sincerely appreciate your
hard work and dedication.

The support and enthusiasm for NLE activities have been unprecedented, and greatly appreciated. If
you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me or the NLE Lead, Jason Kozal,
jason.kozal@nrc.gov, 415-6231.

Topic3 - RST Training Sessions will be re-scheduled until the August - September time frame.

I'll be publishing a new RST Training schedule within the next few weeks. We'll give folks lots of notice
and several opportunities to participate. We'll be incorporating a LOT of lessons learned from this
extended response.

Topic4 - The Fukushima watch bill continues.

Please continue to notify me and Jerry Dozier if you need to make changes to the (currently 2-person)
RST watch bill. The latest watch bill is attached.
This is still a top Agency priority. So, thanks so much!

Rick
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Rick Hasselberg
Sr. Emergency Response Coordinator
NRC Reactor Safety Team
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
M/S T-4A43
Office - 301-415-6417
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03-13 to 05-15 Complete RST Watch Bill as of 04-21-11 at 1100.xlsx

Date Day Time Shift Accident Analyst BWR Expert

04/21/2011 Thursday 0700-1500 Day TBD Mike Brown

04/21/2011 Thursday 1500-2300 Swing Antonios Zoulis T• B

04/21/2011 Thursday 2300- 0700 Midnight See-Meng Wong Jim Shea

04/22/2011 Friday 0700- 1500 Day •, Don Algama Tim Kolb

04122i20.11 Friday 1500 - 2300" Swing TBD _______... _______ TBD_

04/22/2011 Friday 2300- 0700 • Midnight See-Meng Wong Jim Shea

04/23/2011 SaturdayA 0700 - 1500 -Day •: Raj lyengar •! Larry Vick
04/23/2011 Saturday 1500 - 2300 Swing . TBD 'Chuck Norton

04/23/2011 Saturday 2300- 0700 Midnight See-Meng Wong TBD

04/24'2Ol •Sunday 0700-1500 Day Raj Iyengar Larry Vick

04/24/2011 Sunday 1500-2300 Swing Steven Arndt Chuck Norton

04/24/2011 Sunday 2300- 0700 Midnight See-Meng Wong TBD

04/25/2011 Monday 0700-1500 Day TBD Steven Campbell

04/25/2011 Monday 1500-2300 Swing Steven Arndt Chuck Norton

04/25/2011 Monday 2300- 0700 Midnight See-Meng Wong TbIY

04/26/2011 Tuesday 0700- 1500 Day Don Dube Steven Campbell

04/26/2011 Tuesday 1500-2300 Swing Steven Arndt Chuck Norton

04/26/20_ 11 uesday. 2300-0700' KMidniight ~ TBO TBDf
04/27/2011 Wednesday 0700- 1500 Day Tom Koshy Mike Brown

04/27/2011 Wednesday 1500-2300 Swing Steven Arndt Andy Kugler

04/27/2011 Wednesday 2300- 0700 Midnight See-Meng Wong Eva Brown

04/28/2011 Thursday 0700- 1500 Day Tom Koshy Mike Brown

04/28/2011 Thursday 1500-2300 Swing Se n Andy Kugler

04/28/2011 Thursday 2300- 0700 Midnight TBD Eva Brown

04/29/2011 Friday 1500- 2300 Swing TDAndy Kugler

04/29/2011 Friday 2300- 0700 Midnight TBD• Eva Brown

04/30/2011 
Saturday 0700- 1500 Day 

Raj lyengar 
Larry Vick

04/30/2011 Saturday 1500-2300 Swing See-Meng Wong Andy Kugler

04/30/2011 Saturday 2300- 0700 Midnight TAD~ •~i Eva Brown

05/01/20111 Sunday 0700 -1500 Day Raj lyengar Larry Vick

05/01/2011 Sunday 1500-2300 Swing Ray Skarda Andy Kugler

05/01/2011 Sunday 2300- 0700 Midnight See-Meng Wong Eva Brown



03-13 to 05-15 Complete RST Watch Bill as of 04-21-11 at 1100.xlsx

Date Day Time Shift Accident Analyst BWR Expert

05/02/2011 Monday 0700- 1500 Day Don Alga.a, W , Tim Kolb

05/02/2011 Monday 1500-2300 Swing Ray Skarda

05/02/2011 ~LMoiray, 2300-0700 Min~h >TBD TBD
05/03/2011 Tuesday 0700- 1500 Day T j@tBD K Tim Kolb
05/03/2011 Tuesday 1500 - 2300 Swing Ray Skarda Chuck Norton

0J5/03/2011 Tuesday 2~300-0700 ~Midnight TBD _B

05/04/2011 Wednesday 0700-1500 Day TBD Mike Brown

05/04/2011 Wednesday 1500- 2300 Swing Ray Skarda Chuck Norton

05/04/2011 Wednesday 2300- 0700 Midnight See-Meng Wong • TBD&•
05/05/2011 Thursday 0700-1500 Day i.T\BD;- ' Mike Brown

05/05/2011 Thursday 1500-2300 Swing Hanh K Phan Chuck Norton

:05/05/2011 T~hursday 230O-0700 Midnight ___________~TBD

05/06/2011 Friday 0700- 1500 Day Larry Criscione Tim Kolb

05/06/2011 Friday 1500-2300 Swing Hanh K Phan Steven Campbell

05/06/2011 Friday 2300-0700 Midnight TBD Eva Brown

05/07/2011 Saturday 0700 - 1500 Day Larry Criscione Larry Vick

05/07/2011 Saturday 1500-2300 Swing Raj Iyengar Steven Campbell

05/07/2011 Saturday 2300- 0700 Midnight See-Meng Wong Eva Brown

05/08/2011 Sunday 0700- 1500 Day Larry Criscione Larry Vick
05/08/20f111 Suinda- 1500 -20 Swinn P Ri Iv;-nn:r KTRn,vv .....

05/08/2011 Sunday 2300- 0700 Midnight

05/09/2011 Monday 0700 - 1500 Day

05/09/2011 Monday 1500-2300 Swing

05/09/2011 Monday 2300- 0700 Midnight See-Meng Wong

05/10/2011 Tuesday 0700 1500 Day TBD j! Iim Knli

05/10/2011 Tuesday 1500-2300 Swing Antonios Zoulis
05/10/2011 Tuesday 2300- 0700 Midnight

05/11/20111 Wednesday 0700 - 1500 Day

05/11/20111 Wednesday 11500-2300 Swing I Antonios Zoulis
I. +

05/11/20111 Wednesday 1 2300- 0700 Midnight I See-Me

05/12/2011 Thursday 10700 - 1500 Day
05/12/2011 Thursdav 1500-2300 Swi A nfnnine 7n• di•



03-13 to 05-15 Complete RST Watch Bill as of 04-21-11 at 1100.xlsx

Date Day Time Shift Accident Analyst BWR Expert

05/13/2011 Friday 0700- 1500 Day Raj lyengar Tim Kolb
05/13/2011 Friday 1500-2300 Swing Antonios Zoulis TBD
05/13/2011 Friday 2300- 0700 Midnight Larry Criscione Eva Brown
05/14/2011 Saturday 0700- 1500 Day Raj lyengar Larry Vick
05/14/2011 Saturday 1500 - 2300 Swing Antonios Zoulis TBD
05/14/2011 Saturday 2300- 0700 Midnight Larry Criscione Eva Brown
05/15/2011 Sunday 0700-1500 Day See-Meng Wong Larry Vick
05/15/2011 Sunday 1500-2300 Swing Raj 1yengar TBD
05/15/2011 Sunday 2300- 0700 Midnight Larry Criscione Eva Brown

as of 4/21/11 1100

[Ii _ I Position "On-Call" from 15:00 on Friday 4/22/11 until 23:00 on Sunday 4/24/11.

I 11Indicates a change since last RST watchbill was issued.

T Indicates position is not presently filled with a qualified watchstander.



From: Carpenter, Cynthia
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2011 4:00 PM
To: OST01 HOC
Subject: RE: REPLY: revised guidelines

I would say yes, high priority and the action is the RST. I think they are already working this though.

From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2011 3:57 PM
To: Carpenter, Cynthia
Subject: FW: REPLY: revised guidelines

Cindi...

In looking at this email from Marty, should this action be added to the Task Tasker? I did not see where it has been
added.

Please advise and, if so, provide a priority status.

Thanks!
MG

From: Virgilio, Martin
Sent: Sunday, April 24, 2011 12:25 PM
To: Gambone, Kimberly; Dudek, Michael; MorganButler, Kimyata; Jackson, Deborah; Weaver, Doug; Hiland, Patrick;
Skeen, David; Ciocco, Jeff; Kevern, Thomas; Wiggins, Jim; Evans, Michele; Holahan, Patricia; Tracy, Glenn; Uhle,
Jennifer; Carpenter, Cynthia; Johnson, Michael; Kokajko, Lawrence; Weber, Michael; Holahan, Patricia; RST01 Hoc; LIA08
Hoc; OST01 HOC; Skeen, David; Hiland, Patrick; Reynolds, Steven; Holonich, Joseph; Casto, Chuck; PMTjapan
Resource; Holahan, Vincent; Tracy, Glenn; Zimmerman, Roy; Holahan, Patricia; Jones, Cynthia; Boger, Bruce; Wiggins,
Jim; Kokajko, Lawrence; Uhle, Jennifer; Layton, Michael; Carpenter, Cynthia; Johnson, Michael; Lewis, Robert; Milligan,
Patricia
Cc: Merzke, Daniel; Bush-Goddard, Stephanie; Andersen, James; Bowman, Gregory
Subject: REPLY: revised guidelines

All

Additional work appears needed to align the.2 page overview and Enclosure 2 and the criteria/discussion throughout the
paper with respect to 50 mile, 25 mile and 20-30 kilometers. For example, the overview states that the USG is
recommending relaxation of 50 mile evacuation to 25 miles (return); however, plant conditions specified in Enclosure 2
for "reentry" between 50 miles and 20-30 kilometers appear to be not satisfied based on a quick review of the April
23rd Consortium's analysis of the TEPCO roadmap. Further, it appears that the conditions needed to support "return"inside the 50 evacuation are not met.

Please set of goal at COB Monday for resolving these differences. N SIR lead.

Marty
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From: Gambone, Kimberly
Sent: Friday, April 22, 2011 8:02 PM
To: Virgilio, Martin; Dudek, Michael; MorganButler, Kimyata; Jackson, Deborah; Weaver, Doug; Hiland, Patrick; Skeen,
David; Ciocco, Jeff; Kevern, Thomas
Cc: Holahan, Vincent; PMTjapan Resource; Tracy, Glenn; Zimmerman, Roy; Boger, Bruce; Wiggins, Jim; Uhle, Jennifer;
Layton, Michael; Holonich, Joseph; Kokajko, Lawrence; Carpenter, Cynthia; Johnson, Michael; Lewis, Robert; Holahan,
Patricia; Jones, Cynthia
Subject: FW: revised guidelines

All,

Attached is the latest revision of the Composite Paper, i.e., "Recommendations for US citizens on relaxation of
the 50 mile evacuation recommendation and re-entry to evacuate areas around Fukushima Daiichi NPP. "
NRC Operations Center PMT requests that all line organizations review and provide comment. We strive to
release the document to the federal family middle of next week.

Provide comments by COB Tuesday, April 2 6 th to PMT12.hoc(,nrc.qov, Cc: Patricia Milligan.

Task Tracker #4969.

Please contact me if you have questions.

Thank you.

V/r,

Kimberly Gambone
PMT/PAAD
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

OPA Resource
Ash, Darren Barkley, Richard; Batkin, Joshua; Bell, Hubert; Belmore. Nancy; Bergman, Thomas; Bollwerk
Paul; Bonaccorso, Amy; Borchardt, Bill; Bozin, Sunny; Brenner, Eliot; Brock, Terry; Brown, Boris; Bubar. Patrice;
Burnell, Scott; Burns, Stephen; Carpenter, Cynthia; Chandrathil, Prema; Clark. Theresa; Collins, Elmo; Couret
Ivonne; Crawford, Carrie; Cutler, Iris; Dacus, Eugene; Dacas. Marc; Davis, Roger; Dean Bill; Decker, David;
Dricks, Victor; Droggitis. Soiros; Flory. Shirley; Franovich, Mike; Gibbs, Catina; Haney. Catherine; Hannah,
Roger; Harbuck, Craig; Harrington, Holly; Hasan. Nasreen; Hayden, Elizabeth; Holahan, Gary; Holahan
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NRC CONTINUES TO TRACK EARTHQUAKE AND TSUNAMI ISSUES

Senior officials at U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission headquarters in Rockville, Md.,
are following events related to the Japanese earthquake and subsequent tsunami. In addition, the
agency's regional office in Arlington, Texas, will continue to monitor the Diablo Canyon Power
Plant's handling of a notice of unusual event (NOUE) at the site, near San Luis Obispo, Calif.,
for the duration of the event.

"We offer our condolences to all those in Japan affected by these tragedies," said NRC
Chairman Gregory Jaczko. "The NRC is ready to provide whatever assistance we can to our
Japanese counterparts, should there be a specific request. We're closely coordinating with other
federal agencies."

Friday's tsunami warning, issued after an estimated 8.9 magnitude earthquake occurred
off the eastern Japanese coast, prompted Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (PG&E), operator of the
Diablo Canyon two-reactor plant, to declare a precautionary NOUE at 4:23 a.m. EST Friday.
PG&E has reported both reactors have remained online throughout the event. While PG&E has
reported only minor tsunami-related effects, the plant is well-protected against tsunami
conditions as required by NRC regulations. NRC staff at the plant are keeping track of the
plant's response during the event and remain in close contact with plant operators.

Nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including earthquakes
and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive seismic activity
are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster. The NRC requires that safety-
significant structures, systems, and components be designed to take into account the most severe
natural phenomena historically reported for the site and surrounding area.

In addition to the Diablo Canyon plant, the NRC is following events at the San Onofre
nuclear power plant, the Humboldt Bay spent fuel storage site and NRC-regulated nuclear
materials sites in Hawaii and Alaska to name a few. Personnel at all those sites have informed
the NRC conditions remain safe.

News releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http://w-w.nrc.govi/public-involve/listserver.htnl.: The NRC homepage at www.nrc.go' also offers a SUBSCRIBE
link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's Web site.
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Licensee Natural Phenomena Response Requirements

Arkansas Nuclear One, Units 1 and 2

LICENSEE EMERGENCY PLAN
REQUIREMENTS

NOUE

Flooding - Lake level >340' and rising
with forecasted lake level >350'

Loss of Dardanelle Reservoir - Lake
level <337' AND forecasted by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) to reach 335'

Earthquake - Verified earthquake
accompanied by 0.1g alarm.

Tornado/High Wind/Thunderstorms
- Tornado observed on the ground
within the exclusion area

ALERT

Flooding - Flood waters >350' AND
forecasted by the USACE to reach or
exceed 354' OR any natural event
resulting in the potential or actual loss
of one train of any ES system.

Loss of Dardanelle Reservoir - lake
level <335' elevation OR any natural
event resulting in the potential or actual
loss of one train of any ES system

Earthquake - Verified earthquake
accompanied by 0.1g alarm OR any
natural event resulting in the potential
or actual loss of one train of any ES
system.

Tornado/High Wind/Thunderstorms -
Tornado striking vital facility structures
(e.g. housing ES related equipment)
OR in the event of sustained winds of
>60 mph (10 minute average as
reported by RDACS from either the 10
or 57 meter instruments) OR any
natural event resulting in the potential
or actual loss of one train of any ES
system.

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Flooding - flood water is >361' OR any
natural event resulting in the potential or
actual loss of both trains of any ES
system.

Loss of Dardanelle Reservoir -lake level
<335' elevation and Emergency Cooling
Pond not available OR any natural event
resulting in the potential or actual loss of
both trains of any ES system.

Earthquake - verified earthquake greater
than 0.2 g, or any natural event resulting
in the potential or actual loss of both
trains of any ES system.

Tornado/High Wind/Thunderstorms -
Sustained winds of >67 mph (10 minute
average as reported by RDACS from
either the 10 or 57 meter instruments), OR
or any natural event resulting in the
potential or actual loss of both trains of
any ES system.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION NONE
OPERATING REQUIREMENTS
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Licensee Natural Phenomena Response Requirements

Arkansas Nuclear One, Units 1 and 2

SHUTDOWN REQUIREMENTS If expected to lose the lake as a SW suction source, then S/D to Mode 3 per Rapid Plant Shutdown procedure (1203.045)
If siesmic annunciator in alarm AND earthquake is felt physically, then S/D to Mode 3 per Rapid Plant Shutdown procedure
(1203.045)
When directed by management during a flooding event, then S/D to Mode 3 per Rapid Plant Shutdown procedure (1203.045)

APPLICABLE OPERATING "Emergency Action Level Classification" - Procedure 1903.010, Change 039
PROCEDURES "Natural Emergencies" - Procedure 1203.025, Change 020-03-0

"Natural Emergencies" - Procedure 2203.008, Change 012
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Licensee Natural Phenomena Response Requirements

Callaway Nuclear

LICENSEE EMERGENCY PLAN
REQUIREMENTS

NOUE

Tornado - Report by plant personnel
or tornado or high winds >1 OOmph
striking within protected area.

Earthquake - A seismic event
identified by any two of the following:

- Receipt of Annunciator 98E
(Seismic Recorder On),
verified by Procedure OTO-
SG-0001, Seismic Activity.
Annunciator 98E is activated
by a ground force acceleration
of 0.02 sensed at the
containment base slab or the
containment operating floor.

- An earthquake felt in the plant
- Earthquake confirmed by

earthquake information center

ALERT

Tornado - Tornado or high winds > 100
mph within protected area boundary and
resulting in visible damage to any Table
H-1 structure or equipment or control
room indication or degraded
performance of those system. (Table
H1 is shown below)

Earthquake - OBE exceeded OTO-SG-
0001, Seismic Activity, as indicated by
Annunciator 98D, Operating Basis
Earthquake (Set point is .12g from Stron
Motion Accelerometer) and confirmed
by the following:

- An earthquake felt in the plant
- Earthquake confirmed by

earthquake information center
- Control room indication of

degraded performance of
systems required for the safe
shutdown of the plant.

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Tornado - N/A

Earthquake - N/A

+

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

1~

SHUTDOWN REQUIREMENTS
J.
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Licensee Natural Phenomena Response Requirements

Columbia Generating Station

LICENSEE EMERGENCY PLAN
REQUIREMENTS

NOUE

Tornado/Hiqh Winds- Plant
personnel confirm a tornado striking
within the Protected Area OR Weather
Service projects wind speeds
>80MPH
OR Control Room measured wind
speeds >61 MPH (15 minute average
at 33 ft)

Earthquake - Minimum Seismic
Earthquake alarm AND Control Room
receives report from plant personnel
who have felt an earthquake

Volcanic Ash - Visible ash fall at the
CGS site

ALERT

Tornado/High Winds - Plant personnel
confirm a tornado striking a plant safe
shutdown building OR Weather
Service projects wind speeds >1 OOMPH
OR Control Room measured wind
speeds >70MPH (15 minute average at
33 ft)

Earthquake - Operating Basis
Earthquake alarm AND Control Room
receives report from plant personnel
who have felt an earthquake

Volcanic Ash - Ash fall is severe
enough to warrant plant shutdown
OR has the potential to damage plant
structures or equipment

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Tornado/High
Winds/EarthquakeNolcanic Ash - In
the judgement of the Emergency Director,
events are in progress or have occurred
which involve actual or likely major failures
of plant functions needed for the
protection of the public.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

SHUTDOWN REQUIREMENTS Volcano activity causing the following limits to be exceeded
- total uncompacted ash depth of 4 inches
- ash fall rate > 1.0 in/hr

APPLICABLE OPERATING "Emergency Plan Implementing Procedures" - Procedure 13.1.1
PROCEDURES "Abnormal Conditions Procedure - Tornado/High Winds" - Procedure ABN-Wind

"Abnormal Conditions Procedure - Ash Fall" - Procedure ABN-Ash
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Licensee Natural Phenomena Response Requirements

Comanche Peak
I r

LICENSEE EMERGENCY PLAN
REQUIREMENTS

NOUE

High Winds/Tornado - Weather
Service warning of wind speeds
>80MPH OR Tower wind speed
>80MPH sustained OR Tornado
observed to have touched down within
the Exclusion Area Boundary

Flooding - Safe Shutdown
Impoundment (SSI) level >790.5'
elevation (USGS level meter)

Earthquake - Earthquake felt in the
plant OR detected by seismic
instruments

ALERT

High Winds/Tornado - Weather
service warning of wind speeds
>110mph OR Tower wind speed
>10OMPH sustained OR Tornado
strikes a facility inside the Protected
Area (plant structures or equipment,
potentially damaging functions needed
for safe shutdown)

Flooding - SSI level >796' elevation
(USGS level meter)

Earthquake - Indicated earthquake >
Operatina Basis Earthquake

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Conditions exist which indicate actual or
likely major failure of plant functions
needed for the protection of the public.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION N/A
OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

SHUTDOWN REQUIREMENTS

APPLICABLE OPERATING "Acts of Nature" - Procedure ABN-907
PROCEDURES "Assessment of Emergency Action Levels, Emergency Classification and Plan Activation" - Procedure EPP-201
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Licensee Natural Phenomena Response Requirements

Cooper Nuclear Station

LICENSEE EMERGENCY PLAN
REQUIREMENTS

NOUE

Flooding - River level > 899' or < 867'

Tornado - Tornado touching down in
OCA

High Winds - Sustained wind speed >
74 mph

Earthquake - Ground motion > 0.01g
as indicated by control room seismic

ALERT

Flooding - River Level > 902' or < 865'

Tornado - Tornado touching down in
Protected Area

High Winds - Sustained wind speed
>95 mph.

Earthquake - Ground motion > 0.1g as
indicated by control room seismic
monitor

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Flooding - Flooding from any source
(External or Internal) which renders
multiple ECCS systems inoperable when
required to be OPERABLE.
OR
Low river level which results in complete
loss of Service Water System.

TornadolHigh Winds - Sustained wind
speed >100 mph.

Earthquake - Ground motion > 0.1g as
indicated on the Control Room seismic
monitoring panel AND reports of major
plant damage.

monitor

I I ___________________________________ I

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

SHUTDOWN REQUIREMENTS River level at 902' MSL OR forecast to be -> 902' within next 36 hours OR Floodwater accumulates in any of the following:
Either Diesel Generator Room, Any Reactor Building Quadrant, Control Building Basement OR Plant conditions warrant reactor
shutdown.

River level at 873' MSL AND forecast to reach 865'

APPLICABLE OPERATING "Operations During Weather Watches and Warnings" - Emergency Procedure 5.1Weather
PROCEDURES "Earthquake" - Emergency Procedure 5.1Quake

"Flood" - Emergency Procedure 5.1 Flood
"Service Water Casualties" - Emergency Procedure 5.2SW

I EPIP 5.7.1 "Emergency Classification"

Updated 05/05/2009
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Licensee Natural Phenomena Response Requirements

Diablo Canyon

LICENSEE EMERGENCY PLAN
REQUIREMENTS

NOUE

Tsunami/Hurricane - Hurricane warning
or Tsunami (actual or warning) affecting
the Protected Area

Tornado - Report by plant personnel of
tornado or high winds > 80 mph striking
within Protected Area boundary

Earthquake - Seismic event identified by
ANY TWO of the following:
- Earthquake felt in plant
- Seismic event confirmed by PK1 5-24
main annunciator "SEISMIC INSTR
SYSTEM"
- U.S. Geological survey

FloQding - Uncontrolled flooding in any
area Table H-1 area that has the potential
to affect safety related equipment needed
for the current operating mode

Other - Report of turbine failure resulting
in casing penetration or damage to turbine
or generator seals

ALERT

Hurricane/Tornado - Tornado or high
winds > 80 mph within Protected Area
boundary and resulting in visible damage to
any Table H -1 plant structures/equipment
or Control Room indication of degraded
performance of those systems

Earthquake - Earthquake Force Monitor
"Alert" alarm or CP M-4, "Earthquake"
indicates Operating Basis Earthquake (>
0.2g)

Flooding/Post-tsunami - Uncontrolled
flooding in any Table H-1 area that results in
degraded safety system performance as
indicated in the Control Room or that
creates industrial safety hazards (e.g.,
electric shock) that precludes access
necessary to operate or monitor safety
equipment

Other - Turbine failure-generated missiles
result in any visible damage to or
penetration of any Table H-1 area.

Other - Vehicle crash within Protected Area
boundary and resulting in visible damage to
any Table H-1 plant structures or equipment
or control indication of degraded
performance of those systems (Note 2)

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

None

Table H-I Vital Areas

- Containment
- Auxiliary Building
- Fuel Handling Building
- Turbine Building
- Intake Structure
- RWST
- CST

Note 2: If vehicle crash is a hostile action, see
Subcategory H.4 EALs for possible
classification

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.8 Two ASW trains shall be OPERABLE

OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

SHUTDOWN REQUIREMENTS S/D required if ASW unavailable due to Tsunami/Flooding/Post-Tsunami (extreme low water) condition

APPLICABLE OPERATING CP M-_a "i Activation"
PROCEDURES



Licensee Natural Phenomena Response Requirements

Fort Calhoun Station

LICENSEE EMERGENCY PLAN
REQUIREMENTS

NOUE

Flooding - River level >1004' MSL but
-<1009' MSL

Tornado - Tornado touching down in
OCA

Earthquake - Earthquake is felt in
plant or the "STRONG MOTION
SEISMIC EVENT IN PROGRESS"
alarm (valid) is actuated.

Low River Level - River is -978' MSL
but >976' 9" MSL

ALERT

Floodinq - River level >1009' MSL but
-<1014' MSL

Tornado - Tornado causes damage to
any plant vital areas

Earthquake - Earthquake causes
damage to any plant vital areas.

Low River Level - River level -976' 9"
MSL but >973' 9" MSL

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Flooding - River level >1014' MSL.

Low River Level - River level is_•973' 9"
MSL

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

None

SHUTDOWN REQUIREMENTS • The Reactor must be placed in HotShutdown within six hours if either of the following conditions is met: 1) the
recorded acceleration at the 991' elevation exceeds 0.1944g horizontal or 0.1068g vertical, or 2) the recorded
acceleration at the 1045' elevation exceeds 0.2306g horizontal or 0.1068g vertical.

If the river level is expected to rise above elevation 1009 feet due to catastrophic flooding, then shutdown the plant per
AOP-05, Emergency Shutdown, and lace the plant in cold shutdown per OP-3A, Plant Shutdown. When river level
reaches 1004 feet and is expected to reach 1007 feet, then shutdown the plant per one of the following procedures:
1) AOP-05, Emergency Shutdown, or 2) OP-4, Load Change and Normal Power Operation. If the river level reaches
1009 feet, then place the plant in cold shutdown per OP-3A, Plant Shutdown.

* There are no specific criteria to shutdown the plant in the event of a tornado.

APPLICABLE OPERATING "Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure" - Procedure EPIP-OSC-1, Rev. 44
PROCEDURES AOP-01, Acts of Nature, Rev. 22
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Licensee Natural Phenomena Response Requirements

Grand Gulf

LICENSEE EMERGENCY PLAN
REQUIREMENTS

NOUE

Hurricane - Severe weather with
indication of sustained high winds ->74
mph within the protected area
boundary

Tornado - Report by plant personnel
of a tornado striking within the
PROTECTED AREA boundary

Earthquake - Valid indication of a felt
earthquake:
Vibratory ground motion felt in the
PROTECTED AREA and recognized
as an earthquake
AND
Activated seismic switches as
indicated by activation of the Seismic
Monitoring System

Flooding - Uncontrolled flooding in
the Auxiliary Building (Table Hi) that
has the potential to affect safety
related equipment needed for the
current operating mode

ALERT

Hurricane - Severe weather with
indication of sustained winds Ž74 mph
within PROTECTED AREA boundary
and resulting in VISIBLE DAMAGE to
Plant Structures containing Functions
or Systems Required for Safe
Shutdown (Table H2) or has caused
damage as evidenced by Control Room
indication of degraded performance of
those systems

Tornado - Tornado striking within the
PROTECTED AREA boundary and
resulting in VISIBLE DAMAGE to any of
the Plant Structures containing
Functions or Systems Required for
Safe Shutdown (Table H2) or Control
Room indication of degraded
performance of those systems

Earthquake - Valid indication of a
seismic event greater than an
Operating Basis Earthquake:

Receipt of all of the following
indications on SH13P856:

o Containment Operating
Basis Earthquake

o Drywell Operating
Basis Earthquake

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

None
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Licensee Natural Phenomena Response Requirements

Palo Verde
I I

LICENSEE EMERGENCY PLAN
REQUIREMENTS

NOUE

Tornado - Tornado affecting the
protected area(s) OR Tornado
affecting a loaded spent fuel storage
cask Confinement Boundary

Flooding - Flooding affecting a
loaded spent fuel storage cask
Confinement Boundary OR Flooding
affecting the protected area(s)

Earthquake - Valid "Event Trigger"
indicated on Seismic Warning Panel
OR seismic activity affecting a loaded
spent fuel storage cask Confinement
Boundary.

ALERT

Tornado - Visible damage to
permanent structures and equipment,
affecting plant operations OR Sustained
winds >105 mph (design levels) or
tornado with average winds >300MPH
(design basis)

Flooding - Flooding potentially
affecting safety systems required for
the current operating mode OR visible
structural damage to any building
containing safe shutdown equipment.

Earthquake - OBE annunciator alarm
in control room AND earthquake >0.12g
horizontal and vertical as indicated by
light "OSG-AE-1" or "OSG-AE-2" OR
visible structural damage to any
building containing safe shutdown
equipment

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

All Hazards - Other conditions exist
which, in the judgement of the Shift
Manager/ Emergency Coordinator,
indicate actual or likely major failure of
plant functions needed for protection of
the public.

4

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

SHUTDOWN REQUIREMENTS

APPLICABLE OPERATING
PROCEDURES

"Acts of Nature" - Procedure 40AO-9ZZ21

______________________________________________ .5.
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Licensee Natural Phenomena Response Requirements

River Bend Station

LICENSEE EMERGENCY PLAN
REQUIREMENTS

NOUE

Hurricane - Severe weather or
hurricane conditions with indication of
SUSTAINED high winds greater than
or equal to 74 mph in the
PROTECTED AREA.

Tornado - Report by plant personnel
of a tornado striking within the
PROTECTED AREA boundary.

Flooding - Uncontrolled flooding in
the Auxiliary Building (Table Hi) that
has the potential to affect safety
related equipment needed for the
current operating mode.

ALERT

Hurricane - Hurricane or high
SUSTAINED wind conditions greater
than 74 mph within PROTECTED
AREA boundary AND resulting in
VISIBLE DAMAGE to plant structures
containing equipment necessary for
safe shutdown (Table H2), OR has
caused damage as evidence by control
room indication of degraded
performance of those systems.

Tornado - Tornado striking within the
PROTECTED AREA boundary AND
resulting in VISIBLE DAMAGE to any of
the plant structures (Table H2) or
equipment therein OR control room
indication of degraded performance of
those systems.

Flooding - Uncontrolled flooding in the
Auxiliary Building 70' elevation that
results in degraded safety system
performance as indicated in the control
room OR that creates industrial safety
hazards (e.g., electrical shock) that
precludes access necessary to operate
OR monitor safety equipment.

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

N/A

Table H2

Structures Containing Functions or
Systems Required for Safe Shutdown

Reactor Building
Auxiliary Building
Control Building
Standby Cooling Tower
Diesel Generator Building
Tunnels (B, D, E, F, G)
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Licensee Natural Phenomena Response Requirements

San Onofre

LICENSEE EMERGENCY PLAN
REQUIREMENTS

NOUE

Hurricane - National Weather Service
(NWS) issues hurricane warning AND
SONGS is in the projected path OR
Severe wind or storm flooding which
causes inoperability of a safety related
system to the extent that reactor
shutdown has initiated as specified in
the applicable Tech Spec.

Tornado - NWS issues a tornado
warning AND a tornado is observed
touching down in the protected area or
ISFSI area OR Severe wind or storm
flooding which causes inoperability of
a safety related system to the extent
that reactor shutdown has initiated as
specified in the applicable Tech Spec.

Tsunami - NOAA issues a tsunami
warning AND predicted wave height of
>30ft mllw is calculated in S023-13-8,
Att 5

Earthquake - Earthquake causing
receipt of a valid seismic trigger alarm

ALERT

Hurricane/Tornado/Tsunami -
Causing the loss of ability to achieve or
maintain cold shutdown

Earthquake - Earthquake >0.33g
(Operating Basis Earthquake)

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

All Hazards - Natural phenomena event
causing the loss of ability to achieve or
maintain hot shutdown

4 A I

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

SHUTDOWN REQUIREMENTS Plant S/D required if predicted tsunami wave height is between->+20 feet and<+30 feet mean lower low water level (mllw).
Plant S/D should be considered if basic wind velocity is expected to excedd 73 mph or tornado total wind velocity is expected
to exce . -,mi, Ir.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . f o N .... .

APPLICABLE OPERATING "Emergency Plan Implementation Procedure" - Procedure S0123-VIII-1
PROCEDURES "Abnormal Operating Instruction - Severe Weather"- Procedure S023-13-8

"Abnormal Operating Instruction - Earthquake" - Procedure S023-13-3



Licensee Natural Phenomena Response Requirements

South Texas Project

LICENSEE EMERGENCY PLAN
REQUIREMENTS

NOUE

Hurricane - S/D of the facility required
due to actual or predicted natural
phenomena

Tornado - Tornado striking facilities
within the PA

Earthquake - Earthquake detected by
seismic monitoring system AND
confirmed by Seismic Event
Procedure

Flooding - Other conditions exist
which in the judgement of the
Emergency Director indicate a
potential degradation of the level of
safety of the plant.

ALERT

Hurricane/Tornado - Tornado or high
winds causing visible structural damage
to any of the following plant structures:
- Reactor Containment Building
- ECW Intake Structure
- Mechanical/Electrical Aux Building
- Isolation Valve Cubicle*
- Fuel Handling Building
- EDG Building

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Other conditions exist which in the
judgement of the Emergency Director
indicate actual or likely major failures of
plant functions needed for the protection
of the public.

(*) Note: Loss of Isolation Valve
Cubicle blow-off roof
is not considered
structural damage.

Missile hazards not consider credible.
(See UFSAR 3.5) Considerations for
flooding addressed in FUSAR 3.4.3.2.

Earthquake - Seismic motion
exceeding Operating Basis Earthquake
as indicated by Seismic monitor alarm
AND confirmed by procedure

Flooding - Floodwater entering safety
related structures such that the function
of safety related equipment is
jeopardized or predicted OR Actual
breach of Main Cooling Reservoir
retaininq Dike alonci the North Wall
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Licensee Natural Phenomena Response Requirements

Waterford 3

LICENSEE EMERGENCY PLAN
REQUIREMENTS

NOUE (affects the plant PROTECTED AREA)

Hurricane - Site predicted to experience a hurricane with
hurricane force winds (>74 mph) on site within 12 hours
as projected by the National Weather Service

Tornado - Report by plant personnel of tornado or high
winds > 100 mph striking within the PROTECTED AREA
boundary

Flooding - > +27' MSL at the intake OR uncontrolled
flooding in RAB or CT areas, that has the potential to.
affect safety-related equipment needed for the current
operating mode

Earthquake - Earthquake felt in plant and detected on
station seismic equipment

ALERT (affects the plant VITAL AREA)

Hurricane - Same as tornado

Tornado - Tornado or high winds > 100 mph within the
PROTECTED AREA boundary and resulting in VISIBLE
DAMAGE to any of the following plant structures/equipment or
Control Room indication of degraded performance of those
systems

* Containment
* Reactor Auxiliary Building
* Turbine Building
* Cooling Tower Areas

Flooding - Uncontrolled flooding in Reactor Auxiliary Building or
Cooling Tower Areas, that results in degraded safety system
performance as indicated in the Control Room or that creates
industrial safety hazards that preclude access necessary to
operate or monitor safety equipment

Earthquake - RED light on the plant seismic monitor panel
indicates a VALID seismic event > operating basis earthquake

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

SHUTDOWN REQUIREMENTS Shutdown required 12 hours prior to arrival of hurricane conditions on site. (Ref. OP-901-521,

APPLICABLE OPERATING "Recognition and Classification of Emergency Conditions" - Procedure EP-001-001
PROCEDURES "Severe Weather and Flooding" - Procedure OP-901-521

C:\FOIA\EAH\FinaIPDF\Natural Phenomina Response Requirements for N.docx



Licensee Natural Phenomena Response Requirements

Wolf Creek

LICENSEE EMERGENCY PLAN
REQUIREMENTS

NOUE

Tornado - Tornado reported in the
protected area

Earthquake - Earthquake felt in the
plant AND control room annunciator
00-98E, SEISMIC RECORDER ON, is
alarm, >=0.02g

All Hazards - If the event caused the
loss of a safety related train and has
the potential to be a common mode
failure

ALERT

Tornado - 1) Report of wind speed
greater than 95 mph. OR 2) Report of a
tornado striking within the protected
area and there is visible or other plant
indication of damage to any of the
following:
Reactor Bldg, Control Bldg, Fuel Bldg,
Aux Bldg, EDG Bldg, EDG FOST
access valults, Turb Bldg (structural
integrity only), Comm Corridor
(structural integrity only), ESW

Earthquake - Earthquake >0.05g
ground acceleration (Control Room
annunciators for OBE or OBE
exceeded are in alarm)

SITE AREA EMERGENCY

None

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

SHUTDOWN REQUIREMENTS

APPLICABLE OPERATING "Natural Events" - Procedure OFN SG-003
PROCEDURES "Severe Weather' - Procedure Al 14-006

"Emergency Classification" - Procedure EPP 06-005
"R SPCTRM OBE EXCEED," Alarm Response Procedure 00-98C
"OBE," Alarm Response Procedure 00-98D
"Seismic Recorder On," Alarm Response Procedure 00-98E

C:\FOIA\EAH\FinalPDF\Natural Phenomina Response Requirements for N.docx
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From: Gooale Alerts
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Google Alert - Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 4:50:29 PM

News 3 new results for Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Tsunami threatens US nuclear power plants
PennEnergy- Energy News (press release)
By Phaedra Friend Troy The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is monitoring
various nuclear power plants and facilities across the United States due to the threat of a tsunami.
Additionally, more than 20 other countries are now on tsunami alert due ...
See all stories on this topic >ý

How to Cool a Nuclear Reactor
Scientific American
Scientific American spoke with Scott Burnell of the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC), the government agency charged with monitoring the safety of
the 104 nuclear reactors in the US, about what it takes to cool down a reactor....
See all stories on this topic .) American

A Roadmap for America's Energy Future? Hardly
Energy Collective
On nuclear, the bill takes several steps. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) would
be required to issue 200 new permits by 2040, and to finish consideration of Yucca Mountain or
find an alternative site within a year.
See all stories on this topic »

Tip: Use a plus sign (+) to match a term in your query exactly as is. Learn more.

Remove this alert.
Create another alert.
Manage your alerts.

x"
-..



From: LIA08 Hoc
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 7:21 PM
To: Weber, Michael
Cc: Virgilio, Martin; Carpenter, Cynthia; OST01 HOC; Boyce, Thomas (OIS)
Subject: RE: RESPONSE - USNRC Earthquake-Tsunami Update 042611 1200 EDT (Final email

distrubution)

Cindy said we will put this in the next update.

Liaison Team Coordinator
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
email: liaO8.hoc@nrc.gov
Desk Ph: 301-816-5185

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 7:12 PM
To: LIA08 Hoc
Cc: Virgilio, Martin; Carpenter, Cynthia; OST01 HOC; Boyce, Thomas (OIS)
Subject: RESPONSE - USNRC Earthquake-Tsunami Update 042611 1200 EDT (Final email distrubution)

Then I suggest you defer this new protocol until we get this resolved.

From: LIA08 Hoc
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 7:09 PM
To: Weber, Michael
Subject: RE: RESPONSE - USNRC Earthquake-Tsunami Update 042611 1200 EDT (Final email distrubution)

Mike,

Jim Wiggins asked earlier today if he was able to access Sharepoint via his Blackberry as it was asking him for a username
and password. I checked with computer folks and after investigating they said currently you cannot access the
Sharepoint site from your Blackberry. Computer support is working with 0IS to correct.

Liaison Team Coordinator
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
email: lia08.hoc@nrc.gov
Desk Ph: 301-816-5185

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 6:55 PM
To: LIA08 Hoc
Cc: OST01 HOC; Virgilio, Martin; Evans, Michele
Subject: RESPONSE - USNRC Earthquake-Tsunami Update 042611 1200 EDT (Final email distrubution)

Thanks. Are the access arrangements convenient for use with Blackberries, as is necessary for communications after
hours and on weekends?

From: LIA08 Hoc
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 12:26 PM



To: Andersen, James; Anderson, Joseph; Ash, Darren; Baggett, Steven; Barker, Allan; Batkin, Joshua; Boger, Bruce;
Borchardt, Bill; Bradford, Anna; Brenner, Eliot; Breskovic, Clarence; Smith, Brooke; Brown, Frederick; Brown, Milton;
Bubar, Patrice; Burns, Stephen; Camper, Larry; Carpenter, Cynthia; Castleman, Patrick; Ader, Charles; Murray, Charles;
Casto, Chuck; Coggins, Angela; Collins, Elmo; ConEResource; Copeland, Douglas; Correia, Richard; Craffey, Ryan;
Dapas, Marc; Dean, Bill; Decker, David; Diaz-Sanabria, Yoira; Dickman-Disabled-11/14/2010, Paul; Dorman, Dan;
Droggitis, Spiros; Dyer, Jim; English, Lance; ET02 Hoc; Evans, Michele; Franovich, Mike; Frye, Timothy; Garmon, David;
Apostolakis, George; Gibbs, Catina; Guitter, Joseph; Gott, William; Grobe, Jack; Hahn, Matthew; Haney, Catherine;
Harrington, Holly; Hipschman, Thomas; Hoc, PMT12; Holahan, Gary; Holahan, Patricia; Holahan, Vincent; HOO Hoc;
Howe, Allen; Howell, Art; Howell, Linda; Issa, Alfred; Itzkowitz, Marvin; Foster, Jack; Jackson, Donald; Jaczko, Gregory;
Johnson, Andrea; Johnson, Michael; Jones, Cynthia; Kahler, Robert; King, Mark; Foggie, Kirk; Kock, Andrea; Kozal, Jason;
Leeds, Eric; LIA08 Hoc; Logaras, Harral; Loyd, Susan; Magwood, William; Maier, Bill; Marshall, Jane; Marshall, Michael;
McCree, Victor; McDermott, Brian; McIntosh, Angela; McNamara, Nancy; Michalak, Paul; Miller, Charles; Miller, Chris;
Monninger, John; Morris, Scott; Nease, Rebecca; Nieh, Ho; NRCHQ; NSIRDDSPILTABDistribution; Ordaz, Vonna;
Orders, William; OST05 Hoc; Ostendorff, William; Pace, Patti; Patel, Jay; Pearson, Laura; Pederson, Cynthia; Plisco,
Loren; Powell, Amy; Quichocho, Jessie; R1 IRC; R2 IRC; R3 IRC; R4 IRC; Reddick, Darani; Reyes, Luis; Devercelly,
Richard; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Nelson, Robert; ROO hoc; Rothschild, Trip; RST01 Hoc; Satorius, Mark; Schmidt, Rebecca;
Sharkey, Jeffry; Sheron, Brian; Sigmon, Rebecca; Snodderly, Michael; Sosa, Belkys; Speiser, Herald; Svinicki, Kristine;
Tabatabai, Omid; Thoma, John; Thomas, Eric; Tifft, Doug; Kolb, Timothy; Ulses, Anthony; Nakanishi, Tony; Tracy, Glenn;
Trapp; Trapp, James; Trojanowski, Robert; Turtil, Richard; Uhle, Jennifer; Virgilio, Martin; Warnick, Greg; Warren,
Roberta; Weber, Michael; Westreich, Barry; Wiggins, Jim; Cook, William; Williams, Kevin; Wittick, Brian; Woodruff, Gena;
Zimmerman, Roy; Zorn, Jason
Subject: USNRC Earthquake-Tsunami Update 042611 1200 EDT (Final email distrubution)

*******NOTE: THE ATTACHED IS FOR OFFICAL1JSE OP*******

tile ncx~t NRC U~pdate wjillbe dktributcd ot 140 EDT on Wedjiesay, April 27, 20t11

*******NOTE: THE ATTACHED IS FOR FF********

Per direction from the Executive Team, this will be the final USNRC Status Update sent via email to the internal
distribution. Future updates will be loaded to the Japan SharePoint page at http://nsir-ops.nrc.gov/. You may subscribe
to email alerts through the SharePoint page (instructions in 2 d attachment). Please let us know if you have any
problems or questions. Thank you.

*** Attachments are OWE*

Beth Reed
LT Coordinator

2



From: Schmidt. Rebecca
To: Shane. Raeann; Dacus, Eugene; Schmidt. Rebecca; Droqqitis, Spiros; Decker, David; Powell, Amy; Riley (OCA).

Timothy
Cc: Batkin, Joshua; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Schedule for Ops Center -- OCA participation
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 5:07:34 PM

Thanks for all your help. Here is a schedule for our participation at the Ops Center:

Friday
Raeann 10:00 am to 10:00 pm
Gene 10:00 pm to 7:00 am

Saturday
Becky 7:00 am to 2:00 pm
Spiros 2:00 pm to 9:00 pm
David 9:00 pm to 7:00 am

Sunday
Amy 7:00 am to 2:00 pm
Tim 2:00pm to 9:00pm

We will figure out if we need to cycle again later in the weekend. Also, I will send the list of
who we are sending the press releases to in my next email

(...



From: Dollev. Steven
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: OPA Resource
Subject: NRC OPA this weekend
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 5:21:02 PM

Hi Beth, Where should we call or email this evening and over the weekend, regarding developments
with Japan's nuclear plants? I expect the Ops Center's not anxious to field press calls. Thanks, Steve

Steven Dolley
Managing Editor, Inside NRC
Platts Nuclear
202-383-2166 Office
202-383-2187 Fax

The information contained in this message is intended only for the recipient, and
may be a confidential attorney-client communication or may otherwise be privileged
and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is
not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this
message to the intended recipient, please be aware that any dissemination or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify us by replying to the message and
deleting it from your computer. The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. reserves the right,
subject to applicable local law, to monitor and review the content of any
electronic message or information sent to or from McGraw-Hill employee e-mail
addresses without informing the sender or recipient of the message.



From: Dollev. Steven
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: Out of Office: NRC OPA this weekend
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 5:27:33 PM

Beth - Eliot's gotten back to me on this. Thanks

From: Hayden, Elizabeth [mailto:Elizabeth.Hayden@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 5:21 PM
To: Dolley, Steven
Subject: Out of Office: NRC OPA this weekend

I am out of the office until Monday, March 14. If you need assistance in the interim, please
call 301-415-8200 or e-mail eliot.brenner@nrc.gov.

The information contained in this message is intended only for the recipient, and
may be a confidential attorney-client communication or may otherwise be privileged
and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is
not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this
message to the intended recipient, please be aware that any dissemination or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify us by replying to the message and
deleting it from your computer. The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. reserves the right,
subject to applicable local law, to monitor and review the content of any
electronic message or information sent to or from McGraw-Hill employee e-mail
addresses without informing the sender or recipient of the message.



From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 5:51 AM
To: FOIA Response.hoc Resource
Subject: FW: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

From: Tracy, Glenn
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 4:57 AM
To: OSTO1 HOC
Subject: FW: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

For tracker. Please insert.

From: Holonich, Joseph
Sent: Friday, April 22, 2011 5:55 AM
To: Brown, Milton; Kokajko, Lawrence; Tracy, Glenn
Subject: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

Milton,

I am the ET member currently I the Operations Center tracking the Japanese events. One of the action items in
our tracking log is the need for OCFO to notify USAID that we will take over funding of NRC personnel by May
1. The action was to notify them two weeks in advance.

I wanted to check to see if the action was done so we could close it here in our log. I will be going off of shift at
7:00 but if you can respond to all, my replacement can pick up the ball.

Thanks in advance for your help.

Joe Holonich, Executive Team Director
Operations Center

0.

I.



From: Hayden, Elizabeth
To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Re: Need Help?
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 1:31:58 PM

I will be home today through Sun. Let me know if you need me (here or at the office).

----- Original Message -----
From: Brenner, Eliot
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly
Sent: Fri Mar 11 13:29:21 2011
Subject: RE: Need Help?

I'm in place. I am just trying to line up ducks for tomorrow. don't think you need to come in at the
moment.

----- Original Message -----
From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 1:22 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly
Subject: Need Help?

Just got home. Listening to I pmTA brief. Thouight I saw where EB was coming in. Do you need me to
come in too?



From: BreskovicV Clarence
To: Breskovic, Clarence

Subject: Radiation Level Rising in Fukushima Nuclear Plant Turbine Building - emergency generators dispatched
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 1:13:48 PM

Radiation Level Rising in Fukushima Nuclear Plant Turbine Building

Fukushima, Japan, March 12 Kyodo -- The radiation level is rising in the building housing a

turbine of the No. 1 reactor of the Fukushima No. 1 nuclear power plant following Friday's

powerful earthquake, the operator Tokyo Electric Power Co. said Saturday.

The company also said monitoring data suggested the air pressure level has also soared

inside the container of the reactor.

State of Emergency Declared at Fukushima Plant

Tokyo Asahi Shimbun Online 1733 GMT 11 Mar 11
Friday's devastating earthquake in the Tohoku region may have created a dangerous

situation at two nuclear reactors in Fukushima Prefecture.

Officials of the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency were informed by Tokyo Electric Power
Co. that the emergency core cooling system was not working at two reactors.

In addition, another mechanism that had been used to send water to the core also stopped

at 8:30 p.m.

If the cores are not sufficiently cooled, there is a danger of a possible core meltdown.

At a news conference Friday night, Chief Cabinet Secretary Yukio Edano said a state of

emergency at a nuclear facility was declared at 4:36 p.m.

It is the first time such a state of emergency has been declared. i

According to NISA officials, although the reactor core stopped operations after the

earthquake hit, water had to be inserted to the core to cool it because heat continued to

be emitted from the nuclear fuel.

Although workers had to initiate emergency core cooling system procedures, the lack of an

external power source and the failure of an emergency generator crippled the system that
circulates water to the core to cool it.



TEPCO officials dispatched 51 generator vehicles to the reactors in an attempt to restore

power. One vehicle reached one of the nuclear reactors late Friday and some of that

reactor's power was restored.

At 9:23 p.m., the central government issued an evacuation instruction for residents living

within a 3-kilometer radius of the No. 1 Fukushima nuclear power plant as well as an

instruction to residents living within a radius of between 3 and 10 kilometers to remain

indoors.

Edano said no radiation leakage had been detected.

The company issued an emergency evacuation order for the two reactors at the No. 1

Fukushima nuclear power plant. Officials from local communities gathered at a special

monitoring facility in Okuma to oversee the cooling of the cores.

There was also the possibility that seawater pumps for cooling purposes may have stopped

at two reactors at the No. 2 Fukushima nuclear power plant.

If those pumps remain inoperational, it could affect the emergency core cooling systems at

those reactors as well.



From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 5:52 AM
To: FOIA Response.hoc Resource
Subject: FW: URGENT: NRC Will Take Over Funding from USAID

From: Tracy, Glenn
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 5:01 AM
To: Brown, Milton
Cc: Holonich, Joseph; Kokajko, Lawrence; OST01 HOC; Skeen, David; Correia, Richard; LIA08 Hoc
Subject: URGENT: NRC Will Take Over Funding from USAID

Milton,
The HOC still has this item (4604) as open, when we are now only a few days away from turnover to you
(OCFO) as of 1 May. Please respond that this is closed to all here as HOC ET Directors, so the item can be
closed by OST Lead. This email to you and another on 4/11 relate to the matter. Thank you.

From: Holonich, Joseph
Sent: Friday, April 22, 2011 5:55 AM
To: Brown, Milton; Kokajko, Lawrence; Tracy, Glenn
Subject: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

Milton,

I am the ET member currently I the Operations Center tracking the Japanese events. One of the action items in
our tracking log is the need for OCFO to notify USAID that we will take over funding of NRC personnel by May
1. The action was to notify them two weeks in advance.

I wanted to check to see if the action was done so we could close it here in our log. I will be going off of shift at
7:00 but if you can respond to all, my replacement can pick up the ball.

Thanks in advance for your help.

Joe Holonich, Executive Team Director
Operations Center



From: Odonnell. Michelle
To: Odonnell. Michelle
Subject: Pacific Tsunami/Japan Earthquake ESF 15 Daily Communications Summary
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 4:17:31 PM
Attachments: 3.11.2011 Tsunami ESF 15 Daily Communications Summary.docx

Good Afternoon,

Please see attached for today's Pacific Tsunami/Japan Earthquake ESF 15 Daily
Communications Summary. The summary is also pasted below for your convenience.

Thank you,
Michelle

Michelle N. O'Donnell
Office of External Affairs-Disaster Operations Division
Federal Emergency Management Agency
500 C St SW
Washington, DC 20472
Office: 202 646 3667
michelle. odonnell(_&wdhs. i'ov

Emergency Support Function 15 - External Affairs
Pacific Tsunami/Japan Earthquake
03/11/2011-last updated 4:00pm EST

* President Obama received a briefing this morning at 9:30 a.m. in the Oval Office
on the earthquake in Japan and the tsunami warnings across the Pacific from a
number of senior US government officials including Homeland Security
Secretary Janet Napolitano and Federal Emergency Management Agency
Administrator Craig Fugate.

* The senior officials provided the President with an update on the evolving
situation stemming from the earthquake and subsequent tsunami that struck Japan
early this morning including the actions being taken to assist U.S. states and
territories that could be affected by the tsunami, as the President directed earlier
this morning as well as the work being done to be prepared to assist the people of
Japan

" FEMA is closely monitoring the effects of the earthquake and subsequent
tsunami that struck Japan early this morning, and as directed by the President,
FEMA is in close contact and coordination with state and local officials and
stands ready to support them in any way needed, through our regional offices in
the West Coast and in the pacific area.

" The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center has issued Tsunami Warnings and Watches
for a number of countries, including parts of U.S. Territories in the Pacific as
well as coastal areas along California, Oregon, Washington and Alaska.

0 We are in contact with our federal partners at NOAA and other agencies. While



there have been no requests for federal assistance from U.S. states or territories at
this time, FEMA stands ready to assist if a request is made by a Governor.

* FEMA has commodities, such as water, meals, blankets and cots, prepositioned
on both Hawaii and Guam, should a request be made.

* In addition, U.S. Coast Guard rescue crews are making preparations through the
main Hawaiian Islands to provide post-tsunami support following any potential
impacts.

" Our message to the public is critical and simple: listen to the instructions of state
and local officials, and if told to evacuate - evacuate. We urge everyone in the
regions who could be impacted to listen to a NOAA Weather Radio and their
local news to monitor for updates and directions provided by their local officials.

* The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) remains the
lead federal agency when it comes to responding to international disasters.

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
* Activated NRCC at Level I (all ESFs)
* Regional Response Coordination Centers (RRCCs) in Regions 9 and 10 have been

activated and contact made with impacted states.
* Prepositioned commodities are in place and on standby.
" Administrator Fugate and Sec. Napolitano briefed President with updates.
" Administrator Fugate speaking with various external stakeholders throughout the day

(press, Congressional members, etc).
* FEMA working with USAID to support Japan's request for U.S. Urban Search and

Rescue (USAR) teams. Two teams are being activated to send to Japan.

U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID)
* USAID Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA) has created the following

email address for individuals and businesses who are offering assistance for JAPAN:
Rmrtpactsucrc(1iofda.gov

U.S. Coast Guard
* Port in Pacific Northwest is closed (Portland and Columbia River)

U.S. Customs and Border Protection
" CBP's port/airport operations are currently unchanged (including Hawaii, Marianas,

Guam, American Samoa)
" All CBP personnel are safe and accounted for.
* CBP is prepared to support operations centers when they stand up and/or calls for

personnel/assets to aid in recovery efforts.

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)



* HHS is prepared to provide with public health and medical support to the government
of Japan, the state of Hawaii, and states along the West Coast should assistance be
needed in the aftermath of today's earthquake in Japan and subsequent tsunami.

* Deploying a Disaster Medical Assistance Team of more than 35 healthcare
professionals, advanced logistics team, and a command and control team, called an
Incident Response Coordination Team, to Travis Air Force Base in California, as well
as caches of medical equipment and supplies. From the Air Force base, the teams and
equipment can deploy quickly wherever they are needed if requested by states or
territories in the region or by the government of Japan.

" Additional HHS teams are on alert, ready to deploy if needed to provide emergency
medical care, staff medical shelters, augment community hospital staff, provide
veterinary care, or conduct disaster mortuary operations.

* HHS regional emergency coordinators are in contact with state and territory health
officers to ensure states have the resources necessary to respond.

" The Administration on Aging is monitoring the situation with the state, tribal and
local agencies on aging in impacted area to ensure safety of older adults inpotentially
impacted areas.

" All tsunami resources will be posted on CDC's Tsunami webpage:
http://emergenc y.cdc.gov/disasters/tsunamis/. CDC will be doing some re-organization
of the page this morning but at this point will not be posting anything new, just
pointing to existing resources and will alert ESF- 15 if and when we anticipate posting
new materials.

* The CDC Emergency twitter account (http://twitter.com/CDCEMERGENCY) will be
tweeting basic messages pointing to our pages (e.g. "There are safety and health
concerns following a tsunami - learn more:
http://emergeiicy.cdlc.gov/disasters/tsunamis/") and retweeting HHS, FEMA and other
federal agency messages.

" We have received two media requests as of 11:00am EST (CNN and WebMD). Dr.
Mark Keim (http:i/www.linkedin.com//pub/mark-keirn/13/899/6a7) has tentatively
been identified as the CDC spokesperson; Dr. Keim has extensive experience with
tsunamis and public health in the Pacific Rim. These requests will be coordinated
with HHS Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs per HHS policy.

* HHS liaison with the National Public Health Information Coalition is in contact with
the public information officers in the affected stateg. He has provided them with CDC
resources and asked them to alert us to any public health messaging needs they may
have that we can support.

U.S. Geological Survey

• Dr. Applegate participated in 1:45pm EST Press Call with FEMA/NOAA.

• Live streaming video interview at 3:15pm EST on www.usstream.tv Q & A with
USGS on 8.9 Earthquake in Japan.

Department of Defense (DoD)



* Initial impacts appear minimal but waiting for sunrise to confirm.
* PACOM focus on US forces deployed abroad and standing by to support Japan.
* NORTHCOM - CCMRFs on Cat 2 and video assets on standby and ready to deploy

National Guard Bureau (NGB)
* WA-JOC- No NG RFI/RFAs received, NO NG assets requested,
" OR-JOC- No NG requests received, No NG anticipated,
• CA-JOC- No NG requests received but RW/FW assets are on standby for

Evacs/Search and Rescue as needed, Environmental concern for off-shore rigs = ALL
CLEAR, wave heights range .25 - .30 meters, California Urban Search and Rescue
Task Force 2 is on standby, Coastal Nuclear Power Plants have been shut-down in
preparation, SITREP received with state capabilities

" National Guard Bureau on 24/7 operations.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

* EPA has deployed a staff member to FEMA's NRCC to staff the ESF- 10 desk and to
FEMA's R9 RRCC. EPA is monitoring the activity from EPA HQ and regional
EOCs.

* EPA has also prepared these 2 desk statements just in case we get any media calls
about EPA activities. We are NOT distributing these and have no plans to release this
information publically.

General Services Administration (GSA)-USA. GOV

* Posted information on USA.gov homepage with links to the Pacific Tsunami Warning
Center.

" Posted a blog update with detailed information, links, and a map
* Issued Facebook updates and tweets from USA.gov and GobiernoUSA.gov with

information about the emergency.
" Issued a GovDelivery message to subscribers of USA.gov homepage (77,000+) with

information and links about the tsunami warning
* Worked with State Department and National Contact Center to respond to the

emergency through 1-800-FED-INFO, email and chat inquiries, and
Answers.usa.gov.

* Created Frequently Asked Questions in English and Spanish about the disasters
* Featured Trending Searches on USA.gov homepage, which go to high-value search

spotlights on:

* Tsunami Warning
* Japan Earthquake
* Hawaii Evacuation
" Flood

American Red Cross (ARC)

* Developed a new Tsunami Safety Checklist and pushing out to public/posting on
website shortly.

ARC stands ready and willing to help in Japan, but currently the Japanese Red Cross



has not requested any assistance. The Japanese Red Cross has extraordinary -disaster
response capabilities.

ARC is working closely with state officials in Hawaii and West Coast Emergency
Operations Centers. We are ready to respond as needed with shelters and supplies.
Visit www.redcross.org for the latest information about open shelters.

Pushing the Red Cross Safe and Well website--a secure and easy-to-use online tool

that helps families connect during emergencies like tsunamis. To access Safe and Well
from a computer visit vww,redcross.org, from a smart phone visit
w{ww.redcross.org/safeandwell or from any phone call 1-800-RED CROSS (1-800-
733-2767).

DHS Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties (CRCL)/FEMA Office on Disability
Integration and Coordination (ODIC)
" Issued ongoing updates to federal partner agencies regarding tsunami on behalf of the

Interagency Coordinating Council on Emergency Preparedness and Individuals with
Disabilities (the ICC).

" CRCL and ODIC will continue to monitor National Operations Center reports and
will seek feedback from affected stakeholders to address and resolve issues that may
arise with regard to ensuring that the needs of individuals with disabilities in the
impacted areas are met.

* At this time, we are aware that our FCC partners are working to resolve issues
regarding closed captioning of public messages in Hawaii.

FEMA EXTERNAL AFFAIRS OPERATIONS

Public Affairs
" Developing Talking Points, press releases and blog posts regarding tsunami warnings
" Scheduling press calls for Administrator Fugate.
• Digital Media Engagement (as of 2:00pm EST):

o Updated the www.fema.gov home page with preparedness links and links to the
blog

o Updated the mobile site home page with preparedness messages http://n.fema.gov
o Published a blog post with a video update from the Administrator

http://blog.fema.gov
o Published 11 messages on Twitter http://twitter.comn/fema

o The first Twitter message was published at 3:41 am EST.
o Published 3 messages on Facebook http://www.facebook.com/fema
o As of 2:00pm, the link to the Tsunami Preparedness page was clicked on 1250

times
o As of 2:00pm, the link to the Administrator's blog post (Update 1) was clicked on

4362 times

Legislative Affairs
• Issued Congressional Advisory # 1 to staff members of the following congressional

delegations in Regions IX and X: Hawaii, American Samoa, Guam, Northern
Mariana Islands, California, Washington, Oregon, Alaska and the Authorizing and
Appropriating committees, with Administrator Fugate's statement on Earthquake in
Japan and tsunami warnings.



* Issued Congressional Advisory #2 to congressional Members and Chief of Staffs of
same delegations and committees inviting them to participate in a conference call with
the FEMA Associate Administrator of Response and Recovery William Carwile and
our interagency partners. The purpose of the call is to provide an update on the
earthquake that struck Japan this morning and the subsequent tsunami threat across
much of the Pacific area.

* LAD Director, Pat Hart spoke with Congressman Mike Thompson of the First district
of California. The Congressman wanted to know if FEMA Officials would be flying
out to California today or if any Military flights would be available. Congressman
Thompson has been invited to the 12 p.m. congressional conference call to receive an
update on FEMA activities supporting this incident.

* Received a request for a briefing from Senator Joseph Lieberman, Chair of the Senate
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee. Senator Lieberman has
been invited to the 12 p.m. congressional conference call to receive an update on
FEMA activities supporting this incident.

* Received a request to participate in a member briefing from the Committee on
Natural Resources Subcommittee on Fisheries, Wildlife, Oceans and Insular Affairs.
Committee staff have been invited to the 12 p.m. congressional conference call to
receive an update on FEMA activities supporting this incident.

Intergovernmental Affairs
* Coordinated with WH IGA to conducta response update call for Asian American and

Pacific Islander stakeholders with Administrator Fugate and DoS Deputy Asst.
Secretary for Consular Affairs Jim Pettit.

Private Sector
* Disseminated Administrator's Message, General Update, DOS Travel Warning and

Request for Information to Top Tier Stakeholders
* Shared with Regions IX and X Top 50 Employer Contact Lists for HI, AS, GU, CA,

WA, and OR
* Pushed same out to E-Gov Delivery (25,000 subscribers)
" Pushed from NRCC to Private Sector Stakeholders RFI for situational awareness,

including store operational status, employee preparedness, and any challenges or
issues encountered.

* Pushed to E-Gov Delivery (25,000 subscribers) additional Tsunami guidance,
www.fema. gov/hazard/tsunami

* PS Director forwarded Wal-Mart inquiry to federal counterparts (NS Staff/DoS);
Wal-Mart is willing to donate essential goods from their distribution center near
Yokota Air force base; they request assistance to transport goods

* Lowes reporting only one store (#21 in Kahului, HI (Maui)) currently closed (as of
11:00am EST), due to local evacuations and road closures. Anticipated location will
re-open when evacuation orders lifted. Standing by for West Coast impact but no
additional closures expected.

Limited English Proficiency/Additional Communications Needs
" Translated press release in Spanish regarding the Japan Earthquake, Tsunami watches

and warning throughout the Pacific and distributed to all relevant media outlets.
* Translated Media Advisory into Spanish and distributed to all relevant media outlets.
" Conducting initial language assessment for: Oregon, Washington, California, and

Hawaii to determine LEP/ACN translation needs in the affected communities.
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I ime lvent Leau urganizanion
5:26am EST NRCC Activated-Level I FEMA-NRCC
7:00am EST NRCC Operations Briefing FEMA
9:30am EST NRCC Operations Briefing FEMA
9:45am EST NICCL Call FEMA EA

Assistant Secretary of State for
10:30am EST Consular Affairs Janice L. Jacobs- DoS

Press Call on Earthquake in Japan

11:00am EST NOC-DHS Senior Leadership DHSBrief

Congressional Call with FEMA
12:00pm EST Assoc. Administrator for Response FEMA Leg Affairs

and Recovery Bill Carwile
1:00pm EST NRCC Operations Briefing FEMA

1:45pm EST Press Conference Call with FEMA FEMA/USGS/NOAA1:45pm________EST ___ Administrator FEMA/USGS/NOAA

2:30pm EST Intergovernmental Affairs Call FEMA IGA
with FEMA Administrator FEMA__GA

4:00pm EST White House Earthquake WHITE HOUSEResponse Update Call

5:00pm EST DoS Japan Earthquake Update DoSCall DoS
8:00pm EST NRCC Shift Change FEMA-NRCC

_______________~____ _ : T omorrow' ________________ ',__""_

Time Event Lead Organization
8:00am EST NRCC Shift Change FEMA-NRCC

TBD TBD TBD

MEDIA ANALYSIS
FEMA Digital Engagement
FEMA published 11 messages on Twitter. The very first Twitter message regarding the
tsunami was published at 3:41am EST and was retweeted 280+ times. A subsequent FEMA
message promoted tsunami preparedness tips on http://m.1ema.gov and asked people to
continue to listen to local officials and was retweeted 220+ times, including by the White
House and the CDC.

The sentiment towards FEMA and our engagement and response to the tsunami is positive.
People and organizations are continuing to retweet our messages, as well as writing original
messages encouraging people to follow us, NOAA, USGS, the State Dept, and the Red
Cross. There is negative sentiment, but it is not anything that we don't see during our regular
"steady state" posture.

PRESS REIEASES/FACT SHEETS



FEMA:
3/11/2011: Administrator Fugate Statement on Earthquake in Japan and resulting
Tsunami watches/warnings (HQ- 11-23)

> U.S. Coast Guard:
3/11/2011: US Coast Guard Crews stand ready to provide post-tsunami support in the
Paif~ic

> Department of State
3/11/2011: Secretary Clinton-Press Statement on Japan Earthquake and Tsunamis

> NOAA
NOAA Tsunami Fact Sheet
NOAA Tsunami Infomiation Portal

American Red Cross:
3/11/2011 (9:30am EST): Disaster Alert: Earthquake in Japan, Tsunami Warnings

IMAGES AND VIDEO

FEMA:
FEMA Blog: Administrator Video on Japan Earthquake and Tsunami Update
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Emergency Support Function 15 - External Affairs
Pacific Tsunami/Japan Earthquake
03/11/2011-last updated 4:00pm EST

* President Obama received a briefing this morning at 9:30 a.m. in the Oval Office
on the earthquake in Japan and the tsunami warnings across the Pacific from a
number of senior US government officials including Homeland Security Secretary
Janet Napolitano and Federal Emergency Management Agency Administrator
Craig Fugate.

" The senior officials provided the President with an update on the evolving situation
stemming from the earthquake and subsequent tsunami that struck Japan early this
morning including the actions being taken to assist U.S.'. states and territories that
could be affected by the tsunami, as the President directed earlier this morning as
well as the work being done to be prepared to assist the people of Japan

* FEMA is closely monitoring the effects of the earthquake and subsequent tsunami
that struck Japan early this: morning, and as directed by the President, FEMA is in
close contact and coordination with state and local officials and stands ready to
support them in any way needed, through our regional offices in the West Coast
and in the pacific area.

* The Pacific Tsunami Warning CQenter has issued Tsunami Warnings and Watches
for a number of countries, including parts of U.S. Territories in the Pacific as well
as coastal"a'reas along California, Oregon, Washington and Alaska.

o We are in contact With our federal partners at NOAA and other agencies. While
there have been no requests for federal assistance from U.S. states or territories at
this time, FEMA stands ready to assist if a request is made by a Governor.

* FEMA has commodities, such as water, meals, blankets and cots, prepositioned on
both Hawaii and Guam, should a request be made.

* In addition, U.S. C6ast Guard rescue crews are making preparations through the
main Hawaiian Islands to provide post-tsunami support following any potential
impacts.

* Our message to the public is critical and simple: listen to the instructions of state
and local officials, and if told to evacuate - evacuate. We urge everyone in the
regions who could be impacted to listen to a NOAA Weather Radio and their local
news to monitor for updates and directions provided by their local officials.

ll

0 The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) remains the



lead federal agency when it comes to responding to international disasters.

KEY EFORT

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
* Activated NRCC at Level I (all ESFs)
* Regional Response Coordination Centers (RRCCs) in Regions 9 and 10 have been

activated and contact made with impacted states.
" Prepositioned commodities are in place and on standby.
* Administrator Fugate and Sec. Napolitano briefed President with updates.
" Administrator Fugate will be speaking with various external stakeholders throughout

the day (press, Congressional members, etc).
* FEMA working with USAID to support Japan's request for U.S. Urban Search and

Rescue (USAR) teams. Two teams are being activated to send to Japan.

U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID)
* USAID Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA) has created the following email

address for individuals and businesses who are offering assistance for JAPAN:
Rmtpactsu crc(~dofda.gov

U.S. Coast Guard
* Port in Pacific Northwest is closed (Portland and Columbia River)

U.S. Customs and Border Protection,
* CBP's port/airport operations are currently unchanged (including Hawaii, Marianas,

Guam, American Samoa)
" All CBP personnel are safe and accounted for.
" CBP is prepared to support operations centers when they stand up and/or calls for

personnellassets to aid in recovery, efforts.

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
" HHS is prepared to provide with public health and medical support to the government

of Japan, the state of Hawaii, and states along the West Coast should assistance be
needed in the aftermath of today's earthquake in Japan and subsequent tsunami.

" Deploying a Disaster Medical Assistance Team of more than 35 healthcare
professionals, advanced logistics team, and a command and control team, called an
Incident Response Coordination Team, to Travis Air Force Base in California, as well
as caches of medical equipment and supplies. From the Air Force base, the teams and
equipment can deploy quickly wherever they are needed if requested by states or
territories in the region or by the government of Japan.



* Additional HHS teams are on alert, ready to deploy if needed to provide emergency
medical care, staff medical shelters, augment community hospital staff, provide
veterinary care, or conduct disaster mortuary operations.

" HHS regional emergency coordinators are in contact with state and territory health
officers to ensure states have the resources necessary to respond.

• The Administration on Aging is monitoring the situation with the state, tribal and local
agencies on aging in impacted area to ensure safety of older adults in potentially
impacted areas.

" All tsunami resources will be posted on CDC's Tsunami webpage:
http://emera4encv.cdc.gov/disasters/tsunamis/. CDC will be doing some re-organization
of the page this morning but at this point will not be posting anything new, just
pointing to existing resources and will alert ESF- 15 if and when we anticipate posting
new materials.

" The CDC Emergency twitter account (http://twitter.com/CDCEMEPRGENCY) will be
tweeting basic messages pointing to our pages (e.g. "There are safety and health
concerns following a tsunami - learn more:
http://emergency.cdc.gov/disastersitsuriamis/") and retweeting HHS, FEMA and other
federal agency messages.

• We have received two mnedia requests as of 11:00am EST (CNN and WebMD). Dr.
Mark Keimr (http://www.linkedin.co'm/pub/niark-keim/1.3/899/6a7) has tentatively been
identified as the CDC spokesperson; Dr. Keim has extensive experience with tsunamis
and public health in the Pacific Rim. These requests will be coordinated with HHS
Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs per HHS policy.

* HHS liaison witi the National Public Health Information Coalition is in contact with
the public information officers in the affected states. He has provided them with CDC
resources and asked them to alert us to any public health messaging needs they may
have that we can support.

U.S. Geological Survey

• Dr. Applegate participated in 1:45pm EST Press Call with FEMAiNOAA.

" Live streaming video interview at 3:15pm EST on www.usstream.tv Q & A with
USGS on 8.9 Earthquake in Japan.

Department of Defense (DoD)

• Initial impacts appear minimal but waiting for sunrise to confirm.
* PACOM focus on US forces deployed abroad and standing by to support Japan.
" NORTHCOM - CCMRFs on Cat 2 and video assets on standby and ready to deploy



National Guard Bureau (NGB)
" WA-JOC- No NG RFI/RFAs received, NO NG assets requested,
* OR-JOC- No NG requests received, No NG anticipated,
* CA-JOC- No NG requests received but RW/FW assets are on standby for Evacs/Search

and Rescue as needed, Environmental concern for off-shore rigs = ALL CLEAR, wave
heights range .25 - .30 meters, California Urban Search and Rescue Task Force 2 is on
standby, Coastal Nuclear Power Plants have been shut-down in preparation, SITREP
received with state capabilities

" National Guard Bureau on 24/7 operations.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

" EPA has deployed a staff member to FEMA's NRCC to staff the ESF-10 desk and to
FEMA's R9 RRCC. EPA is monitoring the activity from EPA.HQ and regional EOCs.

" EPA has also prepared these 2 desk statements just in case we geet any media calls
about EPA activities. We are NOT distributing these and have no'plans to release this
information publically.

General Services Administration (GSA)-USA. GO V,,

* Posted information on USA.gov homepage with links to the Pacific Tsunami Warning
Center.

" Posted a blog update with detailed information, links, and a map
" Issued Facebook updates and tweets from USA.gov and GobiernoUSA.gov with

information about the emergency.
" Issued a GovDelivery message to subscribers of USA.gov homepage (77,000+) with

information and links about the tsunami warning
* Worked with State Department and National Contact Center to respond to the

emergency through,.1-800-FED-INFO, email and chat inquiries, and Answers.usa.gov.
• Created Frequently Asked Questions in English and Spanish about the disasters
• Featured Trending Searches on USA.gov homepage, which go to high-value search

spotlights on:"'

* Tsunami Warning
* Japan EarthqEuake
* Hawaii Evacuation
" Flood

American Red Cross (ARC)

e Developed a new Tsunami Safety Checklist and pushing out to public/posting on
website shortly.



* ARC stands ready and willing to help in Japan, but currently the Japanese Red Cross
has not requested any assistance. The Japanese Red Cross has extraordinary disaster
response capabilities.

" ARC is working closely with state officials in Hawaii and West Coast Emergency
Operations Centers. We are ready to respond as needed with shelters and supplies. Visit
www.redcross.org for the latest information about open shelters.

" Pushing the Red Cross Safe and Well website--a secure and easy-to-use online tool that
helps families connect during emergencies like tsunamis.i To access Safe and Well from
a computer visit www.redcross.or , from a smart phone visit I .

www.redcross.org/safeandwell or from any phone call 1-800-RED CROSS (1-800-
733-2767). ,Y

DHS Office for Civil Rights and Civil Libeities'(CRCL)! FEMIA Office on Disability
Integration and Coordination (ODIC)
" Issued ongoing updates to federal partner agencies regarding tsunami on behalf of the

Interagency Coordinating Council on Emergency Preparedness and Individuals with
Disabilities (the ICC).

" CRCL and ODIC will continue to monitor National Operations Center reports and will
seek feedback from affected stakeholders to address and resolve issues that may arise
with regard to ensuring that the needs of individuals with disabilities in the impacted
areas are met.
At this time, we are aware that our FCC partners are working to resolve issues

regarding closed captioning' of public messages in Haw'ai.

FEMA EXTERNAL AFFAIRS OPERATIONS

Public Affairs"'
" Developing Talking Points, press releases and blog posts regarding tsunami warnings
* Scheduling press calls for Administrator Fugate.
* Digital Media Engagement (as of 2:00pm EST):

o Updated the www.femra.gov home page with preparedness links and links to the
blog

o Updated the mobile site home page with preparedness messages http://ni.fema.gov
o Published a blog post with a video update from the Administrator

http://blog.fema.gov
o Published 11 messages on Twitter http://twitter.com/fema

o The first Twitter message was published at 3:41am EST.
o Published 3 messages on Facebook http://www.facebook.com/fema
o As of 2:00pm, the link to the Tsunami Preparedness page was clicked on 1250

times
o As of 2:00pm, the link to the Administrator's blog post (Update 1) was clicked on

4362 times



Legislative Affairs
* Issued Congressional Advisory # 1 to staff members of the following congressional

delegations in Regions IX and X: Hawaii, American Samoa, Guam, Northern Mariana
Islands, California, Washington, Oregon, Alaska and the Authorizing and
Appropriating committees, with Administrator Fugate's statement on Earthquake in
Japan and tsunami warnings.

• Issued Congressional Advisory #2 to congressional Members and Chief of Staffs of
same delegations and committees inviting them to participate in a conference call with
the FEMA Associate Administrator of Response and Recovery William Carwile and
our interagency partners. The purpose of the call is to provide an update on the
earthquake that struck Japan this morning and the subsequent tsunami threat across
much of the Pacific area.

" LAD Director, Pat Hart spoke with Congressman Mike Thompson of the First district
of California. The Congressman wanted to know if FEMA Officials would be flying
out to California today or if any Military flights would be available. Congressman
Thompson has been invited to the 12 p.m. congressional conference call to receive an
update on FEMA activities supporting this incident.

" Received a request for a briefing from Senator Joseph Lieberman, Chairof the Senate
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs'Committee. Senator Lieberman has
been invited to the 12 p.m. congress"ional conference call to receive an update on
FEMA activities supporting this, incident.

" Received a request to participate in a member briefing fromthe Committee on Natural
Resources Subcommittee, on Fisheries, Wildlife, Oceans and Insular Affairs.
Committee staff have been invited to the 12 p.m. congr&ssional conference call to
receive an update on FEMA activities'supporting this incident.

Intergovernmental Affairs
* Coordinated-with WH IGA to conduct a response update call for Asian American and

Pacific Islander- stakeholders with Administrator Fugate and DoS Deputy Asst.
Secretary for Consular Affairs Jim Pettit.

Private Sector
" Disseminated, Administrator's Message, General Update, DOS Travel Warning and

Request for Information to Top Tier Stakeholders
• Shared with Regions IX and X Top 50 Employer Contact Lists for HI, AS, GU, CA,

WA, and OR
* Pushed same out to E-Gov Delivery (25,000 subscribers)
" Pushed from NRCC to Private Sector Stakeholders RFI for situational awareness,

including store operational status, employee preparedness, and any challenges or issues
encountered.

" Pushed to E-Gov Delivery (25,000 subscribers) additional Tsunami guidance,
www. fema. gov/hazard/tsunami

" PS Director forwarded Wal-Mart inquiry to federal counterparts (NS Staff/DoS); Wal-
Mart is willing to donate essential goods from their distribution center near Yokota Air



force base; they request assistance to transport goods
Lowes reporting only one store (#21 in Kahului, HI (Maui)) currently closed (as of
11:00am EST), due to local evacuations and road closures. Anticipated location will re-
open when evacuation orders lifted. Standing by for West Coast impact but no
additional closures expected.

Limited English Proficiency/Additional Communications Needs

" Translated press release in Spanish regarding the Japan Earthquake, Tsunami watches
and warning throughout the Pacific and distributed to all relevant media outlets.

* Translated Media Advisory into Spanish and distributed to all relevant media outlets.
• Conducting initial language assessment for: Oregon,WWashington, California, and

Hawaii to determine LEP/ACN translation needs in the affected communities.

5:26am EST NRCC Ac"tivated-Level I\ FEMA-NRCC
7:00am EST NRCC. Operatiojns Briefing FEMA
9:30am EST NRCC ONerations Briefing FEMA
9:45am EST NICCL Call FEMA EA

Assistant Secretary of State for
10:30am EST C Cons§ilar Affairs Janice L. Jacobs- DoS

.... _______________.. Pres§sqall on Earthquake in Japan

1 1:00am EST NOC-DHS Senior Leadership DHS
_ _.. ..._ _ Brief

Congressional Call with FEMA
12:00pm EST Assoc. Administrator for Response FEMA Leg Affairs

.... ___ and Recovery Bill Carwile

1:00pm EST NRCC Operations Briefing FEMA

1p EPress Conference Call with FEMA1:45pm EST'. . Adminitrato FEMA/USGS/NOAA•: Administrator

2:30pm EST Intergovernmental Affairs Call FEMA IGA
with FEMA Administrator FEMAIGA

4:00pm EST White House Earthquake Response WHITE HOUSE
Update Call WHITE__OUSE

5:00pm EST oS Japan Earthquake Update Call DoS
8:00pm EST NRCC Shift Change FEMA-NRCC

_________.._..___ iTomiorrwWY

Time Event T Lead Organization



8:00am EST I NRCC Shift Change I FEMA-NRCC

TBD ITBD ITBD

MEDIA ANALYSIS
FEMA Digital Engagement
FEMA published 11 messages on Twitter. The very first Twitter message regarding the
tsunami was published at 3:41am EST and was retweeted 280+ times. A subsequent FEMA
message promoted tsunami preparedness tips on http://m.felna.gov and asked people to
continue to listen to local officials and was retweeted 220+ times, including by the White
House and the CDC.

The sentiment towards FEMA and our engagement and response to the tsunami is positive.
People and organizations are continuing to retweet'olur messages, as well as writing original
messages encouraging people to follow us, NOAA, USGS, the State Dept, and the Red Cross.
There is negative sentiment, but it is not anything that we don't see during our regular "steady
state" posture.

PRESS RELEASES/FACT SHEETS

FEMA:
3/11/2011: Administrator Fugate Statement on Earthquake in Japan and resulting
Tsunami watches/warnings (HQ- 1-23)

U.S. Coast Guard:
3/11/2011: US Coast Guard Crews'stand ready to provide post-tsunami support in the
Pacific

" Dep..artment of State
3/11/2011: Secretary Clinton-Press Statement on Japan Earthquake and Tsunamis

• NOAA
NOAA Tsunami Fact Sheet
NOAA Tsunami Infonnation Portal

> American Red Cross:
3/11/2011 (9:30a'm EST): Disaster Alert: Earthquake in Japan, Tsunami Warnings

IMAGES AND VIDEO

> FEMA:
FEMA Blog: Administrator Video on Japan Earthquake and Tsunami Update
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From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 7:22 AM
To: FOIA Response.hoc Resource
Subject: FW: DOE - NRC Coordination

From: ET02 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:41 PM
To: OST01 HOC
Subject: FW: DOE - NRC Coordination

From: ET01 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:40:48 PM
To: ET02 Hoc
Subject: FW: DOE - NRC Coordination
Auto forwarded by a Rule

From: Correia, Richard
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:40:47 PM
To: ET01 Hoc
Subject: Fw: DOE - NRC Coordination
Auto forwarded by a Rule

Richard Correia, Director
Division of Risk Analysis
RES

Sent from a Blackberry

From: Skeen, David
To: Kokajko, Lawrence; Correia, Richard
Sent: Wed Apr 27 14:50:18 2011
Subject: FW: DOE - NRC Coordination

FYI

From: Skeen, David
Sent: Wednesday, ApriJ 27, 2011 1:00 PM
To: Peko, Damian
Cc: RST01 Hoc; Casto, Chuck; Virgilio, Martin;
Subject: DOE - NRC Coordination

Hiland, Patrick; Holian, Brian; Reynolds, Steven

1



Damian,

Per our conversation this morning, I just wanted to remind you that NRC might be able to support DOE on two of the 3
questions that were discussed at the cabinet-level meeting this week. Specifically, we may be able to help with (1) long
term passive cooling and (2) the waste water issues.

Please let me know if you need any support in those areas, and we can discuss further.

Thanks!

David Skeen
Reactor Safety Team Director
USNRC

2



From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 10:38 AM
To: Skeen, David
Subject: RE: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

No problem, I will close this action out.

Thank you,
Annette

From: Skeen, David
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 9:51 AM
To: OSTO1 HOC
Cc: Tracy, Glenn; Kokajko, Lawrence; Holonich, Joseph
Subject: FW: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

OST,

Please close out this action item, based on Reggie Mitchell's 4/22/11 e-mail below, confirming that NRC will
take over funding and travel responsibilities for NRC staff in Japan supporting the Japanese government
entities dealing with the Fukushima accident.

Thank you.

Dave Skeen
On-shift ET Director

From: Tracy, Glenn
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 9:34 AM
To: Brown, Milton; Skeen, David
Subject: Re: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

Thanks you so much Milton. Dave could you please have OST close. Thank you.

From: Brown, Milton
To: Tracy, Glenn
Sent: Thu Apr 28 08:44:36 2011
Subject: FW: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

Glen this item should be closed. See email below from Reggie Mitchell dated 4/22/2011. Thanks, Milton

From: Mitchell, Reggie
Sent: Friday, April 22, 2011 10:48 AM
To: Kokajko, Lawrence; Holonich, Joseph
Cc: Kaplan, Michele; Matheson, Mary; Brown, Milton
Subject: RE: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding
Importance: High



Lawrence,

Jim, Mary Matheson and I met with NSIR and OIP on Tuesday (4/19) to coordinate the transfer of funding and travel
arrangement for NRC staff supporting the Japanese effort in Japan. Attached is a summary of actions agreed to by the
principal offices. Mary communicated our approach with US AID on Wednesday (4/20).

Please let me know if you need any additional information regarding this activity.

Reggie
Reginald W. Mitchell, Controller
Office of the Chief Financial Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Regqie.Mitchelldnrc..ov
301-415-7379
T-9 F-14

From: Brown, Milton
Sent: Friday, April 22, 2011 8:06 AM
To: Mitchell, Reggie; Kaplan, Michele; Matheson, Mary
Subject: Fw: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

From: Kokajko, Lawrence
To: Brown, Milton
Sent: Fri Apr 22 07:16:38 2011
Subject: RE: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

Good morning. I have the day shift today in case you need to contact me on the matter. Thank you.

From: Brown, Milton
Sent: Friday, April 22, 2011 6:15 AM
To: Holonich, Joseph; Kokajko, Lawrence; Tracy, Glenn
Cc: Mitchell, Reggie; Matheson, Mary
Subject: Re: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

Joe OCFO have been in contact and working with USAID to take over the funding. I will provide additional details later
today after talking with the staff. Milton

From: Holonich, Joseph
To: Brown, Milton; Kokajko, Lawrence; Tracy, Glenn
Sent: Fri Apr 22 05:54:51 2011
Subject: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

Milton,

I am the ET member currently I the Operations Center tracking the Japanese events. One of the action items in
our tracking log is the need for OCFO to notify USAID that we will take over funding of NRC personnel by May
1. The action was to notify them two weeks in advance.

I wanted to check to see if the action was done so we could close it here in our log. I will be going off of shift at
7:00 but if you can respond to all, my replacement can pick up the ball.

2



Thanks in advance for your help.

Joe Holonich, Executive Team Director
Operations Center

3



From: Gooole Alerts
To: Hayden, Elizabeth

Subject: Google Alert - Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 1:50:27 PM

News 3 new results for Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Calif nuke plants operating normally
San Jose Mercury News
Federal regulators say California's Diablo Canyon and San Onofre nuclear power plants are
operating normally and are being monitored by inspectors during the West Coast tsunami threat.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission spokesman Neil Sheehan says the San ...
See all stories on this topic >

NRC: Robinson plant 2010 performance calls for greater oversight
SCNow
By Jim Faile Progress Energy's HB Robinson Nuclear Plant near Hartsville is one of six
commercial nuclear reactors nationwide and one of four in South Carolina that performed at a
lower level than the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's highest performance ...
See all stories on this topic >

Japan Earthquake: Evacuation near Nuclear Power Plant
allvoices
The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission states nuclear power plants are built to withstand
environmental hazards, including earthquakes. Even those plants that are located outside of areas
with extensive seismic activity are designed for safety in the ...
See all stories on this topic >

This as-it-happens Google Alert is brought to you by Google.

Remove this alert.
Create another alert.
Manage your alerts.



From: Breskovic. Clarence
To: Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: Japan: Radioactive Steam Could Be Released From Troubled Plant
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 1:57:07 PM

Radioactive Steam Could Be Released From Troubled Plant

Tokyo Kyodo World Service 1819 GMT 11 Mar 11
Tokyo, March 12 Kyodo -- Japanese authorities are nearing a decision to release radioactive steam from
a troubled nuclear reactor, industry minister Benri Kaieda said Saturday.

Kaieda was referring to the rising pressure inside the No. 1 reactor of the Fukushima No. 1 plant, which
was hit by a powerful earthquake Friday.



From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

HOO Hoc

Thursday, April 28, 2011 12:20 PM
LIA07 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc; OST01 HOC
FW: [METI Japan](Apr_28)Update on Recovery from Seismic and Tsunami Damage
Economic Impact of Earthquake.pdf; [METI] Apr 27_0800_Seismic Damage to the
NPSs.pdf; Apr_28 Radioactivity Level Map Chart.pdf

----- Original Message -----
From: meti-info@meti.go.jp [mailto:meti-info@meti.go.jp]
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 12:11 PM
To: meti-info@meti.go.jp
Subject: [METI Japan](Apr_28)Update on Recovery from Seismic and Tsunami Damage

For your information, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry is providing information on Japan's recovery from Great
East Japan Earthquake.

This Thursday, the following information has been updated.

---- Today's news ----
1. METI released a report on the economic impact of Great East Japan Earthquake. [Please refer to 2. and the attached
file]

---- Updates from METI ----
2. [METI] Apr 28_METI released a report on the economic impact of Great East Japan Earthquake.
http://www.meti.go.ip/english/press/2011/0428 01.html

3. [METI] Apr 27_0800_Seismic Damage to the NPSs [Please refer to the attached file]

4. [METI] Apr 28_Radioactivity Level Map Chart [Please refer to the attached file]

---- Updates from NISA ----
5. [NISA] Apr 28 1200_Current Situation of Onagawa, Fukushima Dai-ichi, Fukushima Dai-ni, Tokai Dai-ni NPSs (only
Japanese version is now available. English version will be uploaded.)
http://www.meti.go.ip/press/2011/04/20110428007/20110428007-1.pdf

[NISA] Apr 23 0800_Current Situation of Onagawa, Fukushima Dai-ichi, Fukushima Dai-ni, Tokai Dai-ni NPSs (English
version) http://www.nisa.meti.go.ip/english/files/en20110423-4-6.pdf

6. [NISA] Apr 28 0600_Fukushima Dai-ichi Major Parameters of the Plant
http://www.nisa.meti.go.ip/english/files/en20110428-1-3.pdf

............ I
Izo
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---- Major Updates from other agencies of Japanese Government --- 7. [MLIT] Apr 28 PM Measurement of Radiation
Doses in the Ports around Tokyo Bay http://www.mlit.go.ip/kowan/kowan frl 000041.html
Currently, the level of radiation in Tokyo City, Yokohama City, Kawaski City and Ichikawa City (Chiba) were as shown in
the attachment at very safe level to health.

8. [MLIT] Apr 28 PMMeasurement of radiation doses around the Metropolitan Airports
http://www.mlit.go.jp/koku/koku tk7 000003.html
The current level of radiation does not have any effects on human health.

9. [NSC] Apr 28 1645_Assessment of the result of environment monitoring (only Japanese version is available)
http://www.nsc.go.ip/nsc mnt/110428 1.pdf

If you need to add other e-mail address to this mailing list or do not need our information mail any more, please contact
at meti-info@meti.go.ip

International Public Relations Team
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI)
1-3-1 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8901, Japan E-mail : meti-info@meti.go.ip

(See attached file: Economic Impact of Earthquake.pdf)

(See attached file: [METI] Apr 27_0800_Seismic Damage to the NPSs.pdf)

(See attached file: Apr_28 Radioactivity Level Map Chart.pdf)
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Reading of environmental radioactivity
level by prefecture 2 8th April 8:00-9:00
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Message from Prime Minister Naoto Kan Regarding Assistance.Received from Overseas
Tuesday, March 22, 2011

I would like to express my most sincere appreciation for the condolences and assistance Japan has received from approximately 130

countries, more than 30 international organizations, and people all around the world in response to the Tohoku-Pacific Ocean

Earthquake.,
The rescue workers, search dogs; and nuclear power experts from various countries, as well as the human resources support from the

U.S. Forces in Japan and others, assistance.:with food, medical supplies, blankets,'andoth er supplies, and:offers of assistance from over,:

670 NGOs and other organizations have all been profoundly uplifting to the Japanese people, who have come to realize acutely that "a

friend in need is a friend indeed...."

On behalf of the Japanese people, I would like once again to express my deepest appreciation upon having received this truly

.tremendous outpouring of cordial assistance from around the world.
Naote o an

Prime Minister of Japan613,
1
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1. Devastated Area is Limited
fIAdverse impact to Japanese economy is limited since the Pacific Ocean Coast which

suffered the greatest damage accounts for only 2.5 % of the size of the total Japanese
economy.

•The damaged area is slightly smaller in economic size than that of the Great Hanshin-
Awaji Earthquake(1995). /

The Size of Economic Activities in the Municipalities Along Pacific Ocean Coast (Census of Manufactures)

Shipment value Gross value added

(trillion yen) In percent of (trillion yen) In percent of
total total

All Japan 335.6 100.0% 110.8 100.0%

Municipalities along 8.3 2.5% 2.8 2.5%
Pacific Ocean Coast*
[Source] Census of Manufactures 2008 (Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry)
* Municipalities along pacific ocean coast in Aomori, Iwate, Miyagi, Fukushima and Ibaragi prefectures

The Size of Economic Activities in the Municipalities Devastated
by the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake* (Census of Manufactures)

Shipment value Gross value added

(trillion yen) In percent of (trillion yen) In percent of
total total

All Japan 311.2 100.0% 127.6 100.0%

Damaged Municipalities* 8.3 2.7% 3.7 2.9%

[Source] Census of Manufactures 1993 (Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry)
* 10 cities and 10 towns which Disaster Relief Act was applied to in Hyogo Prefecture. 3



2. Reconstruction from the Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake

L ýThe negative effect was temporary in the quake-hit area as well as nationwide, and

production level showed a sharp reconstruction after hitting bottom in the aftermath of
the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake. j
Mining and Manufacturing Production Before and After the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake I

11U

(Dec. 1994 = 100)

100

90 3---l]2 141s5I 4 95 6 9789 I 5 6 7181
12911021311 10 11j12 112 3 14 6 1 7 011

94 95 96

[Source] Indices of Industrial Production (Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry)
Changes in Industrial Production (Kinki, Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry) 4



3. Reconstruction from the Present Earthquake: (1)Tohoku Expressway
F

•Tohoku Expressway is a traffic and commercial artery which connects Tohoku and Kanto
regions. Numerous factories are located along the route.

)347 km out of 675 km of the expressway was destroyed by the earthquake on March
11, but the traffic restriction was lifted on March 2 4 th, following the completion of
emergency restoration measures.
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3. Reconstruction from the Present Earthquake: (2) Railroads

[ None of 26 trains operating at the time of the earthquake derailed, not did any serious
destruction of elevated bridges and stations, or collapse of tunnels occur.

;The entire Tohoku Shinkansen will resume operation by April 3 0 th. j
IScheduled resumption of operations as of April1t

fc u resumpi of o a I

/k

Morioka to Shin Aomori
4 %Resumed Operation in April 13th

Ichinoseki to Morioka
Resumed Operation in April 23th

< ;x ai~m Sendai to Ichinoseki

7 .Around April 29th

Fukushima to Sendai
Re••me .. d Operation in April 25th

Nasushiobara to Fukushima

i • Resumed Operation in April 12th

1OOkm

JR East
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3. Reconstruction from the Present Earthquake: (3) Sea Ports

L)Quays of all major ports in the quake-hit Pacific Coast from Aomori to Ibaragi became
available by May 2 4 th.

)The ports damaged by the tsunami are subsequently recovering its functions.

4L~
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Quays of all the major ports
became available on March
2 4 th
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3. Reconstruction from the Present Earthquake: (4) Airports

)ýThe reconstruction of Sendai Airport which was badly damaged by the tsunami showed
surprisingly rapid progress thanks to the cooperation between the US Armed Forces and
Japanese Self-Defense Forces. The entire runway was restored and became available by
March 2 8 th.

•Passenger flights between Haneda-Sendai and Osaka(Itami)-Miyagi resumed operation
on April 1 3 th, a month after the earthquake. J

K

r

Kyodo

Sendai air port damaged by the tsunami as of March 1 3 th.

Kyodo

The first landing to Sendai airport since the earthquake
on April 1 3 th.
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4. Electricity Supply/Demand Toward This Summer

)ýWith the reinforcement of the power supply, Tokyo Electric Power Company decided, in
principle, to not carry out the "Scheduled Rolling Blackouts."
After March 2 9 th, "Scheduled Rolling Blackouts" have been discontinued.

;TEPCO forecasts that it will be able to supply electricity of up to 52,000 MW this summer.
)With TEPCO's action to reinforce further power supply, "Scheduled Rolling Blackouts" will

be discontinued all the way till summer.

(Numbers) 5 Frequencies "Scheduled Rolling Blackouts"

4

TEPCO's electricity SuDDlV possibilitv
Mar 14th - Mar 21th - Mar28th- Apr4th- Apr 11th - Apr 18th - (times)

20th 27th Apr 3th 10th 17th
(MW)

60000

55000

50000

45000

40000

35000

30000
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5. Present status and prospects of restoration of production bases in the
affected areas

)More than 60% of affected bases of respondents have already finished restoration.
)Meanwhile, other production bases are on the way to resumption, and about less than

30% are expected to be restored by summer.
(Reference) The ratio of the number of establishments located in the municipalities in 7 prefectures (Aomori, Iwate, Miyagi, Fukushima, Tochigi, and Chiba)
covered by the Disaster Relief Act in the total number of the manufacturing establishments all over the country, is about 7%. (The figure was calculated based
on Census of Manufactures 2008, as of March 27th)

........... Present status and prospects of production bases in the affected areas
64%

N Whole manufacturing(70) M Material Industry(46) m Processing Industry (24)

38%

..... 26%

~17%
11%o •13%

: 9% • 7%% 79%
7%9 % 4 " 3% 4% 7% -A• •4% 3% 2%

Finished Within 1 month 1 month later 2 months later 3 months later By summer 4-6 months 6 months More than a Not knowing

restoration (1 -3 months later - 1 year year
....... ii..iii.

I later)tI I

•------------------------------------------- i

X-Affected areas :Aomori, Iwate, Miyagi, Fukushima, Ibaraki, Tochigi, Chiba
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6. Effects on Specific Industries : (1) Steel

[)Although Sumitomo Metal's Kashima Plant has stopped production, other Japanese iron
works can still produce plenty of crude steel. I

Geographical Locations of Damaged Iron Works Production Capacity for Crude Steel
(As of March, 2010)

•X- in thousands of tons per year

Japan (total)

Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd

-ý ýKashim

Kashima

0 20,000 40,000 60,000 80,000 100,000 120,000
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6. Effects on Specific Industries: (2) Petrochemicals

)'Mitsubishi Chemical's Kashima Plant, which has suffered some damage from the Great
East Japan Quake, is responsible for about 10% of Japan's ethylene production. Even if it
cannot be repaired soon, Japan has many other complexes which can produce more than
the necessary volume of petrochemicals.

Production Capacity for Ethylene

(As of December, 2009)
X in thousands of tons per year

Ratio of Export & Import to

Production of Petrochemicals

I ^ýn+;-n ('•.n n n• n,,i f'l.•n~n ih .•h~ra

r'^m -n Ca aci- Share
Kashima
Goi
Ichihara

Chiba
Anegasaki Sodegaura

Kawasaki

Yokkaichi
Osaka
Mizushima
Fukuyama
Shunan
Ohita

MITSUBISHI CHEMICAL CORP.
MARUZEN PETROCHEMICAL CO., LTD.
KEIYO ETHYLENE CO., LTD
MITSUI CHEMICALS, INC.
IDEMITSU KOSAN CO., LTD.
SUMITOMO CHEMICAL CO., LTD.
JX NIPPON OIL & ENERGY CORP.
TONEN CHEMICAL CORP.
TOSOH CORP.
MITSUI CHEMICALS, INC.
MITSUBISHI CHEMICAL CORP.
ASAHI KASEI CHEMICALS CORP.
IDEMITSU KOSAN CO., LTD.
SHOWA DENKO K. K.

828
480
690
553
374
380
404
491
493
455
450
443
623
615

7279

11.4%
6.6%
9.5%
7.6%
5.1%
5.2%
5.6%
6.7%
6.8%
6.3%
6.2%
6.1%
8.6%
8.4%

100.0%

25.0

20.0

15.0

10.0

5.0

0.0Total Capacityl

X Underlined plants shut their naphtha crackers after the quake.

- ratio of export to production -ratio of import to production
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6. Effects on specific Industries : (3) Auto / Electronics Industries
)Several weeks after the earthquake, certain major factories producing core parts and

materials temporally ceased the operation, but sequentially resumed its operation. For
factories that need more time to recover, companies are seeking substitution by other
factories.

);>Most of the motor production companies have restarted production, depending on the
supply level of core parts and materials. /

Toyota Motor All factories resume production from April 1 8th.

Nissan All factories, including seismic-damaged Engine factory in Iwaki-city, resume production fromrn

April 1 8th .

Honda By the resuming production of finished automobiles at the Saitama Factory and Suzuka Factory,

all factories resume production from April 11th.

Hitachi Automotive'Systems Seismic-damaged Sawa and Fukushima Auto-parts manufacturing factories partially resume,

production from March 25th. Manufacturing facilities has been almost completely repaired.

Hitachi Vehicle Energy Seismic-damaged Headquarter Factory at Hitachinaka-city resume production of Lithium-ion
batteries from March 28th.

Hitachi ltd. seismic-damaged factory at Hitachi partially resumes manufacturing of turbine for electricity

power plants from March 2 9 th. 90% production level has recovered.

Renesas Electronics 6 of 7 factories that suffer seismic damage already resume production. All the stakeholders

concerned try to make every effort to restart the operation of NAKA Factory as soon as
possible. Originally they announced "before July, now try to accelerate the schedule.

Shinetsu Chemicals .. ,Seismic-damaged Shirakawa.ý Factory resumed production by the end of April. Right now,
:substituting byother group factories.

IHI Seismic-damaged Soma Factory, producing engines and gas turbine, now resume operation

since march 2 9 th.

13



7. Effects of Radioactivity from Fukushima

( ýDistance Between Tokyo and Fukushima Dai-ichi NPA

Tokyo - Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS: 230 km (about 144 miles)

Amsterdam - Brussels : 170 krn (about 106 miles)

Paris - Brussels : 266 km (about 166 miles)

NY - Philadelphia : 137 km (about 86 miles)

Los Angeles- San Diego: 180 km (about 113 miles)

Washington DC - Philadelphia :200 km (about 125 miles)

Dai-ichi NPS

is 230km (about 144 miles). 7

V7

.0

20km from Fukushima 1

Fukushima Prefecture]
/

0

230 Km (about 144 miles)
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7. Effects of Radioactivity from Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

-The recent environmental radioactivity level in Tokyo is lower than the level in New York,
and Hong Kong.

>Several UN agencies, including the WHO, have announced that radioactive materials
have been of low concentration and do not present health or transportation safety risk.

<International Organizations press release>

OInternational Civil Aviation Organization
(April 11, 2011)

"Continuous monitoring around these airports
confirms that radiation levels are well within
safe limits from a health perspective."

OWorld Health Organization
(April 5, 2011, FAQs)

"WHO is not advising general restrictions on
travel to Japan."

< Environmental radioactivity levels around the world>

7Hong Kong: 0.14 p.Sv/hour

New York: 0.095 lSv/hour
Tokyo: 0.078 p.Sv/hour

[Source]
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT), Hong Kong Observatory, Live
radioactivity monitoring online USA

Hong Kong(as of13 April , 2011), New York (7 days average to April 13, 2011)
Tokyo (as of 12 April, 2011)

<Environmental radioactivity level in Tokyo>
OThe environmental radioactivity level in Tokyo, if the

current level continues for three months, will be
168.5 liSv*.

* 0.078 IiSV/hr (as April 1 2 th, 2011) X 24hour X 90days=168.51ISV

[Radiation in daily life]

-An air travel between Tokyo and New York (RT): 200 IVSv

-A gastrointestinal X-ray examination :600 ISv
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Article by Bloomberg

April 1st, 2011(Bloomberg) -- Hong Kong, Cornwall Radiation Beats Tokyo Even
After Japan Nuclear Crisis

Typical amounts of radiation in Hong Kong exceed those in Tokyo even as
workers struggle to contain a crippled nuclear plant in northern Japan, indicating
concerns about spreading contamination may be overblown.

The radiation level in central Tokyo reached a high of 0.109 microsieverts per
hour in Shinjuku Ward yesterday, data from the Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of
Public Health show. That compares with 0.14 microsieverts in the Kowloon district
of Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Observatory said on its website. A person is exposed
to 50 microsieverts from a typical x-ray.

Tokyo's radiation level is only slightly higher than New York, where an average
of 0.095 microsieverts an hour was recorded in the seven days to yesterday,
according to a real- time Geiger counter reading set up as part of the Background
Radiation Survey, a project where owners of the equipment feed their readings
into a central database. The level in Tokyo the day before the accident averaged
0.0338 microsieverts an hour.

16



8. Macroeconomic Impact: (1) Comparison with the "Lehman Shock"
mr

[According to private sector forecasts, Japan's economy will grow in Q3 and Q4 2011 after
slowing down in the Q1 and Q2. The degree of the slowdown is expected to be much less
than after the "Lehman Shock." 9

(%)
15.0

Comparison with "Lehman Shock"
(Real GDP: Changes from the previous quarter, annual rate)

10.0

0.0

A 5.0

A 10.0 -

A 15.0 -

A 20.0

Actual *---Forecasts by private sector

zean

0.1 1.5

7.2

2.3

- - Vr- 1. 9

-3.9

-- actual
-)K- average of upper 6 agencies' forecasts
-- actual (before & afte r Lehman shock)
-0-- average of bottom 5 agencies' forecasts

-20

A 25.0
I HI I

CY2010

CY2008

M I IV II if

CY2011

CY2009

191I IV

[Source] "National Accounts" (Cabinet Office). "The Nikkei" (April 5, 2011 )
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8. Macroeconomic Impact: (2) Cabinet Office Estimate

[)The Cabinet Office forecasts that Japan's growth will be positive following the "Great
East Japan Earthquake." It estimates damage to the stock in the disaster to be about 1%
of the national stock. 3

(Real GDP. trillion yen)

FY2011(2011,4-'2012,3) FY2012 FY2013

First half Second half (2012,4'-2013,3) (2013,4-2014,3)

Impact on GDP in the disaster area
Decline in production due to the damage of Al. 25-AO. 5 Al. 25"-AO. 5 A2. 25"-Al. 25 A2. 25-Al. 25

praivete plant & equipment

Impact on GDP in the non-disaster area AO 25
via supply-chain connections

Impact on Reconstruction of damaged
stocks (assuming a scenario where
reconstruction takes 3 years) 2--3 3-5 6-9. 5 5-7. 75
Increase in production corresponding to the gros
fixed lcarital formation

Total impact on GDP 0. 5-2. 25 2-4. 25 3. 75-8. 25 2. 75-6. 5

lI perent ofreaIl" GDP(annualized) 0. 25-0- 750/ 0. 7' : 5- 1 0.75-1. 50/ 0. 5-1. 25%

Damage on Stocks (Social Capital, 1 6--25 trillion yen (about 1% of all stock)
Housing, Private Plant & Equipment)

[Source] Cabinet Office
(X1 ) Prefectures Covered : Hokkaido, Aomori, Iwate, Miyagi, Fukushima, Ibaraki, and Chiba. Period Covered : FY2011 - FY2013
(X 2) This table shows the difference from a baseline which corresponds to real GDP that would have realized if the Tohoku-Pacific Ocean Earthquake did not occur.

When calculating the ratio to real GDP, estimated real GDP for FY2010 as shown in the government economic outlook (Cabinet Decision in January 2011) is used.
(X 3) Total Stocks in Japan is 2,054 trillion yen. (by macroeconomic and fiscal model database 2009)
(X-4) Expect for the impact on GDP via constraint on electric power supply. 18
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Message from Prime Minister Naoto Kan Regarding Assistance Received from Overseas
Tuesday, March 22, 2011

I would like to express my most sincere appreciation for the condolences and assistance Japan has received from approximately 130

countries, more than 30 international organizations, and people all around the world in response:to the Tohoku-Pacific Ocean

Earthquake.

The rescue workers, search dogs, and nuclear power experts from various countries, as well as the human resources support from the

U.S. Forces in Japan and others, assistance with food, medical supplies, blankets, and other supplies, and offers of assistance from over

670.NGOs and other organizations have all been profoundly uplifting to the Japanese people, who have come to realize acutely that "a

friend in need is a friend indeed!`...

On behalf of the Japanese people, I would like once again to express my deepest appreciation upon having received this truly
tremendous outpouring of cordial assistance from around the world.

Naoto Kan
Prime Minister of Japan
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Great East Japan Earthquake and the seismic damage to the NPSs

As of 8:00am April 27th, 2011 (JST)

Ministry of Economy, Trade and industry

ýarthquake and automatic shut-down of nuclear reactors

The Great East Japan Earthquake of historic magnitude 9.0 struck the
northeastern part of Japan at 14:46 on March 11 th, 2011.

At the time of the earthquake occurrence, 3 reactors (Units 4, 5 and 6 at
Fukushima Dai-ichi (I) Nuclear Power Station (NPS)) were under periodic inspection

outage, and 11 reactors (Units 1, 2 and 3 at Onagawa NPS; Units 1, 2 and 3 at
Fukushima I NPS; Units 1, 2, 3 and 4 of Fukushima Dai-ni (II) NPS; and an unit of

Tokai Dai-ni (II) NPS) were automatically shut-down.

• Unitl: 524 MW, 1984-
Onagawa Unit2: 825 MW, 1995-

AoniorL Unit3: 825 MW, 2002-J

/ Uniti: 460 MW, 1971-

Unit2: 784 MW, 1974-

Fukushima I Unit3: 784 MW, 1976-
Unit4: 784 MW, 1978-
UnitS: 784 MW, 1978-

ý_jUnit6: 1,100 MW, 1979-

|F1,100hMWallUnit1: 1,100 MW,. 1982--
unit2: MW, 1984-

Fukushima 11/Unit3: 1,100 MW, 1985-
Unit41,100 MW, 1987- J

Tokai H (1,100 MW, 1978-)

lsunami damaged the emergency generators and the cooling systems at the Fukushim
S)i-chi(Il

Since the external power supply was cut off upon the earthquake occurrence,

the emergency diesel power generators at Fukushima I automatically started generating

electricity and the cooling systems began their operation.
Then, the massive earthquake triggered the devastating Tsunami wiping away

houses, buildings, cars along the widespread areas of the northeast coast. The

emergency diesel power generators and the pumps supplying seawater to the cooling
system were halted at 15:41 on March 11 th due to the Tsunami estimated more than 14
meters high from the seawater level.



PReport concerning incidents at the Fukushima Dai-ichi (I) I

Unit 1 Fresh water is being injected to the spent fuel Pool and the reactor.

After the reactor was automatically shut-down and the Tsunami disabled the
equipments. The pressure of containment vessel unusually increased and the water level
inside the reactor pressure vessel dropped. Vent of the primary containment vessel
was operated at 10:17am on March 12th; thereafter, hydrogen explosion occurred at the
upper-part of the reactor building at 15:36.

Water injection to the reactor pressure vessel
- Seawater had been injected into the reactor pressure vessel since March 12th;

thereafter, fresh water has been injected since March 25th, instead of seawater.

Water injection to the spent fuel pool
- On March 31st, spray of fresh water over the spent fuel. pool of Unit 1 using the

concrete pump truck was carried out.

Power supply
- Lighting in the main control room was recovered on March 24th. And the power

supply for the fresh water injection to the reactor pressure vessel was switched to the
external power supply on April 3rd.

Stagnant water
- As the result of concentration measurement in the stagnant water on the basement

floor of the turbine building, 2.1 x 105Bq/cm 3 of 131I (Iodine) and 1.8x 106Bq/cm 3 of137Cs (Caesium) were detected as major radioactive nuclides. Since March 24th, the
stagnant water has been transferred to the condenser until it was fulfilled.

- In order to prepare to transfer the stagnant water in the turbine building to the
condenser, the water in the condensate storage tank was transferred to the surge tank
of suppression pool water and finished on April 2nd. The transfer of the water in the
condenser to the condensate storage tank was completed on April 10th.

Nitrogen injection
- Aiming at reducing the possibility of hydrogen combustion in the primary

containment vessel of Unit 1, the operations for the injection of nitrogen to the vessel
were started at 22:30 on April 6th. The start of nitrogen injection to the primary
containment vessel of Unit 1 was confirmed. (1:31 am April 7th)

Unit 1 as of 6:00am April 27th ReactorPressure AO.S51MPa'F undu-rmonitoringofthe

l Fuel Condition: NooarPesfluctuation
, W e r Readtion: P ols rge f E•t rgn H a to>•Pool C , oling Temperature - °0 *coniverted to absolut•e pressure

System Condition: Indicator, Reactor Water Level A - 1,6S0mm
fiUke Reactor Water Level B -'1,600amm

• mmlCondition: No flooding of top of active fuel until the
• •I ~abovelevel. ..

.PR eactorWater'rem.perature -°-C

Condition: No data available

Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Temperature:
Feedwater Nozzle Temperature: 132.0 C (under

I [Temperature at thebottom head of RPV; 110ý5°0

PCV*-3Pressure 0.I55MPa
~Conditi n: No large fluctuation

S/P"4Water Temperature A 51.0 C

Condition: Almost stable
S/P*'Pressure: 0:lSSMPa
Condition: No large fluctuation

Exera (Editorial committee for
P r RS*1 *Residual Heat Removal System Nuclear Energy

*2 Emergency Diesel Generator
*•Primary Containment essel Handbook, Nuclear

.4 Suppression Pool Energy Handbook)



Unit 2 Fresh water is bein-' injected to the spent fuel pool and the reactor.

After the automatic shut-down of the reactor, the water injection function was
sustained. And vent of the primary containment vessel was operated at 11:00am on
March 13th and at 0:02am on March 15th. But the reactor water level tended to decrease.
At 6:10am on March 15th, there was an explosion sound at Unit 2. Given the fact that
the pressure in the suppression chamber decreased, it is presumed that there is
possibility of certain damage on the suppression chamber.

Water injection to the reactor pressure vessel
- Seawater had been injected into the reactor pressure vessel since March 14th;

thereafter, fresh water has been injected since March 26th, instead of seawater.

Water injection to the spent fuel pool
- The seawater injection to the spent fuel pool using the fire pump truck started on

March 20th. On March 29th, the injection was switched to the fresh water injection
using the temporary motor-driven pump.

- The work of sampling water that flowed out in the skimmer surge tank from the
spent fuel pool ofUnif 2 was carried out in order to grasp the condition of water in
the pool. (April 16th) As a result of nuclide analysis of radioactqye materials
rearding the sar led water of the pool, 4 l x 90Bq/cm3 of I (Iodine)
1.xl0:Bq/ cm of Cs (Cesium), 1.5xl0:Bq/cm" of 7Cs (Cesium) were detected.
(April 17th)

Power supupIlP On w arch 26thsp lihtin of the main control room was recovered. And the power

supply for the fresh wafer injection to the reactor pressure vessel was switched to
the external power supply on April 3rd.

Stagnant water
- After transferring the water in the condenser to the condensate storage tank, the

stagnant water in the trench of the turbine building was transferred to the condenser
from April 12th till 13th Then stagnant water (stagnant water with high-level
radioactivity) in the turbine building of Unit 2 was started to be transferred to the
radioactive waste treatment facilities at 10:08am on April 19th.

Water in the pit
- The water, of which the dose rate was at the level of more than 1,000 mSv/h, was

confirmed to be collected in the pit (a vertical portion of an underground structure)
located near the intake channel of Unit 2. -In addition, the outflow from the
crack(20cm) in the concrete portion of the lateral surface of the pit into the sea was
confirmed on April 2nd. In order to stop the outflow the coagulant (soluble glass)
was injected from the holes around the pit from April 51h, the outflow was
confirmed to stop on 6th. Furthermore, the measures to stop water by means of
rubber board and jig (prop) were implemented at the outflowing point. (April 6th)

- Injection of the coagulant to the power cable trench of Unit 2 was carried out on
April 18th and 19th.

Unit 2 as-of 6:00am April 27thI Reactor Pressure A 0:083MPaý (utde rn-itoring ofthe
Spent Fuel Spent Fuel Pool Water Reactor Pressure B 0.078MPa' chargeof the situation)~ool Cooling Temperature s7°C Condition: No large fluctuation

S -Reactor Water Level A - 1,500mm
Reactor Wa ter Level - 2, 100m m
Condition: Notloodingoftop of active fuel to the

above level

Reactor Water Temperature -
Condition: No data available
Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Temperature:

"[Temperature at the bottom head of RPV -- °0
S(indicator failure)

PCV-'Pressure 0.080MPa ,
• Condition: No large fluctuation

• p~t•$1S/Pw-4Water Temnperatu~re A 70.5-U'
S/P'4Water Temperature B 70.80C

b~ Condition: Tend to decline

supprossln S/p-
0
Pressure - MPa

Condition: Indicator failure
[ e Residual Heat Removal System (Editorial aontittee for

nl Emergency Diesel Generator Nuclear Energy
_r EDG* RHRS Primary Containment Vessel Handbook, Nuclear*4 Suppression Pool Energy Handbook)



Unit 3 Fresh water is being injected to the spent fuel pool and the reactor.

After the automatic shut-down of the reactor, fresh water and subsequently
seawater were injected into the reactor pressure vessel. And vent of the primary
containment vessel was operated on March 13th and 14th. However, the pressure in the
primary containment vessel rose up unusually and the explosion took place around the
reactor building at 11:01am on March 14th.

Water injection to the reactor pressure vessel
- The seawater had been injected into the reactor pressure vessel since March 13th,

thereafter; fresh water has been injected since March 25th, instead of seawater. On
March 28th, the pump for the fresh water injection was switched from the fire pump
truck to the temporary motor-driven pump.

Water injection to the spent fuel pool
- In order to pour water into the spent fuel pool, helicopters, water cannon trucks, fire

engines and concrete pump trucks discharged water to the spent fuel pool of Unit 3
from sky and ground. Since March 29th till April 22th, fresh water spray over the
spent fuel pool using the concrete pump truck had been carried out.
Test injection of fresh water to the spent fume1 pool FLU, slng Cp4- C4antu
system for Unit 3 wais carried out on April 22nd ý al 2th

Power supply
- On March 22nd, lighting in the main control room was recovered. And the power

supply for the fresh water injection to the reactor pressure vessel was switched to the
external power supply on April 3rd.

Stagnant water
- In order to prepare for transferring the stagnant water on the basement floor of

turbine building to the condenser, the water in the condensate storage tank is being
transferred to the surge tank of suppression pool water from March 28th till March
3 1st.

PCV"
3
PressureO.1031MPa

Condition: No large fluctuation

S/P, 4WaterTemperatureA41.2
S/P, 4

Water Temperature B 41.2
Condition' Tend to decease
S/p*4

Pressure O.1787MPa
Condition: No large fluctuation

' Residual Heat Removal System
• Emergency Diesel G6nerator:
' Primary Containment Vessel
14

Suppression Pool



Unit 4 No fuel is in the reactor. Fresh water is being injected to the spent fuel pool.

There is no fuel in the reactor pressure vessel due to replacement of the shroud..

It was confirmed that a part of wall of the operation floor of the reactor building of Unit

4 was damaged at 6:14am on March 15th. A fire took place at Unit 4 at 9:38am March

15th, but the fire was extinguished spontaneously as of 11:00am. Another fire took place

on March 16th, but no fire could be confirmed from the ground.

Water injection to spent fuel pool

Water spray using fire engine with seawater over the spent fuel pool of Unit 4 was

carried out from March 20th till March 21 st. And water spray using a concrete pump

truck had been carried out with seawater from March 22nd till March 27th and wiVth

frQ6li water fromA March 30th till April 26th.

Power supply

- On March 29th, lighting in the main control room was recovered.

Stagnant water

- From April 2nd, the stagnant water in the main building of radioactive waste

treatment facilities was being transferred to the turbine building of Unit 4. As the

water level in the vertical portion of the trench for Unit 3 rose from April 3rd, by

way of precaution, the transfer was suspended notwithstanding that the path of the

water was not clear.(9:22am April 4th)

Unit 4 as of 6:00am April.27th
In periodic inspection outage

Spent Fuel Spent Fuel Pool Water

Pool Cooling Temperature -.C
System SCondition: lndicatorfailu e

(Editorial €ommittee for
"' Residual Heat Removal System Nuclear Energy
x2 Emergency Diesel Generator

Primary Containment Vessel Handbook, Nuclea
x Suppression Pool Energy Handbook)



Unit 5&6 Unit 5 & 6 is under cold shut down.

One of the emergency generators for Unit 6 was operating and supplying
electricity to Unit 5 and Unit 6. Fresh water was being injected into the reactor pressure
vessels and the spent fuel pools by make-up water condensate system.

Cold shut down
- The pump for residual heat removal system (RHR) for Unit 5 and the pump for

RHR for Unit 6 started up on March 19th and recovered heat removal function.
- Unit 5 was under cold shut down at 14:30 on March 20th and Unit 6 was under cold

shut down at 19:27 on the same day.

Power supply
- Unit 5 and 6 received electricity reached to the starting transformer on March 20th.

The power supply of Unit 5 and 6 was switched from the emergency diesel
generators to the external power supply on March 21 st and March 22nd.

- Power supply for the temporary pumps for RHR seawater system of Unit 5 and 6
were switched from the temporary to the permanent on March 24th and 25th.

Low-level radioactivity water discharge
- The groundwater with low-level radioactivity in the sub drain pits of Units 5 and 6

(around 1,300t) was discharged through the water discharge canal to the sea from
April 4th till 9th in order to protect the critical safety facilities of the reactors. The
water was beginning to leak out to the reactor building and other buildings of Unit 6
and there was no further capacity to accommodate it.

Stagnant water
- The stagnant water in the basement floor of the turbine building of Unit 6 was

transferred to the condenser. (From 11:00 till 15:00 April 19th)

Unit 5 as of 6:00am April 27th
In periodic inspection outage

'H eat removal was carried out
alternatelywith the water in the
Reactor Core and in the Spent
Fuel Pool.



Unit 6 as of 6:00am Api
In periodic inspection outage

MSpentFuel X Heat removal was carried out
Pool Cooling alternately with the water in the

Systemn Reactor Core and in the Spent

I(C•• '* Fuel Pool.

Common Spent Fuel Pool

- The power supply was started at 15:37 on March 24th and cooling was also started
at 18:05 on the same day.

- The power supply was stopped due to short-circuiting of the end of the power

supply circuit. (14:34 April 17th) Thereafter the facility inspection was carried out
and the power supply was recovered. (17:30 April 17th)

Other

Nuclide analysis at water discharge canal
- As the result of nuclide analysis at around the southern water discharge canal,

7.4x lO1 Bq/cm3 of 1311 (1850.5 times higher than the limit of consentration of water

outside the Environmental Monitoring Area) was detected on March 26th. (As the
result of measurement on March 29th, it was detected as 3355.0 times higher than

the limit in water.)
As the result of the analysis at the northern water discharge canal, 4.6xlOBq/ cm 3

of 1311 (1262.5 times higher) was detected on March 29th.

Water in the trenches
- The water was confirmed to be collected in the vertical parts of the trenches (an

underground structure for laying pipes, shaped like a tunnel) outside of the turbine
building of Units 1 to 3. The dose rates on the water surface were 0.4 mSv/h of the
Unit I's trench and 1,000 mSv/h of the Unit 2's trench on March 27th. The rate of
the Unit 3's trench could not measure because of the rubble.



Nuclide analysis of soil
- In the samples of soil collected on March 21st, 22nd, 25th, 28th, 31nd and April 4th

on the site of Fukushima 1, 238pu (Plutonium), 239Pu and 240pu were detected. The
concentration of the detected plutonium was at the equivalent level of the fallout
that was observed in Japan concerning the past atmospheric nuclear testing, i.e. at
the equivalent level of the normal condition of environment, and was not at the
level of having harmful influence on human body.

Stagnant water
- On March 28th, the stagnant water was confirmed in the main building of

radioactive waste treatment facilities. As the result of analysis of radioactivity, the
total amount of the radioactivity 1.2x101 Bq/cm 3 in the controlled area and that of
2.2x 101 Bq/cm3 in the non-controlled area were detected in March 29th.

Barges loading fresh water
- Two barges of the US armed forces carrying fresh water for cooling reactors, etc.

landed in the exclusive port of the power station, being towed by the ships of Japan
Maritime Self-Defense Force on March 31st and April 2nd. The transfer of fresh
water from the barges to the filtrate tank was started.

Low-level radioactive water discharge
- The wastewater with high concentration of radioactive materials was trapped on the

basement floor of the turbine building of Unit2 and it was necessary to immediately
be transferred to another location as it was leaking out to the surrounding
environment. But there was no further capacity to accommodate it.

- In order to use the main building of radioactive waste treatment facilities for
accommodating the wastewater of the turbine building of Unit2, the stagnant water
with low-level radioactivity in the radioactive waste treatment facilities was started
to be discharged from the southern side of the water discharge canal to the sea from
April 4th till 10th.Confirmation of the remaining water is being carried out. (Total
amount of discharged water is around 9,070t.)

- The stagnant water with low-level radioactivity in the building of miscellaneous
solid waste volume reduction processing was discharged from the southern side of
the water discharge canal to the sea using 5 pumps.(From April 6th till 7th)

- The watertight measures in the buildings of the radioactive waste treatment
facilities were completed. (April 18th)

Countermeasures for Tsunami
- The distribution boards, etc. for the pumps injecting water to the reactors of Units 1

to 3 were transferred to a hill on April 15th.

Other
- In order to prevent the contaminated water from outflowing from the exclusive port,

the work for stopping water by means of large-sized sandbags was implemented
around the seawall on the south side of the NPS on April 5th.

- 3 sandbags filled with Zeolite were placed between the inlet screen pump room of
Unit 3 and that of Unit 4 on April 15th. Thereafter, 2 sandbags were placed between



the inlet screen pump room of Unit 1 and that of Unit 2, and 5 sandbags were
placed between that of Unit 2 and that of Unit 3 on April 17th.

- The silt fences to prevent the contaminated water from being scattered were
completed to be doubly installed at the appropriate part of the seawall on the south
side of the NPS on April 11 th. Other silt fences were installed in front of the screen

of Units 3 and 4 on April 13th, and at the curtain wall and in front of the screen of
Unit 1 and 2 on April 14th.

- The test scattering of anti-scattering agent to prevent the radioactive materials on
the ground surface from being scattered was carried out on the mountain-side of the
Common Pool and other areas from April 1st till 25th. And on A•pril 26th full-scale
implementationf'tspraymhg anti-scttering agent was~carried•out innthe iarea of
about 5,000 m2 on(he ocean-slde of IUnit usming at)uniannedcrawle mip.

Rcninoyal of the rubble using remote_-conftrolheavy) macin sw carned Out
from April 10th till 26th.

- On the ocean-side of the inlet bar screen of Unit 2, temporary boards to stop water
were installed on April 12th, 13th and 15th.

- Work of strengthening connection of the power supplies between Units 1 and 2 and

Units 3 and 4 was completed. (10:23 April 19th)
- Confirmation of situation, etc. was carried out by unmanned robots at the reactor

building for Unit 1, 2 and 3 on April 17th and 18th.

[Current Situatio

- Evacuation as far as 20 kilometers from Fukushima I NPS and 10 kilometers from

Fukushima II NPS was almost completed (see the diagram "Fukushima prefecture").

The residents in the areas from 20 kilometers to 30 kilometers radius from

Fukushima I NPS are directed to stay in-house.

- On March 16th, the Local Emergency Response Headquarter issued "the direction to

administer the stable Iodine during evacuation from the evacuation area (20 km

radius)" to the Prefecture Governors and the heads of cities, towns and villages.

Monitoring Dat

1) The data of Monitoring Post out of 20 kilometers zone of Fukushima I NPS is

available on the following website:

http://www.mext.g o.ip/a menu/saigaiiohou/syousai/i 303726.htim

2) The real-time radiation data collected via the System for Prediction of Environment

Emergency Dose Information (SPEEDI) is available on the following website:

httn://www.bousai.ne.in/enii/



Location of Fukushima I and II in Japani
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From: Googe Alerts
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Google Alert - Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 10:47:00 PM

News 3 new results for Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Who will decide the future of Vermont Yankee?
WCAX
The Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant in Vernon has been under public scrutiny for years, now
it is seeing federal support from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Vermont Yankee's
Larry Smith said, "It's been a very public process that's taken at ...
See all stories on this topic »

NRC senior staffers protest Yucca Mountain shutdown
Las Vegas Review - Journal
By Steve Tetreault WASHINGTON -- Three senior staff members at the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission signed written dissents to the agency's ongoing shutdown of the Yucca Mountain
project, according to documents made public Friday.
See all stories on this topic >)

Nuclear reactors hit by quakes can suffer unforeseen failures
The Republic
In the US, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission requires that safety-significant equipment
and structures be designed to take into account the most severe seismic event on record for the
site and surrounding area, geologic studies that might reveal .,
See all stories on this topic )

Tip: Use a minus sign (-) in front of terms in your query that you want to exclude. Learn more.

Remove this alert.
Create another alert.
Manage your alerts.



From: Harrington. Holly
To: Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne; Hayden. Elizabeth; McIntyre. David; Chandrathil. Prema; Dricks.

Victor; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey; Mitlynq, Viktoria; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan, Neil; Useldino, Lara

Subject: latest TEPCO press release (dated March 12)
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 5:59:34 PM

http://www.tepco.co.4p/en/press/corp-com/release1l1031210-e.html



From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 2:27 PM
To: Skeen, David
Subject: RE: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

Completed.

From: Skeen, David
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 1:55 PM
To: OST01 HOC
Subject: RE: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

Yes, please - so that someone can easily find it if they need it in the future.

From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 1:41 PM
To: Skeen, David
Subject: RE: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

I included all the e-mail traffic into one document. Would you like the meeting summary you attached to this e-mail
included as well?

From: Skeen, David
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 1:33 PM
To: OST01 HOC
Subject: FW: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding
Importance: High

FYI - if you didn't already have Reggie's e-mail, please attach it to the close out of the NRC funding tasker.

Thanks!

Dave Skeen

From: Kokajko, Lawrence
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 1:26 PM
To: Skeen, David
Subject: FW: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding
Importance: High

As we discussed earlier today, this is the email I sent last week. I should have sent to OST/RST as well, but I
guess I got distracted with something. Hope it did not cause an inconvenience.

From: Kokajko, Lawrence
Sent: Friday, April 22, 2011 11:30 AM
To: Tracy, Glenn; Holonich, Joseph; Holahan, Patricia; Zimmerman, Roy; Marshall, Jane
Subject: FW: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding
Importance: High



From: Mitchell, Reggie
Sent: Friday, April 22, 2011 10:48 AM
To: Kokajko, Lawrence; Holonich, Joseph
Cc: Kaplan, Michele; Matheson, Mary; Brown, Milton
Subject: RE: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding
Importance: High

Lawrence,

Jim, Mary Matheson and I met with NSIR and OIP on Tuesday (4/19) to coordinate the transfer of funding and travel
arrangement for NRC staff supporting the Japanese effort in Japan. Attached is a summary of actions agreed to by the
principal offices. Mary communicated our approach with US AID on Wednesday (4/20).

Please let me know if you need any additional information regarding this activity.

Reggie
Reginald W. Mitchell, Controller
Office of the Chief Financial Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Reggie. Mitchell(anrc.qov
301-415-7379
T-9 F-14

From: Brown,; Milton
Sent: Friday, April 22, 2011 8:06 AM
To: Mitchell, Reggie; Kaplan, Michele; Matheson, Mary
Subject: Fw: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

From: Kokajko, Lawrence
To: Brown, Milton
Sent: Fri Apr 22 07:16:38 2011
Subject: RE: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

Good morning. I have the day shift today in case you need to contact me on the matter. Thank you.

From: Brown, Milton
Sent: Friday, April 22, 2011 6:15 AM
To: Holonich, Joseph; Kokajko, Lawrence; Tracy, Glenn
Cc: Mitchell, Reggie; Matheson, Mary
Subject: Re: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

Joe OCFO have been in contact and working with USAID to take over the funding. I will provide additional details later
today after talking with the staff. Milton

From: Holonich, Joseph
To: Brown, Milton; Kokajko, Lawrence; Tracy, Glenn
Sent: Fri Apr 22 05:54:51 2011
Subject: Status on Notifying USAID That NRC Will Take Over Funding

Milton,
2



I am the ET member currently I the Operations Center tracking the Japanese events. One of the action items in
our tracking log is the need for OCFO to notify USAID that we will take over funding of NRC personnel by May
1. The action was to notify them two weeks in advance.

I wanted to check to see if the action was done so we could close it here in our log. I will be going off of shift at
7:00 but if you can respond to all, my replacement can pick up the ball.

Thanks in advance for your help.

Joe Holonich, Executive Team Director
Operations Center

:3



From: Harrington, Holly
To: Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne;
Subject: Just FYI
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 6:12:11 PM

NEI Off Hours public affairs number: 703-644-8805

Hayden, Elizabeth; McIntyre, David



From: Hayden. Elizabeth
To: "Helen.crocombedbbc.co.ukV
Bcc: Uhle. Jennifer; Sheron. Brian
Subject: FW: Documentary - Not Japan related
Date: Monday, April 11, 2011 6:02:00 PM

Ms. Crocombe,

NRC's office of regulatory research managers indicated they would be interested in being
involved in the documentary you are putting together. Could you give me more details and
an idea of your timeframe? Also, if you can send me the link of other documentaries
you've done, it would make it easy for us to view your prior work.

Some of the more recent NRC research that may be of interest include a zirconium fire
test that we ran for reactor fuel assemblies, underway now through an international
cooperative program. We also have several other research programs at Sandia such as
development of our severe accident analysis code MELCOR, which we use to calculate
nuclear plant and spent nuclear fuel pool-behavior under severe accident conditions, the
conduct of the State of the Art Reactor Consequence Analysis, digital instrumentation and
control test program, fire research, and probabilistic risk assessment research.

Once I have a better idea of what you are looking for, I can facilitate communications with
our research staff.

Beth Hayden

Senior Advisor
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

--- Protecting People and the Environment
301-415-8202
elizabeth. hayden @nrc.gov

Helen Crocombe from BBC2 Science has apparently been in contact with Sandia National
Laboratory about the possibility of a documentary on nuclear power/technologies/research.
She's particularly interested in upcoming experiments that may be happening at the labs,
and someone there gave her our phone number. Unsure of what the protocol is, but I
thought you would be the best person to give her an idea of how the NRC would/should
participate in this.

Helen.crocombei'bbc.co.uk -
+44 208 008 4919



From: Hayden, Elizabeth
To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Fw: NRC OPA this weekend
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 6:21:26 PM

Steve's OK. Talk to u when u call

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
To: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Fri Mar 11 18:20:16 2011
Subject: Fw: NRC OPA this weekend

What do you want me to tell Steve?

From: Dolley, Steven <StevenDolley@platts.com>
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: OPA Resource
Sent: Fri Mar 11 17:20:42 2011
Subject: NRC OPA this weekend

Hi Beth, Where should we call or email this evening and over the weekend, regarding developments
with Japan's nuclear plants? I expect the Ops Center's not anxious to field press calls. Thanks, Steve

Steven Dolley
Managing Editor, Inside NRC
Platts Nuclear
202-383-2166 Office
202-383-2187 Fax

The information contained in this message is intended only for the recipient, and
may be a confidential attorney-client communication or may otherwise be privileged
and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is
not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this
message to the intended recipient, please be aware that any dissemination or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify us by replying to the message and
deleting it from your computer. The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. reserves the right,
subject to applicable local law, to monitor and review the content of any
electronic message or information sent to or from McGraw-Hill employee e-mail
addresses without informing the sender or recipient of the message.
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9 Spy Rock Hill
Manchester
MA 01944
3/20/2011

Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11545 Rockville Pike,
Rockville, MD 20852.

Dear Chairman Jaczko,

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Plant Accident - Implications for US Nuclear Plants.

You were shown on television on Wednesday March 16th speaking of the problem in the
spent fuel ponds and in particular the pond in reactor building #4. NRC's account of the
progress of the incident acknowledged that the cooling ponds, particularly of No. 3 and
No. 4 reactors, may pose the greatest threat.

The necessary openness seems to be lacking in NRC documents relating to similar US
plants, and I write to request specific answers to questions and for a more frank inclusion
of these issues in publications from NRC.

I am an industrial physicist and obtained my doctorate working at the Nuclear Physics
Department of Oxford University. I am a US citizen.

An NRC public document relating to the incident's implications was posted March 191 . I
shall refer to this document as FAQs. It does not mention spent fuel. However I gather
that industry confidential documents do so2.

According to Tokyo Electric Power Company in March 2010, there were/are 1760 tons of
uranium in spent fuel rods stored in 7 ponds and one dry storage facility at Fukushima
Daiichi4. Their presentation makes clear that the racks were modified to increase the
quantity and density of fuel stored in each pond over the original design. Each reactor has
a pond located at the top of the reactor structure. Each pond contains substantially more
fuel than the payload in the reactor, for a total of up to 4.5 times the payload. The fuel is
stored outside the containment. The only partition between the pond and the environment
is a sheet metal wall and roof.

The sheet metal wall was blown away in reactors 1, 2, and 3, and fires have burned large
holes in the wall of reactor 4, according to press reports and Google Earth pictures. Thus
four spent fuel ponds are open to the atm~osphere. Each is apparently loaded to the
maximum possible, and at 3,450 fuel assemblies in each, they are loaded beyond the
original design limit.

* Precise knowledge of the water levels in the ponds is not available, and at the time of
writing it is believed that water levels are being increased. Some statements seems to



indicate that there has always been some water in all the ponds - but it would be good to
hear this confirmed. Pond 4 is structurally compromised, and Pond 3 contains spent
mixed fuel - i.e. a mix for uranium and plutonium. There has been a statement that the in-
ground pond number 7 was stable. The status of the dry long-term on-site storage has not
been clarified publicly.

With this summary of my present understanding, may I pose the following questions to
you and to the NRC, and suggest that these be answered publicly, possibly by posting on
the web along with the other FAQs relating to the issue, and promptly:

1. Concerning spent fuel pond location
a) In how many sites in the US are the spent fuel ponds located at elevated locations
as at Fukushima?
b) In how many sites in the US are the spent fuel ponds located in the reactor
buildings?
c) In what fraction of sites in the US are the spent fuel ponds below grade level?
d) In how many sites in the US are the spent fuel ponds enclosed by walls which
could easily be penetrated by a projectile such as a bullet or a small plane?
e) What is the largest quantity of spent fuel stored in a single pond in a United States
reactor facility?

2. In the event of the loss of the coolant in a spent fuel pond, the fuel cladding will
catch fire. What further events could or will occur?
a) Will the racks collapse?
b) If intact spent fuel rods collapse into the base of the pond, will they become
critical in the absence of water? If water is subsequently applied?
c) What are the levels of plutonium isotopes in spent fuel rods in ponds in
commercial reactors around the US? What proportion of the rods in use are composed of
mixed fuel? How does this modify the previous answer 2b?

3. Reactors are often designed so that in the event of a meltdown, the molten fuel
flows to a large distributed area within the containment, so as to prevent a critical mass
from assembling. This precaution has not been applied to the ponds, so far as we have
been told.
a) What passive safety measures are implemented, and in which facility designs, to
prevent criticality in a worst-case scenario in cooling ponds?

4. Original intent in this BWR design was that spent fuel would be stored in the
elevated pond only until initial activity was reduced - around 3 years.

* a) What is the longest time that spent fuel rods have been kept in an elevated storage
pond in the US?
b) In Fukushima, storage density was increased above the initial design. Press
reports state the US increase in storage density in the ponds is greater. What is the mean
and the maximum storage density in spent fuel ponds in the US?



5. The FAQs document states that reactors are designed to withstand specified
ground movements. Values are not given.
a) What are the horizontal acceleration and amplitude magnitudes used in the design
and certification of US reactor facilities? Define the range of values used in.US facilities
if these vary by location.
b) Are these accelerations applied across the entire facility, including ponds,
generators, auxiliary equipment, and to non-critical equipment capable of inflicting
damage?
c) What will happen to the water level in approved pond designs during movement
at these limits? Include a discussion of resonance.

6. In the Chernobyl event, the amount of non-volatile material dispersed was far
higher than anticipated, reported by international agencies as between 3 and 6 tons5 . In
the event of a fire in stored spent fuel in a storage pond from which most of the water has
been lost, what are the current estimates of the fraction of the fuel that can be yaporized,
atomized, dispersed as fume and smoke, and distributed into the atmosphere?

7. With hindsight, what passive features of the reactor facility design would have
helped at Fukushima, that had been omitted? For example:
a) Pond location
b) Pond containnient
c) Backup means of providing water, such as passive standpipes
d) Runoff control

8. NRC stated that 'The damage to Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station appears
to have been caused by initiating events outside of the design basis for the facilities.'"
This comes just after stating: "The NRC continues to determine that US nuclear plants are
safe. This does not change the NRC's perception of earthquake hazard (i.e., ground motion
levels) at US nuclear plants."'
a) At this point, do you consider that the spent fuel rods posed a significant hazard?
b) The design basis of Fukushima was inadequate. NRC states that all design rules
for US plants have been based on local conditions. Does this mean generally that the
safety margins should be increased?
c) Has the NRC already cometo the conclusion that spent fuel creates a greater
hazard than was appreciated in the previous century. If so, a great deal of remedial work
should have commenced six or so years ago. Has it? If not, why not?

9. In December 2006, the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) issued NEI 06-12, Revision 2,
"B.5.b Phase 2 & 3 Submittal Guideline." NEI 06-12 is designated 'for Official Use Only -
Security Related Information (OUO-SRI)'. Does this mean that the existence of spent fuel pond
hazards, their nature, and their solutions, is being withheld from the public on security grounds?

10. Press reports are conflicting about the existence of backup generators onsite at US plants.
What is the minimum requirement for backup power at US nuclear power plants: capacity,
number, fuel reserves, fuel storage, protection?



I am concerned that the spent fuel rod issue is perceived by NRC as very serious, but that
the information is being withheld from the public for ostensible security reasons. If this
is true, the public must be made aware that they are having the facts concerning the risks
hidden from them. The risk balance between alerting terrorists to target opportunities
(surely too late in many instances) and concealing intrinsic safety and preparedness
deficiencies has bee altered by the events in Japan.

This is an open letter. I intend to seek answers to the questions posed, and others,
wherever appropriate, and to ensure that the answers are made public. These questions
were prompted in part by your own comments, and are posed with the goal of trying to
constructively learn lessons from these sad events. NRC has so far failed to address these
issues in its publicly posted documents. I remain personally agnostic with regard to the
future role of nuclear power in providing electricity, but I am certain that there have been
failures that we cannot afford to repeat.

Sincerely,

Dr. Nicholas R. White.

References:

1. 'NRC frequently asked questions related to the March 11, 2011 Japanese
Earthquake and Tsunami', http://www.nrc.gov/japan/faqs-related-to-japan.pdf

2. http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/gen-comm/info-
notices/201 I/ML I 10760432.pdf

3. In December 2006, the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) issued NEI 06-12, Revision 2,
"B.5.b Phase 2 & 3 Submittal Guideline." NEI 06-12 is designated for Official Use Only -
Security Related Information (OUO-SRI). NEC endorsed this document and publicly discusses
in general terms the issues it raises including spent fuel pond loss of coolant.

4. www.nirs.org/reactorwatch/accidents/6- lpowerpoint.pdf

5. Nuclear Energy Agency, OECD, Volume 3, No. 1, p.230. Chernobyl: Assessment
of Radiological and Health Impacts, 2002 Update of Chernobyl: Ten Years On
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From: Breskovic. Clarence
To: Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: Tokyo Electric Power To Release Reactor Pressure
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:28:03 PM

Tokyo Electric Power To Release Reactor Pressure

Tokyo, March 12 (Jiji Press) -- Tokyo Electric Power Co. has decided to release the pressure from
reactors of a quake-hit nuclear power plant in Fukushima Prefecture, northern Japan, to prevent them
from breaking down, company sources said Saturday.

Releasing the pressure from the company's Fukushima No. 1 nuclear power plant by opening their
valves may let a small amount of radioactive substances leak out into the atmosphere, according to
Tokyo Electric Power.

The safety of nearby residents will be ensured as all the residents in a 10-kilometer radius from the
power plant have been evacuated or instructed by the government to stay at home, according to the
sources.

Immediately after the 8.8-magnitude quake hit northeastern Japan, all the three operating reactors at
the power plant stopped automatically.

Internal pressure is feared to have risen at all the reactors. The pressure in the No. 1 reactor increased
to 600 kilopascals from the normal level of 400 kilopascals.

Meantime, Tokyo Electric Power is striving to restore the No. 2 reactor's cooling system, which stopped
working because the quake caused a power outage and emergency diesel power generation equipment
broke down.

While the reactor's cooling water levels are still kept at about 3.5 meters above the top of its nuclear
fuel rods, the level's decline would force the fuel rods exposed to air to generate radiation.

Radiation Could Already Have Leaked at Nuke Plant

Tokyo, March 12 Kyodo -- Radioactive substances could already have leaked at the Fukushima No. 1
nuclear power plant after a magnitude 8.8 earthquake hit northern Japan, the operator Tokyo Electric
Power Co. said Saturday.

The amount of radiation reached around 1,000 times the normal level in the control room of the No. 1
reactor of the plant, the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency also said. The discovery suggests
radioactive steam could spread around the facility.

The agency also said radiation has been more than eight times the normal level at a monitoring post
near the main gate of the plant.

The authorities expanded the evacuation area for residents in the vicinity of the plant from a 3-
kilometer radius to 10 km on the orders of Prime Minister Naoto Kan, who plans to visit the facility later
Saturday.

>N.



From: Breskovic. Clarence
To: Breskovic, Clarence
Subject: NHK news reports TEPCO started to release air from Fukushima 1 reactor
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:34:03 PM

This will be my last report for the time being as the regular media outlets seem to be on top of things.
If you get NHK TV (Japan Broadcasting Corp.) on your cable TV service I recommend watching it.

Thanks,
Clarence



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HOO Hoc
HOO Hoc
HOO Highlight - NOUE Termination at Diablo Canyon
Friday, March 11,2011 7:49:55 PM

1528 PST - Diablo Canyon has terminated their Unusual Event because the tsunami warning has

been reduced to a tsunami advisory. No damage occurred during this event.

Headquarters Operations Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-816-5100
Fax: 301-816-5151
email: hoo.hoc@nrc.gov
secure e-mail: hool@nrc.sgov.gov

j U.S.NRC



From: Harrington. Holly
To: Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott; Couret. Ivonne; Hayden, Elizabeth; McIntyre, David
Subject: FW: News Reports of Japanese NPP Status
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:55:13 PM

From: Virgilio, Martin
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:50 PM
To: McDermott, Brian; Weber, Michael; Harrington, Holly; Morris, Scott; Leeds, Eric
Cc: McCree, Victor
Subject: Fw: News Reports of Japanese NPP Status

All

Please keep these in mind as you develop the key messages/ Q+A's for our communications plan

Marty

From: McCree, Victor
To: Virgilio, Martin
Cc: Dean, Bill; Satorius, Mark; Collins, Elmo
Sent: Fri Mar 11 19:40:15 2011
Subject: News Reports of Japanese NPP Status

I just listened to the NBC and ABC news "experts" accounts of the status of the Fukishima
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (FDNPP) Units 1 (and 2) and their forecast of what could
happen if electrical power was not soon restored. Their accounts included several mis-
statements that we ought to be aware of, and perhaps provide clarity in any NRC public
response and/or statements that we make on this subject.

i. One expert implied that the BWR core is normally not covered, and that the ECCS
systems only inject after core damage has begun.

ii. The expert also indicated that although the release of pressure from the containment
at FDNPP would be filtered, that the filtration was highly unlikely to be successful.

iii. Another expert implied that nuclear power plants have a limited ability to withstand
an "expected" earthquake, and that they are not designed to handle an
"extraordinary" earthquake. [Note: Although the 8.9 Richter scale magnitude
earthquake at FDNPP may have been beyond its design basis (or Safe Shutdown
Earthquake) the SSE is, by definition, is an extraordinary earthquake.]

Vic
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